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radio communications. This government is strong on
rhetoric but not strong when it comes to
performance on the ground.
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allocation to the office of the Chief Commissioner of
Police. The opposition does not quibble with that.
An honourable member interjected.

As the honourable member for Glen Waverley
begrudgingly said, the previous government
undertook important initiatives such as the Law
Enforcement Assistance Program (LEAP), which
provides the basis for significantly improving the
investigative options available to police, and the
integrated anti-crime strategy.
The honourable member for Glen Waverley referred
to the importance of community policing. It is
pleasing that he has come around to that view. It
was the former government that took seriously that
aspect of policing by initiating the police school's
involvement program and the community-based
programs that will be under threat by the present
government in the context of the present budget.
Community programs like Neighbourhood Watch,
the Defensive Living for Women program, the
school programs, the Croydon Safe Train and a
number of other innovative measures established by
the former government are now under threat.
It was the Labor government that introduced the
safety audit program and took seriously the carnage
on our roads. Towards the end of Labor's period in
government the incidence of speeding fell
dramatically and the road toll dropped by 8 per cent
from 1990 to 1991. It was the Labor government that
introduced random breath testing and hard-hitting
advertising campaigns in the media, campaigns that
are now under threat from this government.
It was the former Labor government that introduced
the comprehensive road safety education programs,
stiffer penalties for speeding and drink-rlriving and
compulsory wearing of bicycle helmets. That
illustrates the point I made earlier about the
government being interested only in the rhetoric of
law and order,interested only in beating it up as a
political issue but not being interested in the
performance. Because of that we hear the nonsense
that is coming across the Chamber from time to time.

The motion moved by the honourable member for
Glen Waverley says the former Labor government
did not adequately respond to the community's law
and Qrder problems. That is absolute nonsense and
should be rejected.
This government's attitude towards the criminal
justice system is becoming apparent in the budget
documents. There has been a modest increase in the

Mr SERCOMBE - The House has just heard a
silly interjection about the former government. It
asked: ''What did we do?" The former government
increased the police budget by a significantly greater
amount than the present government. The
government wishes to increase the Police Force by
600 members. How will that be achieved in the
Budget when those police officers will require cars
and other support? The honourable member for
Glen Waverley referred to the disgraceful ongoing
crime situation and the fact that the police continue
to have difficulties obtaining cars. The government
wishes to put more police officers into the
community but does not provide the proper
resources. There is not a sufficiently large increase to
enable that additional activity to be resourced. The
scandalous situation will continue.
Police officers in certain circumstances do not have
access to motor vehicles. Despite the suggestion of
the honourable member for Glen Waverley that they
should pedal around on bicycles, that will not be a
welcome suggestion in the Police Force.
The Forensic Science Laboratory, which is a focal
point in combating major crime, is inadequately
resourced to undertake its activities. There continues
to be a substantial and unacceptable backlog of
samples taken from crime scenes. So far as one can
tell that has not been addressed in the Budget.
The disgraceful problems to which I referred
publicly some weeks ago about the emerging and
continuing failings of the 11444 communication
system continue. The Budget provides no
guarantees that the matter will be remedied.
There is also the outrageous way in which the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services has dealt
with the Police Air Wing. By removing significant
police capacities, not only in search and rescue but
also in areas such as covert surveillance that rely on
the Police Air Wing, the Minister has vandalised
vital aspects of police operations. The police with
whom I have spoken remain concerned that similar
threats hang over the police helicopter service. In its
short·period in office, the government has already
shown its incompetence, especially in areas that are
vital to the safety of the community.
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The honourable member for Glen Waverley began
his lengthy contribution to the debate by talking
about police morale. I do not know where he was
when the largest meeting of police officers occurred.
The police officers were not there to be bored by
what the Minister for Finance had to say on
superannuation. Obviously, until that point the
Minister had been able to duck the punches, but he
has been less successful since. The police officers
were there because they were deeply - and I
believe rightly - alarmed by the steps the
government has taken on security of employment
and on the important functions of police officers in
their difficult tasks dealing with disciplinary
matters. My view, unlike that of the honourable
member for Glen Waverley, is that police morale
remains significantly depressed in this State as a
result of the government's performance to date.
The law and order drum that is beaten by the
government sounds a bit hollow in a number of
other respects. The legal system remains chaotic as a
consequence of the inept handling of legal aid
matters particularly by the Attorney-General. There
having already been a softening-up process in the
community towards gun laws in Victoria, we hear
specula tion that some retired members of the
government parties are being whipped into action to
consider those laws. No-one who was serious about
law and order and making sure that major crime is
minimised in Victoria - as opposed to the chaotic
situation in North America and particularly the
United States - would seriously consider watering
down important gun controls, but that is what this
government is looking at.
Virtually everyone in Parliament recognises the
rights of sporting shooters and people on the land,
but it is vital that any process of change to gun laws
not be driven by the redneck political agenda of the
mob currently in government. Nothing could
demonstrate more the lack of bona fides on the part
of those people on law and order issues than the
softening-up process that is undoubtedly under way
for less stringent gun laws.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr SERCOMBE - From across the table I am
asked, ''What about Boronia police station?" One of
the activities the former government embarked
upon with considerable energy under the Victorian
accelerated infrastructure program was a rapid
updating of police facilities to increase their capacity
to service the community.
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In recent times the Minister has traipsed around
places such as Keilor. Mr Deputy Speaker, parts of
that municipality are in the electorates you and I
represent. In recent days the Minister has been down
to Frankston - I gather to open police stations
provided through a program of private investment
in public infrastructure - but numerous other
communities have been dumped and left with
substandard and inadequate resources. That has
scarcely been at any great saving to the public purse.
The Age of 2 January - with the smiling face of the
Minister peering out - informs us that it cost the
government $2 million to cancel the arrangement it
had at Ringwood and Flemington police stations.
A range of other important initiatives for the
proviSion of proper accommodation for policing
activities are not being adequately addressed by this
government, despite its so-called commitment to
law and order. The government is strong on rhetoric
but hopeless at getting results other than doing a
Significant disservice to the community by talking
up fear. As I said, many people in our community
are legitimately frightened, and this mob wants to
keep them that way.
Mr E. R. SMITH (Glen Waverley) -On a point
of order, Mr Acting Speaker, I ask you to remind the
Acting Leader of the Opposition that there are
proper forms and phraseologies to be adopted. The
phrase "this mob" is not on. I ask you, Sir, to bring
the honourable member back to order.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! I ask the honourable member to withdraw
that remark.
Mr SERCOMBE (Acting Leader of the
Opposition) - I will desist from using that
reference. I was taking my lead from a number of
Ministers.
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) -On a point of order,
Mr Acting Speaker, yesterday the Speaker ruled that
the term, "this mob" not be used, and that ruling
was based on comments of a member of the
government. That member certainly changed his
phrasing. You have called on the Acting Leader of
the Opposition to withdraw, and his refusal to do so
is clearly in breach of your authority. I know that
you are the sort of Acting Speaker who will bring
him back to order.
The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member has withdrawn. There is no
point of order.
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Mr SERCOMBE (Acting Leader of the
Opposition) - I must have missed the withdrawal
yesterday. I was taking my lead from the behaviour
of Ministers during question time. If they withdrew
those comments, I shall do likewise.
The honourable member for Glen Waverley referred
to criminal justice and the corrections system. Once
again there is considerable rhetoric and bunkum
from the government parties about the operation of
the corrections system, and they are basically hoist
on their own petard.
The Budget document shows a significant cut in the
expenditure made available this year to the
Correctional Services Division of the Department of
Justice, but at the same time the government has
embarked upon policies that will clearly result in an
increase in Victoria's prison population. The Budget
indicates that the government is contemplating the
construction of new prisons. That is all very well
and would be thoroughly supported by the
opposition if it contributed in any way at all to the
safety of the Victorian community. The reality is
that, despite the government's chest beating and its
strong rhetorical performance but weak effort on
criminal justice matters, it will increase the prison
population at the same time as it cuts back on the
very prison activities and programs that help to
make the community safer when a prisoner is
released back into the community.
The honourable member for Glen Waverley referred
to serious offenders such as child molesters and our
prison system. The whole community abhors those
offences. Other jurisdictions such as Queensland
have prison systems that I readily acknowledge
have many positive features - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr SERCOMBE - It was a Labor government
that dragged Queensland prisons into the 20th
century. Although the Queensland government's
actions put it at the forefront of corrections policies
in Australia, those changes had little to do with
priva tisa tion.
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Honourable members interjecting.
Mr SERCOMBE - The Goss government
dragged the Queensland prison system into the
20th century, but those changes have nothing to do
with the fact that Queensland has two private
prisons. They have everything to do with a change
of culture within the prison system, particularly the
government prison system.
The Queensland government had the decency to
take its corrections policy seriously and ensure that
adequate resources were made available to address
the psychological problems that underpin many of
the antisocial behavioural problems of people such
as sex offenders. Rather than coming out of prison
brutalised by the system and likely to re-offend, the
assistance provided to prisoners will bring about a
dramatic improvement in community safety.
There are many more intelligent ways that
corrections policies can improve the safety of the
community, rather than simply reacting in the
strong-on-rhetoric, weak-on-performance ways of
the government, which do nothing to assist
community safety. The government is putting the
safety of the community at risk by slashing the
Budget for those important programs within the
corrections system on which community safety
depends.
How can the government's claims that it is operating
an efficient corrections system and improving the
safety of the community be taken seriously when,
despite the claims of the honourable member for
Glen Waverley, the morale of prison officers is at
rock bottom and the staffing and resourcing of
prisons are inadequate?
Mr E. R. SMITH (Glen Waverley) -On a point
of order, Mr Acting Speaker, the rock bottom to
which the honourable member is referring occurred
under the government of which he was a member.
We have come from rock bottom and are on the way
up!
The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! There is no
point of order.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr SERCOMBE - When I look at my Hansard
greens I will take a leaf from the book of the Minister
for Finance and change it if I do not agree with what
has been recorded. Apparently honourable members
can now do that - they can change the Hansard
record.

Mr SERCOMBE (Acting Leader of the
Opposition) - As I said, the government is strong
on rhetoric and weak on substance or performance.
The point of order raised by the honourable member
illustrates that precisely.

ABSENCE OF MINISTER
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Mr Turner - Tell us about your 10 years in
government. What did you do?
Mr SERCOMBE - The former government took
itS responsibilities seriously in the corrections area. It
built new prisons. The tabor government built the
Loddon Prison in the electorate of the temporary
honourable member for Bendigo West. The former
government also built the Barwon Prison.

where prisoners can work realistically to generate
income that can be used to provide restitution to
victims of crime.
The government continues to mouth off about crime.
It seeks to run a criminal justice system based on a
political agenda. The government seeks to engage in
whipping up community hysteria and fear, but it
does not provide appropriate resources that
measure up to the community's requirements.

Mr E. R. Smith - A four-star hotel!
Mr SERCOMBE - What a lot of absolute
redneck nonsense! The Barwon Prison is a
maximum-security prison that has a rigorous but
broadly compatible regime similar to the regimes
referred to by the honourable member for Glen
Waverley, such as Borallan. It has a similar program
and culture, which is not designed to address the
political agenda or needs of the government. It is not
a prison that enables a government to go out and
beat up hysteria, fear and redneck-ism. The Barwon
Prison was doing its job under the former tabor
government, as is Borallan in Queensland, in that it
created an environment where there is a real
opportunity for offenders to be rehabilitated. It is in
the interests of the community for resources to be
provided to prisoners so that rehabilitation can
occur. If appropriate programs, industry and
educational facilities are available at such locations it
will ensure that when the offenders are returned to
the community, as inevitably they will be, their rat~
of recidivism is likely to be substantially lower.
The government is not concerned with providing a
rational, sensible corrections regime in Victoria. It is
seeking to manipulate, in the most cynical way,
community fears about crime for its own political
purposes. The government is not serious about
addressing how to operate a corrections system that
will provide rehabilitation and support for victims.
Honourable members have heard nothing in a
practical sense from the government about how to
operate a corrections system that will enable some
realistic restitution to occur to victims.

The motion before the House today is another
example of the nonsense espoused by the
government. It refers to the increase in lawlessness
that ran rampant during the previous government's
10 years in office. As I said, the more recent statistics
do not back up that allegation. Towards the end of
the former government's period in office the crime
rate, as measured by the Victoria Police's major
crime index, was falling and in my view it is likely to
continue to fall, not because of anything the
government is doing but because the demography of
the Victorian community is changing.
The opposition welcomes the invitation presented
by the honourable member for Glen Waverley in the
broad interests of the safety of the community for
genuine bipartisanship in addressing crime.
The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! The time
allotted for debate on the motion has expired. The
Acting Leader of the Opposition will have the
opportunity to continue when the matter is next
before the House.
Debate interrupted.
Sitting suspended 1 p.m. until 2.4 p.m.

ABSENCE OF MINISTER
The SPEAKER - Order! I advise the House that
the Attorney-General will be absent from question
time due to illness. The Minister for Community
Services will handle any matter relating to the
Attorney-General's portfolio.

Mr E. R. Smith - Restitution or rehabilitation?
Mr SERCOMBE - Restitution. The experience in
a number of jUrisdictions - particularly in Western
European jurisdictions where rational, reasonably
humane and balanced corrections policies operate provide real opportunities for restitution rather than
the mickey mouse programs and methods referred
to by the government. Proper restitution occurs
when governments create prison environments

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
UNEMPLOYMENT
Mr BAKER (Sunshine) - My question is
addressed to the Treasurer. Is he here? There you
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are! I thought you had stood me up again. Hello, I
am lan Baker.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! If the honourable
member continues to engage in such frivolity I will
regard his question as frivolous and call the next
question.
Government Members - Hear, hear!
Mr BAKER - Given that with a growth rate of
3.5 per cent in 1992-93 Victoria's Wlemployment rate
increased from 11.8 per cent to 12.4 per cent, and
that growth is forecast to fall to 3 per cent in 1993-94
and to a disastrous 2 per cent next year - The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member may not proffer any opinion; he must stick
to the facts.
Mr BAKER - And to 2 per cent - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BAKER - I will do it again - and to 2 per
cent next year, what estimates has Treasury made of
the number of people who will need to leave
Victoria or give up looking for work to achieve its
forecast of an Wlemployment rate of 11.7 per cent?
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - What an
appalling start to question time! What a fortunate
thing it is that the gallery has so few Victorians in it
and that they have not all been affronted by meeting
the honourable member. Just look at these
sleaze-bags over here, Mr Speaker!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Treasurer used an
Wlparliamentary expression. I ask him to withdra'w.
Mr STOCKDALE - I Wlderstand from what has
been said in the Federal Parliament that it is not an
Wlparliamentary term. However, if it causes offence
in the Victorian Parliament, I withdraw it. We have
Victoria back on the J-curve and they don't like it!
This is the Budget we have to have! We may not be
led by a pig farmer but this Budget is bringing home
the bacon.

Honourable members interjecting.
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Mr STOCKDALE - Mr Speaker, the people of
Victoria - The SPEAKER - Order! The level of interjection
is far too high. I ask the House to come to order.
Mr STOCKDALE - I would like clarification as
to whether the term "Wlrepresentative swill" is
unparliamentary.
The SPEAKER - Order! The answer is yes, it is
unparliamentary.
Mr STOCKDALE - What a pity; were it not
unparliamentary one could draw attention to the
fact that if the Senate is unrepresentative swill one
would have to come up with a very dark term
indeed to represent the Victorian opposition!

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr STOCK DALE - Here is a group of people
with Wlinterrupted disservice to the people of
Victoria for the past 11 years; a group of people that
has brought this State to its knees with 10 years of
driving Victoria deeper and deeper into debt - the
people responsible for the present level of
unemployment in Victoria. It is not a
phenomenon - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The level of interjection
is far too high. The Chair is appalled by the
behaviour on both sides of the House. I will have to
take action against those members who wilfully and
persistently breach the Standing Orders.
Mr STOCK DALE - The people who brought
Victoria record levels of Wlemployment sit on the
opposition benches of this House. Ten years of
mismanagement at both Federal and State levels has
brought Victoria to its knees. It is not possible to
turn around an economy in just 11 months. It is
remarkable, however, that there are two statistics
that ought to encourage Victorians.
Firstly, 21 000 new full-time jobs have been created
since the government came to office in October last
year. Secondly, this State's participation rate is
substantially higher than that in the rest of Australia,
which reflects the growing confidence in Victoria.
More people are prepared to go out and look for
jobs. Certainly employment growth is not as strong
as the government would wish it to be, but that is
the legacy of 10 years of Labor government.
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The government is doing two things to address the
problem: in the short term it is reactivating
government investment in infrastructure and in our
economy. The Labor Party handed the government a
Budget that made virtually zero provision for new
State-funded capital works. It virtually abandoned
investment in new capital works on behalf of the
people of Victoria because it was diverting all of the
State's borrowing capacity to fund the current
account deficit it left behind, to fund the extent to
which it lived beyond our means.
The government is also eliminating the current
account deficit at a rate few people would have
expected to be possible. As a result we can start
employing people, creating jobs and building
infrastructure that will be of enduring benefit to the
people of Victoria.
Thirdly, the government has put Victoria back in the
race to become the most attractive centre for new
investment not just in Australia but in our region of
the world. Crown Casino Ltd and its competitors
were keen to make major investment in Victoria
because the government has created a
pro-investment environment. Coles Myer Ltd is
injecting more than a proportiona te share of its
investment in Victoria because the government has
created a pro-investment environment.
The government is negotiating with dozens of
companies, here and abroad, who are interested in
investing in Victoria. I have just made a presentation
to the representatives of capital markets around the
world and their universal reaction was, "Thank
goodness the Victorian government is putting
Australia back on the map". The government is
making Victoria an attractive place for people to
invest in, not just to put their money in Victorian
government bonds but for enduring investment that
will create returns not only for the investors but also
for Victorians because more jobs will be created with
greater security.
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so diligently worked on a Budget that is perhaps one
of the most responsible Budgets brought down by
any State government during the past decade. In
that vein I also congratulate the honourable
members for Geelong, Bellarine and South Barwon
for the way they have so strongly represented the
interests of Geelong since the State election nearly
11 months ago. It has been a long time since the
people of Geelong have had such vigorous
representa tion.
The Budget brought down yesterday reflects the
commitment of the government the revitalisation of
Geelong. It began with the merging of six Geelong
councils into one, which was a project that had been
on the drawing boards for 81 years but had not been
tackled by any government. It will stimulate new
investment and new activity for both Geelong and
those who live in the area.
The Budget continues the government's
commitment to Geelong, and in particular it
provides for a $12 million boost in capital works for
Geelong in 1993-94. Those who are interested in
education - there are many of us on this side of the
House - will be pleased about the $2.9 million
boost for the refurbishment of buildings at Gordon
Technical College. That continues the commitment
made by the present Minister for Education prior to
the last election. The government believes the
Gordon Technical College is an important ingredient
in its overall educational infrastructure.
To further build on that, $4 million has been
allocated for the redevelopment of the Geelong wool
stores to create student accommodation in Geelong
for students attending Deakin University, which is
again a commitment made by the government to the
Geelong community.
Mr Sercombe interjected.
Mr KENNETI - The temporary Acting Leader
of the Opposition says it is a fraud.

BUDGET INITIATIVES FOR GEELONG
Mr Sercombe - You're a fraud!
Mrs HENDERSON {Geelong) - Will the
Premier inform the House of the implications for
Geelong of the initiatives announced in yesterday's
Budget and the commencement today of advanced
pilot training for All Nippon Airways at Aerospace
Technologies of Australia at Avalon airport?
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - Before I answer the
honourable member's question, I congratulate the
Treasurer and his officers on the way in which they

Mr KENNETI - I am sorry, he says I am a fraud.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Acting Leader of
the Opposition will withdraw that remark.
Mr Sercombe -In deference to the Chair, I
withdraw.
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Mr KENNElT - As time goes by the public will
see the real difference between a government that is
prepared to govern and the opposition, which has
not come forward with one constructive idea to
advance the community that it so overwhelmingly
destroyed. The government makes no apology for
giving education first priority, which was
enunciated by the coalition before the State election
and which it continues to do now. The big difference
between this government and the former Labor
government is that we are prepared to govern for all
Victorians and not just for the trade union
movement.
The government has made a further commitment to
allocate $5.43 million to upgrade and expand public
accommodation for the elderly, for families, for
youth, for the Aboriginal community and for
families in crisis.
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Mr KENNElT - A Victorian-based firm,
because of the change in government, is now able to
attract substantial new investment to the State.
We will continue to prove to the people of Geelong
that those on the coalition side of politics are
genuinely concerned about their interests, and we
will continue to work to advance the area. The
ASTA agreement announced today will be a boon to
the people of Geelong as they provide services to
this growing industry.
The community of Geelong, through its three
government members, can look forward to a period
of growing prosperity and strength. I trust that the
non-government member who represents Geelong
will actually start working in the interests of the
local community that simply - Mr Sercombe interjected.

In her question the honourable member for Geelong
also referred to an agreement announced today
between Aerospace Technologies of Australia
(ASTA) and All Nippon Airways. One of the real
changes in culture that has taken place during the
past 10 months, which the Treasurer illustrated a
moment ago, is that people are now prepared to do
business in Victoria because it has a pro-business
government that is creating an environment in
which investment can be made not only for profit
but also to offer employment opportunities.

All Nippon Airways has entered into a three-year
agreement with ASTA under which we will be
selling our technological and educational expertise
in advanced pilot training. The agreement has an
option for a further six years after the initial
three-year period. In other words, we will be able to
bring pilots from Asia to Victoria, to ASTA - one of
the fastest growing aeronautical industries in the
world - to train pilots using our educational and
technological facilities. This is an important
investment for Victoria in establishing itself and its
technology for advancement over the next decade in
this fast-growing area.
Exports make up 80 per cent of ASTA's sales. Again
the Victorian government - -

Mr KENNETT - I am sorry, I do not know his
name. I can only suggest that the people of Geelong
deserve the active representation of all their
members, not only those who make up the
government.

CAPITAL WORKS ALLOCATION
Mr BAKER (Sunshine) - I direct a further
question to the Treasurer: given the Treasurer's
previous answer and the fact that he has hailed the
so-called jobs boost from capital works spending as
the cornerstone of the Budget, why did the
government underspend its capital works budget in
1992-93, and why is this year's capital works
allocation the second lowest in 20 years in real
terms? It is out of the J-curve and into the 5-bend!
Mr STOCKDJ\LE (Treasurer) - I thank the
honourable member for the implicit endorsement of
government strategy. It is true that one of the
legacies of the Labor years and the diversion of the
State's capital-raising capacity into operating
costs - and the difficulty of remedying that
situation in the short time scale to which this
government is committed - is that capital spending
is more restrained than we, and I am sure the
honourable member for Sunshine, would like.

Mr Sercombe interjected.
Mr KENNElT - Say that again?
The SPEAKER - Order! The Premier will ignore
interjections.

One could look in vain for consistency on the other
side of the Victorian Parliament; the Labor Party has
suddenly found the need for capital investment yet there was no need for capital investment when it
was in office because capital investment ran
substantially below the levels in New South Wales
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both in absolute terms and in per capita terms.
Distributed with yesterday's Budget Papers were
graphs prepared by the Department of the Treasury
showing that from the mid-1980s onwards Labor
plunged Victoria into an investment desert. One
consequence of the headlong fall into the current
account deficit in 1989 was that that position steadily
worsened throughout the period when the
honourable member for Williamstown led the
government. New capital investment virtually dried
up.
This government has worked very hard in the
current year to recover from that situation. Most
importantly, we have cut the current account deficit
by a massive amount. Were we to remove the
one-off effect of the superannuation payment, the
deficit for this year would have been reduced even
on the relatively generous assumptions on which we
calculated last year's deficit - $1.5 billion had we
continued Labor's policies - to $122 million, a
reduction to less than 10 per cent of the deficit we
inherited just 11 months ago. That frees up funds for
capital investment.
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given back to the Minister for Health who is doing
such a superb job in getting the education
system--

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr STOCKDALE - The honourable member for
Williamstown can interject, but long after it has been
forgotten she had the distinction of being the first
female Premier in Victoria's history it will be
remembered that she drove this State into the
ground financially and that she took an education
system which in 1981 had been the envy of the rest
of the world and turned it into something of which
even her own party is ashamed.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I caution the
honourable member for Carrum for his persistent
interjecting. The level of interjection is too high - as
I have mentioned before. I call on the Treasurer to
conclude his answer.
Ms Kimer - How about debating it on the

In addition, the Labor Party created the situation in
which a very high proportion of our capital works
budget was not directed to capital works at all; it
was directed to additional current outlays which
were actually debited against the current account.
The current account deficit was much worse than
the Labor Party reported and much worse than we
reported on our adjusted basis because, for example,
$430 million of maintenance and annual operating
costs was debited to the works and services account.

7.30 Report?

The amount of $122 million is this year's current
account deficit after returning the $430 million - or
$470 million this year - to the current account, a
course recommended by the Victorian Commission
of Audit and consistent with longstanding
recommendations of the Auditor-General.

Mr STOCKDALE - I do not wish to be unkind
to a former Premier, but the shame the Labor Party
must feel due to the destruction of our education
system is compounded by the fact that the
interjections are a continuation of a pattern that has
existed for years - that is, the Labor Party and the
honourable member for Williamstown have never
expressed the slightest remorse for the damage they
did to this State.

In addition, we did not accept the allocations for
routine works - that is, allocations for works in
progress that the Labor Party had routinely made
under the authority of departments. A careful
scrutiny of those allocations showed that no less
than $170 mUlion of routine allocations could be
taken away from departments without affecting
their ongoing works and could be allocated back to
projects. That has};een dpne.
The Budget receipts generated by the sale of surplus
school sites disappeared into operating costs under
the Labor Party. Under this government it is being

The SPEAKER - Order! If the honourable
member wishes to defy the Chair, I will take her on.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! That goes for several
members on the government Side, especially the
honourable member for Mordialloc.

That is something the people of Victoria did not
forget at the last election, they will not forget at the
next election, and perhaps for the next 20 or 30 years
we can rely on them to elect good, sound,
conservative coalition governments to this State.
The coalition has restored the capacity of the
Victorian government to make an investment for the
future. That investment will provide not only better
infrastructure for Victoria and a brighter and more
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secure future but also jobs for thousands of
Victorians.

ETHNIC AFFAIRS COMMISSION
Mrs PEULlCH (Bentleigh) - I direct a question
to the Premier in his capacity as the Minister for
Ethnic Affairs. Following the recent appointment of
Professor Trang Thomas as full-time Chairman of
the Victorian Ethnic Affairs Commission, will the
Premier inform the House of the appointment of the
seven additional commissioners?
Mr KENNETT (Minister for Ethnic Affairs) - As
the House will be aware, the government has
appointed Professor Trang Thomas as the full-time
Chairman of the Ethnic Affairs Commission and it
has also appointed Jenny Medwell as the assistant
secretary. Ms Medwell joins us from a similar
position in the Northern Territory. She is highly
regarded and now we have two - Mr Baker interjected.
Mr KENNETT - We are fortunate as a State to
have two extremely well-qualified people heading
up the Ethnic Affairs Commission.
The government has also proceeded to fill the
positions on the commission. Following the
placement of advertisements in both mainstream
and ethnic media, more than 80 applications for the
positions of part-time ethnic affairs commissioners
were received and processed in the normal way. The
former Chairman of the Ethnic Affairs Commission
interviewed 30 of the applicants.
I accepted the recommendations that were put to me
by the panel and the following people have now
joined the new chairman: Mr Hass Dellal, Mr Carlo
Furletti, Ms Regina Fuster, Mr Danny Kong,
Ms Eugenia Moraitis-Yokarinis, Dr Colin Rubenstein
and Ms Priscilla Steele. They represent a range of
ethnic communities and they will bring to the
commission - -
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Mr Sandon interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have warned the
honourable member for Carrum for his persistent
interjection. If he chooses to ignore the warning
again, I will deal with him. The Chair has been more
than patient.
Mr KENNETT - The honourable member for
Williamstown has just shown the shallowness of her
concern for selection on merit and the appointment
of the best people to serve Victoria. Her interjections
are disgraceful, and they are an added disgrace in
the light of - Ms Kimer interjected.
Mr KENNElT - The honourable member has
just asked how many women we got rid of. The two
top people on this commission are women who were
selected on merit. Under the honourable member's
administration, neither was selected. Half the
members of the commission are women who were
selected on merit, but under the honourable
member's administration none was selected.1 am
talking about percentages. The honourable member
has shown her true colours today. Every time she
stood up in this place she did it for political reasons.
She is a disgrace not only to the ethnic community
but also to the female members of the new
commission who were selected independently.
This government and the ethnic community thank
all who offered their services - those who have
been selected to serve and those whose applications
were not successful. They represent a diversity of
social and occupational - Mr Seitz interjected.
Mr KENNElT - It is a. tragedy that some
honourable members who, when in government,
expressed concern for the ethnic community,
promotion on merit and the recognition of women,
have disregarded their concerns now that they are in
opposition.

Ms Kimer interjected.
Mr KENNETT - By way of interjection the
honourable member for Williamstown says,
''Keeping it in the family". I suppose she is referring
to the appointment of Ms Regina Fuster, who
happens to be the sister of a member of this
Chamber. Each and every one of those people was
chosen on merit, independent of government, and
the comment of the honourable member - -

Four of the eight commissioners are women who
were appointed on merit and because of their
diversity and experience; therefore, they will bring
to the commission a range of experiences and
represent a broad range of age groups. They will
serve the community well. Today Labor has shown
why it cannot be taken seriously and that i~ is
prepared to slur those who take part in the selection
process and the ethnic community, and for the
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honourable member for Williamstown to slur a
female selected on merit is the height of hypocrisy.

EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS
Mr SERCOMBE (Acting Leader of the
Opposition) -Given the government's alleged
commitment to easing Victoria's unemployment
crisis, I ask the Minister for Industry and
Employment to explain why funding for the Joblink,
SkillsLink and WorkStart programs has been cut by
300 per cent. Also, is the Minister able to inform the
House whether the abbreviation ''TBDI'' that
appears next to the programs in the output estimates
in Budget Paper No. 4 stands for ''To be done in"?
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - Unlike the former government, this
government is endeavouring to assess the real issues
underlying Victoria's unemployment problems by
addressing the question of State debt and liability
and input costs to business. My colleague in another
place has addressed the question of WorkCare, and
through legislative changes the government has
reduced the average cost of workers compensation
premiums from 3.3 per cent of wages to just over
2 per cent. The unfunded liability has come down
from $2.156 billion in October last year to just under
$600 million. The changes in those sorts of input
costs to business and direct taxes on employment of
the kind to which I have just referred have resulted
in the 21 000 new jobs the Treasurer spoke about
earlier, but the opposition does not want to hear
about it. That was typical of its approach when in
government and it has not learnt anything. Its
philosophy is: if you have a problem, throw money
at it and that will fix it. The sad truth is that
Victoria's unemployment problem was largely
created by a decade of Labor mismanagement, by
both honourable members opposite and people who
have l~ft this Parliament.
Perhaps the role of the State government in
employment programs is to try to provide a brake
for the change that has taken place in the lives of
decent Victorians - change the Labor government
created.

UNCLAIMED MONEYS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Secorrd reading
Debate resumed from 22 July; motion of Mr I. W.
SMITH (Minister for Finance).
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Mr BAKER (Sunshine) - The opposition has no
major quibble with this Bill, save for one issue that
must be handled by way of a reasoned amendment.
Given the advice that it may require a message, I
will propose a reasoned amendment.
This is the first time in more than 30 years that the
Unclaimed Moneys Act has been amended. The Bill
takes its form largely from regular recommendations
made by the Auditor-General since the early 1980s,
and the opposition commends the government for
adopting those recommendations in major part.
Subject to the assurances we have been given and to
our own advice, we believe this is an appropriate
way to proceed.
As a consequence of the Bill the penalties under the
Act will be indexed and brought up to date for the
first time since 1906. It is appalling to think that it
has taken so long for that to occur. I have an
assurance from the Minister that it will in no way
affect the rights of claimants to unclaimed moneys,
and the opposition is satisfied on that point.
Unfortunately, I note that the Minister for Finance is
not at the table, so I ask the Minister for Community
Services, who is sitting in his place, for an assurance.
If he would care to listen. Are you ready? I want to
ask you something. Are you listening?
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member will address his remarks through the Chair.
Mr BAKER - Through you, Mr Speaker, if the
Minister at the table and his friend continue to show
such discourtesy when the opposition is attempting
to be more than reasonable, I could go on for a long
time! I am asking the Minister at the table for an
assurance that the government's undertaking will
stand - that is, that the Bill will in no way affect the
rights of claimants to unclaimed moneys. I ask the
Minister to either provide that assurance in his own
right or give an undertaking to seek information
elsewhere and provide the assurance at the end of
the debate.
A further consequence of the Bill is that the
Unclaimed Moneys Fund, which has been around
for a long time, will disappear and that all moneys
declared relevant under the terms of the Bill will
proceed directly into the Consolidated Fund. Once
again the opposition has no major quibble with that
point. We have received advice and a briefing from
the Minister's department, and now that the relevant
Minister is in the House, I thank him for the courtesy
of extending the opposition a briefing on this matter.
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One aspect of the Bill which causes the opposition
grave concern is the extension of the coverage or
footprint area for collection of unclaimed moneys.
The prOvision is recommended by the
Auditor-General, and I understand it is the policy
decision in most other States as well, although the
provisions for handling this problem vary largely
from State to State because of one or two
idiosyncratic aspects of legislation of this kind.
In Victoria, for example, the ambit will be extended
to include hospitals, and we are informed that the
Victorian Hospitals Association has no major
problem with it because it would occur only on rare
occasions such as when a person has paid a deposit
for surgery and then decided he did not want it or
moved beyond the position where he could have it
and when there is no way of tracing ownership of
the money. The amounts involved are minor, and
the Victorian Hospitals Association has said it will
be only too pleased to handle the issue.
In the case of major statutory authorities such as the
SEC and the Gas and Fuel Corporation, once again I
understand that they have no major objection to
picking up the small amounts of money that may be
involved. However, the one area of major concern
for the opposition, the government and my
colleague the shadow Minister for Local
Government, the honourable member for
Dandenong North, is that this will add a Significant
administrative burden and therefore cost to the
administrative role of local government.
The shadow Minister for Local Government has
received many letters and had much discussion and
consultation with various municipalities and their
associations regarding this matter, and the
economics of administering unclaimed moneys in
the 210 municipalities within the State is considered
to be a problem.
The point, which is well made by the government,
and well taken by the opposition, is that already
within the Local Government Act schedule 12
provides for the handling of such funds, and the
further point is made by local government that in
the usual case unclaimed moneys result from
abandoned property such as goods, land, cars and
so on, and quite often the penalties in areas such as
unpaid rates, recovery costs, sale costs and quit costs
greatly exceed those involved in the administration.
The final point made by local government - it is a
point of principle - is that this is a further and
totally unnecessary incursion upon the rights of
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local government at a time when it has been
subjected to the threat of amalgamation without any
due sense of consultation or proper process. Local
government has also been forced by the tier of
government above it to become a tax collector on
behalf of that tier of government through the
collection of the State deficit levy.
For all those reasons, but particularly for the
principle, on behalf of the opposition I move:
That all words after "That" be omitted with the view of
inserting in place thereof the words "this Bill be
withdrawn and redrafted to exempt municipal councils
from the application of the Unclaimed Moneys Act
1962".

I have moved the reasoned amendment not to be
difficult in any way but because the forms of the
House provide no other way for the opposition to
request that local government be excluded from this
impost. I ask the Minister for Industry and
Employment to consult with the Minister for
Finance to discover a way to handle this matter. I am
sure that if a resolution can be reached, the
government may reconsider its decision, after
which, with grace and goodwill, the opposition will
ensure the passage of the Bill is hastened. The
opposition has no objections to any element in the
Bill, save for this.
I do not wish to speak at great length because I
know other honourable members want to contribute
to the debate and to comment on the representations
they have received from their municipalities. The
distinguished Chief Executive of the Municipal
Association of Victoria, Mr Barfus, has summed up
the objections to this Bill in a letter addressed to the
Minister for Local Government, the Honourable
Roger Hallam:
Minister, as you will appreciate, the context in which
such amounts arise at the local government level is
quite different to that in corporate areas. It has nothing
to do with dividends, etc. It has much more to do with
striking a balance between ratepayers, rubbish
dumpers, etc. This has been recognised in Schedule 12
of the Local Government Act 1989 providing (in clause
13) for the handling and disposal of unclaimed money
(an issue which has not been taken up in regulations
but one which has been addressed by many councils in
local laws). The situation in relation to sale of the land
for unpaid rates is probably a most relevant example. It
is unusual (but by no means unique) to disco~er land in
respect of which there is no known owner. If the
council in such circumstances uses section 181 to sell
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the land for non-payment of rates (after complying
with statutory procedures), there is every probability
that the amount recovered is less than outstanding
rates (i.e., the rest of the rate paying community then
subsidises the shortfall). In some circumstances, the
sale price may exceed outstanding rates, sale expenses,
etc. If a valid claimant comes forward for that surplus,
it can be paid to that person, but if not, any surplus
would offset the impact on other ratepayers of the
shortfall situation. Any subsequent inquiries about
outstanding amounts are much more likely to be
directed to the council of the relevant municipal district
than any unclaimed moneys register and the essence of
the council operation is that it exists for the benefit of
its community (section 6) and moneys raised should be
directed to that purpose.

Given the compelling logic of the arguments as
defined and outlined by Mr Barfus and me, why
bother to cause municipalities extra trouble when
the amounts are minor and when it is clear that the
rights of claimants are being protected? The
inclusion in the Bill of local government is inefficient
and unjustifiable and can only be more costly and
more harmful to the people affected. Once again it is
an example of one level of government imposing
unnecessary legislative power on another.
Mrs WILSON (Dandenong North) - I am also
concerned about the inclusion of local government
in the Bill. The Bill providing for the State deficit
levy probably outraged local municipalities more
than any other piece of local government legislation
to have come before the House. The government has
now outraged them again by imposing another
burden on local government.
Before the last election, members of the coalition
parties travelled throughout Victoria, speaking to
local councils about a closer partnership with a
coalition government. We heard them talking about
joint decision-making processes and consultation on
matters of mutual interest. But since the election the
government has not consulted either peak local
government bodies or local councils on a number of
major decisions that have directly impinged on local
government. There has been no prior consultation
or no compromises on legislation. Ultimately local
government has been forced to comply and to
become involved in whatever the government has
demanded of it.
I am not sure how other honourable members feel
about it, but that is definitely not my idea of a
partnership. I am sure that given his vast experience
the Minister would know that successful
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partnerships do not operate in that way. Successful
partnerships occur when people can talk to each
other, when they can deal with the day-to-day issues
that affect the partnership, when they can make
decisions and reach compromises, and when they
can act collectively in the best interests of all
concerned. Of course it is an advantage if they
respect each other.
Unfortunately, there is no evidence of such a
relationship among the State government and
Victoria's local councils. The government's bullying
and its discourteous dealings with councils have
soured any goodwill that may have existed. The
present Unclaimed Moneys Act, as the shadow
Treasurer has already said, applies to courts,
companies and firms. If this Bill is passed, hospitals,
statutory bodies, water boards and councils will also
be included.
Although the opposition has no problems with the
first three, it has problems with the latter, because
councils are included under the definitions of firm
or company. Most honourable members do not have
that view of local government regarding it instead as
community government, as the level of government
closest to the people and, indeed, as the third tier of
government.
The legislation directly affects another level of
government, yet neither the Minister for Finance or
the Minister for Local Government has had the
courtesy to consult with local government or peak
organisations to discuss its implications. Together
with other sections of the community, councils have
been ignored by the government and they have not
been treated as democratic and independent
representative bodies.
The opposition has received many letters and
telephone calls from councils throughout Victoria as
well as from the Municipal Association of Victoria
protesting about the inclusion of local government
in the definitions clause. I shall read some excerpts
from letters I have received. In a letter dated
2 September 1993 the City of South Melbourne states:
Councils are to be included in the definition of
"business", which is the only involvement of an elected
government agency. The draft regulation recognises
that there is no need to extend the ambit to
government, yet it proposes to do so to its
acknowledged "partner" in government, local
government ...
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The Municipal Association of Victoria believes this
proposed amendment is an unjustified imposition on
local government and the City of South Melbourne
concurs totally with this view.

In a letter dated 30 August 1993 the City of Keilor
states:
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municipalities is a considerable expense. The Bill
stipulates that unclaimed moneys are to be entered
in registers that may be inspected for a prescribed
fee. Entries of more than $10 will have to be
advertised annually in the Government Gazette. One
suspects that copies of those gazettes would make
riveting reading.

The requirements of the proposed legislation will place
an undue strain on council's administrative resources.
Requirements such as the maintenance of an
"unclaimed moneys register", the advertising of all
entries in that register which exceed $10, and the
payment of this money to the receiver of revenue at the
Treasury. This all has to be completed within a short
time frame. Failure to do so may cause the "office
responsible" to incur a fine.

The penalty for failing to keep a register is
significant, given that the amount of money
collected is insignificant. The Minister will also be
aware that councils do not receive unclaimed
dividends, as the honourable member for Sunshine
noted. Unclaimed deposits and unpresented
cheques are rarely of concern to local government. In
today's economic climate very few people employed
by municipalities will not claim their wages.

Council feels that this Bill is yet another intrusion on
local government by the State goverrlment and appears
to be questioning the ability of municipalities to
manage this money.

Provisions concerning excessive returns on the sale
of land or goods do not apply to local government.
Although it may occur where the owner of a
property being disposed of cannot be identified, in
most cases where land is sold in that way the
backlog of rates is considerable, and municipalities
tell me that very often they only break even. They
also report that the same situation applies when cars
or other goods are abandoned, because by the time
they are collected and the goods disposed of
councils are lucky if they break even.

Each council's "unclaimed moneys" should remain
with that council until such time as it is claimed, and
the interest earned from it should be used to benefit
that council's ratepayers and residents. It should not be
paid to the State government to be added to its
Consolidated Fund.

The Minister says that he has acted on the
recommendations contained in the
Auditor-General's report, which state that
unclaimed moneys legislation should apply to
hospitals, statutory bodies and water boards.
However, the report did not mention councils.
The review of the Unclaimed Moneys Act has
resulted in amendments that are identical to those in
the Bill of the same name recently introduced into
the Parliament of New South Wales. I am not sure
whether the Minister believes this is a way of getting
his hands on some of the moneys controlled by
municipalities; but I believe he will soon learn that
they do not collect a large amount of unclaimed
money. Some municipalities to whom I have spoken,
such as the City of Waverley, tell me that its
unclaimed moneys account never contains more
than $10 000. Smaller municipalities have reported
that their accounts contain far less amounts.
I do not know why the Minister is alienating local
government. The provision will place an onerous
burden on local municipalities and will entail
considerable paper work and the employment of
extra staff, which in the case of smaller

The Minister will be aware that during the past few
years many councils have reduced staff and have
updated their accounting procedures. The provision
will be an unnecessary imposition on local
government, which is why I ask the Minister for
Industry Services to direct to the attention of the
Minister for Finance the concerns expressed by the
opposition.
Mr THOMSON (Pascoe Vale) - Unclaimed
moneys are reported in a register published in the
Victorian Government Gazette. The unclaimed
moneys register lists various people who are owed
money but have not claimed it. The government
says to the opposition and the community that the
people who are the backbone of the Liberal Party are
renowned for their ability to work hard and for
being inherently thrifty. In fact, the government's
belief that conservatives have greater business
acumen does not sit well with their non-collection of
unclaimed moneys.
I also spotted in the RegiStry of Unclaimed Moneys
on 3 June reference to an Ann Peacock being owed
some $1100 by Hudson Conway Ltd. It does not
surprise me that someone with that surname would
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have some difficulty collecting dividends owed to
them; it is well known that a certain person with that
surname has a propensity for spending time with
others who enjoy astral travelling. Perhaps the
cheque was sent to the right person but simply the
wrong millennium!
That lion of the Tasmanian business community,
Edward Rouse, was listed in July as having not
claimed a cheque for $115 from the Jennings group.
Mr Baker - Was he in gaol?
Mr THOMSON - Mr Rouse was perhaps
otherwise occupied and the cheque was simply sent
to the wrong address.
Also listed in the Registry of Unclaimed Moneys in
May this year was a Mr Robert Gottliebsen, who
failed to collect $10.71 from the Broken Hill
Proprietary Co Ltd. His reputation is slipping. He
predicted last September that house prices would
continue to fall if the Kirner government were
re-elected and that people would leave Victoria.
Mr Gottliebsen may not know that since the Liberal
Party came to power house prices have shown no
improvement and more Victorians than ever are
leaving the State.
I note that the July Government Gazette detailed some
$94.50 owed by Mayne Nickless Ltd to an L. Elliot
Bailey. During the 1980s the Elliot name changed
from being one associated with financial astuteness
to one that suggested financial misadventure of a
grand order. I do not know whether the person
listed is someone well known to this House.
The SPEAKER -Order! I caution the
honourable member that reflections against
honourable members are disorderly. He should be
cautious if he continues down that path.
Mr THOMSON - The opposition is concerned
that the proposed amendments do not make it more
difficult for those who wish to keep a vigilant eye on
their financial investments to carry out that task. The
opposition is less enthusiastic about speculative
investments and fear for the wellbeing of members
opposite. We trust there is nothing in the legislation
that will make it more difficult for honourable
members and the wider community to keep track of
their investments, and if they have any unclaimed
moneys they will be able to find them as readily as
they currently can by looking at the register in the

Government Gazette.
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I support the remarks made by the honourable
members for Sunshine and Dandenong North,
which represented general support for the
legislation. It takes up recommendations to extend
the ambit of the Act to cover a number of
organisations, recommendations the
Auditor-General has been making for a number of
years. That is appropriate. The opposition does not,
however, see the case for including local
government in the ambit of the legislation. The
amounts involved are minor. Change will add
administrative costs and, more importantly as a
matter of principle, represents an incursion upon the
rights of local government. I support the
amendment moved by the honourable member for
Sunshine.
Dr COG HILL (Werribee) - I have pleasure in
contributing to the debate because I am among the
31 current members of this House who have local
government experience. Without wishing to involve
the Chair in the debate, Mr Speaker, I respect your
long period of service in local government.

If local government is to be accorded the place and
respect that the government would have us believe
it has - the proper right of local government - it
would be treating local government in a similar way
to its treatment of Federal agencies, businesses and
companies operating in Victoria. There is nothing in
the Bill that seeks to extend the hand of the Minister
for Finance into Federal government agencies,
companies or instrumentalities of various sorts. It
appears that the government is treating the Federal
government with the respect that is appropriate to
another arm of government and is not seeking to
intervene in the way in which it and its
instrumentalities, companies and so on deal with
unclaimed moneys. It is respecting the right and,
more importantly, the capacity of the Federal
government and the various agencies and
instrumentalities that handle this issue in a proper,
discrete and accountable manner.
Nothing in the legislation suggests that has been
considered by the Minister for Finance with respect
to Victorian local government. If the Minister were
one of those 31 members who had had local
government experience he would be more
understanding and sympathetic to the role and
capacity of local government.
It appears on my reading of the Bill - I am only

specula ting on the motives of the Minister for
Finance - that the Minister has simply extrapolated
the case made by the Auditor-General in his third
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report for the year ended 30 June 1993. He has
referred to this matter without the Auditor-General
having distinguished between local government and
Victorian government bodies, companies and others
that are subject to Victorian government law.
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clearly arisen from the operation of a democratically
elected government within its own municipal district.

The letter continues, in part:
In addition, it is noted that the Victorian

What the government should have done - one can
only hope that the Minister for Local Government
would have done so, albeit unsuccessfully - is
differentiate between another sphere of
government - namely, local government - and
other forms of business operating in Victoria namely, the government's own departments,
agencies and companies in which it has an equity
share. If the government had taken that attitude and
accepted what one can only hope will be the case
put by the Minister for Local Government, local
government would have been exempted from the
provisions of this Bill and it would not have been
necessary to debate the reasoned amendment moved
by the honourable member for Sunshine, which I
support.
There has been no suggestion that local government
has in any way been inadequate, much less
improper or there being a lack of accountability in
the way it has handled unclaimed moneys. If that
were the case one could develop an argument that
action should be taken by the government to use the
legislative authority of this Parliament to overcome
whatever problems may have been found in the
local government administration of unclaimed
moneys.
The reasoned amendment should be supported. It is
reasonable that the House should direct the Minister
for Finance to withdraw the Bill and redraft it to
exempt local government from the unnecessary
provisions of this Bill.
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - I wish to make a
short contribution in support of the amendment
proposed by the honourable member for Sunshine. I
do so in light of information given to me by a couple
of municipalities in the Gippsland region which
have expressed their concerns to me, the Municipal
Association of Victoria and the Minister.
After corresponding with the Minister and
Parliament, representatives of the Shire of South
Gippsland wrote to me on 16 August this year
stating:
Council is opposed to this move by the government as
it considers that funds held by local government have

Auditor-General did not specifically name local
government in his report. Whilst he does indicate that
he believes that there is scope to broaden the base of
the Act so as to make it applicable to all organisations
carrying on business within Victoria ...

That point was made to me and it has certainly been
made to the Minister. The Minister for Finance has
been most assiduous in responding to my letters on
behalf of councils in the Gippsland area, and I
believe he has regularly answered letters and
correspondence from councils. That should be
recorded. I add as an aside that not all Ministers do
the same. In replying to some of the representations
made by the Shire of South Gippsland, the Minister
wrote:
It is agreed that the Auditor-General's report did not
specifically refer to local government in his report to

Parliament -

and here is the sting in the tail but on the other hand he did not consider that local
government should be exempt.

I appreciate the nuance or logic of that remark. It is
certainly pollie-speak or gobbledegook. It is an
all-encompassing response, and it was not well
received by the municipality given the
representations that have been made.
A special case was argued in correspondence to me
dated 20 May from the Shire of Rosedale, part of
which is in my electorate. Those of us who live in
that area would realise that the Shire of Rosedale has
an ongoing problem with the infamous Wilmore and
Randall development of some years ago at Ninety
Mile Beach.
To the credit of the shire, it has endeavoured to
address the almost impossible pOSition those
land-holders have been put in. Both the previous
Labor and Liberal governments were sympathetic in
trying to sought out what is, to put it bluntly, an
unholy mess. In reference to this Bill, the Shire of
Rosedale wrote the following to me in a letter dated
20 May:
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A significant source of unclaimed moneys derives from
the council's efforts to recover unclaimed rates and
charges. The Shire of Rosedale, for example, has a
significant liability in respect of unclaimed rates and
charges applicable to inappropriate subdivisions in the
90 Mile Beach. At 30 September 1992 this amounted to
$700000.

That is a Significant amount of money. The letter
continues:
Owners of properties in the Ninety Mile Beach refuse
not only to pay municipal rates and charges but the
State deficit levy and the outstanding amounts will
ultimately only be recovered by application of the
provisions of the Local Government Act allowing the
land to be sold.

In specific reference to the Bill, the letter states:
The effect of the inclusion of local government within
the requirements of the Unclaimed Moneys Act
presents the council with the options of:
abandoning the program;
sale by treaty for rates and charges only.
There is no doubt that the program undertaken by the
Shire of Rosedale has produced surplus funds, but
where these funds have been claimed they have been
reimbursed to owners.

In effect, the Shire of Rosedale says that it has had a
good record and that it has a special problem and
therefore should not be included as a participant in
the Unclaimed Moneys (Amendment) Bill.
It is important for Parliament to recognise that the

two examples I have just given, which have been
taken from a number of examples and from a stack
of correspondence, demonstrate that local
government has performed credibly and extremely
well in the interests of the people who elected them,
their electorates and ratepayers. It is a legitimate
area of government and one that should be
recognised completely by the State government.
Local government is a creature of State government,
and it is certainly not in the spirit of the local
government legislation of 1992 for local government
to be included in the Unclaimed Moneys
(Amendment) Bill.
The opposition asks the government to consider the
implications of this unnecessary interference in the
operations of local government. If it takes note of
local government and the role it plays in serving
constituencies, it will accept the amendment
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proposed by the honourable member for Sunshine. I
trust that the government recognises local
government and will not continue to insult and
ignore it. The amendment demonstrates clearly that
the opposition recognises the Significance and
importance of the third tier of government as an
equal partner in the good governance of the people
of Victoria.
Mr PESCOIT (Minister for Industry Services) On behalf of the government I thank honourable
members who have contributed to the debate. The
point of the Bill is to ensure that unclaimed moneys
are protected for the rightful owners. Although it is
true that some municipalities feel that this area
should be left in their purview and should be their
responsibility, it is a decision of the government that
they should be included in the Bill. Unclaimed
moneys are for the rightful owners of the money;
they are not for the benefit of municipalities.
The government will oppose the reasoned
amendment, but once again I thank honourable
members for their contributions.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Minister has moved
that the Bill be now read a second time, to which the
honourable member for Sunshine has moved a
reasoned amendment that all the words after 'That"
be omitted with the view of inserting new words.
The question is:
That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of
the motion.

House divided on omission (Members in favour
vote No):
Ayes,56
Ashley,Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark, Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper, Mr
Davis, Mr (Teller)
Dean,Mr
Doyle,Mr
Elder,Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr

McLel!an, Mr
Maclellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton,Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich,Mrs
Phillips,Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
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Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry,Mr
Steggall,Mr
Tanner, Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thomp80n, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Turner,Mr
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Hyams,Mr
Jasper,Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John,Mr
Kennett,Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton,Mr
McArthur, Mr (Teller)
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr W.O.

Noes, 26
Andrianopoul08, Mr
Baker,Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill,Or
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr
Kirner,Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney,Mr

Marple,Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr (Teller)
Roper,Mr
Sandon,Mr
Seitz,Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan,Mr
Thom80n,Mr
Thwaites, Mr (Teller)
Vaughan, Or
Wil80n,Mrs

Amendment negatived.
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The Bill is said to affect people in country areas and
has been introduced specifically to improve the
process of restitution for cattle that have been stolen
as distinct from other restitution provisions that,
unfortunately, still require us to go through the
Sentencing Act. I will speak about that issue later.
It has been said before, and I think it is true, that if
11 000 head of stock valued at more than $1 million
are purloined in country areas each year and there
are difficulties in obtaining restitution and recovery
for people whose cattle have been stolen, we should
do anything we can to simplify the process of
recovery. This Bill facilitates that process by means
of a simple but nonetheless important amendment
to section 28 of the Sum~ary Offences Act.
At first I considered that the issue of stolen cattle did
not apply to my electorate of Melbourne. If I ever
knew of a case of cattle being purloined it was in the
old ,days when the Newmarket saleyards were
operating. Although I cannot recall many cattle
being stolen there, a number of detectives were
always at the saleyards to ensure thefts were not
taking place. I live in Flemington and although there
are always many racehorses walking around I have
not heard of too many being stolen lately, which is
probably an indication of how they go at the
racetrack.

Motion agreed to.
Mr John interjected.
Read second time.
Passed remaining stages.

SUMMARY OFFENCES (STOLEN
CATILE) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 11 August; motion of
Mrs WADE (Attorney- General).
Mr COLE (Melbourne) - I rise to speak on the
Summary Offences (Stolen Cattle) Bill.
Mr Richardson interjected.
Mr COLE - The opposition supports the Bill, so I
will not be speaking until the cows come home. I am
in error there because, as was pointed out in the
second-reading speech - and unbeknown to me
because I was overseas and did not read it "cattle" does not mean only cows.l'l includes other
livestock such as sheep, pigs, goats and horses.

Mr CO LE - The Minister for Community
Services says they are not fast enough. There are also
pigs and goats! Pigs had a big run today and bacon
was an issue - we are all bringing it home,
although hopefully not stealing it.
This issue also arises because of the problems of
juries deciding stolen cattle cases. You, Mr Acting
Speaker, come from the Wangaratta area and would
recall the case of a jury deciding in a stolen cattle
case that the accused would be found not guilty so
long as he gave the cows back. The judge told the
jury to go away and make a proper decision, that
they were in a court of law and not someone's
backyard. The jury retired again, came back and said
that the accused was not guilty and that he did not
have to give the cows back. The opposition believes
the problem will be resolved by the amendment to
section 28 of the Summary Offences Act.
The Law Reform Committee - ably assisted by its
Chairman, the Honourable James Guest, a member
for Monash Province in another place, and his dog
Rumpole - is doing an extensive review of the issue
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of restitution for victims of crime whose property
has been stolen. That difficult issue will not be
resolved without considerable investigation and
review.
The relationship with section 28 of the Summary
Offences Act arises because provisions of the
Sentencing Act - formerly under section 90 but
now under sections 84 to 87 - allow orders to be
made for restitution. In the normal course of events,
if someone's cows were stolen or went missing that
person would go to the police. Only if it could be
proved that cattle had been stolen, a charge were
actually laid and the prosecutor submitted that an
order for compensation or restitution should be
made, would a magistrate actually decide that the
cows or whatever the item was that had been stolen
should be returned.
A number of cases are referred to in the Legal and
Constitutional Committee's report on this topic,
which is referred to at length in the second-reading
speech. The report addresses the issue which the Bill
hopes to remedy and which I think it will remedy.
There is no doubt that the direction in which it is
heading is as recommended in the report of the
committee, as supported by both parties.
If a charge is laid following the theft of cattle and a
court decides that the cattle are stolen, restitution
will be made if an order for compensation is sought.
There is no problem where there is a clear
understanding that cattle have been taken and can
be readily identified. The difficulty arises when a
bona fide purchaser for value, I would think without
notice, although my memory of the property law has
faded a bit over the years, has possession of the
goods and is not the person who stole them. Under
the criminal jurisdiction it is difficult to obtain
recovery in that situation because a question of
ownership arises.

Mr Richardson - When cows are pregnant they
have calves.
Mr COLE - Yes, they do. On occasions I am
astounded at the knowledge of the honourable
member for Forest Hill, but that is the best of the lot!
Mr Richardson interjected.
The ACIlNG SPEAKER (Mr Jasper) -Order!
The honourable member for Forest Hill will get his
chance. I will give him the call at the appropriate
time.
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Mr Richardson interjected.
The ACTIN.G SPEAKER - Order! If he stands in
his place at the appropriate time I will call him then.
In the meantime, I call him to order.
Mr CO LE - Then we will get the bull! In line
with the cases referred to in the report of the Legal
and Constitutional Committee, unless there is
certainty about the ownership, location or position
of the stolen items an order will not be made.
However, the biggest problem is that for whatever
reason prosecutors, in their wisdom - the Law
Reform Committee will have to address this issue do not seek orders for restitution and are not obliged
to make applications for such orders. If prosecutors
do not apply people cannot recover their property.
In an illogical way that means that a person who has
stolen some item, such as a watch, may be walking
around with the item and it cannot be recovered
immediately. Although it would be recoverable
through civil proceedings, that would be a
duplication of process to say the least.
I am concerned that we are putting the theft of cattle,
in its broadest context, ahead of the theft of other
items such as watches, typewriters, video recorders,
television sets or whatever may be stolen from
people's houses. That is not a criticism. There are
historical reasons for the development of this law,
which has been around in varying forms since the
1850s. Although section 28 is different and is a
bonus for people who have cattle stolen, it is a good
addition to the Act and should not be put aside.
Unfortunately, in 1989 consequential amendments to
the Magistrates' Court Act had the effect of
rendering the section irrelevant to the average
person whose cattle were stolen, assuming there is
an average person who has cattle stolen.
It was necessary for a charge to be laid against a
suspected person before the procedure could be
invoked, which meant that a bona fide purchaser
could not be charged for having property that he or
she believed was purchased legally. Although the
livestock may be branded, there is no deed of title
for cattle, pigs or sheep. If a purchase was bona fide,
the owner could not regain his or her livestock if a
charge was not laid. Before 1989 it was not necessary
to lay a charge.

Proposed new section 28 deals with the recovery of
stolen cattle and does not require that a charge be
laid. It is a good provision and one that ought to
cover other items.
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Why did the former Legal and Constitutional
Committee report and the Minister's second-reading
speech identify these items? It may be because there
are a number of National Party members in
Parliament or many other members representing
country areas, or it may be that the Victorian
Parliament was once dominated - certainly in the
Upper House - by landowners who had cattle and
did not want people purloining them. Whatever the
reason, the provision is good and the opposition
supports it.
The matter of restitution is now being examined by a
subcommittee of the Law Reform Committee. The
Bill provides for recovery, but restitution is a
different issue because in some cases it may mean
making financial restitution. If a person is assaulted
and loses two weeks pay, that person may obtain
restitution from the Crimes Compensation Tribunal.
If property is stolen one relies on insurance to
recover the value. The compensation provisions in
sections 84 to 87 of the Sentencing Act provide for an
order for restitution, which may mean nothing if the
person convicted does not have the capacity to pay.
People who are convicted of burglary or similar
crimes usually do not have the money to pay
restitution.
It is a complex issue. The Law Reform Committee,

under the chairmanship of the Honourable James
Guest and Rumpole the dog, is considering this
matter. We hope to reach a conclusion in the not too
distant future as a result of the work undertaken by
Professor Arie Freiberg and the executive officer of
the committee, Sturt Glacken, who have done some
good work. I hope results will come from that, but it
does not preclude the House from doing something
about this traditional situation.
The amendments to the Act are positive. Proposed
new section 28(1) states:
A person claiming to be entitled to the possession of
cattle which (a) have been reported to the police as having been
stolen not more than 12 months before the
application; and
(b) are in the possession or under the control of another

personmay apply to the Magistrates' Court for an order for
delivery of the cattle.

Under that proviSion the owner does not have to lay
a charge against the person. It is not necessary to go
through the criminal process; all that is needed is
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proof of a report being made about livestock being
lost or stolen and proof that they are in the
possession of another person. It is interesting to note
that it is not up to the magistrate to decide the
matter - a court can be constituted by the registrar
of the Magistrates Court. This is a good move,
because in a sense it is a procedural matter if there is
appropriate evidence.
An opposing claim can be made and it is then up to
the court to hear the matter to determine who owns
the stolen cattle. It can order restitution of the stolen
cattle to the owner by issuing the appropriate
warrants. In every sense, this is a reasonable
approach to the complex problem of restitution and
the determination of the ownership of livestock.
No jurisdictional monetary limits are attached to the
provision, which is good, as it is based on facts and
it is not necessary that it go through the jury process
in ~ superior court.
The Bill is important for the people of rural Victoria.
The only issue that concerns me is the limited survey
of magistrates to determine whether people have
utilised this provision of the Summary Offences Act.
In the time I practised law I rarely came across a
person who had livestock stolen and who had no
recourse to section 28 of the Summary Offences Act.
However, if the 11 000 animals that are stolen each
year are located, I hope country lawyers will have
enough knowledge of the law to say, 'We will go
through this procedure rather than charging people".
It is a valuable Bill for rural Victoria and the
government is to be congratulated on introducing it,
as is the former Parliamentary Legal and
Constitutional Committee on producing its fine and
worthwhile report. I do not know which members
were on the committee, but it was a good, solid
report.

We need to seriously examine the issue of
restitution, which is a hard topic to deal with. If a
person is found guilty of an offence, that person may
go to gaol or he or she may be fined, but his or her
ability to make restitution if the property is no
longer available will probably be limited by his or
her capacity to pay. It is a difficult task to come up
with a solution that will benefit the victims of crime.
We wish the Bill success in its implementation.

Mc RYAN (Gippsland South) - This Bill is
Significant for country Victorians, and that is borne
out by the figures referred to in the Minister's
second-reading speech in which she says that 11 000
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head of livestock valued at more than $1 million are
stolen throughout Victoria each year.
The title of the Bill is in a sense a misnomer in that it
refers to summary offences (stolen cattle), and
because it is taken in isolation it does not reflect the
general definition of "cattle" that appears in the
Summary Offences Act.
I refer to the definition of "cattle" in section 3 of the
Summary Offences Act. It states:
includes any horse mare gelding ass bull cow ox ram
ewe wether pig goat and every hybrid or cross thereof
and the young of any such animals.

That section has a Noah's ark appearance about it to
ensure that all forms of "cattle" within the broad
definition come within the ambit of the legislation.
It is also important to reflect on why legislation of

this nature, as opposed to legislation for other stolen
property, is singled out. The answer may be in the
historical fact that in a rural environment stock are
the staff of life. Unlike a Melbourne, metropolitan or
provincial centre where the way of life of those who
reside there may be associated with the delivery of
services, the practice of professions or things of a
more obtuse note, in a rural environment stock are
the absolute staff of life.
I can exemplify that by asking the rhetorical
question: what is the value of a dairy farm in an
operative sense without a herd, and what is the
value of a sheep property in an operative sense
without a flock? The same can be asked about the
range of cattle as defined under the provisions of
section 12.
The stock on a property are an integral aspect of the
operation of the property. Therefore, if anything is
done to wrongfully remove the stock, it is
imperative for the livelihood of the owner of the
stock that immediate remedial measures be taken to
redress the problem.
As has been referred to by the honourable member
for Melbourne, the issue has been highlighted by the
excellent work of the Legal and Constitutional
Committee and, indeed, the case of Norman Sims,
which brought into focus many of the issues this
legisla tion seeks to address.
There have been historical problems because,
although under section 84 of the Sentencing Act
prosecutors have the power to seek appropriate
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orders for restitution, one of the difficulties has been
in identifying the property involved. Where that has
not been possible, prosecutors have been reluctant to
enter the arena, no matter what the legislative
process may be that imposes a burden upon them.
They have been reluctant to become involved in
what, on the face of it, is a civil issue because of the
difficulty of quantifying the nature of restitution to
be made, or in this instance identifying the nature of
the stock to be returned. Therefore, historically they
have shied away from that form of involvement.
This legislation makes an important contribution
towards redressing that problem.
Proposed new section 28 has an element of urgency
as one of its leading features. The terrific aspect
about the provision is that the owner of the stock is
able to do something there and then to redress the
difficulty before the stock are taken to a yard and
sold in a public forum or disposed of in some other
way. The owner need not trouble himself, as again
has historically been the case, about the involvement
of the criminal law. Proposed new section 28(13)
states:
An application under this section is civil in nature.

It specifies from the outset that the owner of the

stock need not trouble himself about the police
attitude or activity towards redressing the problem.
The owner has a course of action open to him
immediately so that in the civil sense he can take
steps to protect his property.
The steps as specified in the legislation are
exemplary. A report must firstly be made to the
police; the owner cannot go off holus-bolus. He must
first go to the police to make a report. The report
must be about stock said to have been stolen not
more than 12 months before the application. With
that report having been made the owner can make
his application to a registrar of the court.
That provision is Significant because the registrar of
the court in country environments is very much the
equivalent to the general medical practitioner.
Regardless of the problem, if one is stuck for an
answer one can go to the registrar of the Magistrates
Court and avail himself or herself of the wealth of
information there. The registrars do a sterling and
often unsung job in the administration of justice in
Victoria. Not only in this Bill but also in other
legislation which will rightfully make its way to this
House, Parliament should look to a fuller use of
registrars of Magistrates Courts so that the
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community may gain greater benefits for our
communities.
In this instance an affidavit must be presented to the
registrar of the court. Having been satisfied that the
applicant may be entitled to possession - I
emphasise the word "may" - the registrar can take
certain steps. He can order that the stock be
delivered to the applicant and that the respondent to
that application be forced to refrain from disposing
of the stock.
The marvellous aspect about that provision is that it
introduces an element of urgency in that it forces a
process whereby the applicant can go to the area
where the stock is located. The order can be served
as is provided for under the section, and the option
is then available for the stock to be returned or for
the respondent to the application to be prohibited
from disposing of the stock. Everything is stalled.
In a sense it is similar to interlocutory orders made
in other jurisdictions. The remedy is immediately
available.
After the order has been made it must be served.
Within the time frames set out within the section, the
person holding the stock then has remedies available
to him. At that stage the onus shifts to the person
holding the stock, and that person has the right to
contest that initial order made by the registrar.
It is laudable that if an objection is lodged at the

court by the person holding the stock, the process
changes in as much as the final hearing of that
dispute comes before the court in the historical
definition because a magistrate must go about the
process of making a determination about what is to
occur with the stock. The registrar has played his
part. The immediacy of the process is apparent.
Orders can be made to stop things from running
away, but when it comes to the hearing of the actual
contest - if there is to be one - the matter returns
to where it should be finally determined, namely, to
the magistrate.
Under the provisions of proposed section 28
subsections (7), (8) and (9), the court as then
constituted by a magistrate can go about the final
resolution of the dispute. The magistrate can make
determinations about who owns the cattle, about the
posseSSion of the stolen cattle and the issue of a
warrant for the recovery of the cattle.
It is important that he can also make orders in
relation to costs. I single out that latter issue because
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it is imperative in these forms of legislation where
Parliament is introducing a form of ex parte
hearing - that is, that the person subject to those
orders is not necessarily present at the time they are
initially made - that, just as happens in other
jurisdictions, the court of final determination needs
to have available the sanction of being able to order
costs. Its existence will ensure that applications that
might be made for anything other than proper
reasons will be avoided, time will not be wasted and
no unnecessary imposition will be placed upon the
rightful owner of the stock.
The provision relating to costs is significant. In my
20 years in litigation I came to the conclusion that
costs following the event are a Significant deterrent
to the making of frivolous applications.
Section 3(14) refers to the fact that the Magistrates
Court has jurisdiction to determine an application of
this nature, irrespective of the value of the cattle.
That is an important point. In the electorate of
Gippsland South one does not need to take many
cattle to go beyond the jurisdiction of the
Magistrates Court, that sum being $25 000. Because
of the boom in the dairy industry in Gippsland
South, the number of stock needed to pass that value
is decreasing with the passing of each day. The
provision removes what would otherwise be the
complicating problem of trying to keep a running
stock valuation. The legislation deals with stock
rather than the value that is attributed to them and is
important to people in country Victoria and those
who work with stock.
The problem of cattle theft came to my attention on
many occasions during my time in the practice of
law in a rural community. The previous means of
dealing with it were cumbersome and, more often
than not, were demonstrated to be ineffectual, which
caused much frustration to the parties involved.
This marvellous piece of legislation will enable
immediate steps to be taken with equity for all
parties affected by it. I commend the Bill to the
House.
Or COG HILL (Werribee) - I compliment the
honourable member for Gippsland South on his
crystal clear exposition of the way the legislation is
intended to operate. Future readers of the debate
will wish his contribution was the Minister's
second-reading speech, such was the clarity of his
explanation and his reference to his professional
skills and personal experience.
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Like the honourable member for Melbourne who so
capably led the debate for the opposition, I support
the Bill. The first criminal act of which I became
aware as a child was the theft of cattle, although in
that case the cattle were sheep. In the dead of night a
truck drove onto the property where my family was
then living, was loaded with sheep and disappeared
into the night, and the sheep and the truck were
never seen again. Our family was absent from the
property at the time.
Cattle theft remains a contemporary problem and
we should not ignore it. There is a brief reference to
it in the second-reading speech, but I draw to the
attention of the House a very recent report in the
Geelong Advertiser on the Significant increase in the
level of reported theft of livestock within the area of
general circulation of the newspaper. I have no
reason to believe thefts have not taken place in parts
of the Werribee electorate, which, despite the
overwhelmingly urban population, has a large rural
area. I hope none of the rustlers came from the
Werribee electorate.
The impetus for the legislation before the House
arose most particularly from the theft of dairy cattle
from Mr Norman Sims in the Goulburn Valley
several years ago. Because of the complexity of the
legal issues the case exposed and the considerable
publicity associated with it, the former government
referred the case and associated issues to the Legal
and Constitutional Committee, which then
performed the roles now performed by the Scrutiny
of Acts and Regulations Committee and the Law
Reform Committee.
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In a different context there has been recent criticism
of the role of the High Court, and it has been
suggested that in the Mabo case the High Court
legislated rather than interpreted the law. I submit
that the High Court interpreted the law in the same
way as an earlier court interpreted the law in the
case of Hollington v. Hewthorn and Co. Ltd and in
other cases relevant to the theft of cattle and
associated restitution. This is a lesson for us all. I am
not saying that earlier courts were legislating. I
accept that in those cases they were performing a
legitimate role in interpreting the law and, in turn,
Parliament is exercising the proper relationship
between the courts and the Parliament by
substituting statute law for common law as
determined by the courts.
In this context the definition of "cattle" has the same
meaning as the now archaic English term ''hoofed
livestock". One would have thought the government
would have taken the opportunity to substitute in
the Bill and in the Summary Offences Act a more
easily understood definition of "cattle".
I assume that until the Bill came before Parliament
most Australians would have thought that "cattle"
meant cows, bulls, neutered cows and bulls and the
progeny of cows and bulls; but we now know that
the term as defined in the Summary Offences Act
has the archaic meaning of ''hoofed animals". It is
inappropriate to continue to use that meaning in this
age of modem and readily understandable
language. I urge the Attorney-General and her
advisers to take the matter on board and to
substitute a suitable form of words that conveys the
current meaning of the term "cattle".

The case drew attention to earlier court decisions
and led to the application and interpretation of the
law as it obtained in the case of Mr Sims and his
attempt to obtain restitution for his cattle, their
progeny and lost dairy production. As the
honourable member for Gippsland South said, you
do not have much of a dairy farm if you do not have
the cows and their produce.

I compliment the members of the former Legal and
Constitutional Committee on the quality of the
report they prepared, which led to the Bill. That is an
indication to us all of the valuable role
Parliamentary committees play and of the quality of
the input of individual members. I am happy to
support the Bill.

The report of the Legal and Constitutional
Committee highlights the earlier decisions that led
to the apparent inequity in the interpretation and·
application of the law in cases such as that of
Mr Sims. Only yesterday honourable members
debated the Evidence (Proof of Offences) Bill, which
relates directly to issues arising from the theft of
cattle. I shall make a passing reference to the ruling
in Hollington v. Hewthorn and Co. Ltd, which was
overturned by the insertion of statute law in
substitution for the previous common law.

Mr DEAN (Berwick) - This is a short and
succinct Bill, so I shall try to keep my commentary
short and succinct. The first thing one notes when
reading the Bill is that it seems to be all about cattle.
One may ask, "Why cattle?" I suppose the short
answer is that "cattle" is defined as livestock, and
one can assume only that it would take a group of
lawyers many days to come to the conclusion that in
this Bill"cow" should be defined as ''horse'' and also
as "other animals" - which would bear no
resemblance at all to what are known as cattle!
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It is a shorthand device to cover a very large topic,
but the long answer as to why the Bill deals with
cattle or livestock or both is that they are in an
entirely different category from items which are
non-perishable and which fall within the parameters
of the Food Act.

The reason why livestock are different from
day-to-day goods otherwise affected by this type of
legislation is that they occupy a very special place in
the agricultural community. Firstly, they are
perishable and as a consequence any action taken to
recover them needs to be taken quickly. They can be
sold and marketed overnight - they can be
removed from paddocks quickly - and farmers
have great difficulty in trying to determine where
they will end up.
They can be mixed with other stock, and as a
consequence they can become completely
unidentifiable. They can be kept overnight in trucks
outside stockyards, waiting for the yarding process
the following morning and to be sold under the
hammer of an auctioneer who requires little in the
way of identification. Therefore a process of early
intervention is needed, which a farmer can use to get
hold of his cattle as quickly as possible.
It is appropriate to describe the process that is

undertaken to retrieve other stolen goods, as well as
the process that had to be undertaken prior to the
Bill to recover stolen livestock. Without the
amendments, a person would have to proceed
through the civil courts to obtain an injunction to
have the animals returned or at least set aside.
That process presents huge burdens to the farmer.
For a start, if the stolen cattle are worth more than
$20 000 - these days that amount would cover a
couple of prize bulls and some cows - you cannot
proceed to the local Magistrates Court; you have to
go to either the County Court or the Supreme Court
and find a judge to hear your injunction. That can be
a difficult process for a farmer somewhere in the
outer regions of Victoria.
Secondly, without this amending legislation you
would need to institute what are called initiating
procedures to formulate an injunction. There is no
way ,a farmer without legal experience could do that
on his own, so he must look around quickly for a
solicitor and tell him the story. Having heard the
story and deciding that there is a case for an urgent
injunction to stop the cattle being either slaughtered
or marketed or whatever, the solicitor then has to go
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to a barrister, because in general solicitors do not
draw up the necessary papers.
After finding a barrister, which may be difficult, you
then have to tell him or her the same story,
explaining the facts so that the barrister can decide
whether it is an appropriate case for an interlocutory
injunction. Having decided it is appropriate, the
barrister then has to draw up a statement of claim or
general endorsement. He has to draw up an
affidavit, an appropriate order and a summons and because the meter is slowly ticking over, the fees
are probably up to about $4000 by this stage.
If you are in the Supreme Court the process will take
about half a day, even if the barrister has immediate
access to typing facilities and can have the
paperwork checked. He then streams across William
Street in his wig and gown, trying to find a judge. Of
course, if it is after 4.15 p.m. he will most likely find
that the judges have retired for the day, and
therefore he must find a junior judge's associate.
Once he has found the junior judge'S associate he
must then call on that person to get the judge.
It may take an hour or two for the judge to come

back to the court. The case then has to be argued. It
is not just a matter of the judge saying, ''Right, I
have heard what you have to say. I will issue the
injunction. Come back tomorrow with the other
party and we will argue it out". He must satisfy
himself on the material that there is a serious
question to be tried and that there is a case at law.
Having heard that argument, he must then
determine that on the balance of probabilities and on
the balance of convenience it is more reasonable to
issue the injunction than not to issue it. Would more
damage be done to the person to whom the
injunction is directed than would be done to the
plaintiff who is there before him should he not issue
the injunction? At the very best the new process will
take three-quarters of an hour to an hour. Under the
old process it may have been 6 o'clock at night, if
you were lucky, before the matter could be initiated.
If the process cannot be initiated at night it has to
wait until 9 or 10 o'clock in the morning. Under the
old system, by the time the farmer had found a
solicitor, found a barrister who then drew up the
paperwork, found the judge, argued the case before
the judge, and the judge had given an order, the
cattle could have been spirited away or, even worse,
slaughtered. That placed the farmer in an impossible
position. Even after the order has been given it is
necessary for the order to be typed up accurately
before it goes back to the judge for signature so that
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it can then be taken to whoever has the cattle in an
effort to freeze the situation.

The Bill will allow farmers to do all that in a matter
of half an hour to an hour. However, if the system is
to be short-circuited, in a society in which the law
ensures that the rights of parties on both sides are
protected, checks and balances are necessary. This
Assembly should understand that the Bill contains
checks and balances to ensure that the rights of the
person who goes to the registrar or the Magistrates
Court to get his order are protected and that the
person who retains or has the cattle is not victimised.
It is easy to imagine a situation where cattle are

rightly in the possession of a person against whom
an order has been directed but where an entirely
vexatious action has been issued by the owner. In
most cases there is a great deal of debate about who
owns the cattle, so the last thing that is needed is a
short-circuited system in which a person who
alleges that someone has his cattle can get those
cattle back without due process and without
ensuring the protection of the person he has alleged
has stolen them. There are a number of checks and
balances in the Bill that ensure that that does not
happen.
Once a farmer has found that his cattle are gone and
has determined where they are, he need only go to
the local Magistrates Court. If the magistrate does
not live in a nearby town, the farmer only has to find
out where the local registrar lives. If it is after 4 or
5 o'clock and the court is closed, he can immediately
knock on the door of the registrar and request an
application alleging that his cattle have been stolen.
The registrar will then place a Bible in the farmer's
hand and ask him to swear that his cattle have been
stolen. Once the registrar is happy that the evidence
given on oath is reasonably succinct and that there is
no possibility that the claim is vindictive, an order is
given that the cattle be delivered up or that they
remain in the possession of the person who has
allegedly stolen them.
The provisions of clause 6 now come into operation.
The order to deliver up the cattle does not operate
for seven days. That means that the order stipulating
that the person who has the cattle must not dispose
of them operates immediately, which freezes the
situation. Then the person to whom the order is
directed has seven· days in which to deliver them up.
The Bill will ensure that within those seven days that
person can return to the same court and dispute the
claim and object fO the process. That will ensure that
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for up to seven days the situation is frozen and the
person against whom the application is directed can
get to court and the matter can be placed in the
hands of the magistrate. The magistrate then has
control of the situation. So what can now be
achieved in a matter of hours would have taken at
least a day or a day and a half under the normal civil
procedure; yet, no-one's rights will be infringed
because the magistrate will have control of the
situation. The cattle must remain where they are and
the magistrate can then make the decisions.
From a cursory reading of the Bill it may appear that
the magistrate can then decide immediately who
owns the cattle. But that will be the most unlikely
way for the process to continue. In my opinion it
would be improper under those circumstances for
the magistrate to make that decision. A magistrate
will, on his o,wn experience, ensure that the other
party is satisfied and that both parties come before
the court. He will then decide whether an initiating
procedure is needed, whether further affidavits are
needed or whether the matter will be argued.
The provisions also ensure that the magistrate can
decide immediately whether the cattle need to be
housed separately or whether they need to be placed
in the care of a sheriff in the intervening period.
Once that has happened the parties can then go on
and argue the matter under the procedures
determined by the magistrate.
Even under those circumstances a person is not
obliged to have the matter heard before the
Magistrates Court. If the cattle stolen are worth tens
of thousands of dollars and the plaintiff would
prefer to have the matter heard in either the County
or Supreme Court, he can make an application
notifying the magistrate in advance that he wants
the matter to be heard in the County or Supreme
Court. Over those seven days he need only issue
proceedings in the County Court and immediately
the County Court will stay the proceedings in the
Magistrates Court, and the action will be heard in
the higher court. That depends on the value of the
livestock.
This Bill covers a difficult problem but ensures that
the rights of the alleged victim and the applicant are
protected. It also underlines a trend in the courts
today - that is, both the previous government and
this government have attempted to reduce the
constrictions, impediments and barriers in the way
of litigants getting quick resolution of disputes.
Judges and magistrates have greater discretion and
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greater flexibility in determining how procedures
will develop.
The Bill is another example of that trend, and it is
my guess that as time goes on we will find that the
key to reducing the costs in the courts is to enable
the justice system to operate in a much more
efficient manner.
Mr JOHN (Minister for Community Services) - I
thank the honourable members for Melbourne,
Gippsland South, Werribee and Berwick for their
contributions. The legislation is small but it is of
great importance to country Victoria in particular. It
is part of the government's election promise and
follows the March 1991 report of the Legal and
Constitutional Committee on substantive law and
the rule of evidence relating to the return of stolen
goods, with particular emphasis on stolen livestock.
As honourable members have said, the legislation
directs attention to the plight of Mr Norman Sims, a
dairy farmer who was a victim of cattle theft in 1985.
Subsequently a man was convicted of the theft of the
cattle but the trial judge refused to make an order for
restitution of the cattle under the relevant legislation
at that time.
The government made a commitment to implement
the recommendations of the Legal and
Constitutional Committee to correct that anomaly. It
is sad that the legal system dealt so unjustly with
Mr Sims. During my eight years in this Parliament
two cases have been brought to the attention of
honourable members. The first was the Norman
Sims case and the second was the Ron Legge case,
with which my colleague the honourable member
for Glen Waverley has had so much to do. He has
worked hard to correct the terrible wrong done to
that man by the system. Norman Sims suffered
Significant financial damage. It is sad and traumatic
that the system dealt such an unjust blow to
Mr Sims, as it did to Mr Legge. It is sad that the legal
system has failed people with goodwill and honesty
through circumstances beyond their control. The Bill
is long overdue because it is eight years since the
tragedy of the Sims case.
During the past financial year more than 11 000 head
of stock valued at more than $1 million were stolen.
That is a Significant burden on country people. It
also affects Melburnians, because although the Bill
contains an extended definition of cattle - basically
the old English common-law definition, being
almost any animal that grazes - it is the more
limited category, being the cows, bulls, deer and
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heifers that produce the milk, cream and cheese, as
well as the various cuts of meat that are sold
through butchers.
Less than 200 years ago in some States of the United
States of America cattle stealers were hanged. Some
20 years ago in my Victorian country law practice I
defended a person alleged to have stolen cattle. The
matter was not heard in the Magistrates or County
courts; it was heard in the Supreme Court. Cattle
stealing -or rustling, as it is known in the United
States - was a felony in the same way as murder,
rape and other serious crimes.
The Bill is important and I thank the honourable
members for Gippsland South, Melbourne, Werribee
and Berwick for their erudite contributions.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Passed remaining stages.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That the House, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday,
14 September.

Mr COLE (Melbourne) - The opposition
opposes the motion. There is no reason why the
House cannot sit tomorrow to deal with the
government and private business listed on the
Notice Paper. The government is on the ropes and
does not want to face another question time. It is
doing so badly out in the community that it will do
anything to cover up. One would have thought that
after a three-month break the government would
have allowed Parliament to sit tomorrow.
The government has had plenty of time to arrange
its business, but it will do anything to avoid having
to face another question time. The opposition is used
to the government wimping and squibbing when
the hard ball is thrown at it by the shadow
Treasurer. After the government's pathetic response
to question time today it is understandable why it
wants to stop the House from sitting tomorrow.
The government has spent three months devastating
the community, but when Parliament finally
resumes and the opposition has the opportunity of
using this forum -limited as it is - after only two
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days the government says it has had enough and
that it needs another few days to arrange
Government Business.
The opposition strongly opposes the adjournment of
the sitting until next week. I would be more than
happy to debate the Equal Opportunity
(Amendment) Bill tomorrow. The opposition wants
more time to consider the ramifications of the
Budget because it knows it is devastating the
community and is a ridiculous document. The
opposition strenuously opposes the motion.
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - I support the comments
of the honourable member for Melbourne. Although
the government has run out of business and has
failed to introduce much new business this week,
which compounds the problem - Mr Cole - They have only had three months to
get ready!
Mr ROPER - Indeed, and it also held special
sittings during the winter recess, which gave it even
more time in which to introduce legislation.
Although the government has run out of
Government Business, a number of items are listed
on the Notice Paper and could be dealt with
tomorrow. For instance, four items dissent in one
way or another from rulings of Mr Speaker. Those
important matters need to be resolved.
A further four items relate to improvements in the
way this place operates. I have moved a motion
relating to the use of electronic equipment in
Parliament. The opposition wants the Standing
Orders Committee to examine the ways government
and general business can best be programmed and
wants the Joint Select Committee, which was
improving the procedures of Parliament in a
bipartisan fashion, to continue. The honourable
member for Werribee has moved that Parliament
should appoint a group to examine the way
committees operate. Those items could all be
debated tomorrow.
A number of petitions have been presented to
Parliament and the Signatories, if not the members
who presented them in some cases, want them
debated. Petitions relating to preschools beg for an
opportunity to be fddressed, given that Parliament
has addressed the 1S$ue of kindergarten funding
during question time and on the adjournment
debate but not by substantive motion.
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The government does not want to sit tomorrow; it
does not want to face further questions about its
Budget. Not only did the government run from the
Mitchell radio show early this morning, and
questions about the 7.30 Report, it is also running
from the Parliament.
Government members do not want another question
time or an adjournment debate tomorrow night. It
would have been a useful experience for members to
have the opportunity of debating general business.
The government is increasingly closing down any
opportunity for its members and the opposition to
make contributions in this place. Tomorrow would
have prOVided a good opportunity for that to occur.
After three months of Parliamentary recess it is an
amazing commentary on a government that has
become kn~wn for its guillotine motions and late
night sittings that it has no business of its own to
allow the House to sit this Thursday and, I suspect,
next Thursday.
The opposition opposes the motion and challenges
the government to provide Parliament with the
opportunity for the government to be questioned, an
opportunity that would be available tomorrow.

House divided on motion:

Ayes, 57
Ashley,Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark,Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper, Mr
Davia,Mr
Dean,Mr
Doyle,Mr
Elder,Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffernan, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John,Mr
Kennett,Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton,Mr

Maclellan, Mr
MeNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin,Mr
Perton,Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry, Mr (Telltr)
Steggall,Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner,Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
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McArthur, Mr
McGiIl,Mrs
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLellan,Mr

Tumer,Mr
Weideman, Mr
Wells, Mr (Teller)

Noes, 26
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker,Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill, Or
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haermeyer, Mr (Teller)
Hamilton,Mr
Kimer,Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr (Teller)

MarpJe,Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Roper, Mr
Sandon,Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan,Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan, Or
Wilson, Mrs

Motion agreed to.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That the House do now adjourn.

Cranboume Secondary College
Mr SANDON (Carrum) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Education the standard
of education at Cranboume Secondary College
where, as a result of the first round of funding cuts,
the quality of education has been affected
dramatically.
The impact of the cuts is as follows: six fewer
teachers; a reduction in the number of Victorian
certificate of education subjects offered;
non-provision of remedial programs; a reduction in
library services, which are so essential at secondary
schools; a cut of 20 per cent in the time allocated to
student welfare counselling; a 20 per cent reduction
in career counselling time; a reduction in time
allowances allocated to teachers for duties such as
level coordination; and increased class sizes.
Many members have pointed out that when cuts of
the order the government has made are introduced
there is necessarily an increase in class size, a
reduction in subject choice and a deleterious impact
on services provided by the school, and that means
that the quality of education is Significantly reduced.
The government now wants to cut education
funding even further, and that will result in further
harm to the quality of education.
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It is a misnomer to talk about quality considering the

way the government has acted. Quality has nothing
to do with the fact that our students are receiving a
lesser education, an education which denies them
choice and which results in larger class sizes and less
personal attention. All those points have to be taken
into account.
On behalf of all students at Cranboume Secondary
College, I direct to the attention of the Minister the
impact of his actions on studentS at that school.
Those actions will be compounded by the new
staffing formula, which will reduce further the
number of teachers, increase the number of students
in each class and further reduce subject choices. The
Minister should direct his attention to this area.

Youth facilities in Tullamarine
Mr FINN (Tullamarine) - I direct to the attention
of the Minister responsible for Youth Affairs the lack
of facilities and infrastructure for young people in
my electorate of Tullamarine. As honourable
members would be aware, a large part of my
electorate is the Gladstone Park-Westmeadows area,
which in the past the Labor Party liked to claim as
its traditional heartland. Tragically the Labor Party
has not looked after the people it was supposed to
have represented in that time. As a result there is an
enormous number of young people in my electorate
who do not have the facilities they require to enjoy
life.
After his recent visits to the electorate the Minister
would be aware that there is a major problem with
facilities for young people in the Tullamarine
electorate; whether it be Gladstone Park,
Westmeadows or Greenvale, there is a strong feeling
of isolation, which has not been assisted by 10 years
of Labor government. The Labor Party did nothing
for the people of Tullamarine over that 100year
period.
In Sunbury, which is in the north of my electorate,
the Bulla Shire Council and young people have
taken matters into their own hands and are working
well together to get things off the ground in that
area. Again some support is necessary for them to
achieve their goals. As the Minister would be aware
after his recent visit to Sunbury, many of those
young people hold firm views on what role the
government should be taking in those areas.

I ask the Minister to examine what is currently
available and determine whether additional facilities
can be provided. I do not want a repeat of a situation
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that came to my attention recently - a scouting
group in Gladstone Park may have to leave the
suburb because it has no hall large enough for the
group's meetings. I ask the Minister to give the
matter proper consideration so that the government
can provide the level of services that, tragically, the
last government did not.

Quality provision task forces
Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - I raise with the
Minister for Education the processes associated with
recommendations made by quality provision task
forces. I ask the Minister about the integrity of those
recommendations and how seriously he will treat
them.
A number of schools in the Geelong area would, if
they were able to, recommend that they be allowed
to stand alone. A number of schools in the Bellarine,
South Barwon and Geelong electorates would make
that recommendation under the quality provision
task force guidelines, if they could. However, the
task forces will probably put forward different
recommendations.
An article in the Ballarat Courier of 1 September
states:
Ballarat High School has rejected a proposal put
forward by the Ballarat Area Quality Provision Task
Force to turn it into a senior school for years 11 and 12.

On the following day, 2 September, in the Ballarat

Courier a further article states:
Parliamentary secretary to the education Minister and
Ripon MLA Stephen Elder will ask the Central
Highlands-Wimmera Quality Provision Task Force to
reassess its preliminary recommendation to make
Ballarat High School a senior college.

The honourable member for Ripon is quoted as
having said:
I respect the right of the task force to make its
recommendation, but no-one has convinced me that
education in Ballarat will be improved by making
Ballarat High a year 11 and 12 school only.

No-one has convinced the Parliamentary secretary! I
would like the M~ter to advise the House whether
the process has changed. Is it still community
driven? Is the criterion that people must convince
the Parliamentary secretary? Will schools in the
Bellarine, South ~arwon and Geelong electorates get
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the same opportunity despite the fact that their local
members have not done what the Parliamentary
secretary has done in Ballarat?

Melbourne Water rates
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) - I raise with the
Minister for Natural Resources the large increases in
Melbourne Water rates for traders in the
municipality of Doncaster and Templestowe. As the
Minister knows, as a result of expressions of concern
by traders that the increased rates were proving a
substantial burden to them I convened a meeting
between the representatives of the Tunstall Square
and Jackson Court shopping centres, the valuers of
the City of Doncaster and Templestowe and
representatives of Melbourne Water.
The meeting revealed, firstly, that from 1986 to 1990
the growth of valuations in net annual value (NAV)
of commercial property in Doncaster and
Templestowe was the second highest in Melbourne.
If that were ever true, as a result of the fall in
property values in Doncaster and Templestowe and
the fall in commercial rates it no longer reflects the
reality of the situation.
Secondly, on the basis of the law left in place by the
former Labor government, Doncaster traders are
locked into high Melbourne Water rates until the
next valuation, which is due four years from now.
Thirdly, the traders, who are mostly tenants, are out
of time for a revaluation of their NA V. Fourthly, in
the recessionary environment caused by the Federal
Labor government most traders find it extremely
difficult to pay increased rates.
I ask the Minister to look at three possible solutions:
firstly, to give those traders the right to a review of
the 1990 valuation of their NAV; secondly, to
perhaps bring forward the next valuation and
reduce the term in order to relieve the injustice
affecting traders in Doncaster and Templestowe,
Glen Waverley, Pakenham and a number of other
areas where there were high rates of increase in
valuations of NA V; and, thirdly, the possibility of
increasing the pace at which the system of
Melbourne Water rates moves away from being
based on a system of property valuation and net
annual value to a user-pays basis.

School closures in Brunswick
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - I direct to the attention of
the Minister for Education the great fears that exist
in Brunswick that the government, as part of the
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massive changes it is making in education, will
damage education in Brunswick significantly.
Over the past couple of years in Brunswick the
Moreland secondary school closed by agreement
and Brunswick East High School closed and
effectively became part of Brunswick Secondary
College, although the government then did not carry
out the other part of the proposal, which was to
spend money on upgrading the facilities for the new
school. Effectively two schools in Brunswick closed
with the support and cooperation of the local
community.
Brunswick Secondary College now fears that it will
be moved from one of its campuses and placed at
the Dawson Street campus, and that the government
will act to close Lynall Hall Community School,
which is and has been an alternative school in the
area since the Honourable Lindsay Thompson, a
former member of this House, was Minister for
Education.
The task force that looked at Brunswick Secondary
College clearly rejected the idea of attempting to put
all the students at one site and suggested that the
original proposition of last year, that work be done
at the old Brunswick High School site in Victoria
Street, should proceed.
I ask the Minister to provide an assurance that the
strong recommendation of the task force for
maintenance of two school sites in the interests of
the future of secondary education in Brunswick will
be carried out and that no action will be taken to
close LynaU Hall, because the students who attend
that school are not the type of young people who
will fit into a normal school environment. It has
provided a service not only for the people in
Brunswick but also for people who would otherwise
drop out of the education system totally and who
may become a Significant problem for the
community because of their lack of skills and the
other problems they may face. I urge the Minister to
give an assurance about the Brunswick Secondary
College.
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Mr JASPER - I can understand why some
opposition members may not be concerned about
business in Victoria but we on this side - The SPEAKER - Order! Will the honourable
member for Murray Valley indicate how this matter
affects the Victorian government's administration?
Mr JASPER - The way the tax will affect the
Victorian wine industry is clear. There will be a
downturn in the industry. Because the Minister
established the Victorian Wineries Tourism Council
and because of the concerns that have been
expressed, I want to make the Minister aware of
what will happen to the wine industry when this
devastating tax is applied. The opposition is not
concerned about business in Victoria, but the
government is. It is concerned about the economy
and the necessity for government support so that
Victorian business can develop.
If the tax on wine is increased from 20 per cent to
31 per cent - a 55 per cent increase -as proposed
in the Federal Budget, it will be a vicious attack on
the industry and the 230 Victorian wine makers,
many of whom are situated in my electorate. The
wine is top quality, there is no doubt about that! But
concern has been expressed about the future of the
industry.

Over the past 38 consecutive months export sales
have grown, which will encourage the industry to
invest. An amount of $1.2 billion is being sought for
investment capital to expand the wine industry in
Victoria over the next five years. We want the
Federal government to recognise the enormous
problems the tax will create if it proceeds with its
vicious attack on an expanding industry that
provides employment not only for winemakers but
also for those who distribute and sell wine.
I urge the Minister to make representations to the
Federal government so that it recognises the
importance of the industry and the devastating
effect of its proposed tax increase.

Wallara day training centre
Wine industry
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Tourism the problems
created for the wine industry in Victoria by the
proposed Federal tax on wine.

Honourable members interjecting.

Mrs WILSON (Dandenong North) - In the
absence of the Minister for Community Services, I
direct to the attention of the Minister for Small
Business the funding cuts to Wallara Day Training
Centre and Sheltered Workshops for intellectually
handicapped adults in the Dandenong electorate.
Like many similar centres the organisation was
advised that it would suffer a 5 per cent cut across
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the board in its funding for the next financial year,
and it has been further advised that its funding will
be cut by a further $90 000 this financial year under
what the government calls a "fairer funding"
system. I should appreciate the Minister explaining
to me how that system could possibly be named a
"fairer funding" system.
In addition, Wallara is experiencing great problems
with its long service leave provision. It has been told

that long service leave funding for employees who
have worked at the centre for more than eight years
will be provided by the department but that the
centre must find the funding for those who have
been employed for less than eight years.
The Wallara authorities have been told that they will
not receive funding for the superannuation
provisions of their instructional staff. They have
received one lot of bad news after another.
Obviously the board of Wallara is finding it
extremely difficult to come to terms with how it can
make up the funding shortfall.
The clients of Wallara have been in that facility for
many years, and the majority of parents of the
clients are elderly. In their younger days the parents
were able to participate in many of the fundraising
activities on behalf of the centre, but as they have
grown older those fundraising activities have not
been possible. The introduction of poker machines
in the area has also led to many of the traditional
sources of funds drying up.
I ask the Minister for Small Business to convey to his
colleague the Minister for Community Services the
grave position the fine centre at Wallara now finds
itself in. I am sure the Minister is aware of the
wonderful work done at Wallara and similar centres
throughout Victoria. I ask the Minister to review the
situation.

WorkCover levies
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN (Benambra) - I ask the
Minister for Small Business to direct to the attention
of the Minister responsible for WorkCover in the
other place the situation faced by a company in
Wodonga. An employee of the Wodonga Pallet and
Packaging Company suffered an accident. Paint was
injected into the tip of his finger by a cutting
machine at the factbry.
He was taken to a hospital at 2 p.m. on one day and
discharged at 12.30 p.m. the following day. The bills
associated with the accident amounted to $29.50 for

an initial referral, $651 for surgery, $185 for
anaesthetic services and $208 for the hospital charge
for bed and theatre services.
The inconsistency in the scenario arises from the
WorkCover charge of $1679 for what appears to
have been a rather simple injury. That levy meant
that the total charge amounted to $2753.
I ask the Minister responsible for WorkCover to
examine this issue because the employer has been
faced with severe increases in his premiums for
WorkCover. He is now in the position where he
must reduce the number of people he employs, and
he cannot proceed with further engagement of staff.
If such a situation continues and WorkCover
premiums increase markedly, his future
circumstances for employment of staff will become
uncertain. The issue is of real concern to him
because of likely future WorkCover payments.

Mac1eod Primary School
Mrs GARBUTI (Bundoora) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Education the future of
Macleod Primary School, which has been a
participant in a task force of five primary schools,
including Watsonia South, Watsonia Heights,
Yallambie and Greensborough primary schools.
The first complaint I make is about the lack of
consultation involved in the task force process. Not
until recommendations had been formally decided
upon - although not finalised - were the parents
and the school community consulted. It has been
recommended that Macleod Primary School should
merge with Watsonia South Primary School on the
Wa tsonia site.
The argument the school has presented to me and
made public in the local media is that it should be
given the option to stand alone. The school believes
it offers an excellent standard of education and that
the task force should have considered that but did
not.
In correspondence to me the school community says

it believes it was on the wrong task force and that
the suggested merger with Watsonia South Primary
School is inappropriate because Watsonia is in the
Shire of Diamond Valley.
I am sure the Minister for Small Business would
recognise the fact that Heidelberg has strong
community cohesion and that its citizens participate
in community activities such as sporting events.
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They use the Heidelberg library, swimming pool
and YMCA. Local public transport and secondary
schools are located in Heidelberg, and parents say
that they will send their children only to schools
located in Heidelberg. More importantly, children
will have to cross Greensborough Highway to
attend Watsonia South Primary School and that is
very dangerous and something the parents say they
will not consider.

I ask the Minister to investigate some of the
solicitors who represent people on WorkCover to see
whether he can expose some of the unfair and
scurrilous activities they employ when they are
supposedly looking after people while also looking
after the interests of Trades Hall Council and guess who else - the Labor Party!

A survey revealed that only two families are
prepared to send their children across the highway
to Watsonia South, so the other parents are asking
that they be allowed to consider merging with
another primary school in Heidelberg if they are
forced to merge at all.

Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Education the state of
sport in secondary schools. Interschool sport
activities have been savaged by this government.
Term three winter sport participation has fallen from
585 schools 12 months ago to 201 schools today.
When I first raised this matter with the Minister the
answer was twofold: there would be an inquiry
which would fix it all; and there would be a more
generous approach to the allocation of emergency
teachers.

Activities of solicitors
Mr E. R. SMITH (Glen Waverley) - I direct to
the attention of the representative of the Minister
responsible for WorkCover in the other place some
recent unfair actions on the part of a firm of
Melbourne solicitors. On Monday, 26 July, outside
the office of the honourable member for Oakleigh a
so-called demonstration was held by a number of
people, some of whom had been receiving
WorkCover benefits. The Oakleigh Springvale Times of
29 July states:
''Rally prompts public meeting".
The reality was that several people had been invited
by a firm of Melbourne solicitors known as Ryan,
Carlisle, Needham and Thomas of Nauru House,
acting for the Trades Hall Council and for several
people on WorkCover, to attend the demonstration.
When she spoke to those people the honourable
member for Oakleigh discovered that nearly all of
them came from my electorate so, quite properly,
she referred them to me. I wrote a letter to all five of
them and invited them to visit me. One of the
women, whose letter I have here and whose name I
will not mention because hers is a genuine case, said
she had turned up at the demonstration in good
faith because she had received a letter from her
solicitors, who happen to be solicitors acting for the
Trades Hall Council. Questions were asked such as,
''What pub are we meeting in beforehand?" The
whole thing was put up by the union to embarrass
the honourable member for Oakleigh, and bad
headlines have resulted. The people could have
come to me in the first place had they wanted help; I
was able to help this woman.

Secondary school sports

The inquiry has resulted in some long-term
recommendations that will not take effect until 1996,
but the emergency teachers strategy was meant to be
an immediate one, and it has been totally ineffective.
Participation in school sports in the western region
has fallen to 14 per cent of schools, which has meant
that school sport has almost totally disappeared in
the region, and it may well be dead by the time the
long-term recommendations of the recent inquiry
are implemented.
I call on the Minister for Education to urgently
review the situation and put in place short-term
measures to alleviate the problem.

Responses
Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - The
honourable member for Carrum referred to
Cranbourne Secondary College. I am very familiar
with that college, and I wonder whether the
honourable member for Carrum is aware of its
enrolment figures. The school has 1138 students, and
it is an excellent secondary college. It is doing well,
but sadly the honourable member for Carrum was
simply mouthing the comments of a group of
militant unionists within that school.

In comparison with those destructive comments I
can inform the House that recently the principal of
the school stated that the school offers a full range of
VCE subjects and that if any subject is not being
offered it is because there are insufficient student
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numbers. He said there is a very high pass rate at the
school and that he expects the school to continue
receiving a high rate of student acceptance into
tertiary institutions.
Therefore, the situation at Cranbourne Secondary
College is quite different from what has been put
forward in a destructive way by a small group of
militant unionists at the school who are using the
honourable member for Carrum as a mouthpiece in
this place.
The honourable member for Geelong North referred
to the quality provision task forces in Geelong. I
have received no reports from those task forces yet,
of course, because they are due at the end of this
week. I am looking forward to receiving the reports,
and any decision making will be based on
educational benefits for students involved.
I am happy to take into consideration the remarks of
the honourable member for Geelong North, who
also made reference to the honourable member for
Ripon. The honourable member for Ripon took
exception to some remarks, and he has just as much
right to put forward his views on the matter as any
other member, including members of the Labor
Party!
The honourable member for Coburg referred to
matters pertaining to Brunswick Secondary College
and the task forces which have been reviewing
education in his area. I know the honourable
member takes a genuine personal interest in
education in his area, and I know that his objectives
and aims are only to improve the situation for
students in his area. It is just a shame that the Labor
Party has not recognised that fact and is
undermining the honourable member's future; that
is extremely unfortunate.
As I stated previously, I am certainly looking
forward to receiving the reports of the task forces,
and I will be happy to take into consideration the
comments of the honourable member.
The honourable member for Bundoora referred to
Macleod Primary School, and again the
recommendations have not come forward. Any
submissions will be made on educational grounds
and I will be happy to take her comments into
consideration.
The honourable member for Footscray referred to
interschool sports. He noted that a new program is
being developed for physical education and sport to
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reverse the disastrous downturn which occurred in
that area during the 10 years of Labor government.
Resources are available for schools to adequately
participate in interschool sports. I call on teachers to
play their role, as they have done in the past, and
support students playing interschool sports.
Mr HEFFERNAN (Minister responsible for Youth
Affairs) - The honourable member for Tullamarine
referred to youth affairs not only in his electorate but
also in Broadmeadows, which abuts and shares
common boundaries with his electorate. I
compliment the honourable member for
Tullamarine for his ongoing interest not only in the
area he represents but also in electorates
surrounding Tullamarine.
As honourable members will be aware,
Broadmeadows has no representation at this time it has probably had none for the past 10 years! The
mystery I will take with me when I leave Parliament
will be what happened to the home-grown areas of
the Labor Party during its 10 years in government
and the infrastructure that should have been
provided to help underprivileged areas.
The honourable member for Tullamarine has been
harassing me to get something going for youth in his
area. The government will announce its first five
regional youth projects in the next few weeks, and
they will be pilot schemes entered into by the
Department of Business and Employment. Those
schemes will be continually assessed as the
government deals more efficiently with the
problems of our young people. After the first five
pilot schemes have been implemented, my priority
will be to initiate the next regional concept, which
will be located in the Broadmeadows and
Tullamarine area.
I assure the honourable member for Tullamarine
that he has the support of my department. He can
assure young people in his area that the government
cares and is concerned about them. The government
hopes to be able to coordinate the people who work
in the area and who were continually frustrated by
the lack of help from and concern shown by the
previous government. This government will put in
place a system that will deliver the things they are
entitled to, including youth and health facilities.
Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - The honourable member for
Doncaster said that traders in his electorate have
been affected by increases in Melbourne Water rates
and questioned whether there should be increases in
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the transfer to consumption-based rating. In parts of
the metropolitan area traders in locations similar to
Doncaster are experiencing a reduction in rates, but
because of the historical property valuation system
on which Melbourne Water bases its rates, the
traders in Doncaster are being forced to pay
unacceptably high rates.
I am not aware of the discussions between traders
and Melbourne Water at which some of these issues
were pursued, but I will ensure that the three issues
raised by the honourable member are considered.
The honourable member also asked whether
consideration will be given to increasing the pace in
the transfer to a consumption-based rating, but I
think that will be resisted throughout the
metropolitan area because of the Significant changes
in the structure that it encompasses. There will be a
move towards a two-part tariff - one part a fixed
charge that reflects the cost of providing the service
and the second being the consumption. That process
will continue and over the next four to five years
there will be a shift from the valuation system to the
new rating system.
The second issue referred to traders having a right to
review the 1990 valuations. The time to contest
valuations is when people are first advised of them.
However, I shall consult with the Minister for Local
Government about the implications of the review.
The third issue was whether it is possible to have the
1994 valuations brought on earlier so that they
reflect more generally the changes in property
valuations. The four-year valuation cycle has always
suffered from the difficulty that it does not take
account of immediate market shifts, but it is
generally recognised that the 1990 valuations were
historically high. I shall also take up that matter with
the Minister for Local Government.
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Tourism) - The
honourable member for Murray Valley directed to
my attention the increased taxes being imposed on
the wine industry by the recent Federal Budget. As
the Minister responsible for the Victorian Wineries
Tourism Council, I am particularly concerned about
increased taxes that will have a detrimental effect on
the Victorian wine industry, which has been
growing at a phenomenal pace, especially with
increased plantings in established areas around
Rutherglen and Nagambie. Rutherglen, of course, is
famous for its full-bodied reds, ports and muscats.
Mr Jasper interjected.
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Mr McNAMARA - The honourable member
does not understate the situation when he says that
the wines of Rutherglen are world renowned.
Recently I had the privilege of meeting some
winemakers in that area and sampling some of Bill
Chambers's old muscats that contain fortified wine
put down more than 100 years ago. It is one of the
finest, if not the finest, muscat in the world.
The Rutherglen area is world famous. It has raised
the standard of muscat throughout the world and
the Chambers's old muscat is regarded by
connoisseurs not just in Australia but in France and
other wine-producing countries as the world's
premier muscat.
We want a proportion of the potential growth of the
wine industry to stay in Victoria. Just five years ago
the value of Australian wine exports was
$25 million, totalling apprOximately 8 million litres
by volume. Last financial year the value of exports
was $290 million and the volume was apprOximately
103 million litres.
The industry confidently predicts that within the
next seven years the value of Australian wine
exports will reach $1 billion, which means the wine
industry will be larger than the rice, sugar and
cotton industries. It will achieve that growth if the
Federal government does not tax the wine industry
to death and destroy an emerging industry with a
tremendous future and, more importantly, an
industry that is creating employment in regional
Victoria.
According to industry analysts in the next two or
three years an additional 20 000 hectares or 50 000
acres of vine plantings will be reqUired. Victoria
requires those plantings to create production and
employment opportunities in the vineyards.
As the honourable member for Murray Valley says,
the potential investment in the wine industry over
the next two or three years is important and the
levels of plantings and upgradings of processing
plants could be worth $1.2 billion. Why would any
government in its right mind attempt to tax into
oblivion an industry that offers a bright future for
Australia?
Wine has a romanticism about it like no other export
product; it has an attractiveness to Australia just as
French wines have an attractiveness to France.
The wine industry is good for tourism; it is telling
the rest of the world that we exist as a country. For
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that reason, as Minister for Tourism I have
established a wine tourism council. We all know that
the Premier is a great supporter of the wine industry
and has played some part in promoting and selling
the product! Clearly the industry must be fostered
and sponsored.
The advantages of the wine industry centre on its
vertical integration, value adding and export
orientation. Many of Victoria's prominent wineries
are now exporting more than three-quarters of their
product. The government must encourage further
plantings to increase export earnings. Only a year or
so ago the Federal Treasurer - the current Prime
Minister - told Australia that it had to increase
exports to help the balance of payments. Wine is
Australia's most rapidly growing export; the
industry has grown by more than 1000 per cent
during the past five years.
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I will direct the particular employer to the attention
of the Minister in another place, and I am sure that
he will undertake to look at the matter raised by the
honourable member for Benambra. The honourable
member for Benambra spends much time in his
electorate in the business community - in the
electorate in general - ensuring that these matters
are taken care of. He champions the cause of the
small business community in Benambra and never
lets us forget it!
The honourable member for Glen Waverley also
referred to workers compensation and WorkCover,
and what he said was very alarming. It is clear from
the infonnation given today that there was a
contrived meeting outside the office of the
honourable member for Oakleigh.
Mr Micallef interjected.

I hope the Federal government recognises the error
of its ways and steps back from the wine tax, which
will only penalise an industry that will set this
country going.

Mr GUDE - I would say organised and
contrived in a way that--

Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - The honourable member for
Dandenong North referred her concerns about
handicapped children and a requirement for long
service leave provision to the attention of the
Minister for Community Services. I will raise the
matter with the Minister.

Mr GUDE - I do not know whether the
honourable member for Springvale was actively
involved in that process, but I suggest that if he were
he should not indulge himself again. It is clear that a
number of people contrived to cause embarrassment
and that that has now backfired on them. Most of
those people - indeed, all of them - did not live in
the electorate of the honourable member outside
whose office they sought to protest.

The honourable member for Benambra referred to
WorkCover employer costs when injuries are
sustained. Substantial changes, which have
produced good results in a number of areas, have
been made to the workers compensation system. It
has produced results in decreasing the level of
unfunded liability from $2 billion to less than
$600 million in under 11 months. It has also had a
good effect in sharpening the focus of employers on
providing a safe environment and the people in the
workplace on their responsibility to care for
themselves.
One benefit of the changed structure is that there is
now a real incentive in tenns of reduced premiums
that can accrue to an employer where the employer
is able to produce a safe working environment and a
reduction in the number of accidents - in other
words, an incentive has been put into the system to
ensure that employers manage more efficiently
workers compensation arrangements within each
individual workplace.

Mr Micallef interjected.

The honourable member for Oakleigh, in doing her
job efficiently and effectively as she always does,
raised the matter on behalf of her broader electorate
and the matter was transferred to the relevant
member - that is, the member within whose
electorate those people resided. The honourable
member for Glen Waverley efficiently and
effectively, like the honourable member for
Oakleigh, contacted those people. That is when the
game was up.
It has now been found that the law firm of Ryan,

Carlisle, Needham and Thomas, which is located in
Nauru House and acts as a union solicitor, has been
instructing those people to take this action, or that is
what has been asserted by one of the people who has
been in touch with the honourable member. It is
even more concerning because now we have the
name of an official of the Trades Hall Council who
apparently is also involved. After the interjections,
which I presume were jocular - I would like to
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think they were - perhaps the honourable member
for Springvale will be involved in this trifecta.
Mr Micallef interjected.
Mr GUDE - The honourable member says that
he is terrified, and he should be. No decent Victorian
would believe that this approach is a proper, decent
or respectable way of trying to secure some change
in workers compensation law in Victoria, if indeed
that was the case.

If an individual has particular concerns, the matter
can be raised with that person's employer or with
the insurer who is responsible. In at least one of
these cases, it is quite clear that the matter was not
raised with the insurer; the insurer had no
knowledge of it at all.
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I will pass that on to the Minister for Local
Government, who has responsibility for WorkCover,
and encourage him to make inquiries to get to the
bottom of the matter, which has the potential to
allow abuse and misuse of a system that is turning
out to be highly successful. The government is to be
commended for the changes it has made, and the
employees in the workplace are to be commended
for the way they have responded to the process.
Employers have become increasingly aware of the
benefits that can be obtained through better
WorkCover outcomes, including a reduction in their
premiums. That is a direct cost on employment and,
therefore, has a spin-off for thousands of Victorians
who find themselves out of work as a consequence
of 10 years of neglect by the Labor Party in office.
Motion agreed to.

In one case at least, there is a strong
recommendation and support for a rehabilitation
program, which could have been achieved with a
little commonsense. I suggest that people who were
offering advice on the sort of demonstration that
took place should act responsibly. If members of the
opposition were involved, they should exercise far
more care and concern for their constituencies rather
than manipulating and misusing them in that way.

House adjourned 5.56 p.m. until Tuesday,
14 September.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
The following answers to questions on notice were circulated:

REPUBLIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE
(Question No. 13)
Or COG HILL asked the Premier:
In respect of his answer on 29 April 1993 to a question without notice asked by the honourable member for Eltham
concerning the Republican Advisory Committee recorded in the proof version of Hansllrd at pages 28-30:
1.
Whether he has received legal opinion to the effect that section 128 of the Federal Constitution provides power
under which the State monarchies could be abolished, or any other aspect of the Constitution of any State
could be amended; if so - (a) who provided that opinion and (b) when; if not, why the issue was raised in his
answer?
2.
What was the basis of his statement that "the States were basically established through common law",
indicating - (a) how can that statement be reconciled with the establishment of the colony Victoria, the
Parliament of Victoria and the Commonwealth of Australia under the authority of statute, and (b) has he
received legal opinion in support of the statement; if so, who provided that opinion, and when?

Mr KENNETT (Premier) - The answer is:
As to part one of the question, the answer given to the question put by the honourable member for Eltham on 29 april
1993 indicated that there was a real likelihood that section 128 of the Federal Constitution would not allow the
amendment of State Constitutions or the abolition of State monarchies.
The issue of how to move to a republic is premature when the benefits of why the move should be made have not been
demonstrated.
Moreover, the possibility of any attempt by the Federal Government to force a move to a republic on a State by use of
the section 128 power is a matter that should be squarely raised in any debate on the republican issue.
In relation to part two of the question, it should be remembered that the colonies, which became the States on
federation, existed independently prior to that federation with their own constitutions. That the continued validity of
those separate constitutions is acknowledged by, but is not reliant on, section 106 of the Federal Constitution is a
recognised view. This is a matter that should be within the knowledge of all those informed as to the operation of our
constitutional system.

EDUCATION - CORRESPONDENCE WITH MEMBERS
(Question No. 18)
Or COG HILL asked the Minister for Education In respect of replies by him to correspondence from members of the Parliament of Victoria since the Minister's
appointment - (a) what was the date on which each letter from each honourable member was received by him; and (b)
what was the date or dates on which the Minister signed and despatched the reply or replies to each of those letters?

Mr HAYWARO (Minister for Education) - The answer is:
There have been in excess of 3200 items of correspondence since 3 October 1992 from members of Parliament. The
compilation of the information sought by the honourable member would require an extensive manual records search,
for which the time and resources are not available.

PRIVILEGE
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The SPEAKER (Hon. J. E. Delzoppo) took the chair
at 2.7 p.m. and read the prayer.

PRIVILEGE
The SPEAKER - Order! I wish to make a
statement regarding the procedures adopted by the
House for the raising of matters of privilege.
On 19 April 1978 procedures were introduced to
require a member raising a complaint to write to the
Speaker giving details of the matter and for the
Speaker to then consider whether there existed a
prima facie case that should have precedence over
the business of the House.
On 9 September 1993 the honourable member for
Sunshine wrote to me in accordance with those
practices raising an issue and seeking that I rule that
a prima facie case existed. I am concerned that on
the following day, the issue contained in the
correspondence was the subject of a media comment
by the Leader of the Opposition-elect, Mr Brumby,
and that articles on the same issue subsequently
appeared in the press.
I refer honourable members to a statement made to
the House on Tuesday, 29 October 1991 by Speaker
Coghill when a similar breach of practice occurred.
At that time Speaker Coghill stated, inter alia, as
follows:
This procedure was adopted to remove the issue from
immediate debate in the Chamber in order to protect
the rights of members or persons involved which could
be adversely affected by instant reaction, publicity and
speculation. It also provided the Chair with sufficient
opportunity to give the matter due consideration.
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regarding disclosure or discussion of the substance of
the letter ...
The procedures currently adopted by the House are
designed to protect the rights of the member raising the
complaint and the member against whom the
complaint is lodged by requiring confidentiality until
the matter has been ruled upon. Furthermore I believe
that procedures are fundamental to protect the right of
all honourable members and the integrity of the House
itself ...
The continued breach of the procedures for raising
matters of privilege will ultimately destroy the
credibility of the practices which the House itself has
adopted ...
I advise honourable members that in the event of
disclosure of information of complaints of privileges
raised with the Chair, I will rule that such complaints
are out of order.

I fully endorse those comments. In response to this
current matter, I am concerned that comments were
made on how the Speaker should act on this issue.
Such comments are out of order and totally
unacceptable.
Although I support the view of Speaker Coghill in
respect of the seriousness of breaches of this
practice, I have not ruled the current complaint out
of order on the basis of public disclosure. However,
any further breaches may seriously jeopardise the
manner in which privilege matters are dealt with.
I do not intend to make comment in the House on
the merits of the complaint except to advise
honourable members that I have responded to the
honourable member for Sunshine in the proper
course.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

As part of the original statement, -

that is, the original statement of 19 April 1978 Speaker Wheeler indicated:
Except for the member's right to give notice of
substantive motion the member may not otherwise
raise the matter in the House.
With that restriction being placed on the member
raiSing the complaint, it is implicit that greater
restrictions would apply to any other member

LIQUOR LICENSING COMMISSION
Mr SERCOMBE (Acting Leader of the
Opposition) - When did the Minister for Small
Business first decide not to reappoint Mr Tony Ryan
as the Commissioner of the liquor licensing
Commission?
Mr HEFFERNAN (Minister for Small
Business) - On coming to government part of my
job was to review all aspects of my portfolio, and of
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course one of the objectives of that was greater
efficiency in all my departments. With that in mind,
in March 1993 1 commissioned Price Waterhouse to
conduct a review of the structural and
administrative workings of the Uquor Licensing
Commission. 1 endorse the recommendations made
by Price Waterhouse for the restructure of the
commission.
Mr Tony Ryan was appointed as the commissioner
on 24 March 1988. His five-year term expired on 24
March 1993. Because the review by Price
Waterhouse was then taking place, Mc Ryan's
appointment was extended to 31 October 1993. The
position was advertised in the Age in August 1993
and applications closed on 3 September 1993. A
panel has been selected in accordance with standard
Public Service procedures to assess all candidates. 1
hope shortly to be able to announce the successful
candidate for the position.

EDUCATION CAPITAL WORKS
Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) - I ask the
Treasurer whether the government is honouring its
commitment to return the proceeds of asset sales
resulting from government education reforms to
education capital works.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - 1 know the
honourable member for Gippsland South has a
longstanding interest in budgetary matters, and it is
an interest he has pursued since coming to this
House not only in relation to education but also
generally. 1 particularly appreciate his question
because it enables me to dispel some confusion in
press comments and, surprisingly, from people in a
position to better understand the capital budgeting
process of government than some members of the
media.
A suggestion was made in the Age this morning that
the government proposed to reapply to education
only 50 per cent of asset sale proceeds resulting from
the sale of surplus sites generated as a result of the
government's reforms. That is not true. 1 take this
opportunity to nail that on the head. It is simply not
true that the government has given - Mr Seitz interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - 1 would not expect you to
understand, but listen anyway!
The SPEAKER - Order! The Treasurer should
ignore interjections.
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Mr STOCKDALE - The government has made a
decision that where sites are made surplus as a
result of reforms, rather than in the normal course of
relocation of resources, the proceeds will be
committed back to the education budget, but - as
former Labor Ministers who paid some attention to
the budgeting process would know - that does not
mean that the proceeds will be immediately
apparent in the Budget. It is in the nature of
budgeting that we have to make forward provisions
on the basis of known data and not speculate about
what may become available.
In addition, even though proceeds are committed,
they will not necessarily appear in full in the capital
outlays in a single Budget year. Although it is not
the normal case in education that projects extend
beyond two years, it is not uncommon for projects in
one year's Budget to involve capital spending in that
year and in the next, particularly when projects are
commenced late in the Budget year. The report has
failed to distinguish between the commitment of
funds and the expenditure in any given year. It is
true that the proceeds of sales of sites made surplus
by reforms are being committed to education and
will be committed to education in the future. In
addition, such is the priority that the government
gives to education, that not only are the - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr STOCKDALE - Not only have the proceeds
of past asset sales which have already been
committed been allocated to the education capital
budget in the current year, but some part of the
proceeds to be released this year will be brought
forward and allocated in the current capital works
program, which is evident in the Budget Papers,
details of which have been printed for distribution to
honourable members and the community.
Under the former Labor government the State lost its
capacity to make capital investment. As 1 have said
before in the House, the Budget we inherited had
virtually zero provision for new State-funded capital
works. This year not only has the government
reactivated capital investment but in this case,
through the use of dedicated funding, it has
committed additional funds to priority works in the
education budget, and those projects will take place.
In future years the remainder of the proceeds of
asset sales will flow through into community
investment in assets for the provision of high quality
education in this State.
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LIQUOR LICENSING COMMISSION
Mr SERCOMBE (Acting Leader of the
Opposition) - Is the Premier aware that the
Commissioner of the Liquor Licensing Commission,
Mr Tony Ryan, to whom the Premier referred as an
appointee of the Cain government, has been
employed in the Victorian Public Service for more
than 30 years and was appointed to senior positions
in the service by the former Liberal government?
Will the Premier now apologise for his outrageous
personal attack on Mr Ryan?
Mr KENNElT (Premier) - I thank the
temporary Acting Leader of the Opposition for his
riveting question. My colleague the Minister for
Small Business has clearly outlined Mr Ryan's
position. His term did finish some months ago. It
was extended because of the review that was taking
place, as was the case with a number of other senior
officers whose terms were extended until the
govenunent's final position on a number of
administrative arrangements is concluded. That was
the case; it remains the case.
Mr Micallef interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Springvale is out of order. The Premier
should ignore interjections.
Mr KENNElT - It is tempting today, given that
the Melbourne International Festival of the Arts is
taking place and given the latest contribution from
the other side to new, high quality art performances
to encourage the honourable member for Springvale
to add to the duo who performed over the weekend
for the entertainment of the Victorian community.
We will not lower ourselves to that standard. When
the opposition wants to be relevant on issues that
affect the future of this State, obviously appropriate
questions will be asked.
I find it interesting that the question came from the
honourable member for Albert Park, who directed
the first question to the temporary Acting Leader of
the OppOSition. It seems that the honourable
member for Albert Park, who contributed to the
resignation of the former Leader of the Opposition,
will ultimately, through his good and irrelevant
advice, contribute to the Labor Party remaining
irrelevant for many years to come.
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YOUTH SERVICES
Mr FINN (Tullamarine) - Will the Minister
responsible for Youth Affairs inform the House of
the initiatives the government has taken in youth
affairs?
Mr HEFFERNAN (Minister responsible for Youth
Affairs) - I thank the honourable member both for
his interest in youth affairs and for his support in
this area. This morning, on behalf of the
government, I made a major announcement on the
future direction of youth affairs in this State. During
the first six months of government I have totally
reviewed the operation of the Office of Youth Affairs
and questioned the direction and extent of where it
was going and what it was achieving. I was not
satisfied with the overall direction the previous
government had been taking to deliver proper
services to youth and to the most disadvantaged
group of people in our society, homeless people.
This morning I made a major announcement of what
I have put in place. Five regions have been set up as
a pilot project to coordinate the services that are
required within those regions.
I must say, Mr Speaker, that it is quite a shame to
hear the interjections from members of the
opposition who for 10 years neglected the needy in
their electorates, particularly in the western suburbs
and in Dandenong. If members of the opposition
want to bring on a debate in this House on the issue,
I am quite ready for it.
Victoria is now divided into five regions and a
committee of management is being set up in each
region to implement in a coordinated fashion a
service delivery to young people.
What we have here is the government, the business
sector, the youth affairs practitioners and all layers
of government services and, most importantly, the
private sector getting together on this project.
The chairmanship of these committees will be
critical. This morning the government announced
the names of the people who will chair the
committees and coordinate the services in these very
needy areas. Members of the opposition might be
critical of the people who have been appointed this
morning, but I shall announce who they are. The
first person I shall mention is Mr John Bell. I can say
with pride that Mr Bell has put himself on the line in
taking up the full chairmanship to try to coordinate
these services. I should say also that he contributes
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more in 1 hour than members of the opposition have
done in 10 years. The deputy chairman is Marcia
Griffin, of Pola Cosmetics (Australia) Pty Ltd. The
regional director for the inner city region is Tat Cork
of McDonald's Family Restaurants; Jack Morris, the
general manager of Smorgons, will chair the western
region committee - do members of the opposition
want to criticise that appointment?
The SPEAKER - Order! The Minister will
address the Chair.
Mr HEFFERNAN - The honourable member for
Dandenong will be interested to know that the
chairperson for the Dandenong region committee is
the general manager of Grenda's Bus Services, Ken
Grenda. In the eastern region Andrew Spinx, who is
the manager of the Knox Club, will be chairing the
committee. The committee of the one country region
that has been put in place, Ballarat, will be chaired
by Peter Davies, who is the manager of McDonald's
in Ballarat.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The level of interjection
is far too high; I shall take action against any
honourable member who wishes to defy the Chair.
Mr HEFFERNAN - The remarks of the Premier
when he announced these initiatives this moming
ought to be noted: he said that it was important for
the whole of Parliament to work together on this
issue. I call on members of the opposition, in the
light of their interjections and in the light of their
treating the whole matter light-heartedly, to
cooperate. It is about time the opposition got the
message. I can tell the opposition that it has sold out
the working class and that it is a disgrace!
The SPEAKER - Order! The Minister will
address the Chair!
Mr HEFFERNAN - I am proud of the support I
have received from my Parliamentary colleagues in
the coalition parties, and I am proud that the
business sector is behind this new direction in youth
affairs. I say to the opposition that for the first time
in many years young people have something to look
forward to.

LIQUOR LICENSING COMMISSION
Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) -In the light of
the earlier answers by the Minister for Small
Business and the Premier I ask the Minister: does
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this mean that Mr Ryan will not be considered for
reappointment as a commissioner of the Liquor
Licensing Commission?
Mr HEFFERNAN (Minister for Small
Business) - A public advertisement has been
published in the Age - perhaps even the
honourable member for Albert Park may like to put
in for the job!

DRUGS IN PRISONS
Mr TRAYNOR (Ballarat East) - Will the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services inform
the House what measures the government has taken
to address the drug problem in Victoria's prisons?
Mr McNAMARA (Miruster for Police and
Emergency Services) - The government is
particularly concerned at the incidence of drugs in
the prison system. All honourable members will
recall the Tom Abbott report that was commissioned
by the former Leader of the Opposition, the former
honourable member for Broadmeadows, when he
was corrections Minister. The report identified very
clearly that one of the major problems in prisons
was the incidence of drug taking; the report also
noted the effect drug taking had on prison staff and
the violence and intimidation that occurred as a
result of it, not only among prisoners but also their
families and visitors.
The government is determined to do what it can to
try to reduce the incidence of drugs in the
corrections system. One of the first steps the
government has taken in a three-pronged attack is to
investigate methods of detection. Measures have
been developed to identify known drug users and
drug traffickers and to locate drugs in the prison
system. Some of the outcomes have certainly been a
lot more productive than any actions undertaken by
the previous government. The previous government
did not even implement the recommendations of the
Abbott report - that is where that government went
wrong. For the first time there is a government that
is serious about prisons and the problems of drugs
in prisons. This government has introduced a system
of urine testing of prisoners. The incidence of drugs
in the correctional system has declined dramatically
as a result. For example, the testing that was
undertaken in January this year showed that 13 per
cent of inmates tested positive to drugs, but I am
pleased to report that the latest testing in June and
July this year -and others since then have been
even better -show that that incidence has dropped
by more than half, to some 6 per cent. In fact the
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incidence of drug taking among high security
prisoners has dropped almost to one-twentieth of
what it was before this system was introduced.
In 1992, 229 people tested positive to drugs; up until
early August this year only 46 people had been
identified as having tested positive. Testing for
drugs in prisons throughout the State is now far
more extensive than it has ever been. Some 5 per
cent of all inmates are now tested on a weekly basis;
and those prisoners regarded as being in high risk
categories are tested more frequently.
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programs are provided. The results that will be
achieved in the treatment, assessment and
rehabilitation areas will serve as examples for other
jurisdictions to follow.
I commend the Department of Health and
Community Services for the assistance it has given
my department in bringing forward a system that,
as I have said, will significantly reduce the incidence
of drug taking in correctional institutions
throughout the State.

LIQUOR LICENSING COMMISSION
We have also examined the issue of deterrence and
have instituted a graduated system of disincentives
for people who continue to use drugs. Because of the
measures we have taken there is no longer any
incentive for individuals who test positive to
continue their use of drugs. We are also limiting the
opportunities through which drugs can get into the
prison system. The measures taken to deal with the
forms in which drugs are introduced into the
corrections system have been showing positive
results. Although the previous Labor Minister issued
a lot of press releases on the issue, we saw very little
in the way of positive results. I am happy to report
that we are getting positive results.

Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - Will the
Minister for Small Business assure the House that
Mr Ryan will continue in his position as the
Commissioner of the Liquor Licensing Commission
until he completes his investigation into the granting
in January of a liquor licence to the Premier?
Mr HEFFERNAN (Minister for Small
Business) - As I said earlier, that appointment
extends until 31 October this year. That extension
will remain; and I have been given assurances that
he will be finished by that date.

EDUCATION BUDGET
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr McNAMARA - In March 1993 we
introduced a range of measures - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! Notwithstanding the
Minister's remarks, the House will come to order.
Mr McNAMARA - We have introduced a range
of measures that have severely restricted the number
of contact visits in maximum security prisons. We
have diminished the flow of drugs by introducing
legislation that enables us to test corrections staff as
well as visitors to prisons.
In the area of treatment we are taking a far more

proactive approach than that taken by the previous
government. We have instituted an assessment and
treatment program, which is operating in all prisons
throughout the State. We have also established the
Loddon Prison as a pilot drug-free prison. That is
showing very good results and will serve as an
example for other correctional institutions
throughout Australia. We have established a
drug-free environment in which a number of diverse
work, recreation, education and other support

Mr HYAMS (Dromana) - Will the Treasurer
explain to the House the expenditure restraint
measures designed to restore the current account to
surplus during the government's first term in office
and the priority given to education.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - The government
has embarked on the implementation of the
program that was mapped out in the April
statement. That involves delivering expenditure
reductions - I emphasise this - off the forward
estimates, based on what we would have spent
under an unchanged policy, of approximately
$730 million.
In the main those savings will be achieved through
improvements in efficiency and reductions in the
overmanning of the public sector, rather than - -

An opposition member interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - We know how we got into
this mess - it was your mismanagement for more
than 10 years that made all this necessary! The
reduction in overmanning will deliver substantial
savings. In education, the overall savings will be
approximately $194 million over two years, of
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which, as stated at page 6-9 of Budget Paper No. 2,
the contribution from schools education will be
$145 million.
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program. That money is available to schools
participating in the program.
The Budget savings target is the lowest - -

The Honourable David White sought a briefing
about those savings targets. I should have thought
that a former longstanding senior Minister would
understand more about the Budget process than
simply to deduct one number in the Budget
documents from another and expect that the result
would reflect the difference between the forward
estimate and actual expenditure.
Mr White has chosen to misrepresent the
information given to him. He has mentioned a
saving of $113 million in the education portfolio
and, in addition, referred to $42 million for the
Australian National Training Authority and
$20 million for the nurse education program. As was
disclosed in the briefing given to Mr White, those
programs were previously funded by the
Commonwealth government through State outlays,
therefore requiring appropriations under the State
budget. By virtue of changes in
Commonwealth-State funding arrangements they
are now to be funded directly by the
Commonwealth. Although it perhaps comes as a
surprise to Mr White, it will not surprise anyone in
this House that, as a result, they no longer appear in .
State government expenditure figures - because
they are now being directly funded by the
Commonwealth.
However, in both cases the actual level of
expenditure in Victoria is exactly the same. The
Commonwealth will now be providing funding
directly instead of through the State Budget.
Accordingly, although they will not have any impact
at all on the level of combined government spending
in Victoria, the amounts of $42 million for the
Australian National Training Authority and
$20 million for the nurse education program will no
longer appear in the State Budget. Therefore, that
will reduce the total by $62 million, as was explained
to Mr White, leaving a reduction in State outlays of
$113 million.
As the honourable member for Morwell suggests,
the government acknowledges that the expenditure
restraint measures that are being implemented are
imposing some pain on the community. However, it
is important to note the priority that is being given
to education. Last year education had committed to
it $40 million of new expenditure to fund the
government's high-priority Schools of the Future

Opposition members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! Once again I direct the
attention of the opposition to the fact that the
Standing Orders are being breached by continual
and persistent interjections. I do not want to take
action against any honourable member, but if I have
to, I will.
Mr STOCKDALE - The savings target for
education is the lowest of any department and
substantially below those applicable across the rest
of government as a whole. The government is
committed to prOViding high-quality education; and
unlike the previous government, it will ensure that
that priority is reflected in the relative savings
targets.

PRIVATISATION OF GOVERNMENT
BUSES
Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) - Will the
Minister for Public Transport assure the House that
when Mr Roger Graham was engaged as a
consultant on the tendering process for privatising
government buses he was not at the same time or in
the preceding or subsequent periods a consultant to
Westbus Pty Ltd or any other companies associated
with Mr Jim Bosnjak, the successful tenderer?
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) The honourable member for Thomastown has had
such a spectacular lack of success in the past in
asking questions that he has now resorted to getting
his questions from the second page of the daily
Herald Sun! As a consequence, it is fair to say that I
expected the question and, therefore, I have some
material at hand.
The honourable member made reference to Roger
Graham and Associates, Australia's foremost bus
consultancy firm, and that is acknowledged and
undoubted. This firm has been used extensively
around Australia by both the public and private
sectors. The firm is internationally recognised, as is
demonstrated by the fact that the Australian Bus and
Coach Association nominated Roger Graham to give
the keynote address on behalf of the Australian bus
industry at the recent International Transport
Conference held in Sydney.
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Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BROWN - I am answering the question as I
see fit, as Ministers are allowed to do.
In November last year Roger Graham and
Associates was engaged by the Department of
Transport to provide advice on the most appropriate
model for the contracting out of the Met bus fleet one of the major planks in the government's reform
agenda program. The model adopted as a result of
that firm's work will, in effect, result in the removal
of the current subsidy paid by taxpayers to run the
fleet, and those savings will exceed $10 million per
annum.
Advertisements for expressions of interest were
circulated in Australia, New Zealand and the United
Kingdom. Some 40 expressions of interest were
received; documents were taken out by
40 companies, and 20 of those documents were
returned and lodged. As a consequence, 13 major
companies were invited to tender. The government
appointed the firm Price Waterhouse to undertake
an independent and external evaluation of the
tenders received, which it did.
After detailed and thorough analysis, Price
Waterhouse submitted a recommendation to the
Department of Transport, which was accepted in
full. The recommendation from that independent,
external source was that the National Bus Company
should operate the three regions of Ringwood,
Templestowe and Clifton Hill and that the Public
Transport Corporation should operate the remaining
three regions.
It is clear that the process was conducted with

complete propriety, and I accept that that is
something foreign to the honourable member for
Thomastown. Roger Graham and Associates has
now been employed by four State governments, and
as I speak that firm is working for the Goss Labor
government in Queensland. I do not agree with
everything the Goss Labor government does, but I
share the view that in this case, as was Victoria's
judgment, that firm is clearly the best for such a role.
The House should also note that the government has
an agreement on the implementation of reforms vis
a vis trams - I have held up that agreement in the
House previously - and some months ago it also
obtained an agreement with the rail unions to
implement the government's reform program.
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Astute observers - I exclude members of the Labor
Party therefore - would conclude that that left only
one mode of transport for which there was no
agreement. I am delighted to inform Parliament that
this week agreement has been reached, and I would
be delighted to incorporate it in Hansard, by
leave-Mr Roper - Leave is refused.
The SPEAKER - Order! Leave has been refused.
The Minister well knows that for documents to be
incorporated in Hansard they must be submitted to
the Speaker beforehand.
Mr BATCHELOR (Thomas town) - On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, I raise a point of relevance. The
Minister has been answering the question but has
not been directing himself to the nub of what was
asked. I asked about the relationship between
Mr Roger Graham, the Public Transport
Corporation, and his previous involvement with
Mr Bosnjak, the successful tenderer. The Minister
has avoided addressing himself to that part of the
question, and I ask you to direct him to answer the
nub of the question.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for TIlomastown well knows that the Chair
has the responsibility of seeing that the answer
given by a Minister is relevant. At the moment, the
Minister's answer is still relevant, but he may not
engage in any other debate or activity.
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) - In
achieving the reforms, which will save more than
$10 million, it is now important for the community
to know that agreement has again been reached
between the government and unions, this time the
union covering bus services. It means the National
Bus Company will interview many of the drivers
currently employed by the Public Transport
Corporation in the hope that they will transfer to its
operation, and a large number of the drivers will be
retained by the PTc. That will be done with no
community disruption and, once again, with a great
outcome for Victoria.

FEDERAL WINE TAX
Mr McARTHUR (Monbulk) - Will the Minister
for Industry and Employment inform the House of
the government's view of the impact the increase in
the Federal tax on wine will have on Victoria's
economy?
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Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I thank the honourable member for
his question. He is one member of this House with a
detailed knowledge of the wine growing industry.
The honourable members for Mornington and
Murray Valley also represent wine growing districts.
Unfortunately members of the opposition do not
appear to be representing those areas, but I
understand that they are large consumers of the
product!
Given that the Prime Minister has generated the
recession we had to have, he now has his foot on the
pedal and is seeking an approximate 55 per cent
increase in the tax on wine to apply right across
Australia. I am advised that measure would cost
Victoria at least $200 million in lost exports over the
next decade, and I would have thought that both
sides of the House would be concerned about that.
I draw some comfort from the fact that at least in
South Australia the Labor Premier is joining with
other States in opposing the wine tax. I invite either
the Acting Leader of the Opposition or Citizen
Brumby, who I understand is to be Leader of the
OppOSition if he is successful in a future event, to
take time out and support this industry. Capital
investment in Victoria totalling approximately
$100 million will be lost and small winemakers have'
every cause to be concerned about their hard-won
profits being swallowed by the increasing tide of
Federal taxes.
The wine industry is starting to make some
headway in difficult circumstances in the
international marketplace and the spin-off from the
tax should be of concern to all members of this
House. I refer to the lack of available funds for
winegrowers to reinvest in the growth of
appropriate grapes for future wine production.
The tax will also have an impact on the tourism
industry. One of the major features of winegrowers
reinvesting in their local vineyards has been the
development of tremendous State tourism
attractions.
I urge Labor Party members in Victoria to join the
coalition, their colleagues in South Australia, the
Premiers of Western Australia and New South
Wales and - I shall have a little bet - soon the
Premier of Queensland in urging the Prime Minister
to give up this tax in the interests of Australian
business and Australian jobs.
Honourable Members - Hear, hear!
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CAPITAL BUILDING SOCIETY
Mr BAKER (Sunshine) - I refer the Treasurer to
evidence given by the Auditor-General on 1
September to the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee that the Minister's department is
currently in a "state of flux". Does this explain why
the Budget Papers incorrectly refer to the collapse of
the Capital Building Society, which of course did not
collapse and is proceeding with its business? Will he
apologise for the injury and embarrassment he has
caused to the society's reputation and will he
formally correct this and other errors in the Budget
Papers?
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I cannot wait
until next week to hear ~e continuation of this
marvellous saga of analysis! Even if the allegations
of the honourable member are correct - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr STOCKDALE - Firstly, I do not claim to
have memorised the whole of the Budget
documents. Secondly, unlike former Labor
Treasurers, I do not even seek to sustain the pretence
of infallibility. We on this side of the House are mere
mortals, unlike Rob Jolly, who will go to his grave
protesting that he never made a mistake, and unlike
the former Premier, the honourable member for
Williamstown, who has never acknowledged her
own failure and the consequences for the people of
Victoria. I ask the honourable member to give me a
reference to the passage and if we have made a
mistake I will issue a correction and accept the
responsibility.

JUDICIAL APPOINTMENTS FOR
WOMEN
Mrs HENDERSON (Geelong) - I refer the
Attorney-General to recent attacks on Victorian
judges in relation to the fact that women have been
precluded from obtaining judicial appointments and
ask the Attorney-General whether she is prepared to
take any action in regard to these attacks.
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - Gender bias in
the law is an important issue that must be and is
being addressed by the government. However, it is
being trivialised by unfair, uninformed and
generalised attacks being made on our judges. I refer
to the editorial in the Age last Friday which
suggested that the judges had prevented the
appointment of women to the judiciary. There have
also been attacks on judges because they are male,
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because they are Anglo-Saxon or because they are in
an older age group.
The facts are that judges are appointed by the
government. The judges who are currently on the
benches of the Supreme and County courts are in an
older age group and were appointed for their
expertise in the law. They have had long experience
in our courts and they represent the students of our
law schools in the 1940s and 1950s -and I can
vouch for the fact that there were few women in our
law schools at that time. I trust that in about 20 to 30
years time we will see reflected on the benches of
our courts the fact that the majority of our law
students are now women.
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have more input into our legal system. We have
already taken some initiatives in this area. The
House will recall that earlier this year the Law
Reform Advisory Council was appointed to advise
the government on law reform issues. That council
has a majority of female members with nine women
members out of a total of 16. We have reorganised
the Community Council against Violence, which
now has two task forces addressing issues of
concern to women.
During the middle of the year, together with the
Chief Justice, I organised for a Canadian expert on
gender bias and the law, Professor Kathleen
Mahoney, to address the Supreme and County court
judges and a number of members of Parliament.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mrs WADE - Some rather rowdy members
opposite have pointed out that we cannot wait 30
years. I agree and steps will have to be taken to
ensure women are represented on the bench in the
near future.
The criteria for the appointment of judges can be
broadened by considering the appointment of
government lawyers, academics and solicitors as
well as barristers. The former government, which
left office without one woman on the County or
Supreme court benches, could have done much
better. Women were available for appointment to
the County and Supreme court benches but they
were not appointed by the previous government.
Only one person has been appointed to the bench
since the change of government and that was a
woman, Judge Balmford. She does not come from
the traditional area of appointment of judges barristers - she has been a solicitor and a tribunal
member. Other suitable women are available for
appointment and they were available during the
past 10 years. I look forward to seeing more women
on the bench in the near future.

The Australian Institute of Judicial Administration is
addressing the issue of gender bias and the law, and
a pilot program will commence in Victoria. The
media should be paying attention to those issues.
The attacks on judges for their sex, education or
ethnic backgrounds should stop.

PETITIONS
The Clerk - I have received the following petitions
for presentation to Parliament:

Capital punishment
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of
Hastings in the State of Victoria sheweth:
That the recent abduction and murders of young
women in the Frankston area highlights the need for
the reintroduction of the death penalty. People should
not have to live in fear of going out on their own and
suitable penalties must be put in place.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray:

It is important to note that our courts have

enormous powers over people's lives and that in
making appointments we must look to the integrity
of the people being appointed, their expertise and
their experience. It is unfortunate that at present
there are more men than women with the relevant
experience and that is a difficulty in finding large
numbers of women to appoint to the bench at this
time.
Other initiatives are needed to deal with the issue of
gender bias and the law and to ensure that women

By Mr Cooper (216 signatures>

Hughesdale Primary School
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The Premier, Mr Kennett and members of the Victorian
Parliament:

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS COMMITTEE
ASSEMBLY
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We, the undersigned members of the Hughesdale
community, wish to present this petition to the
Victorian government in an attempt to show to you
how much public support we have for our unique
school, Hughesdale primary, and seek assurances that
it should remain and continue to be an asset to our
community.
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Such changes will severely affect the operation,
accessibility and quality of kindergarten services
throughout the State of Victoria.
Your petitioners therefore pray that your government
will restore funding to these vital children's services.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Baker (89 signatures)
By Mrs McGill (734 signatures)

Currawa Primary School
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
Please accept the humble petition of the undersigned
citizens of the State of Victoria.
Your petitioners pray that Currawa Primary School
remain open on the grounds that:
The school provides an excellent curriculum in
respect of the quality provision framework;

1.

2. The school is responsive to the specific needs of
the local children and community; and

Glengala Park Primary, Glengala Primary
and Sunshine Special Development
Schools
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in parliament assembled:
Receive the humble petition of the undersigned citizens
of Victoria which relates to our opposition to any
possible merger or closure of our schools.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Baker (4589 signatures)
Laid on table.

3. The facilities provided by VCAH Dookie
Campus make Currawa a unique and valuable
educational resource for the students.

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND
REGULATIONS COMMITTEE

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

Alert Digest No. 13

By Mr Kilgour (763 signatures)

Preschool funding
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

Mr PERTON (Doncaster) presented Alert Digest
No. 13 of 1993 on Credit (Administration)
(Amendment) Bill, together with appendix.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

The humble petition of Echuca Road Kindergarten Inc.
sheweth the reduced funding to preschools in Victoria.
Your petitioners therefore pray that these funding cuts
not proceed.

By Mr Kilgour (451 signatures)
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
State of Victoria showeth that we are deeply concerned
regarding the reduction in government funding to
kindergartens proposed for 1994.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 -Order giving
approval to granting of lease
Flagstaff College of TAFE - Report for the year 1992,
with a communication from the Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training of the reasons for delay in
tabling
Planning and Environment Act 1987 - Notices of
approval of amendments to the following Planning
Schemes:

PUBLIC SECTOR MANAGEMENT (AMENDMENT) BILL
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Beechworth Planning Scheme - No. L20
Brunswick Planning Scheme - Nos L29, L37
Dandenong Planning Scheme - No. L26
Doncaster and Templestowe Planning Scheme No. L49
Gisborne Planning Scheme - No. U1 Part 2
Prahran Planning Scheme - No. L35
Rochester Planning Scheme - No. L7
Romsey Planning Scheme - No. L22
South Melbourne Planning Scheme - Nos L56, L71
Swan Hill City Planning Scheme - No. L12
Tambo Planning Scheme - No. L58
Traralgon (City) Planning Scheme - No. L45
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the alienation of Crown land, and for other
purposes.
Read first time.

PROBATE DUTY (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) introduced a Bill to
repeal section 14 of the Probate Duty Act 1962 and
for other purposes.
Read first time.

RURAL FINANCE (VEDC ABOLITION)
BILL
Introduction and first reading

Upper Yarra Planning Scheme - No. L30
Retail Tenancies Act 1986 - Report of the Working
Party to the Minister for Small Business on the Review
of the Act, 30 April 1993
Victorian Broiler Industry Negotiation CommitteeReport for the year 1992·93

• • • • •
Proclamations fixing operative dates in respect of
the following Acts pursuant to Order of the House
dated 27 October 1992:
Local Government (Financial) Act 1992· Section 3 on 1
October 1993 (Gazette No. G35, 9 September 1993).

PUBLIC SECTOR MANAGEMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr KENNETr (Premier) introduced a Bill to
amend the Public Sector Management Act 1992 and
certain other Acts and for other purposes.
Read first time.

LAND (FURTHER AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) introduced
a Bill to amend the Land Act 1958 and the
Subdivision Act 1988 to make further provision for

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) introduced a Bill to
amend the Rural Finance Act 1988 and to repeal the
Victorian Economic Development Act 1981 and to
make consequential amendments to certain Acts
and for other purposes.
Read first time.

BORROWING AND INVESTMENT
POWERS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) introduced a Bill to
amend the Borrowing and Investment Powers Act
1987 and make consequential amendments to
certain other Acts and for other purposes.
Read first time.

ADULT, COMMUNITY AND FURTHER
EDUCATION (EMPLOYMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education)
introduced a Bill to provide for the employment of
staff by regional councils of adult, community a~d
further education, to amend the Adult, CommunIty
and Further Education Act 1991 and for other
purposes.
Read first time.

RACING (FURTHER AMENDMENT) BILL
ASSEMBLY
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RACING (FURTHER AMENDMENT)
BILL
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TOBACCO (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading

Introduction and first reading
Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing) introduced a Bill to amend the Racing
Act 1958 and for other purposes.

Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) introduced a
Bill to amend the Tobacco Act 1987, and for other
purposes.
Read first time.

Read first time.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
ROAD SAFETY (AMENDMENT) BILL

Sessional Orders
Introduction and first reading
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport)
introduced a Bill to amend the Road Safety Act
1986 and the Marine Act 1988 and for other
purposes.
Read first time.

AMBULANCE SERVICES
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Withdrawn on motion of Mrs TEHAN (Minister
for Health).

HEALTH (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) introduced a
Bill to amend the Health Act 1958 and the Health
and Community Services (General Amendment)
Act 1993, and for other purposes.
Read first time.

PHYSIOTHERAPISTS (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) introduced a
Bill to amend the Physiotherapists Act 1978, and
for other purposes.
Read first time.

Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That the Sessional Orders be amended by inserting the
following paragraph after paragraph 5:
"6. (1) Standing Orders shall be suspended to allow for
the programming of government business
and the following procedures.
(2) Before the House meets for business in any
week, the Leader of the House and the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition (or their nominees)
may meet as a Government Business
Programming Committee with a view to
reaching agreement on the manner in which
the House is to deal with government
business of the week.
(3) On the first day of the sitting week the Leader
of the House or his nominee before the calling
on of government business may move without
leave a motion setting a date and time by
which consideration of specified Bills or items
of business have to be completed in that
sitting week. Debate thereon shall not exceed
30 minutes and in speaking thereon no
member shall exceed 5 minutes.
(4) At a change of business and without leave, the
Leader of the House or his nominee may
move a motion to amend the resolution under
subparagraph (3). Debate thereon shall not
exceed 30 minutes and, in speaking thereon
no member shall exceed 5 minutes. Any
change to the program cannot come into
operation until 1 hour after the motion is
agreed to.
(5) Amendments to be proposed in Committee of
the Whole to a specified Bill may be circulated
in the House during the debate on the
question "That this Bill be now read a second
time" after an announcement and request of a
Minister or a member (without leave but not
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when another member is speaking)
foreshadowing such amendments: provided
that these amendments are circulated 2 hours
before the expiration of the completion time
set under subparagraph (3). Such
announcement and request shall not be
debated.
(6) On the expiration of the completion time set
under subparagraph (3) the Chair shall put
forthwith the question on any amendment or
motion already proposed from the Chair for
the purpose of bringing to a conclusion any
proceedings on a motion or a Bill and (a) in the case of the consideration of any Bill
in Committee of the Whole or on any of
the remaining stages at that time, the
Chair shall put any clauses and schedules
and any amendment and new clauses and
schedules desired by the government copies of which have been circulated in
the House pursuant to subparagraph
(5) - and any other question required to
dispose of the Bill (as the case may be)
before the Committee of the Whole or the
House. (No other amendments, new
clauses or schedules shall be proposed);
and
(b) in the case of each remaining specified Bill

or item of government business,
Mr Speaker shall(i) in the case of a Bill, put in a combined
question, as required, the questions
necessary for the passage of the Bill
through the House and transmission to
the Legislative Council, the Committee
stage being dispensed with; and
(ii) in the case of a Bill that requires the
second reading and third reading to be
passed with an absolute majority of the
whole number of the members of the
Legislative Assembly, the questions
necessary for the passage of the Bill
through the House and transmission to
the Legislative Council, shall be put
separately, the Committee stage being
dispensed with; and

(ill) in the case of a remaining item of
business other than a Bill put a combined
question (if required) which brings to a
conclusion the proceedings.
(7) Standing and/or Sessional Orders relating to

closure of debate or guillotine shall not apply
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to any proceedings in respect of a specified
Bill or item of business."

It is generally acknowledged by members on both
sides of the House that, irrespective of one's political
persuasion, the time they are in the House should be
used efficiently and effectively. Honourable
members will recall a number of late sittings that
have taken place over the years, and in my own case
they date back to 1976. Late sittings have plagued
Parliament for many decades.

We have now reached the stage when late night
s.ittings should be discontinued. The government has
proposed a new Sessional Order to establish a
Government Business Programming Committee that
will enable us to overcome some of those difficulties.
The House is expected to provide effective debate
and the scrutiny of Bills. The amount of time
wasting and filibustering that takes place in the
House from time to time - Mr Leighton interjected.
Mr GUDE - I do not apportion blame. It has
happened on both sides of the House. If the
honourable member is suggesting that I have been
guilty of it or occasions, he is probably correct, but
that does not make it right. Such action does no-one
any credit and does nothing to raise the standard of
Parliament or its members in the eyes of the public.
With that in mind, the government proposes to
introduce a Government Business Programming
Committee, which it hopes will result in the more
effective and efficient programming and processing
of government business. The committee will be
composed of the Leader of the House and the
Deputy Leader of the OppOSition, or their nominees.
If the House had been structured differently, the
government might have proposed a different
composition for the committee; but as there is now a
coalition government and one opposition party it
believes this approach is appropriate.
It is proposed that the committee will meet at the
beginning of every sitting week. At that meeting the
Leader of the House will advise the opposition
committee member of the Bills the government
wishes to pass during that week and any other
business the government wishes to transact. The
government hopes the opposition committee
member will discuss how long the opposition
requires to debate those matters. The committee
members together - and I underline that - will
determine a program for the House for that week.
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The government hopes the House will then run to
that program.
Although it is not mentioned in the proposed
Sessional Order, subject to the availability of the
honourable member for Coburg, who has
responsibility for opposition business in the
House - and I hope he is prepared to make time I propose that the committee meet on a Monday,
preferably following the Cabinet meeting. At that
time I would hope to be in a position to advise him
of the program the government proposes for the
remainder of the week. That process should give
additional time that is not currently available.
Although an unofficial, ad hoc meeting between
party representatives has operated for many years,
usually on a Tuesday morning, because it has also
been at the same time as the meetings of both major
parties it has made the process difficult.
The Sessional Order is also important because of
what the government hopes will flow from it. The
Sessional Order does not refer to a program as such;
rather it simply says that the Leader of the House
will move a motion setting a time and date by which
specified Bills and items of business must be
completed.
The fact that the Sessional Order takes this
minimalist approach is deliberate. It allows absolute
flexibility in the organisation of business between
the commencement of the sitting week and the
closure time designated under the Sessional Order.
If the Sessional Order demanded a fixed block of
time to be designated for the consideration of each
specific item of business, the flexibility would
certainly be reduced. Unexpected circumstances
could easily throw such a rigid program into chaos.
Honourable members will be aware of occasions of
the sort to which I refer.
Mr Sercombe interjected.
Mr GUOE - We have had this discussion
privately, and I do not believe it adds to the debate,
but I will provide an example. When the Labor Party
was in government, very late one night the then
Premier wanted a specific piece of legislation passed
by Parliament. The measure related to a particular
piece of land not far from here where I understand
they play football. The opposition should be aware
of that legislation. The coalition made special
accommodation in those circumstances to assist the
former government, and it is that type of unusual or
extraordinary circumstances that will be covered by
the Sessional Order.
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The government envisages that the meeting of the
committee will give rise to a program similar to the
Federal blue paper, which sets out proposed starting
and finishing times for particular items of business
on sitting days but which is not
binding-Or Coghill - Starting and finishing times?
Mr GUOE - Yes, starting and finishing times.
The program can be updated and altered as
circumstances require. The program will act as a
guide to provide honourable members with an idea
of what will be debated and when it will be debated.
However, it will not be a binding regime that
determines how every minute of the House's time
will be spent.
In the Federal Parliament the approach has had
other side benefits. It has been of advantage to
members of the community who have an interest in
a specific piece of legislation. They have had some
idea of when the legislation will be introduced and
debated. It has been of advantage to members of the
Canberra Press Gallery who are required to report
on legislation and have an interest in a specific
measure. A specialist writer from a newspaper may
travel to Canberra to report on the proceedings of
Parliament concerning specific legislation.

This process will act as a guide for interested parties
both within Parliament and outside. The only
binding element will be the time and date specified
for consideration of the designated business. Even
though this may be changed by resolution of the
House, any change cannot come into operation until
1 hour after the motion is agreed to.
The opposition raised some concerns about
subparagraph (4) of the proposed Sessional Order,
which relates to a change of business. The
government has taken on board the concerns
expressed by the opposition and, as I indicated to
the honourable member for Coburg prior to the
commencement of the sitting today, is prepared at
an appropriate time to move an amendment to
subparagraph (4) to allow for the reconvening of the
Government Business Programming Committee to
enable it to consider an unusual and extraordinary
matter that requires some change in the proceedings.
I do not envisage this occurring on many occasions.
It would be the exception rather than the rule.
Once the specified time for the closure of debate is
reached, the question will be put to diSpose of all the
designated items of business, and in the case of a Bill
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which is at the end of the time specified for debate in
the Committee of the Whole, or any of the remaining
stages, Mr Speaker shall then put any clauses,
schedules or amendments that the government
desires - the amendments must be circulated at
least 2 hours before the specified closure time. The
Chair must also put any other questions that are
necessary to dispose of the Bill before the Committee
of the Whole or the House.
In the case of any remaining Bills, Mr Speaker shall
be required to put a single combined question
encompassing all of the questions necessary to pass
the Bill or Bills through the House and to transmit it
or them to the Legislative Council. Therefore the
Committee stage will effectively be dispensed with.
If a Bill requires the second reading and third
reading to be passed by the absolute majority of the
whole number of members of the Legislative
Assembly, the questions necessary for the Bill to be
passed and transmitted to the Legislative Council
will be put separately.
In the case of any item of business that is not a Bill, a
single question - which may, if necessary, be a
combined question - will be put, if necessary, to
dispose of that item of business.
Obviously if the Government Business
Programming Committee is to be useful, the
program it devises must be realistic, which in turn
will require the committee members to act in a
responsible and realistic way. They must
demonstrate a measure of goodwill and
commitment to making the program work, because
if one side wants the system to fail and sets out to
make that happen, the system will fail and we will
go through a process similar to that we have gone
through in the past when numerous Bills were
guillotined and the House sat all sorts of crazy hours
with some members filibustering and other
members being thrown out. Tempers will be frayed
and members will be frustrated. Nobody will be
assisted and all members of Parliament - not just
one side - will be held up to public ridicule. The
institution will not be enhanced if that occurs.
The government should introduce legislation in a
timely fashion - not at the last minute - to allow
adequate time for debate. However, as the
honourable member for Coburg knows, because he
was a senior member in the former government and
he was also Leader of the House, even with the best
of intentions it is not always possible to get
legislation ready when one wants it, but every effort
should be made.
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I assure the House that the government is in the
process of further refining procedures. It has largely
adopted the procedures followed and actions taken
by the former government. It is refining those
procedures to introduce legislation into the House at
the commencement of the sittings so that this
problem is overcome. It is important that that is
done.
The government should be realistic when deciding
how many Bills can be passed in a week. It would be
nonsense for it to decide that 100 Bills are to be
passed in a three-day sitting and then take
advantage of the guillotine at the end of the week.
That would not be a sensible or reasonable approach
to adopt. I assure the House that so long as I have
the privilege of being the Leader of the House it is
my intention to produce a realistic and responsible
program on which we can all agree, so that we can
proceed in a sensible way.
The program should not seek to minimise the
amount of time available to the opposition for
debate. However, we cannot allow the filibustering
that sometimes occurs; that diminishes the public's
regard for the Parliamentary process. Equally the
opposition must be realistic when it decides on the
number of speakers it wishes to contribute to debate
on a Bill. It will frustrate the process if it tells the
committee that it will require only one member to
comment but then allows six members to speak.
The opposition should be realistic when it decides
how long it requires for debate on a Bill. Most
honourable members agree there is a tendency
towards verbosity in the House. Many members
who wish to contribute could probably do so in half
the time they currently use, and their messages
would have more impact stripped of their padding.
It is the quality of what one says that counts.
If the government and the opposition proceed on
this basis, the program that is ultimately devised by
the committee will prove to be satisfactory to
everyone. The opposition, :n those circumstances,
will have adequate time to debate each Bill and the
government will achieve its goal of getting each Bill
through the House without having to sit into the
early hours of the morning.

The bottom line is cooperation. All that is needed is
a little cooperation and a little good sense, and we
can effect sensible change.
I do not seek in any way to debate another issue, I
simply observe that at the same time the
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government reviewed a report that was produced
by the Standing Orders Committee of the last
Parliament. That was a consequence of the election
and the need to put new legislation into place. The
government has extensively reviewed the
committee's proposal for Standing Orders and offers
to Parliament a report to enable those issues to be
debated. I do not intend to examine the differences
between this report and the report of the former
Standing Orders Committee because that will be
dealt with in the course of debate.
On the one hand Sessional Orders will be considered
shortly, and on the other hand the House will
consider the revised Standing Orders perhaps
tomorrow. I hope we can get a measure of
agreement on those matters and on the measures in
the motion now before the House. As I told the
House earlier, when this motion is ultimately agreed
to, its provisions will be included in Sessional
Orders.
I note that the other leg of the trifecta, if you like,
missing in this process is the business of private
members and opposition members, and I am
indebted to the honourable member for Coburg for
raising that matter with me privately.
As all honourable members will be aware, the
government has not hesitated in any way on this
issue and has given a reference to the Standing
Orders Committee. My sincere hope is that that
committee will move expeditiously to produce a
document that may be considered by Parliament
before the end of the year, notwithstanding that the
government has imposed a 31 December deadline
for report by the committee.
Earlier, by way of interjection, the honourable
member for Werribee queried the Federal
government blue paper. I may have unintentionally
misinformed him and thereby the House. My
understanding is that the Federal government blue
paper does not set a specific starting and finishing
time for specific items of business. For example, it
does not specify that a Bill will be debated from
9.30 a.m. to 10.30 a.m, but it sets down fixed blocks
of time for each item - something like 40 minutes.
Apparently it sets a time for debate on each Bill; for
example, it may stipulate that debate on a matter
should continue until 4.30 p.m. on a certain day. I
did not wish to mislead the House.
The government is trying to identify time slots in
which legislation will be debated so that all
honourable members and people outside Parliament
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who have some interest in this place will have a
clear view of what is intended to occur during a
sessional period.
With those remarks, I commend the proposed
Sessional Order to the House. I look forward to the
debate, and I shall take note of the views of
honourable members on the proposals in the motion.
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - The Opposition is
extremely concerned about this motion and the fact
that it will inevitably be used to significantly reduce
the debate in which this House has traditionally
engaged. The Leader of the House spoke about the
need for efficiency and effectiveness. The real
question is: efficiency and effectiveness for whom?
Parliament does not exist for the benefit of the
government but for the benefit of the State as a
whole and for all members of this place - be they
government, opposition, corner party or
independent members.
One can draw no conclusion about this motion other
than that it is designed to make Parliament less of a
place where Bills are seriously debated and
considered than has ever been the case. I contrast the
motion and its capacity to give the government
absolute control of every aspect of debate in this
place with the practice of the South Australian
Legislative Assembly, which was recommended in a
paper prepared last year by that Parliament's
Standing Orders Committee.
The motion now before the House virtually allows
the Leader of the House to do anything with the
business of the House. In dealing with Standing
Order No. 115, the South Australian document states:
Before the House meets for business in any week, the
Premier and the Leader of the Opposition ... reaching
an agreement on the manner in which the House is to
deal with the business of that week.

The South Australian Standing Orders stipulate that
agreement will be reached and that a motion will
then be moved to implement the agreement.
Paragraph 6(2) of the motion now being debated
contains no proviSion or instruction for any
agreement, nor is there such provision in
paragraph 6(4). If the House resolved any matter
with or without prior agreement between the
Leaders, such a resolution could be overridden at
the drop of a hat by paragraph 6(4). Given our
experience of the latest spring and autumn sessional
periods, the proposed powers will be used to ensure
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that inadequate time is allowed for debate on major
Bills.

Because we could not make progress on the
programming of business, on 10 June 1992 I moved:

I direct the attention of the House to what occurred
prior to the last election. At the commencement of
the last Parliament the Standing Orders Committee
started to review and revise the Standing Orders. I
admit that on occasions I questioned whether it was
proceeding fast enough.

That the Standing Orders Committee have power to
inquire into and report upon the programming of
government and general business of this House to
provide for the more efficient and effective use of
Parliamentary debating time.

Mr Gude - The previous Parliament?
Mr ROPER - The previous Parliament. I
certainly thought the Standing Orders Committee
should have been moving at a faster pace with its
review of the Standing Orders. However, I remind
the House that that was an all-party committee. An
interesting tradition of this place is that the Standing
Orders Committee has operated by agreement
ra ther than along party lines. The committee finally
produced a report which was considered by the
government, and it was being considered by
Parliament at the time of the last election.
That Standing Orders Committee followed a
number of efforts I had made to change the way this
place operates. Honourable members will be aware
that in the 1970s and sometimes during the 1980s
this Parliament used to meet for very long periods. I
took the view that it should be meeting less at night;
indeed, for the last two years of the Labor
government, Parliament was not forced to meet on Wednesday nights, yet it still dealt with the business
of the House.
The report of the Standing Orders Committee
followed concerns by the former government that
changes should be made. The motion now before the
House is not based on that or some other agreed
procedure but upon the government's view that
deals only with government business. That is not the
way changes should occur.
During my time as Leader of the House I had
extensive discussions with various representatives
of the Uberal and National parties. I frequently put
to them that there should be better programming of
government and opposition business and I made
suggestions about setting fixed times for debate.
However, the other parties would never agree to any
changes. I remember moving a motion that would
have reduced the time for speeches, and it proposed
as a quid pro quo that there be changes in question
time. Some of those changes continue to be desirable
but none is in the report before the Parliament.

It was a government resolution but it dealt not only
with government business but also with all the
business of the Parliament. The Standing Orders
Committee was charged with reporting on the issues
of government and general business. On several
occasions since then I have, on behalf of my party,
asked that the reference return to the Standing
Orders Committee so the work that was started last
year could be concluded.
The new government may not want to adopt the
view the Standing Orders Committee was moving
towards, but the key element is that this is not just a
matter of government business but also of
opposition business and private members business.
The Standing Orders Committee reported to
Parliament and in a Ministerial statement of
18 March the then Premier, Ms Kirner, announced a
comprehensive acceptance of not only matters dealt
with in the report of the Standing Orders Committee
but also of matters relating to the management of
this place, and suggested that a Parliament of
Victoria Committee should be established to deal
with the independent management of the
Parliament. The former Premier went on to say, in
terms of specifics, that the government supported
the discretion of the Speaker to allow question time
to be extended if opportunity for asking an adequate
number of questions is not available.
Not only has that matter not come back before the
Parliament, it has been specifically left off the
government's paper that is now before the House.
The former government supported the opportunity
for a grievance debate to be held on a more regular
and frequent basis - e -'ery third Thursday on
which the Legislative Assembly sat - than it has
been of recent times. This is a matter of ongoing
concern because often the Parliament was not sitting
on the day when the grievance debate would have
occurred. That matter has been dealt with
deleteriously by the Sessional Order that has been
introduced, which leaves the issue of the grievance
debate to the whim of the government. The
reduction of time limits on speeches and debates is
left to the discretion of the Speaker if members'
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rights are unreasonably affected by interruptions
and agreed times.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the honourable
member for Coburg to clarify his remarks. The
House is debating Government Business, Notices of
Motion, item No. 13 on the Notice Paper, but the
honourable member seems to be straying towards
the Orders of the Day.
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weekly meeting between representatives of the three
parties. There was often agreement, but not always,
and in the previous Parliament when I had
responsibility for this area there was almost always
agreement. On several occasions it was necessary to
declare a Bill urgent. Between 1988 and 1992 there
were about four cases a year of Bills being declared
urgent.
In many instances that was after there had been

Mr ROPER - The motion is flawed because it
deals only with the programming of government
business and not the rights and entitlements of
honourable members to debate and to carry out their
activities in this House. To make your position
easier, Mr Speaker, I move:
That all the words after "That" be omitted with the
view of inserting in place thereof the words "the
proposed new Sessional Order together with the issue
of matters of public importance and private members
business be referred to the Standing Orders Committee
for inquiry and report by 31 October 1993".

Other aspects of the then Premier's Ministerial
statement relate to the abuse of Parliamentary
privilege and the scheduling of debates. That major
statement provided a very important incentive for
this place to reform itself. Government business and
the operation of this place and its traditions have
suffered more abuse in the past 12 months than has
ever occurred before. The comments of the then
Leader of the Opposition, who is now the Premier,
following that Ministerial statement are typical of
his views of this House and, one might add, of
democracy. All he had to say was:
It is a very interesting commentary on her priorities

that her first Ministerial statement in this session is a
statement on a reform of the Parliament ...

He suggested that many other things should have
had priority over that matter.
As you, Mr Speaker, would be aware, some
members of this place had shown great interest in
the government's response to the Standing Orders
Committee and the way in which the Parliament
would operate, but it was not a concern of the then
Leader of the Opposition. His only proposed reform
of this place was to reinforce the dress code.
Mr Weideman - Who?
Mr ROPER - The then Leader of the Opposition.
The practice of this place has been to conduct a

what could only be classified as extensive debates.
In 1989 the Accident Compensation (General

Amendment) Bill was declared an urgent Bill after
12.5 hours of debate, after which followed another
3 hours 19 minutes of debate -an allowance of
apprOximately 15.75 hours. The Appropriation Bills
were declared urgent and passed after 22 hours of
debate in 1989, after nearly 27 hours in 1990 and
after 23 hours in 1991. No-one could suggest that
that was an abuse of the urgency provisions when
more than 20 hours had been allowed for debate of
the Appropriation Bills, and that was the case in the
vast majority of cases when legislation was debated.
On only one occasion during the previous
Parliament was less than an hour of debate allowed,
and that was for the Credit (Amendment) Bill. For
the rest of the legislation more than 3 hours was
allowed for debate.
That is in complete contrast to the experience of the
past 12 months and what we can expect in the next
couple of years. In contrast to the four or so urgency
motions a year that arose in the last Parliament, in
less than 12 months of this Parliament 41 Bills have
been subject to the guillotine, which is 10 times the
level of guillotined legislation in the 4 years of the
previous Parliament. It is now at the stage where the
staff have prepared a special note so that we can
debate changes to the time of the guillotine. This
was never required before, but it is required now
because the government has constantly moved
guillotine motions. The present practice is in
complete contrast to the practice of the last
Parliament.
Similarly, the gag was applied on only six occasions
in the four years of the previous Parliament. Those
closure motions were generally moved after a
significant amount of debate. In this Parliament less than 12 months - there have already been 14
closure motions, which means that the number of
gags in that time is more than double the number
moved while I was Leader of the House in the whole
of the previous Parliament.
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The same applies for late night sittings, even when
comparing only the autumn sessions. During the
autumn session of 1991 the Assembly sat past
midnight on only three occasions. On one of those
occasions it was only 14 minutes after midnight and
on another it was only an hour after midnight. It was
only on the last night of the session that the House
sat until well past midnight. In the 1992 autumn
session there were more sittings after midnight, but
the majority of them were until just after midnight.
Regrettably, in the last aut.umn session there were
11 post-midnight sittings, and almost all of them
went until well past midnight, including the
absolutely stupid all-night sitting when the Leader
of the House was away. That occasion only clarified
the stupid action of government members: not only
did they not get much legislation through, but they
then aborted the following day's Parliamentary
sitting.
My proposed June motion was aimed at getting
some sensible joint discussions about how
government, opposition and private members
business could be debated across the party lines. An
options paper was introduced which preferred the
South Australian model, although this was not a
final decision of the committee. Indeed, the Leader
of the House gave me the impression some weeks
ago that the government intended to base its
determinations on that options paper, but
regrettably that has not occurred. As I said before,
the South Australian model includes Standing Order
No. 115 and provides for a meeting of the parties
with a view to reaching an agreement about the
matters with which the House is to deal that week.
The parties meet and a program is determined. To
ensure that the agreement reached by the party
Leaders is complied with the Leader moves a
guillotine motion which requires debate on all the
Bills that are part of the agreement to be completed
by the end of the business week. The motion is
normally moved after question time on the first
sitting day of the week. The South Australian system
was introduced in the mid-1980s and has been used
successfully nearly every sitting week since.
The Standing Orders Committee attached to the
options paper a draft Standing Order based on the
South Australian model, which includes simply a
take from the South Australian proposal, a sample
guillotine motion, a proposal for a Sessional Order
and a Sittings Progrqmming Committee.
The government's motion goes much further than
the South Australian model. The opposition does not
believe that comrrittee will be adequate, because
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such a committee should include two
representatives of the opposition and if one member
cannot attend there should be room to allow for
continuity. The opposition also believes that over the
long term both conservative parties should be
represented and that once the committee meets there
is no obligation to reach agreement; however, there
must be a view to reaching agreement. If they do not
reach agreement the Leader of the House will
simply bring in his proposal to the Parliament. Then,
even after that has been adopted, it can be changed
at any time.
Yesterday the Premier referred to the way business
is conducted in Canberra. Anyone who knows how
the Federal Parliament operates would hardly use
that as a good example. Although the end of the
Federal Parliamentary session is an absolute
shambles, th,ere is greater discipline in setting out
which legislation will be brought into Parliament.
It would be quite possible under the proposed
Sessional Order for the government to want to pass
20 or 30 Bills in one week whether or not there was
any debate on them or there were government or
opposition amendments. Indeed, even after that
draconian proposition it is possible for the Leader of
the House under subparagraph (4) of the Sessional
Order to say, 'We were too charitable on Tuesday
because the 30 Bills that we said we would get
through by Thursday will have to be passed by
Wednesday". The government could avoid having
to sit on Thursday and face question time or an
adjournment motion debate and the associated
unpleasantness. It is even possible that the Bills
could be passed on Tuesday. The government need
only amend the motion and that would be the end of
Parliament for the week.
There has always been a problem with the
Committee stage of a guillotined debate. The former
Labor government tried to provide opportunities for
opposition amendments to be considered. The
record of the previous three years of Parliamentary
sittings prior to the last election shows that on
almost every occasion opposition amendments were
considered. That has not been the case for the past 12
months. Time and again the government has
avoided the Committee stage. The proposed
Standing Order goes well beyond anything
considered by the South Australian Parliament. It
contains specific provisions to make the Committee
stage of debate even more irrelevant to the operation
of government.
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It is now possible for amendments to be circulated

during a second-reading debate and dealt with
provided they are circulated more than 2 hours
before the closure of debate. It will mean that
members, particularly opposition members, will
need to consider the amendments while
participating in the debate. From whom do members
seek advice as to the meaning of amendments? All
they get are sheets of amendments. There will be no
opportunity to consult with officers or various
interest groups. What has been a bad and difficult
procedure in the past will become worse if
Parliament operates as it has done during the past 12
months.
Courts often consider what is said in Parliament, but
that will be irrelevant because there will be pages
and pages of amendments to legislation and to the
law of the State with no-one explaining what they
mean. If a judge were to call for the Parliamentary
record of an important Bill he may well find no
explanation of the Bill or of the 20 pages of
amendments!
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Mr Perrin - Rubbish!
Mr ROPER - The honourable member says,
''Rubbish''. Leaving aside the fact that the
government has gagged the past two Budget debates
and prevented members from speaking something that has never happened before - the
four Budgets of the previous Parliament were
debated by more than 50 speakers. Everyone who
wished to speak had the opportunity to speak. That
has not been the case in the past "12 months. Leaving
aside the spurious argument that Parliament could
debate the education issue during the Budget
debate, members mayor may not raise issues
concerning education during the Budget debate, but
that is not a debate on what is occurring in
education. If the honourable member for Bulleen
had thought about it he would have been aware that
tomorrow is Grievance Day, so there is no
opportunity for opposition or private members
business. The next two weeks are likely to be
devoted to debate on the Budget.
Mr E. R. Smith interjected.

The point I make is that the Sessional Order goes
further than the preferred view expressed by the
previous Standing Orders Committee and does a
great deal more to reduce debate in this place. The
draft proposals put forward by the Standing Orders
Committee last year, which included the Speaker in
its sittings program, referred to what occurred if
there was not unanimity. That will always be a
problem and I understand, as is the case in the South
Australian Parliament, that there must be provision
for that possibility in the Standing Orders, but the
motion goes far beyond that in terms of how it will
affect debate in the House.
The opposition is extremely concerned that it will
reduce even more the capacity of Parliament to
consider legislation seriously. The opposition is also
concerned, as I said earlier, that the motion deals
with only part of the issue. Mr Speaker, I cannot
comment on your decision last week on the
adjournment motion because there is already a
dissenting motion before the House on that matter
which, if the Premier decides not to have an election
in 1996, will be debated in 1998, given the number of
notices on the Notice Paper and the fact that dissent
motions are no longer of interest to the Parliament.
The crisis facing the education system is clearly of
concern to members of Parliament and the outside
community, but there is no way that matter can be
debated in this place until well into October.

Mr ROPER - The honourable member interjects:
what is the point I am making? The point I make is
that on a crucial issue like education, where a range
of people in the community, including school
principals, are concerned, Standing Orders do not
provide an opportunity for a debate to occur. That
concern was originally brought to my attention by
the honourable member for Lowan when he acted
for the National Party in these matters. That was one
of the reasons for the motion I moved when in
government that government and general business
be considered, because in my view Parliament
should have a provision such as the one that exists
in the Federal Parliament under Standing Order 107,
and which also exists in other Parliaments, that
allows matters of public importance that are not
constrained by adjournment motions and provisions
of the House to be debated.
Other members of the opposition and I take the view
that opportunities should be provided for private
business -not only matters originating from the
opposition but also those originating from the
government - to be considered and for the
consideration of private members Bills. When they
come before this place, they are not dealt with.
When the Labor Party was in government, the
honourable member for Hawthorn, the current
Leader of the House, was given the opportunity to
introduce a number of private members Bills if he so
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desired, but he chose not to exercise that
opportunity.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr ROPER - I do not know whether he was
ready, but that opportunity was given. That
opportunity is no longer there because of the way
this place operates.
Mr Gude interjected.
Mr ROPER - The Leader of the House says that
that has not changed. The very point I am making is
that changes should be made to the operation of
government business as well as general business. All
the government is doing is ensuring in a draconian
way that it can determine whenever its business is
put forward without having to deal with the
constraints that apply to the opposition.
The opposition believes that over the past twelve
months work should have been done on the
references originally provided last year. Given that
that has not occurred, it believes debate on the
proposed Sessional Order should take place after
consideration of issues of public importance and
private members business. That would allow a
sensible opportunity for the Standing Orders
Committee to consider the motion. If the
government does not agree to that course, the
opposition will move amendments to the proposed
Sessional Order.
Members of the opposition do not believe the
Sessional Order is in the interests of Parliamentary
debate because it will inevitably constrain debate
even more than has been the case before. If the
motion is passed before the end of this session, I
predict that government legislation will be rammed
through in a way that has never occurred before in
this place, not even when Henry Bolte and Sir
Arthur Rylah were running this Parliament. Even
they allowed more debate than the Kennett
government!
An honourable member interjected.
Mr ROPE·R - There was extensive debate on
subjects such as the Budget. There were a number of
government contril;mtors on many other Bills
besides, including ih~ list of Bills I mentioned that
were declared urgent.
The opposition believes this motion adds to the view
that the govenlm~nt does not want to hear public
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criticism of its activities. In this instance it is not so
much the 7.30 Report, the Sunday Age or the daily
Age that is condemned but the Parliament itself,
because Parliament will not be able to debate
government legislation in the way it has
traditionally.
Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill) - The piety of
the honourable member for Coburg is
overwhelming. As I listened to him describing what
went wrong in this place under the previous
government, I wondered whether I had been
attending somewhere else because his description of
the way in which Parliament was run in those days
was quite different from my recollection.
One point he made in opposition to the proposed
Sessional Order referred to the South Australian
Parliament.l.ie said that this proposal is quite
different from the South Australian situation and
that in South Australia the sort of proposal
contained in the motion would not exist. He is
correct in saying that there is a distinction between
what occurs in South Australia and what is
proposed here. However, the motion moved by the
Leader of the House is far more generous and
democratic than what prevails in South Australia. I
can speak with authority on this matter because
while the honourable member for Coburg was
making his speech we arranged for the Clerk of the
South Australian Parliament to be telephoned, and
the following information has been received.
In South Australia any amendments to the
agreement on the week's activities are made by the
Deputy Premier, who simply moves a motion to
amend the agreement. It is not in the South
Australian Sessional Orders; he just moves the
motion and throws the agreement out the window.
What is proposed in the Sessional Order being
discussed at the moment is that there will be
discussion and a reconvening of the management
committee in an attempt to obtain agreement. This
proposition does not involve the jackboot, which is
in contrast to the South Australian position where
the Labor Deputy Premier simply delivers a karate
chop to the agreement that he has already entered
into with the opposition.
Let us consider the reason for the proposed
Sessional Order. It is necessary because the Labor
Party has done all it can to destroy the
Parliamentary institution. It had 10 years in which to
steadily attack the institution of Parliament; it had
10 years to denigrate the institution and to chip
away at standards.
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Mr Leighton interjected.
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Mr Hamilton interjected.

Mr RICHARDSON - If you had a bit of
background to connect your wagging tongue and
flapping tail we would take notice of you, but you
area dope.

Mr RICHARD SON - You are another one who
makes a fool of himself; when you open your mouth
one sees an open mind! You get sillier and sillier,
don't you?

The AcrING SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! That is unparliamentary.

The amendment to Sessional Orders will ensure that
the work of the Parliament will proceed in an
orderly fashion, that the necessary business of the
House will proceed and, importantly, that the rights
of the minority are protected.

Mr RICHARD SON (to Mr Leighton) - You
should sit there and be quiet, listen and learn maybe you will pick something up!
The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! I ask the
member for Forest Hill to withdraw that comment.
Mr RICHARDSON - I withdraw whatever it is
that you want me to withdraw, Mr Acting Speaker.
The proposed Sessional Order is designed to bring
order and proper discipline to the workings of this
Chamber. The Labor Party in opposition, as in
government, has treated this place with contempt. It
did everything it could to destroy the institution
when it was in government, and now that it is quite
rightly in opposition it is doing all it can to obstruct
the business of the House.
It was not this government which caused the recent
late-night sittings; it was the procrastination of the
Labor Party in opposition which caused them. The
honourable member for Coburg spoke as though the
government was somehow attacking the democratic
process by allowing the long sittings to go on,
sometimes all night. It is a measure of the
government's commitment to the democratic
process that the government allowed that to occur. It
was the government being reasonable to an
unreasonable opposition which caused the House to
meet for such long periods.
It was the government's observation of the
established practices and procedures of this House
that induced it to hold back from using the numbers
it undeniably has to crunch the opposition. It was
the reasonableness of the government and its respect
for the institution of Parliament that caused it to
wish to preserve the rights of the minority. The
pathetic minority opposite has brought upon itself
the need for the government to discipline it because
it does not have the capacity to discipline itself. The
amendment to the Sessional Orders is not the iron
hand of authority descending on a poor, helpless
minority on the opposition side of the House.

The proposal provides for the voice of the minority
to be heard. If the opposition wanted its voice to be
heard, it could be heard all the time. If the
opposition wished to devote an entire week to a
small number of Bills, or even to devote the whole of
the time to one Bill it considered to be of such vital
importance that everyone should have an
opportunity of speaking in the debate on the
second-reading and Committee stages, it could do so
under the provisions proposed to be inserted in
Sessional Orders.
The government is saying to members of the
pathetic minority on the opposition benches that
they will not be allowed to obstruct the ultimate
business of the House; opposition members will not
be able to make the State grind to a halt as they did
when Labor was in government. The government is
repairing the damage that Labor did. One of the
ways that is being been done is by processing the
work of the government through Parliament. The
government will not allow the Labor Party to
obstruct the business of the House.
Under the amended Sessional Order it will be clearly
stated at the beginning of the Parliamentary week
which Bills are expected to be passed by the end of
that week. No longer will the Labor Party be able to
be bloody-minded and destructive - the
government will not permit it!
The honourable member for Coburg and his friends
will bleat about the situation. Let them bleat! The
piety displayed by the honourable member for
Coburg bears little relevance to the reality of
Parliamentary procedures when the Labor Party was
in government and, I suspect, has little relevance to
its attitudes in oppOSition. Let opposition members
bleat and be pious; at the end of the day, and at the
end of this discussion, the government will prevail.
The government must prevail because the business
of the House depends on it. The government must
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have a capacity to achieve its work objectives during
the Parliamentary week.
The procedure to be established under the proposed
amendment to Sessional Orders will allow for
faimess and propriety. At an appropriate time, the
Leader of the House will introduce a procedure that
will enable discussions to occur between members
of a committee that is proposed to be established if a
perceived need arises to alter the agreement that had
been reached at the beginning of the week. That is in
contrast to the procedure adopted in the Parliament
of South Australia.
There is nothing new or revolutionary about the
procedure; it is adopted in the Federal Parliament
and is similar to arrangements in place in other
Parliaments in this nation. The proposals are not
draconian or unfair; they are designed to make
Parliament workable and to prevent an
obstructionist opposition from damaging the work
of the Parliament and obstructing the progress of
business through Parliament.
The matter really rests in the hands of the
opposition. If the opposition decides it wishes to be
obstructionist it will bring down upon itself the
consequences contained in the proposed Sessional
Order. If, on the other hand, it chooses to be
responsible and rational in its approach to the
business of the House it will be advantaged; it will
receive the protection contained in the proposed
Sessional Order and will have ample opportunity to
debate issues of importance to it.
If at the end of a week the opposition has been
obstructionist and deliberately unhelpful the
government will act under the provisions of the
Sessional Order. Any bleating that goes on will be
bleating in support of obstructionism. The proposal
is a sensible and necessary response to the
bloody-mindedness that in the past has been
displayed by the opposition. It is an indication to
members of the Labor Party that their behaviour will
no longer be tolerated. The solution rests in their
hands.

Or COG HILL (Werribee) - This debate occurs
on the day following a meeting of the Victorian
chapter of the Study of Parliament Group, which
discussed the role pf the press in relation to our
system of government. The guest speakers were the
editor-in-chief of the Age and the Victorian editor of
the Australian. In that context it is interesting to note
that not one member of the Parliamentary Press
Gallery is present to report this matter,
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notwithstanding that today those two leading
newspapers available in Melbourne carried
extensive reports criticising the subject matter of this
debate. One wonders what members of the
Parliamentary Press Gallery see as their role if it is
not to report on a debate of such moment to the way
Parliament and, by extension, the system of
government in Victoria operate.
I direct the attention of honourable members to the
happy coincidence that in the last day or two
honourable members would have received their July
1993 issue of the Parliamentarian, which carries an
extensive article written by me dealing with reform
in the Victorian Parliament.
I wish to turn to substantive questions. Before doing
so, let me merely say in respect of the comments of
the previous speaker that one would much rather
the performance of the parties in this House be
analysed by a disinterested analyst than by people
relying on the rhetoric of the uninterested member
for Forest Hill. What is important is that we
understand the context in which this Chamber
operates. It is not an isolated Chamber of individuals
performing a fairly facilitatory function; in fact, we
are part of a system of government in Victoria and,
to some extent, beyond Victoria's borders; we are an
integral part of the way in which the Victorian
community regulates its own affairs through, in our
case, a Parliamentary system of government.
We ought to be concemed that the system of
government in Victoria is operating to the best
advantage of the people of Victoria and that as a
Chamber we operate in a way that in turn best suits
that advantage. I urge honourable members and
others interested in this area to study some of the
recent published expert opinion on these matters.
For example, I refer honourable members to
M. Waldrop's recent book, Complexity: the emerging
science at the edge of order and chaos, which talks of the
way complex self-organising systems, of which we
are one, operate; the way in which if they are too
rigidly controlled one can get very suboptimal
results, as might be seen from the East European
Parliaments during the Communist era when they
did not perform adequately or serve any useful
public purpose, and, at the other end, where there is
chaos in a lack of such forms and a complete
breakdown of government occurs. The intermediate
is where there is a dynamic institution in which
various competing people can have input and have
their views taken into account.
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I refer to Philip Norton, Professor of Government at
the University of Hull, an acknowledged
international authority on Parliamentary
government, who has published extraordinarily
interesting material on the way Parliaments operate
successfully or unsuccessfully. In that context he
published some analyses citing the work of another
expert, Packenham, who has analysed the various
functions of different sorts of Parliaments and how
well those Parliaments do or do not work.
A paper by Norton published in Parliaments in
Western Europe refers to Packenham's analysis of
legislative functions published in a paper in 1970.
He goes through a hierarchy of functions that
legislatures such as ours might perform. The most
basic function he sees is legitimation and within
legitimation what he calls latent legitimation
(through meeting regularly and interruptedly);
manifest legitimation - in other words, giving a
formal stamp of approval - or the other form of
legitimation, the "safety valve" or "tension release"
(outlet for tensions in the system).
The second level, which he says pertains in
legislatures such as ours, has the heading of
''Recruitment, socialisation and training", and does
not need elaboration. The final one is essential to this
Chamber and this debate on how the Chamber
operates. It is the category called decisional or
influence functions: those for law making; what he
calls "exit" functions, (resolving an impasse in the
political system); interest-articulation function - in
other words, giving voice to the public interest conflict resolution, and administrative oversight and
patronage functions, (keeping check on the
administration and undertaking errand-running casework for constituents).
It seems to me on the analysis of these experts,
people who have made a much greater study of it
than most of us, that it is really important to the
functioning of the system of government to know
whether chambers like ours are able to undertake all
of those activities and what we ought to be dealing
with in this proposed Sessional Order, against
whether they contribute to this institution carrying
out its functions successfully or derogate from it and
whether they make our system of government less
responsive to the community and less able to play
an important part in the system of government. In
terms of the complexity theory to which I have
referred, analysed in Waldrop's book, this proposed
Sessional Order may in fact derogate from the
capacity of Parliament to contribute to the system of
government and, consequently, may derogate from
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the effectiveness of the system of government we
have in Victoria.
The second point I make is that the system of
government and the way in which this Chamber
operates depends not just on the formal rules we
adopt in sessional rules or Standing Orders but
depends probably equally, or often more so, on the
conventions customs and practices observed by the
House as a whole, which are observed and applied
by the Presiding Officer in the iriterests of the House
as a whole. We can have all the Standing Orders and
Sessional Orders that we like, but if they are not
respected by the House or by the Speaker they can
be used to totally undermine the effectiveness of the
House and the system of government.
One of those conventions is a longstanding
convention under the Westminster system that the
House must protect the rights of the minority. It is
not written down in Standing Orders or in Sessional
Orders, but even the honourable member for Forest
Hill acknowledges that that is a key issue which has
to be considered when we are deliberating on
questions such as those currently before the House.
If we do not protect the rights of the minority we are
headed in the direction of a mere manifest
legitimation function in this Chamber, the sort of
function we have seen in totalitarian States which
have had Parliaments that have not performed
useful functions at all and which are still operating
in some parts of the world.
It might be said that there is no particular imperative
to introduce the debate on the Sessional Order this
week and, given the number of pieces of legislation
and items for debate on the Notice Paper, one may
say that is a valid comment to make, but I think the
other side of that argument that we have to
acknowledge is that now, when it is a relatively
quiet time in government business, is an appropriate
time to have such a debate, when there necessarily is
a more relaxed atmosphere and time for the debate.
To that extent I welcome the debate today, leaving
aside the comments I shall make on it. I would hope
tha t succeeding speakers will be taking a
constructive approach to this issue instead of
indulging in point scoring. This particular proposed
Sessional Order, as the honourable member for
Coburg outlined, follows a review by the Standing
Orders Committee of the way this House functions
and which started in the life of the previous
Parliament, which all honourable members} I hope,
would say was a useful and important role.
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That led to the publication in the middle of last year
of An Options Paper on the Orderly Programming of
Business before the House. The publication of the
options paper followed on from the experience of
many of us who were members of that Parliament.
Many honourable members found unsatisfactory the
way this House had structured its program, failed to
schedule debates and sometimes sat for
extraordinary hours, as well as the fact that the
duration of debate was often unpredictable. My
observations of the workings of European
Parliaments, including the European Parliament,
during my 1989 visit to Europe as a guest of the
European Community was also a contributing factor.
Honourable members will be aware of the report I
brought back from Europe on that very matter. Most
European Parliaments - to a lesser extent, the
Westminster Parliament - have established formal
procedures for negotiations between the political
parties or groups in the respective Houses with the
aim of reaching agreement on the programs to be
followed.
That is reflected in the options paper, which outlines
the four principal options that were examined by the
Standing Orders Committee before it released its
options paper. The first option was the South
Australian model, to which reference has already
been made. I shall briefly quote from Standing
Order No. 115 of the South Australian Parliament.
The Standing Order, which is entitled "Agreement
between Leaders", has also been referred to:
Before the House meets for business in any week, the
Premier and the Leader of the Opposition (or their
nominees) may meet with a view to reaching an
agreement on the manner in which the House is to deal
with the business on that week.

The second option is the European model. As the
options paper says:
Most European Parliaments have a more structured
approach to the programming of their business. The
Standing Orders of those Parliaments provide for the
Presiding Officer to consult with the Leaders of each
political party to determine the allocation of time for a
particular debate. That proposal when put before the
House must be decided without debate or after very
limited debate. A ?etailed criteria to determine the
speaking time for each political group is also set out in
the Standing Orders.
This model, although successful in European contexts,

carries the risk of leaving the Presiding Officer in an
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invidious position if the majority does not accept
his/her proposed program.
A proposed Sessional Order developed for the
Victorian Legislative Assembly based on the European
model is shown in attachment 3.

Mr Speaker, I have shown attachment 3 to you and
to the Leader of the House and I seek leave to have it
incorporated in Hansard.

Leave granted; attachment as follows:
PROPOSAL FOR A SESSIONAL ORDER
SI1TINGS PROGRAMMING COMMITIEE
Mr Speaker, the Leader of the House, the Deputy
Leader of fu.e Opposition and the Deputy Leader of the
National Party shall constitute the Sittings
Programming Committee.
In the event of the unavoidable absence of a member of

the Committee other than Mr Speaker, the Premier or
Leader of the relevant political party may nominate an
acting member.
Mr Speaker shall be Chairman of the Committee.
A quorum shall be Mr Speaker plus two other members.
Prior to any sitting or period of sittings the Committee
shall consider business which is before the House,
which has been transmitted to the House by the
Legislative Council and which is otherwise expected to
come before the House and shall consider a program
for consideration of such business during the sitting or
sittings.
A program may specify the maximum time to be
provided for each item of business as a whole or for
any stage of its consideration, the maximum time to be
provided to each political party for contributions by its
members and the times at which particular questions
are to be determined by the House.
If adopted unanimously by all four members the
program shall become binding and shall be submitted
to the Legislative Assembly.
If a program has not been adopted unanimously,
Mr Speaker may, after consulting the members of the
Committee, propose a program to the Legislative
Assembly.
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In proposing a program Mr Speaker shall allocate a

maximum speaking time for each item in accordance
with the following criteria
(a) a period shall be divided equally among all the
political parties;
(b) a further period shall be divided among the

political parties in proportion to the total
number of their members.
The Legislative Assembly shall vote on a program
proposed by Mr Speaker after having heard one
member of each political party who shall speak for not
more than 10 minutes. The adopted program shall be
published and circulated.
At any time an amendment to the program or a revised
program may be unanimously adopted by the
Committee or proposed by the Speaker in a similar
manner.
The Leader of the House, the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition and the Deputy Leader of the National
Party, or in each case a member authorised by him,
may advise Mr Speaker of a maximum period allocated
to any specified member of the same political party for
a contribution to the debate, including any right of
reply and such period shall be applied by the Chair as
the maximum period for which that member may
speak in that debate, notwithstanding Standing
Order 104.
A meeting of the Committee may be called by
Mr Speaker at the request of any member of the
Committee including at his own initiative.
~

shall not speak at length on the attachment; but it is
Important to have it on the public record so that
honourable members and readers of Hansard may
see for themselves the detailed nature of the
proposal.
I hope goodwill will be maintained on both sides as

honourable members try to reach agreement on
what ought to be a step forward in the way the
Chamber orders its affairs. It is unfortunate that
son:"e earlier comments may have placed the
mamtenance of that goodwill in jeopardy. I hope my
comments will extend goodwill rather than
endanger it, because I am prepared to turn the other
cheek and to overlook recent happenings I might
otherwise be critical of.
It is claimed that the changes to the Sessional Orders
proposed by the Leader of the House are based on
provisions that apply in Federal Parliament; but
those who make that claim have not examined
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closely what happens in the Federal sphere. For a
start, the two Federal Houses follow very different
procedures. The comments made by the Leader of
the House suggest that his were references to the
House of Representatives model. As he said, the
House of Representatives blue paper is a much more
useful document than our green Notice Paper.
The blue paper shows the order of and time for
debate on each of the items listed. By contrast even
though, towards the end of a sessional period, our
Notice Papers list a large number of Bills,
honourable members and everyone else familiar
with the procedures of the House know that only a
small proportion of the matters listed are likely to be
debated on the sitting day to which a Notice Paper
refers.
The fourth option considered in the options paper is
the Sena te model:
The Senate operates rather differently as neither the
government nor the opposition has a majority.
It has used arrangements somewhat similar to the

House of Representatives, but its guillotine motion has
specified the length of time for consideration of each
item rather than the time by which it is to be completed.

The options paper contains an attachment that gives
an example of the running sheet referred to. That
structure is very different from the House of
Representatives structure.
I am concerned that the changes to the Sessional
Orders proposed by the Leader of the House turn
the general concept on its head. For example, instead
of its being a mechanism to encourage both the
government and the opposition to reach amicable
agreements on programs for particular weeks,
paragraph 6(4) would give the government carte
blanche to do whatever it wanted at any time after
an agreement has been reached. As the honourable
member for Coburg said, that would allow the
government to come into the House and, without
giving any notice whatsoever to any member or any
party, move to completely overturn the agreed
program and to guillotine a large number of Bills in
a very short time.

The Leader of the House said he did not intend to
use it in that way. But we need only have regard to
what happens in the House of Representatives, and,
to a lesser extent, in the Senate, where neither the
government nor the opposition has a majority, to see
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that expressions of good intent such as his have not
always been honoured.

provision for notice to be given of when a meeting is
required for a particular purpose.

Without making too fine a point of it, my experience
over the past 10 or 11 months has not made me
confident that the intentions of the Leader of the
House, the Minister for Industry and Employment,
will be reflected in the actions of his government whether they are his actions, those of someone
acting on his behalf, or in carrying out the decisions
of the Premier or the Cabinet.

Mr Roper - There was no discussion on this
resolution, either!

I am not confident that the goodwill and honest
intentions of the Leader of the House will always be
honoured. That poses grave dangers for the
minority - for the opposition. Members of the
opposition are concerned that if the government is
given an opportunity to overturn agreements on the
programming of business, their right to argue cases
in the House may be threatened. That may
ultimately jeopardise the public's confidence in this
Chamber's ability to properly and thoroughly
scrutinise legislation.
It is all very well for some honourable members

opposite to talk about the time wasting and
filibustering of the opposition. In fairness to them it
is difficult for anyone on this side of the House to
make an entirely objective analysis of that. But it is
my opinion that, with very few exceptions, the
opposition has not engaged in any filibustering or
time wasting since the October 1992 election.
I do not resile from the fact that on many occasions
there have been considerable numbers of speakers
from the opposition side of the House, but when one
looks at the content of the speeches -and I have
probably listened to more of the content of those
speeches than most members of this Chamber - one
realises that each member is putting his own
separate argument and view of the legislation; he is
not repeating the arguments of those who spoke
before him and he is certainly not padding out his
speech. I am more than happy for my admittedly
subjective analysiS to be scrutinised by disinterested
observers. Quite frankly, that would be more helpful
to the House than having accusations and rebuttals
of filibustering flying across the Chamber.
I turn to the amendment foreshadowed by the
Leader of the House, which will significantly change
subparagraph (4) of the proposed Sessional Order
and which provides that before an amendment to
the program for a particular week is made there will
be a meeting of the committee. Conceptually, that is
a step forward. My concern is that it contains no

Dr COG HILL - Indeed! If the Leader of the
House were genuinely interested in reaching
agreement on this matter, he would have had
informal discussions with the honourable member
for Coburg before introducing it. Also, he would be
proposing a minimum period of notice to be given
to the other member or members of the committee
. before the meeting, unless a lesser period is agreed
to. Normally at least 1 hour's notice of such a
meeting would be given, and in normal
circumstances that would be achievable, although
by agreement with the opposition the meeting could
be held sooner or immediately. If there were to be
only two members of the committee, as proposed by
the motion, obviously it would be a matter of the
opposition member being agreeable.
My concern with the motion as it is now, is that the
Leader of the House might go through the motion of
calling a meeting and -10 and behold! - find that
the honourable member for Coburg was unavailable
and that nobody was available to act in his stead.
Then the Leader of the House would have to make a
unilateral decision. At least if the honourable
member for Coburg had received notice and had
been asked whether he could meet in an hour's time,
the House and the public would feel assured that
any amendments to the program for the week had
been properly and reasonably considered and
debated by the parties before the amending
resolution was moved in the House.
Therefore, it seems that there ought to be further
consideration of the proposed Sessional Order over
a short period by the Standing Orders Committee
under your chairmanship, Mr Speaker, because a
Standing Orders Committee is there to examine not
only thoroughly but in a bipartisan way how the
rules of the House are to apply in the interests of all
members of the House and the House in totality in the government's legitimate interest as the
majority party, in the opposition's legitimate interest
as the minority party and, more importantly, in the
interests of better decision making so that the public
and the media can be assured that the House is
operating with the best possible compromise in all
the circumstances and in the interests of better
government.
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That is my concern about the way the debate has
occurred and the proposed Sessional Order as it
stands, even with the foreshadowed amendment. I
support the amendment moved by the honourable
member for Coburg, not only because of our
affiliation with the same party but also because I
honestly believe it is the best way to resolve the
question for Parliament as a whole or, at least, the
Legislative Assembly as a whole.
If the government is prepared to agree to the
amendment with an early report back to this House
on how such a Sessional Order should be
constructed and how it should operate, we will have
made a significant advance in the way the
Parliament operates. If the government will not
agree to that, it will undermine the goodwill that
ought to apply to such issues, although it can never
apply universally on policy questions.

Mr COOPER (Momington) - I listened with
interest to the contribution of the honourable
member for Werribee because, as a former Speaker,
he is in a special position to comment. Only one
other member of this place is in the same position
and you, Mr Speaker, are not yet in the position of
being an "ex". However, one day you will be able to
comment on the way the House is run. With his
experience of sitting in the chair and his experience
of Parliaments throughout Australia and the world,
having travelled extensively to observe them, the
honourable member for Werribee should be able to
bring to the debate a fresh dimension that deserves
to be heard.
I took very seriously one comment he made because
I agree with him on it. He said Parliament should
operate in the best interests of Victoria and
Victorians. I paraphrased his comment, but that is
the gist of it, and I agree with it. He went on to say
that he believes the proposed Sessional Order
operates against such an objective. I take the
opposite view, and I shall endeavour to explain why.
The honourable member for Werribee paid a great
deal of attention to what he called the rights of the
minority. I have heard that phrase many times
during debates on many issues and I always wait for
the people who talk about the rights of the minority
to mention the responsibilities of the minority.
It was interesting that the word "responsibility"
never passed the lips of the honourable member for
Werribee. He was very big on rights but paid no
attention whatsoever to the responsibilities of the
minority. All members of Parliament and most
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members of the community understand clearly that
virtually every aspect of criminal law is there to
protect the majority from the actions of the minority.
When one examines the actions of the criminal
minority in our State one can understand the reasons
for those laws existing.
The majority of people are law abiding; they follow
the rules and do not go outside of the law. However,
because some people will act illegally and set
themselves upon the law-abiding majority, laws are
necessary to protect the majority from the minority.
If people are determined to go around the law or
crash through it, they will do so regardless of what
law is in place.
That homily has a lot to do with the issue being
debated today - the minority in Parliament since
the election last October has simply defied the rules
which have been in place in this Chamber for many
years and which have worked well. It has used
every aspect of the Standing Orders and Sessional
Orders to delay and frustrate the government and
prevent it from getting on with the job it was elected
to do, and that is the reason for the debate.
If the opposition had behaved properly and in
accordance with the Standing Orders and forms of
the House, this debate would not have been
necessary. The government would be happy to
proceed under the provisions of the existing
Sessional Orders and Standing Orders.

During his contribution the Leader of the House said
that it is generally acknowledged by members of the
House, irrespective of their political persuasion, that
the time of the House is used inefficiently.
Having listened to the contributions made to this
debate by the honourable members for Coburg and
Werribee, one would be surprised to hear that
statement. I have no doubt that other members of
the opposition will also raise doubts about whether
people of all political persuasions believe the House
is not using its time efficiently, because the
opposition would have us believe that all of the sins
of inefficient use of time in the past 12 months were
committed by the government. No non-partisan
observer could pOSSibly come to that conclusion;
anyone who has observed Parliament from the
gallery knows how untrue that is.
It was clear from the speech of the honourable
member for Coburg that, when his party members
refer to conservatives, they should be looking in the
mirror because the true conservatives of politics in
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this State and probably this country are members of
the Labor Party. They are reactionaries. When it
comes to change that does not suit their agenda for
that moment, they object to it and go on and on
objecting to it. Already this debate is showing that
they are the true conservatives! The honourable
member for Coburg says he opposes changes to
Standing Orders - Mr Roper - To Sessional Orders!
Mr COOPER - He has signalled that he also
opposes proposed changes to the Standing Orders,
but after watching him in operation as a government
member as I did between 1985 and 1992, it appears
that his remarks are hypocritical. Members of this
place during the period between 1985 and 1992 will
remember watching the honourable member for
Coburg when he was Leader of the House putting
on some pretty decent acts, losing his temper and
throwing all kinds of tantrums when he saw his
legislation being frustrated by the then opposition;
and yet the tactics used by the then opposition to
frustrate the legislative program of the government
of the day were nothing like the ones we have seen
used by the current opposition since October last
year.
Having carried on as they did at that time, the
honourable members for Werribee and Coburg now
tell us that we have to start thinking of higher
things. As the honourable member for Forest Hill
said, we know what went on when they were in
government, and if they could crunch the
opposition, they did at any time they chose. It is no
good having short memories now; members of the
Labor Party ran Parliament the way they wanted to,
and if they had thought they needed to push
through a Sessional Order such as this, they would
have done it.
The Labor government did not propose such a
Sessional Order between 1985 and 1992 because it
did not need to. The opposition at the time acted
responsibly, and the government was able to achieve
its legislative program. Certainly the job of
opposition is to test legislation, test the government
and legitimately use the forms of the House without
reaching the stage of being extremist and frustrating
the government at every turn.
The opposition of which I was a member between
1985 and 1992 resisted on every occasion acting
irresponsibly because it believed in the forms of the
House and it believed the government had a
mandate for legislation which needed to be observed.
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My observations of the operations of this place since
October last year are that the opposition has decided
that because it is so truncated in size - it was
virtually wiped out by the election last October - it
has taken the attitude of ''Why bother? They are
going to get it through anyway". The Labor Party
has been led in these tactics by the very man who
led this debate for the opposition.
The government is now seeking to eliminate the
time wasting and filibustering that has been evident
since last October. The honourable member for
Werribee says that he does not believe there has
been any filibustering; he must have been in a
different place from me late last year and in the
autumn session this year.
We are not proposing anything radical or new; we
have already heard that similar Sessional Orders
exist in other Parliaments throughout the world and
this country; for example, the South Australian and
Federal Parliaments. The government is not saying
tha t this Sessional Order mirrors the Sessional
Orders in those Parliaments despite what some
opposition members have said about the
government misrepresenting this Sessional Order by
saying that it is a mirror image of the Sessional
Orders that exist in the South Australian Parliament
and the Federal Parliament. It is not a mirror image
of the Sessional Orders of those Parliaments but is
simply a way of handling government business in
an orderly and decent manner that gives the
opposition the opportunity to decide what it will do
with the week's program. The government is giving
the opposition the opportunity, through the
Sessional Order, to decide the week's Parliamentary
program. The Sessional Order will allow the
opposition to decide how much time it wishes to
spend debating particular Bills, but it will be given
only a week to consider all of the Bills to be passed.
That is an orderly and manageable way of dealing
with government business.
No doubt opposition members will make the point
that unless there is goodwill by the government the
whole thing will collapse and it will be seen to be a
sham. The honourable member for Werribee said
that he had no faith in the ability of the Leader of the
House to operate in that way or in a spirit of
goodwill and reasonableness. The honourable
member for Werribee and other opposition members
will simply have to take the government on trust in
this matter. The honourable member for Preston
sneers, but the fact is he will have to take the
government on trust, and will over the next
12 months be able to see whether the government
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has honoured that trust. In 12 months time he may
sneer again and say that the government has not
kept its word and has not treated the opposition
reasonably. But in 12 months time will the
honourable member for Preston be prepared to do
the decent thing and acknowledge that the
government has honoured the trust as it said it
would when introducing this Sessional Order?
Mr Leighton interjected.

Mr COOPER - We will see, but we cannot
expect anything sensible from the honourable
member for Preston. Government members know
from having observed him for some time that he
really is someone of no content and has the
intelligence of an unfertilised egg. We hope he will
grow and gain some intelligence as he continues his
Parliamentary career - but we also hope that will
be short.
I will comment on a couple of matters raised by the
honourable member for Coburg during his
44-minute contribution to the debate. Incidentally
the 44-minute contribution of the honourable
member for Coburg is probably an excellent
example of why this Sessional Order is needed.
During those 44 minutes the honourable member for
Coburg said that Parliament should be a place
where Bills are considered seriously. I do not
disagree with that, but he should look at the
speeches of his opposition colleagues and consider
whether their contributions on some Bills could be
regarded by anybody, even a primary school
student, as serious contributions and consideration
of Bills. I will help him a bit by referring him to the
debate on the Barley Marketing Bill. If the
honourable member wants to get even closer to the
mark, perhaps I can refer him to the speech of the
honourable member for Altona in that debate so that
he can tell me whether that was a serious
contribution.
The honourable member for Coburg also raised an
important issue when he said that this Sessional
Order will give the government absolute control.
Regardless of whether the government has absolute
control, only an unthinking and stupid government
would take that course of action because, as the
Leader of the House said in opening the debate, this
issue will be fixed and will work only if there is
goodwill on both sides. If one side or the other
wants to destroy the Sessional Order, it will fall
down. It will not matter how much control the
government exhibits or in how draconian a manner
the government either thinks or acts, this Sessional
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Order will not work if both sides do not give it a fair
go.
The Leader of the House in opening this deba te used
words and phrases such as "cooperation",
"goodwill", "no spite" and "being realistic and
reasonable". Those words and phrases describe the
way the House should operate and are the reason
this Sessional Order has been proposed. Those
words and phrases have not inspired the operations
in this place since October last year. How could
anyone who is non-partisan about this issue describe
the events that have taken place in the past year as
being in the spirit of cooperation and goodwill or
realistic and reasonable? No-one could. The
behaviour in this House in the past year has been the
worst I have observed in my eight years as a
member of this House. I am sure that those who
have been here longer than I could add a few more
years to that. This motion is simply about clarity and
looking at the situation with an open mind in an
attempt to arrive at the best way to do business in
this House. That is exactly the point made by the
honourable member for Werribee in opening his
speech.
In moving his amendment the honourable member
for Coburg said he did not want to delay progress.
But he wants to take the typical Labor attitude of,
''Let's not make the decision now; let's put it off and
have a good old chinwag about it". He has the cheek
to say that we should only chinwag about it until
31 October, during which time he is sure to come up
with other delaying tactics. The fact is that the
present Sessional Orders and Standing Orders suit
the opposition. The opposition is acting
irresponsibly, and it is able to do so within the
present framework. The government does not intend
to allow that to continue. It believes the Parliament
deserves better, and it will get better. The
government is certainly not going to agree to this
amendment, which will delay matters even further
and give the opposition another month and a half in
which we will see a repeat of the same kind of
appalling performance from it that we have seen
since October last year. The opposition is wasting its
time thinking that the government will agree to the
amendment of the honourable member for Coburg.
This Sessional Order will mean that the business of
the House will be dealt with as it is in other
Parliaments. The honourable members for Coburg
and Werribee have little regard for the way the
House of Representatives handles its business, and
the government would agree with them. The
honourable member for Coburg said that the
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handling by the House of Representatives of its
business is a shambles, and he is right. That is why
this Sessional Order is not a mirror image of what
goes on in Canberra. We would not want it to be,
especially when we see the statistics about the way
Canberra handles the guillotine.
I have some interesting statistics about the way the
guillotine is used in the House of Representatives,
and they tell a very real story, which is to the shame
of at least one political party in this country.
Between 1918 and 1983 the guillotine was used in
the House of Representatives 230 times. That is not
bad. If my mathematics are correct the guillotine
was used on only 230 occasions in 65 years. In the 10
years between 1983 and 1993 during which time the
Labor Party has been in government the guillotine
has been used 567 times, not always on individual
Bills but often on 15 or 20 Bills at a time.
For example, on 3 and 5 November last year the
guillotine was used 71 times by the Labor
government in Canberra on a large number of Bills.
We do not propose such a system in this House but
we take note of how the opposition's mug comrades
in Canberra are wrecking the system just like the
Victorian opposition has been trying to do since last
November.
I have sat in this House and watched the smirking,
smug faces on the opposition benches as one by one
they parrot speeches using the same speech notes
that have been handed around. The aim is to delay
and frustrate the business of this House. OppOSition
members know damn well they would not be telling
the truth if they deny it is occurring. In fact members
of the opposition have admitted that that is what
they have done. They cannot come into this House
with a pious, hypocritical attitude and say that the
coalition is trying to destroy democracy in this State.
I lay a challenge to the opposition that I know will
be supported by the honourable member for
Werribee. The challenge is for opposition members
to read all the speeches made by them late last year
and during the autumn session this year and then to
give an honest answer about whether they were
repetitive in the extreme and generally designed to
waste time.
The honourable member for Werribee said he would
like to see it done. He said he would like a
"disinterested" person to give an analysis of the
speeches by opposition members on the various
pieces of legislation enacted since the last election.
The coalition would be interested to see who is
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presented as that disinterested person. My
colleagues, the media, people in the public gallery,
other members of the opposition and I have sat and
listened to those speeches and know them to be
parroted versions of the same speech notes handed
around by a shadow Minister to opposition
members.
The opposition has created a situation where the
government has had to act. The opposition has had
almost 12 months to show whether it can act
responsibly on legislation. We have now not only
run out of time, we have run out of patience. The
amendment to Sessional Orders is well overdue. It is
not a draconian measure and I suggest that the
opposition would do well to support it and give it a
chance to work. The fact that opposition members
are not even contemplating giving it support shows
that they have things in their mind for the business
of the House that are not in the best interests of
Victorians. The words uttered on behalf of the
opposition by the honourable members for Coburg
and Werribee condemn it out of hand.
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) - While awaiting the
call I listened intently to speakers from all sides.
Apart from the last speaker, some attempt was made
to canvass the substance and merits or otherwise of
the proposed changes to Sessional Orders.
Unfortunately the contribution of the honourable
member for Mornington was content free. There was
neither the slightest attempt to canvass the
substance of the proposed changes nor to discuss
their relationship with Standing Orders or the
critical role that Sessional Orders and Standing
Orders play in the life of Parliament. No
commitment to the role of the Westminster system
or the relationship between Parliament and the
executive government was demonstrated.
I shall take up two points he made. The first relates
to his pathetic analogy of the proceedings in this
place and the criminal law. I reject that analogy. The
operations of this House are different from the
operations of the criminal law. But if for a moment
one accepts that analogy one realises the honourable
member must regard the 27 members of the
minori ty party on this side of the House as the
offenders and the 60 members on the other side of
the House as the victims of crime.
The other point relates to his comments on the use of
the guillotine. In an attempt to demonstrate that the
Federal Labor Party used the guillotine excesSively
the honourable member quoted figures from Federal
Parliament. He claimed that the coalition
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government in this House would never resort to
that. He said that between 1918 and 1983, a period of
more than 60 years, the guillotine was used in the
House of Representatives 230 times. He then went
on to claim that in the past 10 years the guillotine
had been used 500 times in the House of
Representatives.
This place has a similar history, but it is a history
that the honourable member for Momington would
not like to have drawn to his attention. During the
life of the previous Parliament the former Labor
government used the guillotine only four times a
year - 16 to 20 times. Debates were guillotined only
after extensive debate, particularly on Appropriation
Bills where normally debate had exceeded 20 hours.
However, since October 1992 the government has
used the guillotine 41 times. If it continues using it at
that rate it will exceed the record of the House of
Representatives that was set over a ID-year period!
The honourable member for MOmington not only
displayed little understanding of the issues, but no
commitment to the institution of Parliament and the
Westminster system. Parliament has a responsibility
to protect the rights of minority parties, not for their
own sake but for the sake of the constituencies they
represent and the points of view they bring to this
place.

Erskine May's Treatise on the Law, Privileges,
Proceedings and Usage of Parliament makes interesting
reading on the use and development of Standing
Orders. It points out that the House of Commons
initially did not have a provision for Standing
Orders because the members of that House often
had conflicting views to that of the Crown, which
was the executive government. The members of the
House of Commons were elected to represent
individual constituencies and saw their role as being
in opposition to the Crown. Over centuries, of
course, that concept changed with the development
of the political party system and the two or three
party system where members belong either to the
government or opposition parties with the executive
being drawn from Parliament and being responsible
to Parliament.
May points out that there is some conflict between
the traditions of this place and the desire of any
government to get its business passed. At the end of
the day both parties must make a commitment to
strike a balance based on trust and goodwill which
respects the rights of minorities. Clearly that is not
occurring in this case.
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Erskine May says that there has been an evolutionary
development of Standing Orders and that there is a
trend for successive governments to change
Standing Orders to enable them to get their business
through. That is not occurring with the proposed
changes, which are radical changes.
The honourable member for Momington pointed his
finger at this side of the House and said that
opposition members were the conservatives on this
issue. I do not mind being labelled conservative on
this issue when it means defending the institutions
of this place. If I am a conservative, the honourable
member for MOmington must be a radical.
Mr Roper - A vandal.
The SPEAKER - Order! That expression is
unparliamentary. I ask the honourable member to
withdraw.
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - I withdraw.
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) - These radical
changes show no respect for the institutions of
Parliament. They should be seen as part of the
government's policy since October, where it has not
only guillotined debate on 41 Bills but has severely
restricted the amount of time available for debate on
Bills. It is part of the broader picture of stifling
debate by amending the freedom of information
legislation which affects the community but
specifically members of the House, because it
removes certain privileges members have available
to them. It should be seen in light of the Premier
banning Ministers from appearing on the 7.30 Report
or talking to the Sunday Age or debating shadow
Ministers on radio. It should also be seen in
conjunction with the gagging of senior public sector
officers.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member should explain to the Chair how his
remarks apply to the motion before the House.
Mr LEIGHTON - I am making the point that
this issue should be seen against the broader picture
of gagging of members of this place, the media and
the Public Service. I am entitled to argue that this
motion, along with other restrictions being placed
on the community, severely limits members of this
House in obtaining information and putting views
publicly so there is public scrutiny of the activities of
government.
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Apart from the government's desire to gag public
debate and hinder public scrutiny, there is another
motive behind the proposed change to the Sessional
Orders - the government cannot manage business
in this place.

the cart before the horse. It should present a package
only after proper consultation with the opposition,
preferably by using the Standing Orders Committee.
The proposed changes are being treated in a
piecemeal fashion.

In October and November last year we had an
unprecedented three-week session when the
government guillotined Bill after Bill. After that
hectic period we had the autumn sessional period
earlier this year when the government reduced this
place to a shambles. For the first few weeks almost
no legislation was introduced, but then there was a
flood of legislation in the last few weeks.

At present we are debating an amendment to the
Sessional Orders. The Leader of the House has said
that during the debate he will move an amendment.
Prior to the commencement of the debate he gave
notice of two motions: firstly, that the proposed
revised Standing Orders will effectively become
Sessional Orders for the whole of 1994; and
secondly, that he will refer to the Standing Orders
Committee matters of public importance as well as
private members business. The honourable member
for Coburg has also foreshadowed an amendment.

Mr Roper - A bit similar to this, isn't it?
Mr LEIGHTON - History quickly repeats itself.
In the last sessional period a number of Bills were
waiting to be debated while the government allowed
debate on the Shop Trading (Further
Amendment)(Amendment) Bill to continue despite having open to it the use of the guillotine. As
a result, for three days the House debated one clause
that amended the Shop Trading Act; yet late in the
sessional period the government guillotined debate
on the State Deficit Levy (Amendment) Bill and a
number of other Bills. I would have limited debate
on the Shop Trading (Further
Amendment)(Amendment) Bill to half a day and
allowed opposition members two and a half days to
contribute to the Budget and State deficit levy
debates or to introduce and debate private members
Bills. None of that happened.
As the honourable member for Coburg rightly
interjects, history is repeating itself. We are into the
second week of the spring sessional period yet no
legislation has been introduced for us to debate. Last
week the House failed to sit on the Thursday; and it
has been suggested that we will again not sit this
Thursday. It is apparent that during the course of
this sessional period the government will eventually
introduce a flood of legislation. Government
members are openly saying that an extra two weeks
will be added onto the planned end of the session so
that Parliament will sit well into December.
The government should not be amending Sessional
and Standing Orders in such a draconian way
because it restricts the rights not only of the
opposition but also of individual members. The
government has a responsibility to better manage
the business of this place, but it has demonstrated
that it is incapable of doing so. In proposing these
changes to Sessional Orders the government has put

Individual members would be better served if
everything was referred to the Standing Orders
Committee and considered as a package, but that is
not to be the case. Specific changes to either
Standing Orders or Sessional Orders are weighted in
favour of the government, and there can be no
compromise or trade off. In the proposed changes
there are severe restrictions on the opposition's
ability to debate Bills and to propose changes to the
Standing Orders, which will further restrict the time
limits applying to members. However, none of the
changes will give the opposition increased debating
time.
The government has referred to procedures in the
House of Representatives. The honourable member
for MOrnington was dismissive of them by saying
that the amendments moved by the Leader of the
House are not meant to be a mirror image. The point
he missed is that the government is trying to claim it
is following House of Representatives procedures but nothing could be further from the truth.
Although it is true that in the House of
Representatives the government has the capacity at
the beginning of a Sitting week to set a timetable for
the passage of legislation during that week, there are
trade ofEs for the opposition - there are more
frequent debates on matters of public importance
and it is easier to get resolutions up. But in this place
the opposition has to meet stringent and artificial
tests before being able to debate matters of public
importance.
The government should have proceeded on the basis
of consensus and goodwill. The previous
government was prepared to refer the review of
Standing Orders to the Standing Orders Committee,
which returned with a proposed package of changes
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that would not only streamline government business
but also give the opposition additional opportunities
to raise matters, such as asking supplementary
questions during question time.
The government is now saying to the opposition,
''Take us on trust, we will examine this matter
through the Standing Orders Committee". It is hard
to trust the government in this matter. I have specific
concerns about the motion to change Sessional
Orders, especially the provision that there be only
one member from each side of the House on the
government business programming committee. The
work of this place would be much better served if
two members from each side were able to contribute.
A further issue is that the report produced last year
by the Standing Orders Committee of the previous
Parliament proposed that the Speaker should be a
member, if not the Chair, of the government
business committee that consisted of members of
both the government and the opposition.
Although it is true that the role of the Speaker in
Victoria is different from that of the Speaker in the
House of Commons where the Speaker is truly
independent because he has resigned from his
political party and effectively occupies the chair for
the remainder of his time in Parliament, and
although it is also true that the Speaker in this place
is chosen from among members of the government
parties and remains a member of the government
parties, nevertheless, there is the tradition of the
Speaker being impartial, showing independence
when it is needed and being prepared to protect
minorities.
In the traditions of the office of Speaker, I suggest to
the government that it would be well served by
having the Speaker chair or at least be a member of
the government business committee. It is important
because the proposed change to the Sessional Orders
provides no mechanism to promote agreement. The
motion states that the committee can meet with a
view to reaching agreement, but there is no
mechanism that puts pressure on the players at that
meeting to reach agreement. I suggest that for that
reason it would be useful to have the Speaker
present.

Another concern I have with the proposal is that
even if agreement is reached, it does not stop the
Leader of the House coming out of the meeting of
the committee and being overruled by the Premier
or breaking the commitments he has given. There
should be a strong obligation to ensuring that an
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agreement sticks, but the opposition has 00
assurance of that.
Further, a mechanism embodied in paragraph 6(4) of
the motion states that, notwithstanding what the
House has agreed to at the start of the week, the
Leader of the House can bring a further motion
before the House to make further changes to the
order of the business. Although the Leader of the
House is belatedly offering to move an amendment
requiring that the changes go back to the committee,
there is no guarantee of anything other than the
committee meeting 5 minutes before he moves the
motion and the House then going through the
motions of considering the changes.
Another problem is the impact of the motion. As I
understand it, it does not just provide that at the
start of the week the government will say that the
first Bill to be debated has to be concluded by a
certain time. The Leader of the House may get up at
3 o'clock after question time and move that the first
Bill be debated by 5 p.m. and the second by
6.30 p.m., thereby setting out a timetable for each
Bill. He could move that debate on 15 Bills be
concluded by 5 p.m. on Tuesday, thereby ensuring
that no matter how much the opposition cooperates
it would be impOSSible to make any contribution on
a number of Bills.
Looking at this from a Machiavellian point of view,
the government could arrange business in such a
way that the non-controversial Bills are listed earlier
in the week. Making a contribution of an hour per
Bill, the opposition could find that when this new
guillotine procedure comes into place it will be
impossible later in the week to debate, for example,
the Budget, the amendments to the Employee
Relations Act or the State deficit levy. This
procedure should be modified at least to ensure
individual debate on each motion.
Members of the government have to consider
whether passing such a motion is ultimately in their
own interests and not just in the interests of
members of the government. All members of this
place have obligatiOns to their constituencies and, 10
and behold, the coalition parties may find
themselves in opposition in 1996 and they will be
looking to the Standing Orders and Sessional Orders
to give them some protection and capacity to
participate in debate in this place. I warn members
of government parties that they could be taking a
short-term point of view.
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Mr E. R. SMITH (Glen Waverley) - Ever since
any of us can remember this place has been the
subject of criticism for the way in which business is
conducted. This problem, however, is not peculiar to
Victoria. Every Parliament in the Westminster
system has the same problem of how to conduct
business in a way that benefits not only the conduct
of debate but also people's health.
Wherever one goes overseas, one finds the same
problems. It was invigorating to return from
overseas to find that at long last a Sessional Order
had been proposed that made some sense in that
members of this place can know with a degree of
certainty where they are going and what will be
happening in the future.
That is summed up well in paragraph 6(2) whereby
the Leader of the House and the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition may meet before each week's
business in a Government Business Programming
Committee. That gives Parliament a grip on the
direction that the programming of business will take
for that week.
Over the years there has been such uncertainty in
this place that in many cases it has resulted in
members becoming ill. It is a relief that at long last
there is a system which provides some certainty
whereby members will know exactly what stage
each Bill is at.
One of the items I wish to canvass is the
consideration of major and minor Bills. Major Bills
could be considered at the beginning of a week.
There will probably be two categories of major Bills:
those requiring up to 4 hours of debate and those
extraordinary Bills, such as the Budget, requiring up
to two weeks of debate. Leaders of the parties will
know with some certainty how much time speakers
will have on each Bill to be debated. That will give
speakers time to prepare speeches that are not only
informative but also in the true tradition of debating.
In many cases today people are striving to fill in the
half hour they have been allocated.
I shall compare the Victorian Parliament with the
Parliament of the United Kingdom, which has 652
members. Each of those members find great
difficulty in getting a chance to speak. The time limit
imposed on those people and the self-discipline they
impose on themselves restricts many people to
speaking for between 5 to 10 minutes. Those short
speeches are the sorts of speeches that people will
walk off the streets to hear because they know they
will get value for their listening time.
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Such speeches must be compared with the speeches
heard in this Parliament, which allows for the likes
of the honourable member for Springvale, who
cannot keep quiet under any circumstances, to speak
for half an hour. He is like a babbling brook when he
interjects in an attempt to put people off. In the end,
government members sometimes look at him with a
great deal of pity and at other times with affection
because we know that he is ultimately helping the
speakers on their feet and is not putting anyone off
at all. The honourable member for Springvale is
there to help the speakers. I am sure most
honourable members will recognise that that is so.
Honourable members who have had the privilege of
visiting other Parliaments in the recess would know
that the biggest problem facing many of them
concerns Parliamentary sitting times. Victorian
members of Parliament should consider themselves
lucky because some Parliaments sit for five days of
the week and members can take a break only during
a two-month period in the middle of the year and
for a few weeks over Christmas.
This House usually operates on a three-day Sitting
week and sometimes sits on the fourth day. On one
historic occasion the House sat on the fifth day and
finished its business on the Saturday afternoon.
However, the House usually sits three days a week.
That is hardly an imposition for members of
Parliament or for any other person.
The government had the opportunity of extending
Parliamentary sitting times to ensure that Bills were
given proper consideration. As current Sessional
Orders provide for three-day sitting weeks, the
government decided how best to use those three
days. The proposed Sessional Order provides for the
formation of the Government Business
Programming Committee. It is important to consider
the implications of where that would lead us in an
ideal situation, which is something that all
honourable members should strive for.
If the Leader of the House and the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition, or their representatives, met and
had to consider six Bills, surely commonsense would
tell them whether two or three of them could be
classified as major Bills. If in the previous week a Bill
had been deba ted for 4 hours, they would know
whether they should allow 5 hours for a similar or
more important Bill. The government would ask the
opposition how many speakers it had. If all 27
opposition members wanted to speak, their times
would be restricted to between 5 and 10 minutes
each.
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Would such a system work? Yes, but it would work
only if honourable members were to discipline
themselves and speak for the 5 to 10 minutes
allocated to them. The House should not be put in
the ridiculous situation where, despite agreements
having been made in advance for members to make
short speeches, a member would use up his or her
full 30 minutes and throw the whole debating
program into chaos. It would be more appropriate to
allow 10 minutes for an opposition speaker,
10 minutes for a government speaker, and continue
to alternate. If honourable members were to make
succinct speeches and speak for only 7 or 8 minutes,
it would be within the spirit of the new Sessional
Order.
Unfortunately, in the past - the honourable
member for Preston hit it on the head - we have
heard a mindless continuation of speeches designed
to frustrate government business. In the autumn
sessional period 27 speakers spent 8 hours and 52
minutes debating the Shop Trading (Further
Amendment) (Amendment) Bill.
Mr Gude - How long? Almost 9 hours?
Mr E. R. SMITH - Yes, 8 hours and 52 minutes.
I thank the Leader of the House for providing some
of these figures to me. On one day eight honourabl~
members debated the Bill for 3 hours and 56
minutes, from 4.30 p.m. until just on 10 p.m. On
another occasion five speakers debated the Bill for
1 hour and 35 minutes, from 11.25 a.m. until 1 p.m.
On a third occasion one honourable member spoke
for 32 minutes, from 2.48 p.m. until 3.20 p.m. - a
total of 14 speakers speaking for 6 hours and 3
minutes. On 1 April four honourable members
debated the Bill for 1 hour and 10 minutes, from 3.21
p.m. until 4.31 p.m.; and on 6 April nine speakers
debated the Bill for 1 hour and 39 minutes, from 2.21
p.m. until 4 p.m. Over those two days a total of 13
speakers spoke for 2 hours and 49 minutes.
What I am saying is that speakers took up the whole
of their allotted time. They were not concerned
about the standard of debate. The point they were
making was merely that they could speak to fill the
time. One of the great benefits of the new Sessional
Order is that it will bring the Leaders of the House
together so that in advance of the debates they will
be able to specifically allocate time.
When I was in Canada recently the Clerk of the
Provincial Parliament in Toronto said to me, '1f only
you could get agreement between the Leaders of the
House and the discipline that is required of the
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members to make it work properly!" When ije was
briefing me on this subject the Clerk made ~at point
over and again. It was obvious we were gOQ\g to
have this debate, and I thought the least members
could do on their Commonwealth Parliamentary
Association tours was to make a point of exploring
this very vexed question of Parliamentary debating
times. He said, ''If only you could do it!"
I believe we now have a mechanism. I believe we
can get it to work; all we need is the goodwill on
both sides. We have to ensure that if speakers are
allocated 5 to 10 minutes, they speak for only 5 to 10
minutes. I do not believe it is beyond members of
this House to restrict themselves to that. All
members will then get the opportunity of making
their own points adequa~ely.
The honourable member for Coburg referred to the
occasion when this House sat from 2 p.m. on the
Friday unti14 p.m. on the Saturday and said it was
just a means of filibustering. I take exception to that
because I believe it was an opportunity, which the
government took, to allow democracy to work. It
may not have been the best way, but at least it
allowed honourable members to have the
opportunity of contributing to debates.
Unfortunately, it was Rafferty's rules. It was not the
sort of debate that any of us enjoy. I am sure it took
its toll on the health of some honourable members.
One honourable member went off with back strain
and several others suffered headaches and fatigue.
The strain of the sittings brought on many
complications that were felt by members for some
time.
The point at issue is whether it was democracy at
work. I believe it was - but democracy without the
constraints that we will have in the Sessional Orders.
I believe the new provision will be of benefit to the
Victorian Parliament, and visiting members of other
Parliaments will be able to see whether it works
properly. Goodwill is needed on both sides to make
it work. Members who infringe the rules in the party
room should be dressed down. Unless that is done
members will treat the situation as it has been
treated in the past - as a joke!
One of the Standing Orders gives members the right
to extend their speech times. Although in my eight
years in this place I do not recall that right being
used, I am sure it is a mechanism by which the
Speaker can allow a member to continue to make a
telling point that the House wishes to hear.
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This deba te has made members focus on the
operations of the House. The 24 or 26-hour sittings
were not only hard on members of Parliament, but
also extraordinarily hard on the staff of Hansard, the
dining room - Or Coghill - The Clerks!
Mr E. R. SMITH - It goes without saying that
they were hard on the Clerks. Honourable members
have the luxury of being able to move in and out of
the Chamber, but the Clerks must be here all the
time. Those long sittings played havoc with the
health of some staff members. You, Mr Speaker, are
indicating that it also played havoc with your health.
The proposed amendment provides an opportunity
for us to take on board and try to rectify concerns
about unreasonable sitting hours.
In his remarks today, the Leader of the House said
that the proposals were being introduced for a trial
period. He said there would be times when they
would not work, but also times when they would
work well. At the end of the sessional period it will
be possible to institute controls and vary the
proposals so that we can get it absolutely right.
The subject of unreasonable Sitting hours has been
taken up in many overseas Parliaments. While I was
in the United Kingdom in June a series of articles
appeared in the Daily Telegraph. One article,
published on 22 June and entitled "Pressure takes
toll on MPs", discusses the strain of Parliamentary
life on members of Parliament and states in part:
One in six Mps suffers from poor psychological health
as a result of the pressures of working at Westminster,
according to a study yesterday.

The results of the study could apply to this and
other Parliaments that operate under the
Westminster system. The article continues:
Or Ashley Weinberg, a psychiatrist at Manchester
Royal Infirmary, said the findings indicated MPs were
dissatisfied with their job performance which "reflected
in lowered tolerance levels when dealing with
important or difficult decisions".
Presenting his findings in The House Magazine, he said
the 270 replies from 590 Mps showed their typical
working week was 55 hours although 40 per cent
worked more than 70 hours a week.
He said: "Some MPs found that they were sometimes
or frequently experiencing physical symptoms
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associated with stress ... inability to get off to sleep,
tending to eat, drink or smoke more than normal or
sometimes not feeling like getting out of bed in the
morning".

Some honourable members of this Parliament
pressed the Leader of the House to ensure tha t the
proposed amendment to Sessional Orders was
treated with urgency. A number of our colleagues
are susceptible to the strains of the unusual and
lengthy Parliamentary sitting hours that have
occurred in the past. The amendment to Sessional
Orders is a means of providing a break from that
situation.
Another article on the same issue published in the
Daily Telegraph states in part:
Weinberg divides his sample into two types: Type
As - go-getters, and Type Bs -laid-back, calmer.
Seventy-one per cent of his sample were Type A,
exhibiting "an overall style or manner of behaviour that
is characterised by excessive time-consciousness,
abruptness of speech and competitiveness".

Earlier, the article says of members of Parliament:
Some admitted that they lacked motivation and had
lost interest in sex. They weren't spending enough time
with their families. The farther away their
constituencies, the less happy their home lives and the
more draining their work. Looking at his answers, one
commented: '1 must be mad to do this job".

That is just one aspect of the issue that I thought I
would share with honourable members. The
majority of honourable members in this Parliament
are here for various reasons: to ensure that they
represent their constituencies to the best of their
ability and to work to achieve a standard they
believe will improve the way of life in Victoria. Most
of us are also tougher than the members mentioned
in the article.
I am concerned that if something is not done now
the health of members will be impaired. By
amending the Sessional Orders we will address
many of the health problems faced by members. The
sensible provisions in the proposed amendment will
add diSCipline to the procedures of the House while
causing members to diSCipline themselves in ways
they have not previously done.
Earlier I spoke about major and minor Bills and
mechanisms that are already in place in many
overseas Parliaments. Members who abuse the
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mechanisms provided can incur the wrath of the
Chair. I was told a story about how in the House of
Commons members who spoke for 15 or 20 minutes
instead of their allocated 10 minutes had their names
noted in a book by the Speaker. It is important in a
Parliament of that type that members get the call
from the Chair. When a certain member complained
to the Speaker about not getting the call for several
months - remember that the House of Commons
sits five days a week every week apart from some
small breaks - the Speaker replied that he had not
seen the member.
That is a device the Speaker uses: with hand on heart
the Speaker says he or she did not see the member.
The member was seen, but because his name was in
the book he would not be given the call until he had
undertaken not to exceed the limits. That is one way
of achieving a better standard of debate.
The measures adopted in Federal Parliament have
been widely canvassed this afternoon. Although the
opposition appears to believe the proposed Sessional
Order reflects the government's intention to
guillotine Bills, it provides the government with that
ability if the agreements reached between the Leader
of the House and the opposition are not adhered to.
With the goodwill of members the standard of
debate will be raised and we will reach a stage
where it is usual for members to speak for the time
they deem necessary to discuss Bills. If there is a
limit of 5 minutes for each contribution on minor
Bills, all members who wish to contribute to a
debate will be able to do so effectively.
It is interesting to note that during the lengthy
debates in the spring sessional period last year and
the autumn sessional period this year many hours
were spent debating the possibility of a catastrophe
if a Police Board were established. However, since
the board was set up I have not read one line in a
newspaper or seen anything on television about it.
The time spent on that debate could have been more
usefully used to discuss Bills that were guillotined.
Another Bill dealt with the extended powers given
to the Chief Commissioner of Police and the
administration of the Office of Corrections. An
enormous amount of time was spent debating those
issues, but since those measures were passed I have
not read a single word in a newspaper or heard
anything on the radio or television about any
difficulty that has occurred. The opposition
filibustered and Parliament suffered, but the
opposition complained that there was no
opportunity to debate the Bills that were guillotined.
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During the next few years the Sessional Orders will
provide the House with the opportunity to show
other Parliaments how well it can conduct its
business. In spite of the rhetoric of members of the
opposition, in their heart of hearts they believe the
new Sessional Order will benefit the House.
It has been suggested that the order provides an
opportunity for the government to curtail debate,
but that is nonsense! We need certainty about sitting
times so that people invited into the gallery know
when a particular member will be speaking. If we do
not adopt this order we will return to the situation of
Parliament appearing to sit without purpose. We
will have a talkfest.
We have an exciting challenge ahead of us from
which we will all benefit and of which we can all be
proud.
Sitting suspended 6.25 p.m. until 8.5 p.m.
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - I have decided to
contribute to the debate on the motion now before
the House because it is important that honourable
members who have been here for fewer than 12
months make their observations known. This motion
has been handled by bullyboys. New honourable
members wish to know what is to happen about
debates in this place because many people in the
community are concerned about a range of issues,
particularly those concerning women and want to
know how and when this House will debate them.
Today a number of honourable members spoke to
people demonstrating outside Parliament House
about maternal and child health matters. We were
asked, "When will you debate this issue?" Members
were forced to reply, "As much as we would like to,
we cannot do so today".
Anyone who has had the misfortune to be involved
in the terrible sitting hours of this place -as well as
people outside who are aware of the situation could speak about the difficult conditions for
members and staff who have spent long hours in
this place when Parliament has sat into the early
hours of the morning and even until the following
afternoon. It is incumbent upon every honourable
member to question such practices, and I am pleased
that today many honourable members have taken
this opportunity to speak on the issue.
It is important that comparatively new members
ensure that proper debate is allowed in this House.
One observation was made about the standard of
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debate. I think you, Mr Acting Speaker, also have
commented on this subject.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Cooper) - Order!
The honourable member cannot involve the Chair in
a debate.
Ms MARPLE - I am speaking about your
contribution as the honourable member for
Momington, not when you were in the chair. That is
an example of the type of intimidating tactic used,
and I will take you on about that.
I speak tonight as someone in a responsible position.
I do not contribute to the debate lightly, nor do I
take lightly my responsibility to debate legislation of
any sort. I regard each subject on which I have
spoken in this place as important. I take objection to
being told that honourable members on this side
have not acted responsibly. It is important that we
be given an opportunity of fully debating
Parliamentary business.
Every honourable member is aware that we must
examine how Parliament operates. I remind
honourable members opposite that if there is to be
fair debate and cooperation from the opposition it
would be a good idea if members on this side were
taken into the confidence of members opposite. This
Sessional Order could have been discussed before its
coming into the House so that those on this side had
some ownership of the matter. I should not have to
spell out that principle, but if it is adhered to
members of the opposition will work with members
opposite.
The motion has been introduced without
consultation. The opposition is being asked to
cooperate without having been involved in
discussions or debate. When speaking on the motion
earlier today honourable members said there should
be fair play in this House. Our system of
government should be admired by members of the
community, who elect citizens to this place.
Only a very brave person would say that Parliament
is held in high regard by people outside, because,
unfortunately, the behaviour of many honourable
members, the hours we keep and the apparent rush
to pass legislation do not lead people to hold this
place in high esteem.
As was mentioned by the honourable members for
Coburg and Werribee, both of whom have vast
experience as members of this place, certain issues
need to be addressed. Unfortunately, the proposed
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Sessional Order does not address them. The
honourable member for Glen Waverley got very
excited about it, but all I can say is that if that is the
limit of what excites him, his needs are not very
great.
This Sessional Order will place limitations on people
who want to speak. The honourable member for
Glen Waverley made great play of how honourable
members use up their half-hour, but I noticed that
he made every second count and took his
contribution to the limit. Although he called for
opposition members to be brief, he implied that
anything they might like to add was not worth
spending time on.
From his wide reading and his observations of other
Parliaments, the honourable member for Werribee
was able to tell us what is expected of a Parliament.
He said honourable members should meet to reveal
the various concerns of the community, that this is
the place to express those concerns and that we
should respond to community needs. Over the past
12 months honourable members have not been able
to do those things. Last week we were prevented
from speaking on the Budget - Mr Perrin interjected.
Ms MARPLE - I understand that it was question
time! Don't get into a big knot about it! There are
issues we need to consider and matters the
community wants us to talk about. That is why we
have rallies all over the State. We have to talk to
people about kindergartens and education in
general. The government is changing the education
system which has served us well and about which
we will worry for at least the next three years. The
government is also cutting back at our social fabric.
Where do we debate those issues?
I return to the concerns honourable members have
about the proposed Sessional Order. We come to
Parliament to debate important issues, but the
debating time is cut short. One government member
told us to trust the government. How can one do
that? The voters of Victoria did that nearly a year
ago and what have we now? Nothing but worries
and concerns, and now members of Parliament
cannot express the needs of the people.
This follows on from what has happened in another
area of expression: the media. The media have been
told they cannot speak to government backbenchers
unless reporters consult with the Department of the
Premier and Cabinet. The Sunday Age could not
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write an article about the reflections of some of the
members who had been in Parliament for the past 12
months. What is the Premier frightened of? Now he
is introducing a Sessional Order that will not only
silence his backbenchers but also make sure the
opposition cannot put forward opposing views or
debate issues.
Following the Premier's decision that no Minister
will appear on the 7.30 Report or talk to the Sunday
Age, today's Australian states:
Why does he wish to encourage the view that he has
something to hide?

Well may we ask that when, without prior
discussion, we are confronted with this Sessional
Order! Questions are being asked about it in the
community. Being a new member is interesting. One
is often asked: ''What is it like in there and what are
you able to talk about? How are you able to get your
view across?" One has to answer first and foremost
by saying the prevailing impression is that we are all
back at school, and it is very much the old school
style. Sometimes I worry that Parliament is out of
date and not up with some of the issues people face
these days, particularly in respect of modem
communications. The Parliament is sadly lacking,
and I am fearful that it may become out of touch.
My past suggests that I do not have respect for
Parliament and the proper order of speaking but,
despite what I have just said and what some people
refer to as my outbursts and concerns, I do have
respect for Parliament. There have been times when
society has suggested that we do without agendas
and an ordered way of working through issues, but I
know that course does not work.
This is a very important place for open debate and
our Parliamentary system has succeeded all around
the world. We want to see it go into the next century
and beyond, so it is beholden on us to consider how
it can be improved.
As was mentioned by the honourable member for
Coburg, during the last Parliament there was much
discussion on that issue. The Standing Orders
Committee offered suggestions about how the
Parliament could be improved. Anybody who reads
from the then Premier's Ministerial statement will
realise that the three parties were concerned about it
and agreed that something should be done. I have
been told that decisions were made by consensus
and discussion rather than by voting or by someone
standing on their dig and saying, 'This is what my
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party thinks about it". Genuine concern was and still
is felt by all members of the House and it has been
expressed by various speakers today. There needs to
be an improvement.
As several speakers before me have said, the
opposition will move an amendment and wants it to
be discussed. It is important that the Standing
Orders Committee examine the proposed Sessional
Order together with the issues of public importance
and private members business. They should be
referred to the committee for inquiry and report by
31 October.
I cannot imagine that it would create a great strain if
discussions took place which enabled us to
understand exactly what the government was
getting at and which enabled the government to
understand what we were getting at. The opposition
wants a fair go for all parties, who are, after all,
expressing the concerns of the community.
Everybody should have time to do that so they can
tell it as it is.
The former Premier's Ministerial statement noted
that the standing of Parliament was very low and
was still declining. I began by saying that the
situation may be even worse than that, and I
reminded government members that they are in
charge of the House and that it is not good enough
for them to complain about the terrible things the
opposition has supposedly done when they impose
the rules upon us. They decide what debates take
place, and if we want to ensure that people know
what particular issues are about, it is up to the
government to ensure full and frank debate.
The government cannot be taken on trust, and my
observations over the past 11 months lead me to
wonder what the amended Sessional Order will
mean in relation to time available for debate. The
honourable member for Momington suggested that
the past 11 months have been the worst period for
debate in this place, but I remind him that that is not
a responsibility he can turn over to the opposition.
In fact, it is his responsibility along with other
members of the government when they have their
discussions in the party room.
I shall mention the role of women in the House. All
parties have called for more female representation in
Parliament, and it is beholden on botl'i parties, and
particularly the government, to ensure that the issue
involves more than simply calling for that to occur.
One must consider what that means if one wants
more representation from the gender making up half
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the population, if not more. When we have more
women - and I am looking forward to that things will be a little different because the women
will have influence on the caucus debates. That will
mean a move away from the bullyboy tactics
prevailing in this area and will mean that more time
will be given to full and frank debate that does not
necessarily involve dragging down those people one
is opposing. I look forward to that time and hope it
will make a great deal of difference.
Government members may like to talk again with
their women members about the possibility of
enabling more frank discussion with the opposition
so that we are able to say that we are committed to
change together, and so that both the opposition and
the government can improve debate in the House by
ensuring that it reflects the feelings of the
community about the various issues before them
right now and not simply those issues the
government wishes to put before them. There
should be plenty of opportunity for issues that are
not high on the government's agenda to be debated.
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Mr WEIDEMAN - Just listen to what I am
saying.
The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member will ignore interjections, and
the honourable member for Williamstown will cease
making them.
Mr WEIDEMAN -If she had been in the House
at the time, she would have noted that the
honourable member for Altona mentioned the
experiences of the honourable member for Werribee
when he was overseas.
If the honourable member for Altona had inquired
about how women were treated overseas in different
Parliaments, she would have discovered that the
Parliament in Toronto meets from 9 a.m. until 6 p.m.
Monday to Friday. The honourable member for
Williamstown knows that, and so should the
honourable member for Altona. It means that
politics in Ontario is interesting.

Ms Marple interjected.
Everyone has mentioned the importance of moving
with the times so that this place does not become
irrelevant to all those people who are part of the
democratic system and who vote us in. I ask the
government to agree to the reasoned amendment
referring the matter to the Standing Orders
Committee because that will ensure that Parliament
is relevant to all the people of Victoria.
Mr WEIDEMAN (Franks ton) - This has become
an amazing debate on a very simple proposition. For
the past 30 minutes I have listened carefully to the
remarks of the honourable member for Altona and I
do not recall anything in what she said that would
benefit the House one iota. The government's
suggestion is for the better management of the
House. I know she has been here for only
11 months - she made that point - and that she
should have input, but I would have expected better
input on behalf of the women of this State and
country.
Like the honourable member for Werribee, I have
been overseas and seen how Parliaments run. I will
give some examples because obviously the
honourable member for Werribee did not take the
time to see how other Parliaments work in the
interests of women.
Ms Kimer interjected.

Mr WEIDEMAN - That is how it evolved under
the Sessional Orders.
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - On a point of order,
Mr Acting Speaker, I would like the honourable
member to withdraw the derogatory term he used in
reference to me.
Mr WEIDEMAN (Frankston) -If the
honourable member for Altona finds something I
said derogatory, I will withdraw, but she should be
prepared to listen and learn about the Sessional
Orders that operate in other national Parliaments.
The Sessional Orders in Ontario allow members to
attend to other duties in the community and to be
properly involved in their family duties while also
being able to be present at the House when they are
required. The provincial Ontario Parliament is
televised on channel 23, while the Canadian Federal
Parliament is televised on channel 26 and relayed
throughout Canada so that people can tune in to
what is happening in the Parliament. There is an
hour prelude to the televised sessions in which the
activities of the provincial or Federal governments
are highlighted.
Since I have been a member of this place - it is
longer than 11 months - I have known five
different Speakers with five different approaches to
the conduct of the House. When I first came here I
sat somewhere at the top end of the Chamber. The
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first Speaker I dealt with was Speaker Wheeler. His
affliction was that he could not hear members
speaking at the other end of the Chamber, nor could
he see them. I and other honourable members would
not get the call when standing in our places to ask
questions during the adjournment debate or during
question time, but after we took the matter up with
Speaker Wheeler he instituted the list system which
is now well established in this Parliament. Every
member now has the opportunity to raise matters in
the adjournment debate and during question time.
That system evolved not through the establishment
of the Standing Orders Committee but because
members wanted to raise important matters in
Parliament.
Mr Cole - Because they couldn't see you, that's
why - but I find that hard to believe!
Mr WEIDEMAN - So do I. I must have been
much slimmer then. I suggest that the honourable
member for Melbourne and I go on the same diet.
Different Speakers have made changes to the
Sessional Orders because honourable members have
wanted the opportunity to exercise their democratic
rights in this House. In 1985 I was returned to this
House as a member of the opposition after having
been part of the government for six years. The
bullyboy tactics that the honourable member for
Altona referred to are reflected in both government
and opposition. I remember that when I asked the
then Minister for Transport for a map of the
Frankston station and for details of the railway
development that was to take place there, I was
asked where I was from. I said that I was the
member for Frankston and the Minister said, 'We
don't have a member for Frankston. The nearest
member we have is the member for Frankston
North; therefore, you don't exist so far as I am
concerned". That person is now the honourable
member for Coburg, and at that time I accepted that
that was the way he wanted to play it.
Between 1985 and 1992 I raised many matters in the
adjournment debate but I lived in vain hope of
receiving answers to those questions. In all that time
I never received a letter from a Minister in answer to
any questions; they were just ignored by the then
government. That is typical also of the way the
former government handled most of its legislation.
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opposition would explain the opposition's position.
Usually the Minister would finish the
second-reading debate and very little other debate
took place. This matter is not about the opposition
wanting to debate particular issues.
I oppose the opposition's amendment on the basis
that when I was in opposition I wrote a letter to the
Standing Orders Committee and gave evidence to
that committee. However, when I read the report I
found no reference to my evidence or the
information that I had provided. When I queried
that I was told that it must have fallen through a
hole in the floor. That shows that the previous
government did not consider that anything an
opposition backbencher had to say was relevant,
and therefore it was not worth reporting. I do not
support the amendment moved by the honourable
member for Coburg because he never believed that
the former opposition had anything relevant to say.
The report of the Standing Orders Committee of
March 1992 suggested that the Sessional Orders
should be changed. Great play has been made of the
suggestion that this new Sessional Order is similar to
South Australia's Standing Order, which provides
that the Leader of the Opposition or the Leader of
the House or his nominee should meet to set the
program for the House. After speaking with people
in South Australia, the honourable member for
Forest Hill found that the Sessional Order was very
similar to that being proposed here, and to suggest
that it is any different in its operation is nonsense.
A successful change to the Sessional Orders in the
last 11 months has been the reduction from
5 minutes to 3 minutes in the time allowed for
members to ask questions of Ministers during the
adjournment debate. I have not heard any member
complain that 3 minutes is not enough time to get
across to the Minister the issue he wants to raise.
Mr Cole - You are particularly good at that.

On any Bill other than the Budget, opposition and

Mr WEIDEMAN - The honourable member for
Melbourne has raised an important point. When
most of us arrived in this place we were told that we
should speak for 10 minutes because if a member
cannot say what he wants to say in 10 minutes he
may as well not say anything at all. That meant that
next time a member could speak for 15 minutes, and
by the third time he or she would be struggling to
finish in half an hour.

government speakers took their full half hour in the
debate. The Minister would put the proposed
legislation before the House and a member of the

People can start off trying to get the point across in a
10-minute speech, then extend it to 15 minutes and
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finally find it comfortable to make a half-hour
speech. Afterwards a colleague might make a
judgment about whether it was good or bad, but one
should always remember that is not necessary to
spend hours filling in time by making unnecessary
speeches, which is often the case in Parliament.
Many members speak on every subject. The best
advice they can be given is that they should
contribute only to those issues about which they
have some knowledge. For members to repeat the
points made by other speakers, as has happened
tonight, is fruitless.
I raise two issues that I do not believe have been
raised. The honourable member for Altona
attempted to make the point that women are better
suited than men to debate. However, women can be
better accommodated only if Parliament changes the
Sessional Orders so that more orderly steps are
followed and better lifestyles are provided for both
sexes. At present it is difficult for males and females
to serve in this place, but I am sure that will change
over the years.
The other issue is that the general public - the
voters, the people outside Parliament - have
difficulty finding out what we do in this House.
People ring members of Parliament to find out
whether particular Bills are on the Notice Paper and
when they will be debated. Members try to help by
advising whether they think the Bills will be debated
on the following Tuesday or Wednesday or in a
month. However, they cannot say exactly when a
Bill will be debated. All honourable members have
been through the experience of an interested party
asking to be telephoned when a Bill comes on for
debate. One does the best one can and rings to say
that the Bill may be debated in an hour or two. That
person then leaves his or her place of employment
and comes to Parliament to wait for the debate.
The person involved usually represents an
organisation; in my case it would be someone
interested in pharmacy. I recall that when the shop
trading legislation was listed for debate many
interested people sat waiting in this House hour
after hour. At the end of the last sessional period
Parliament debated the Victoria Park Land Bill, and
Mr Alan McAlister, the President of the
Collingwood Football Club, was anxious that the
site be protected. He waited in this place for
many hours before the Bill came on at 1.15 in the
morning. Instances such as those are embarrassing
for members of Parliament who advise the general
public and the press about the time at which it is
anticipated Bills will be debated.
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When describing the workings of Parliament to
guests and schools groups who visit this place we
often say that what happens in here during question
time is simply theatre and that all the work is done
outside the Chamber. That situation should be
improved. Rather than being theatre, the Chamber
should be a place of intelligent debate where
honourable members have the opportunity to put
their views and make recommendations on various
issues.
The motion before the House tonight is one means of
achieving that because it will allow the Leader of the
House and the Leader of the Opposition to go
through the proposed program for the week. They
are experienced people who know that Bills can be
held up by Ministers, departments or even as a
result of delays in drafting and printing. There must
be some give and take. Attempts have been made in
other Parliaments to give the exact times when Bills
will be debated. That can be done in this place only
if the two most senior people involved in the
running of the House have the opportunity of
discussing the best times for both sides.
Those discussions must take place because the
government and the opposition have different views
about the most profitable times to call on debate.
Also the press and others have their views of the
most profitable times to take Bills into the public
arena. I have faith in the people involved to make
decisions such as those on my behalf, knowing that
when things do not go exactly as they both wish
they have the opportunity to come into the House
and change the order in which business proceeds.
I have had experience of what it is like to be in
opposition, especially in 1985 when something like
25 per cent of all the Bills debated in this House
were health Bills. They were originally introduced
by Minister White in another place, so we had to be
flexible about the way we handled them. Some were
complex and others were short, but they all had to
be debated.
Earlier today when speaking both on radio and in
this place the honourable member for Coburg said
that as many as 35 Bills on the Notice Paper could be
pushed through Parliament on the whim of the
government. That is nonsense. He knows that it is
the opposition's role to oppose - which it will take
to the nth degree. Towards the end of a session
people get tired even though there is still much to be
done; so in the last few days a number of Bills may
go through quickly.
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I recall some years ago reading some second-reading
speeches that were 40 or 50 pages long. The Speaker
was not in the chair at the time, so we changed the
rules and allowed the second-reading speeches to be
incorporated in Hansard. I do not think it has
happened since; but it was done at 2 o'clock in the
morning by the Minister at the table to help the
House get through the work that had to be done by
the next day.
Sometimes the House does extraordinary things and often they work! Like everything in life, the
simplest things often work the best. Therefore I
suggest that we accept the motion because it is
simple. It will involve a person from each side of the
House sitting down and discussing the program for
the week. The arrangement would need to be
flexible to allow other matters to be introduced.
The motion offers the opportunity for both sides to
participate in the running of the House. I do not see
the necessity of taking the matter back to the
Standing Orders Committee because the first five or
six speakers in this place have between them enough
experience to sort it out. If they went into a room to
discuss the problem they would come out with a
solution. The opposition wants to put this off for
another day, which is what it did when in
government, putting aside recommendations and
reports that should have been brought on for
discussion. The measure contains a sunset provision;
it will operate only for a certain time to enable us to
see whether it works satisfactorily.
I believe previous changes to the Sessional Orders
have enabled Parliament to operate better. The
proposed Sessional Order will improve the
operation of Parliament and will assist members to
perform their duties better. New members of
Parliament may not have experienced the pressures
that will be applied during the life of the Parliament,
and they should be pleased that many of these
pressures will be reduced.
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mean that Parliament will have provisions similar to
those in other Parliaments throughout the world.
When people visit my electorate office I often tell
them that I prefer to be known as a pharmacist
because I know that according to public opinion
polls 98 per cent of the community believe
pharmacists are people of a certain quality, whereas
on the scale of professions politicians rate at around
50 per cent. One of the ways politicians can increase
their standing in the community is to improve the
operation of Parliament. Business people,
representatives of organisations and school children
who visit this place regard it as a circus. The House
should support the measure because it is a step
forward; it will benefit all members and make this a
better place in which to work.
Or VAUGHAN (Clayton) - This motion is a
blatant attack on the rights of the minority in this
House. It is not the first attack that has occurred
during the 52nd Parliament. Since the last State
election we have witnessed a succession of attacks
on the rights of the minority to express its view: the
grievance debate has been severely curtailed; the
Standing Orders Committee does not function; and
members have been restricted to 3 minutes in which
to raise matters during the debate on the motion for
the adjournment of the sitting. It is not the point that
some people believe it is a good idea to restrict
members in that way but rather whether the
subcommittee of one in Cabinet - the
Parliamentary bully, a person who is not a
Parliamentarian's bootlace - should dictate not just
to the 61 members who sit on the government
benches but to every member of the House. The
Premier does not respect the rights of the minority in
this place: people who were elected to Parliament to
represent a Significant point of view in the Victorian
community - indeed, the alternative government of
the State. We have seen during the 52nd Parliament
a succession of actions by the Parliamentary bully
and his supporters resulting in the continual
diminution of the rights of the opposition.

The honourable member for Altona and other
honourable members are showing their lack of
knowledge when they say that the government is
using bullyboy tactics. The honourable members for
Altona and Albert Park should examine precedents
to enable them to understand the culture and hard
work that is put in to make this place work.

The SPEAKER - Order! The level of interjection
by members of the government is far too high. I ask
them to come to order and listen to the honourable
member for Clayton in silence.

This measure should be supported by all honourable
members. It will improve the performance of
members and the operation of this House and will

Or VAUGHAN - If the government were honest
and serious it would have done two things. Firstly, it
would have consulted with the opposition and

Honourable members interjecting.
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listened to other points of view around Parliament
before proceeding down this path. It failed to do that.
Mr Reynolds interjected.
Dr VAUGHAN - The government consulted
only after the event. It determined its position and
moved the motion. Secondly, it would have
structured the motion differently. I am of the view
that there is considerable scope for reform in the
procedures of the House. That view is held by 88
members of this Chamber. Parliament can and
should improve its procedures.
I was privileged to serve on the Standing Orders
Committee of the 51st Parliament. Indeed you,
Mr Speaker, were a member of that committee, as
were other members of this Chamber. There will not
be a Standing Orders Committee like that for a long
time. Under the reformist Speaker Coghill the
committee met regularly every Thursday at
lunchtime during the sittings of the House and on
other occasions when required over a four-year
period. It made considered recommendations based
on a consensus view.
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would say that the Government Business
Programming Committee would reach consensus, or
words to that effect, on the manner in which the
House is to deal with the government business of
the week and that the Leader of the House would
not move a motion until such agreement was
reached.
Only if commonsense prevailed would we proceed
for that week according to the principles laid down
in the motion. I expected better from the Minister for
Industry and Employment. This motion is what I
would expect from the Premier, but I expected better
from some of the people around him.
Mr Steggall interjected.
Mr We idem an interjected.
Dr VAUGHAN - The honourable member for
Frankston is culpable for what has occurred in the
52nd Parliament; he is one of the guilty people.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Clayton will address the Chair and
ignore interjections.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I caution the
honourable members for Frankston and Swan Hill
and ask them to remain silent.
Dr VAUGHAN - Mr Speaker, you would be
aware of the consultation that took place with
various parties to ensure consensus in the
recommendations of the Standing Orders
Committee. That consensus approach has
evaporated with the election of the Premier, the
Parliamentary bully. The motion proposes the
establishment of a Government Business
Programming Committee, which is a good idea.
Tha t issue was discussed by the previous Standing
Orders Committee, so it is not a new concept to
many of us. However, the Government Business
Programming Committee will not be required to
reach consensus in making recommendations to
Parliament. This is what is proposed under the
regime of the Parliamentary bully. The proposed
committee will attempt to reach agreement on the
way the House will deal with government business.
If the government were serious and genuine about
reforming the procedures of the House, and the
opposition thought it should give the government
the benefit of the doubt and trust its intentions, the
motion would read differently. Subparagraph (2)

Dr VAUGHAN - You would know, Mr Speaker,
that the honourable member for Swan Hill and
others are guilty. They have ridden roughshod over
Parliamentary principles and practice. They have
shown no respect for the rights of the minority in·
this place. It has been a disgrace! I believe that you,
Mr Speaker, sit there in great discomfort knowing
every day that, of all the Parliaments in recent years,
you preside over a Parliament that has disgraced
Victoria most in living memory. This Parliament
more than any Parliament in living history has
ridden roughshod over the rights of the minority in
this Chamber. This Parliament does not know the
meaning of the word consensus.
The institution of Parliament is supposed to have
consensus and cooperation, but there is no
cooperation on important matters in this House. The
motion is a matter of great importance. A
cooperative approach should be followed. If people
wish to bag the Standing Orders Committee of the
52nd Parliament - I have suggested the grounds
are already laid because it never seems to meet other options are available. We should resolve
tonight that a Select Committee of the House be
appointed to examine the motion and return with a
consensus view to enable the House to proceed for
the remainder of this sessional period in a
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cooperative way, the way in which the Parliament
should be operating.
I should like to praise one aspect of the debate; at
least we are having a debate on this motion. Too
often in the life of the 52nd Parliament there has not
been a debate or adequate opportunity for
frontbench or backbench members to speak about
important matters to this House, to the community
and to the State. The matters addressed in the
motion are important for the efficient functioning of
the House and of the Parliament.
I am prepared to lend my weight and energy to
achieving the efficient functioning of the Parliament,
but the motion rides roughshod over the rights of
the minority.
Mr Reynolds - You have said that 10 times
already.
Or VAUGHAN - I shall address the
contributions that have been made. Firstly, I
congratulate the honourable member for Altona
who, of all the people who have contributed so far,
spoke for a modest period. Almost every other
honourable member spoke for the allotted
30 minutes. This is a debate about improving the
efficiency of the Parliament. The honourable
members for Forest Hill, MOrnington and Glen
Waverley spoke for the 30 minutes allotted to them.
It was the maximum time they could speak. To the
credit of the honourable member for Altona, she said
what she wanted to say, made points that had not
been made before and sat down, something that I
will do shortly also in answer to the interjection.
I remind the House of an event in a previous
Parliament when a Standing Orders Committee was
elected on 3 November 1988. You, Mr Speaker, were
not among the membership chosen on that occasion.
Ten months down the track it was necessary to
appoint you to that committee because the
honourable member for Forest Hill had shown such
a lack of interest in proceedings and in improving
the good functioning of this House that he had
rarely attended a meeting.
The Liberal Party had the good sense to dump the
honourable member for Forest Hill from that
committee and appoint someone of your stature,
Mr Speaker. I know you made a valuable
contribution.
The SPEAKER -Order! But my stature is not
great!
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Or VAUGHAN - From time to time,
Mr Speaker, you are a Parliamentary giant; yet on
other occasions I agree with you.
On 21 September 1989 the honourable member for
Forest Hill was dumped from the Standing Orders
committee for underpedorming, failing to turn up
and achieving nothing. You, Mr Speaker, were
appointed in his place. The honourable member for
Forest Hill is damned by history and damned by
what he said.
The honourable member for Momington has one
constant theme; no matter what the subject he spits
venom across the Chamber, and he proceeded to
spit venom across the Chamber using the
Parliamentary vehicle of this debate.
The honourable member for Glen Waverley made
one of his better speeches. I know travel broadens
the mind. This week the Sunday Age quoted another
learned colleague to this effect. The honourable
member for Glen Waverley gave the House the
benefit of his insights following his recent
Parliamentary visit to Westminster and other places.
I appreciated his comments and enjoyed his
contribution to the debate. He is showing promise!
We ought to send him overseas every Parliamentary
recess. I had given up hope on him before this, but I
realise now there is hope.
I usually enjoy the contributions made by the
honourable member for Frankston, who did not take
up his allotted time of 30 minutes. I think he stopped
at 27 minutes - he had 3 minutes change at the end
of his contribution. He spoke about two themes; the
3-minute time limit on contributions to the
adjournment debate and the Standing Orders
Committee. On at least half a dozen occasions he
said that the committee had failed to deliver the
goods on matters with which he was involved, so he
damned it for all time.
Mr Weideman - That's right, the one chance.
Or VAUGHAN - That is an unfair criticism and
it rebuts itself.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Frankston will remain silent; he has
contributed to the debate.
Or VAUGHAN - Yes, Mr Speaker, he should
remain silent. If one wants Parliament to function
properly this latest attack is stupid. Two alternative
consequences are possible: either one diminishes the
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status of the Parliament so that it becomes a rubber
stamp of the executive or one guillotines all the
legislation in a day. One could have a one-day
Parliamentary session in May and another in
November and guillotine the lot. One might say,
'Who wants to listen to the opposition?" Certainly
the Parliamentary bully is calling the shots in
Victoria at this time and he believes in that sort of
principle.
The government follows this course of action: 'We
will put on a show. We will let them have a little say
early in the Parliamentary session and then we will
guillotine everything for the rest of the session".
That is a disgrace, and it is an attack on something
that is precious in our society, something that is
worth defending, something for which people
manned barricades in earlier generations, and
something that people died for in wars. There is a
sinister influence at work in this place. People fail to
defend principles and they support outrageous
propositions like those contained in this motion. It is
a disgrace and it concerns me greatly.
I have dealt with the fact that if the government
were serious it would move a motion to establish a
Government Business Programming Committee
about which it had achieved consensus and that was
about achieving consensus within the committee
itself. The other matter I wish to deal with is that
paragraph 6(4) permits the government to override
whatever decision is made by the programming
committee without leave and regardless of whether
there is consensus. That is plainly unnecessary.
Where there is consensus, the government will be
given leave. If the government needs to change the
program once it has been determined, it may move
another motion by leave. It requires no
bastardisation of the Standing Orders and no
jackboot Sessional Order to achieve that end.
I have been a member of this House for a number of
years and I have seen the House function as it
should with leave being given where it is needed,
with the Parliamentary procedure not being abused
and with just and reasonable requests being granted.
Leave has been granted on many occasions for many
things. Paragraph 6(4) of the motion reveals
absolutely the truth - this is a fraud; it is a jackboot
attack on the rights of the minority in Parliament
and it is an outrageous attack on the rights of the
alternative government in Victoria.
As I said earlier in my remarks, the one decent thing
about the debate is that we are having it, that it has
not been guillotined and that a range of members
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have been given the opportunity to have a say. I
suspect that it will be one of the few decent debates
in the Parliamentary session. I confidently expect the
Parliamentary bully to be dictating the way this
House is to proceed for the remainder of his time in
his current position.
The motion is disgraceful. The best that can be done
tonight is to refer the motion to the Standing Orders
Committee, as has been suggested and moved by
way of amendment by the honourable member for
Coburg. Members of the opposition are prepared to
entertain alternative propositions; perhaps even the
adjournment of the debate for more considered
thought on what should happen.
The 88 members of this House support the
improvement in the efficient running of the House
and your efforts in that regard, Mr Speaker. You
should seek to set the pace. There is a need for
change, but it should be change by consensus; it
should be considered change and should not be a
process driven by the Parliamentary bully.
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) - I have listened
with interest to the contribution of the honourable
member for Clayton. I have to say that I agree with
some of the comments he made earlier in his
contribution, but as his contribution continued he
lost the argument completely, particularly in his
closing remarks when he said that this is a jackboot
attempt by the government to bring in changes
which will not be effective and that there has not
been appropriate discussion before the
implementation of changes to the Sessional Orders.
So far as I am concerned, this change is a step in the
right direction, a change which I hope will bring
Parliament back to where it should be and back to
the way it should operate.
I also listened with interest to the contribution of the
honourable member for Altona. I was extremely
disappointed with her comments. She is a new
member in the House, and she showed an obvious
lack of understanding of how Parliament should
effectively operate in allowing for appropriate
debate and providing the opportunity for people to
present their views at the appropriate time. For
instance, she spoke about the g,'Ilder of people
within Parliament. I did not see much correlation
between her comments on gender and the motion.
We are all members of Parliament and, regardless of
gender, we are dealing with a motion to seek the
better and more effective operation of Parliament
and the Parliamentary system.
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The honourable member spoke about bullyboy
tactics and said that if there were a better balance
between male and female members of Parliament
there would be a better result in caucus. I suggest
that what happens in caucus is of little importance to
Parliament and members in the House. If she wishes
to make comments on caucus and the gender
balance in caucus, that is where she should raise
those matters.
The honourable member also spoke about the
opportunities for people to speak in Parliament.
Certainly there are difficulties on some occasions
when people on both sides of the House want to
present their views at particular times, but if
members consider the time that is made available for
contributions, they will see that it is adequate and
appropriate in allowing for people to present
specific concerns including concerns dealing with
their own electorates. I suggest to her that the
grievance debate that is held every third sitting
week of the session and debates on general business
items are the opportunities the opposition has to
bring before Parliament its concerns about
Parliament being more effective in what it does.
The honourable member for Frankston spoke about
the adjournment debate. The change to the
adjournment debate by reducing the time for
speeches from 5 to 3 minutes has provided the
opportunity for more members to put their concerns
before Parliament and get appropriate responses
from Ministers.
Like the Leader of the House, I entered Parliament
in 1976. Since that time we have witnessed a
degeneration of the Parliamentary system. Massive
changes have been implemented to the operation of
Parliament and the denigration of the system has
made it less than effective. These days members are
often subjected to character assassination; members
are even attacked before they make contributions in
the House. It has become an art form. The Federal
Parliament is where the problem started, and it has
filtered through to this Parliament.
Through the 1980s you, Mr Speaker, and I have seen
the absolute degeneration of debate and of the forms
of the House allowing for people to put their views,
to h~ve those views heard and to have debate in a
proper manner. Parliament should be the ultimate
forum. After entering Parliament in the late 19705,
when speaking at meetings in my electorate I would
say that I had entered the ultimate forum for debate
in Victoria where I could present my views and the
views of the people I represented. It was a place
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where I could listen to debate, assess and consider
legislation, and present views resulting in better
legislation for Victorians.
Genuine debate has gone out the door. It is
important that Parliament address that issue and
make a genuine attempt to return to the way it
operated when I entered the House in the late 1970s.
As a result of the degeneration of Parliament
through the 1980s the Victorian people have
developed an unfortunate perception of this
institution. It disappoints me when visitors to
Parliament, particularly school students, witness the
sorts of performances that occur daily, especially
during question time.
The former Parliament attempted to address those
issues and consider the many problems it faced. I
refer the House to the November 1991 progress
report of the Standing Orders Committee on a
general revision of the Standing Orders. An
appendix to the report is a paper headed
"Reforming Question Time" presented by the former
President of the Legislative Council, the Honourable
Alan Hunt, and the former Speaker, Dr Coghill:
Question time in Australian Parliaments is
undoubtedly in crisis. In a number of Parliaments it has
degenerated almost to a farce. Few observers believe
that the role envisaged for it in the quotation appearing
above is now being fulfilled.

That quotation refers to the difficulty of achieving an
effective and appropriate question time. When I
entered Parliament in the late 1970s question time
was an opportunity for honourable members to ask
genuine questions and obtain answers from
Ministers on issues on which they required
information. Today honourable members on both
sides of the House ask questions that are not
questions without notice but organised questions
with arranged answers.
Although that may appeal to many people, and
certainly to the media, it is a step in the wrong
direction for the efficient operation of Parliament.
There has been a Significant degeneration of the
Parliamentary system through the late 1970s, the
19805 and into the 1990s. It is important to consider
the total operation of Parliament and return to the
days when it was more effective. Honourable
members should be able to present their points of
view and take up appropriate interjections when
they are pertinent but not when they are merely
character assassinations. That has become an art
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form to a certain extent in this Parliament and
certainly in Federal Parliament.
I became a member of the Standing Orders
Committee in 1982, and since then I have been
associated with its work in trying to overcome the
problems and to make this a truly effective
Parliament. If the House is to operate more
effectively and we are to have genuine debate, there
must be more cooperation on both sides of the
House.
Throughout the 1980s the committee undertook an
extensive investigation into changes that could be
implemented. I pay tribute to the former Speaker,
Dr Coghill, who tried to ensure that the Standing
Orders Committee met regularly. As the honourable
member for Clayton said, the committee met over
lunch on every Thursday that Parliament sat. You,
Mr Speaker, as a member of the committee, would
be aware that we made extensive investigations into
a number of issues, including the Standing Orders.
That report was presented to Parliament in March
1992.
I hope the coalition government will carefully
examine the report and perhaps encourage the
Standing Orders Committee to undertake further
investigations so that we will have a more effective
Parliament. I am disappointed that the Standing
Orders Committee has not met since the change of
government. I believe members of the committee
have just as much responsibility as you, Mr Speaker,
to ensure that the committee meets and addresses
such issues in a bipartisan manner, with
representatives from both sides of the House seeking
the more effective operation of Parliament.
Over the years the Parliamentary system and the
perception of visitors to Parliament have changed. I
suggest that the perception of many visitors to this
House is not good. I have discouraged school
groups from my electorate from visiting Parliament
House because I believe they would be disappointed
with the debate and the lack of cooperation across
the Chamber, particularly with the contributions of
some honourable members. The pOSition is even
worse during question time, which has become a
farce.
I also express concern about the changes to the
sitting times. I have no doubt that the lengthy sitting
times have been to the detriment of members of
Parliament and staff, particularly those lengthy
sittings towards the end of a Parliamentary session. I
believe we should extend rather than reduce the
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sitting period. Through the 1980s there was a
reduction in the number of sitting days and sitting
hours. That has placed a greater burden on members
of Parliament to make genuine contributions on
issues raised in Bills and to make representations on
behalf of the people they represent. Changes have
been made to the sitting times and the way
honourable members make their contributions. It is
vital that we reform the operation of Parliament.
Honourable members may recall some extended
speeches that were made by lead speakers, who
have unlimited time to contribute to debates on Bills.
In the early 1980s I recall a contribution from the
former honourable member for Reservoir who spoke
on a workers compensation Bill. The honourable
member commenced his contribution just after
midnight and spoke for approximately 4 hours. Very
few members remained in the Chamber - we were
all in and out because it took such a long time. His
contribution highlighted the need for more
honourable members to have the opportunity of
contributing to the debate rather than one
honourable member being allowed to speak for an
extended period. That sort of action dragged down
the standing of Parliament at that time. I have been
advised that other lengthy speeches have been
made, but that is probably the longest speech made
in recent times.
It is important to consider how honourable members
should be encouraged to contribute to debates
within limited times. There has been a reduction in
both the number of sitting days and the hours of
each sitting day. I ask the House to consider a return
to the way Parliament operated in the late 19705 and
early 1980s when it sat on Tuesdays, Wednesdays
and Thursdays, and provided time on Wednesdays
for Parliamentary committees and government and
opposition committees to meet and consider
important issues.

In the past it was the practice of the House to sit on
Tuesdays from 4 p.m. until about midnight, on
Wednesdays from ~ p.m. until approximately
midnight and on Thursdays from 11 a.m. until
approximately 6 p.m. Although the change back to a
commencement time of 2 p.m. on Tuesdays is
satisfactory, the House should go on the
adjournment at 11 p.m., on Wednesdays it should
commence at 12 noon to allow Parliamentary
committees to meet in the morning, and the
adjournment debate should begin at 11 p.m., and on
Thursdays it should begin at 10.30 a.m. to allow
committees to sit in the morning, and then go
through until approximately 6 p.m.
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Mr Weideman interjected.
Mr JASPER - I am disappointed at that
comment from the honourable member for
Frankston. If he were representing a country
electorate he would have a better understanding of
the desire of country members to be able to perform
work in their electorates on Mondays and Fridays.
Extension of the sittings by one or more weeks to
provide more reasonable sitting hours and
additional time for members on both sides of the
House to debate legislation is preferable to sitting an
extra day each week.
Those are the principal difficulties in the operation
of Parliament that have developed over the past few
years and it is high time this Parliament addressed
them.
Ms Kimer interjected.
Mr JASPER - The honourable member for
Williamstown interjects. She has been foremost in
engaging in character assassination and using her
privileged posi tion as a female member of this
House not to accept criticism in return. I will be
interested in what she has to say about what can be
done to assist in the better operation of Parliament.
The motion before the House is a first step in
addressing the great problems that developed in the
operation of Parliament during the 1980s - it begins
to address the difficulties of getting legislation
through Parliament and restoring some order to the
way legislation is debated.
The honourable member for Clayton made
particular criticism of paragraph 6(2) of the motion
and described the Leader of the House as a
bullyboy. I understand that the procedure provided
in paragraph 6(2) operates effectively in South
Australia and that a similar system operates in the
Federal Parliament. Perhaps it is time the Victorian
Parliament adopted such a procedure.
For any such proposal to work will require
cooperation. There needs to be an understanding
that people on both sides of the House should be
able to make appropriate contributions. We do not
wish to have a situation in which Bills are
guillotined through the House without people being
given the opportunity of making an appropriate
contribution.
I was critical, as were many other honourable
members on both sides of the House, of the
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operation of Parliament in the 1992 spring sessional
period, during which legislation was guillotined
through Parliament to ensure that the changes the
government wished to make were implemented
quickly. As a longstanding member of this House I
would not like to see that situation occur again; the
extended sitting and long hours made it difficult for
members of Parliament to make contributions,
assess legislation or give it proper attention. I am
sure the Leader of the House would agree that was a
difficult time for the government, which was trying
to put its legislative program in place following its
election victory in October 1992.
Although the motion is a move in the right direction
and a genuine attempt by the government to control
business coming before the House, provide
appropriate time for debate and ensure that
honourable members on both sides of the House
have better information about when Bills will be
debated so that if they wish to do so they will be
able to make appropriate contributions, there is a
need to go further. I trust that the coalition will
move, through the Standing Orders Committee, to
examine the report on the general revision of
Standing Orders which was tabled in March 1992 in
order to achieve a more effective system of Standing
Orders in this House.
The SPEAKER - Order! I must interrupt. The
honourable member is not debating the Standing
Orders; he is debating the motion before the House,
which is item No. 13 on the Notice Paper. I ask him
to come back to the motion.
Mr JASPER - I am commenting on the general
proviSions of Standing Orders. Although the
proposal we are debating tonight will be a step
forward in making changes that are needed, they
will encompass changes to Standing Orders and
sitting hours and a consideration of the extension of
sittings to ensure we can have appropriate debates
on all legislation.
During this session there have been changes in the
operation of Parliament and an acceptance that
honourable members should be able to make
contributions without being attacked by members
on the other side of the House, whichever side that
may be. I support the motion, which is a move in the
right direction. I am confident that in negotiations
with the opposition the Leader of the House will be
able to determine the legislative program for
particular weeks.
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I will watch the situation closely in the hope that we
can achieve better operation of Parliament, pass
more effective legislation that is acceptable to the
people and thereby achieve economic development.
Mr MICALLEF (Springvale) - I am confused;
the honourable member for Murray Valley talked
one way but I assume he will vote the other way. I
suggest his contribution had a lot of merit, especially
the references to the Standing Orders Committee
and the way the operation of this House has
degenerated over the years since he has been here. It
may have been better before he came here; it has
certainly degenerated since.
Much of the contribution made by the honourable
member for Murray Valley was tongue in cheek If
the honourable member went to university, he
majored in repetition. He got honours; I commend
him!
The honourable member made many long speeches
when the Labor Party was in government. We bet he
would make his speech three times over within
30 minutes, and he often did. One of the reasons
why amendments to the Sessional Orders are
needed is that they were abused when the
honourable member was in opposition. He was a
master.
I have an affinity with Sessional Orders and those
who oversee them. I have problems with them from
time to time. Sessional Orders should facilitate the
operation of the House so that we have good, proper
and forceful debate with interaction between all
members. That was missing from debate on this
motion. It does not have the key ingredient consultation. It cannot be respected because
members have not contributed to its formulation.
We must just accept it.
Mr Gude - You had 10 years to do something
about it.
Mr MICALLEF - In the 10 years I have been a
member of the House, as the honourable member for
Murray Valley said, Sessional Orders have
degenerated to a point where they are not working
properly. To understand that, one has only to
examine the operation of the House in the spring
sessional period la,st year at the beginning of the
government's term, when it rammed through Bill
after Bill.
The Barley Marketing Bill was referred to earlier. I
am sure honourable members wanted proper debate
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on the Accident Compensation (WorkCover) Bill, the
Employee Relations Bill, the Vital State Industries
(Works and Services) Bill and the Public Sector
Management Bill. Those Bills needed good, forceful
and proper debate with contributions from all
honourable members who wished to take part.
The honourable member for Murray Valley pOinted
out that in 1983 the then honourable member for
Reservoir spoke for 4 hours on the Workers
Compensation Act. That was an important debate.
In those days full and proper debate was allowed on
issues that were important to many Victorians, but
in 1992-93 debate on important Bills was guillotined.
The honourable member for Glen Waverley made an
amazing contribution; I could not believe his sheer
hypocrisy. He spoke about the state of the House,
the health and well-being of members and staff and
Hansard reporters. He should have been here when
I raised the same issue at 5 a.m. one day when I said
that we have a responsibility for the health and
well-being of those working in Parliament. Where
was he? He was asleep. Obviously he was unable to
comprehend my contribution, but he had to
grandstand. I find his hypocrisy hard to take. To
support his statements he pulled out a study by an
academic who said that people do not perform well
at 4 a.m. I could have saved him the time he took to
read the study. I find it offensive that a member of
the government that forced us to sit those long hours
now comes up with a study that says that we should
not have been subjected to those unreasonable
sitting hours. I hope he sleeps well tOnight!
The motion moved by the Leader of the House will
allow the government to do what it wants - it will
allow it to take total control of the House. It is
nonsense to suggest that members should be
allowed to speak for only 5 minutes on important
issues. At times there are good reasons for limiting
speeches on a range of issues, but I believe we need
to have full and proper debate on important Bills.
The ability of members to raise issues of public
importance will be curtailed by this proposal. If we
lose that right the opposition will have a reduced
say in the shaping of legislation, and that would be
unfortunate. Any government, especially a
government that controls both Houses of
Parliament, needs to have the input of an effective
opposition to ensure that it runs the State properly.
The government has the power the Labor
government had for only five weeks in 1985.
Mr Gude - Look what happened then!
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Mr MICALLEF - We did good work in 1985. We
need goodwill to shape an appropriate package.
I have heard a lot about the Standing Orders
Committee. We may see it one day. It has not met.
There are probably cobwebs on the seats where it
last sat. It is appropriate for the committee to review
these orders, but it has not met. The government is
using jackboot tactics, as was said by my learned
colleague the honourable member for Clayton in his
most eloquent speech which was listened to in total
silence by an enthralled audience across the House.
The honourable member for Coburg made an
excellent contribution which went on for 44 minutes.
I have not seen his notes, I have that from memory.
All honourable members wish there were more
hours to debate controversial and important Bills.
We would prefer longer sitting hours during the
early part of the sessional period so that we do not
have to sit long hours towards the end when the
government wants to get its legislation through.
Parliament should have proper hours of sitting. I
have listened with interest to proceedings in the
Toronto Parliament in Canada, which has sensible
hours; it sits from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. five days a week,
thereby allowing its politicians to live like normal
human beings. The respect of the community for
politicians could be enhanced if this Parliament
adopted such practices.
As everyone knows, politicians work long hours in
Parliament and spend the remainder of their time,
including most weekends, absorbed in
Parliamentary business. I was even unable to attend
a church function with the honourable member for
Mordialloc last Sunday! When politicians work
seven days a week, it is unacceptable that they
should be expected to work until 4 a.m. on many
occasions. The honourable member for Glen
Waverley commented on an important issue namely, the health of members. Consideration of the
health and well-being of members and staff is most
important in the proper running of this House.
The motion should be referred to the Standing
Orders Committee, which can consider the
recommendations of the Leader of the House and
the opposition. It could report back in October after
arriving at a consensus position. The
recommendations could then lead to sensible
working conditions with appropriate and reasonable
sitting hours.
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and questions without notice constitute
Parliamentary business that should be considered by
the Standing Orders Committee. Any
recommendation from that committee should be
debated properly with the benefit of input from all
honourable members through the Parliamentary and
caucus committee systems. Such a course would
lead to a sensible way of working in a proper
environment.
Mrs PEUUCH (Bentleigh) - I commend the
initiative in the motion, taken as a result of a
Significant problems experienced by this House
during the spring sessional period. New honourable
members - particularly those with young
children - found that session to be an eye-opener,
creating a great degree of dissatisfaction.
Today in its criticism of this reform the opposition
has used strong metaphors, its favourite being
"jackboot". Anyone who has observed the
proceedings of this House - or, even worse, anyone
who has been a participant in the proceedings would regard those comments as blatantly
hypocritical.
I commend the initiative of the government because
it will do three important things: it will eliminate the
consistent and obvious abuse of the Parliamentary
process; it will reduce the toll on the health of
members and staff and their families; and it will
eliminate the waste and expenditure associated with
prolonged sittings, including the substantial and
unwarranted cost of employing dining room staff
and Hansard typing staff.
Today several honourable members have said that
debate in this House often becomes unnecessarily
lengthy and that most members feel they should use
the 30 minutes available to them to contribute to
debate, yet those who criticise the abuses of the
House are those who waffle on and filibuster. They
are the ones who are often seen using the same
briefing notes that circulate throughout the
opposition benches and who do not make any
genuine contribution to debates. I find that practice
appalling.
I understand that 150 divisions were called during
the first three weeks of the sittings of the 52nd
Parliament and each division lasted approximately
8 minutes.
Mr Cole - That has already been said.

Matters of public importance, grievance debates,
private members business, Ministerial statements
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Mrs PEULICH - The opposition claims to be
genuinely interested in debate, but such a tactic is
farcical. The opposition has adopted the tactic of
obstruction and abuse of the Parliamentary process.
The proposed Sessional Order would impose
disciplines on both sides of the House. It would
reduce costs not only in financial terms but also in
terms of the human toll that is imposed on every
honourable member. As a female with a young
child, I shall concentrate some comments on the
aspect of sitting hours affecting families. On several
nights during those initial sittings of this Parliament
I left this place tired and exhausted from being
involved not only in the proceedings in this place
but also in the scrutiny of legislation and policy
development at a committee level. I recall driving
home on numerous occasions at 4, 5 or 6 a.m. and I
can honestly say that I nearly fell asleep at the wheel
of my car on a number of mornings.
That experience would not be unique but would be
shared by many members of this Parliament. I
would hate to see the day when either a member of
Parliament or a staff member writes himself or
herself off in a car accident.
An Honourable Member - Or an innocent party.
Mrs PEULICH - Or an innocent party on the
road. It would be negligent of the government to
ignore the consequences of those first three weeks of
sittings.
I recall my becoming aware at about 5 a.m. on one
sitting day that, because of the obstructionist tactics
of the opposition, the House would sit without a
break through the next day. That may be fine for
some, but as is the case with many honourable
members, it is next to impossible to organise
child-care for an eight year old in the middle of the
night.
The House has heard rhetoric from honourable
members on both sides about the need to attract new
members to Parliament, particularly women. So long
as the business of this House continues to be
conducted in the way it was early this year, no new
members - particularly women - will be attracted
to this place. I know of one staff member who is a
sole parent of four. children and though I may have
had difficulty organising child-care at 5 a.m., his
problems must have been amplified four times over.
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The toll on the health of honourable members and
staff became evident when the Clerk of this House
was taken ill. The toll was evident not only on
honourable members as individuals but also on
family members. Perhaps from time to time some
people can operate effectively on 2 or 3 hours sleep,
but repeated late sittings invariably lead to the
decision-making processes and operations of various
committees being compromised. No normal human
being can function adequately for two or three
consecutive days on 2 or 3 hours sleep each day.
The proposed Sessional Order will solve those
problems; it will allow the opposition to determine
the focus of its contribution to debate and set the
pace within broader parameters. It will impose a
discipline that will not discourage new and younger
people from becoming members of this place.
The proposal will improve the public perception of
politicians; current perceptions reflect poorly on
members of both sides of this House. Although
public perceptions are not always the most
important, I have heard much criticism of this place
because of the first three weeks of sittings of the
52nd Parliament.
The benefits are quite obvious. Not only will it
improve the quality of the decision-making process,
it will also reduce the human toll and the costs
associated with lengthy sittings. The proposed
Sessional Order is similar - The SPEAKER - Order! The time appointed by
Sessional Orders for me to interrupt the business of
the House has now arrived. When the matter is next
before the Chair the honourable member for
Bentleigh will have the call.
Debate interrupted.
House adjourned 10 p.m.
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The SPEAKER (Hon. J. E. Delzoppo) took the chair
at 10.4 a.m. and read the prayer.

PETITIONS

and St Kilda have already suffered enough closures
and cannot afford more.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the government
consult and listen to the community and end the cuts to
the education budget.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
By Mr Thwaites (455 signatures)

The Clerk - I have received the following
petitions for presentation to Parliament:

Fairlea Prison
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
State of Victoria respectfully showeth that:
Fairlea Women's Prison is the only metropolitan prison
for women. Women there can have their children living
with them or see them 6 hours a week on Saturdays.
Fairlea also has developed special programs in
women's health and education. The only alternatives
are maximum security men's prisons where women
can see their children 1 hour a week. Women prisoners
located in men's prisons have always suffered
discrimination and inVisibility.

Private member's Bill
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
State of Victoria showeth that we support the proposed
private member's Bill-school closures for
consultation with school committees - by the
Honourable Mal Sandon, shadow Minister for
Education.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the members of the
Legislative Assembly pass this Bill with all haste.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
By Mr Thwaites (171 signatures)

Preschool funding
We, the undersigned, call on the Minister,
Pat McNamara, and the government of Victoria to
demonstrate the commitment enunciated in their
policies to the proper and equitable treatment of
women prisoners. Fairlea Prison should remain as a
"major prison" for women in Victoria.
And your petitioners therefore humbly pray that these
wishes and rights will be recognised and protected.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
By Mr Sercombe (5086 signatures)

State education system
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
State of Victoria showeth that the education policy
pursued by the government will undermine the quality
of the education of our children. The government's lack
of consultation in relation to school closures and
cutbacks is tota~y condemnable. The areas of Albert
Park, Middle Park, South Melbourne, Port Melbourne

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
State of Victoria showeth that the savage funding cuts
to preschools will lead to enormous increases in fees
and fundraising which parents cannot afford. This will
create an elitist system with many children unable to
attend preschool and suffering educational
disadvantage.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the government
restore adequate funding to preschools and restore the
central payment scheme for salaries.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
By Mr Thwaites (412 signatures) and Mrs Garbutt
(266 signatures)

Municipal restructure
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
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This humble petition of electors of the State of Victoria
respectfully sheweth that they are opposed to forced
municipal amalgamation or restructure against the
majority wishes of the residents affected as expressed
by a poll binding on all parties.
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Your petitioners therefore pray that the Parliament will
give urgent attention to this matter.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Turner (128 signatures)
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

Preschool funding
By Mr Jenkins (517 signatures)

State education system
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
State of Victoria sheweth:
We the undersigned call on the Minister for Education,
Mr Hayward, and the government of Victoria to:
halt the current attack on small schools in Victoria;
protect and extend the quality of education already
provided in Victorian schools, which is currently
threatened by the reorganisation of the department of
school education, and cuts to the education budget;
maintain and improve existing resources and facilities
at Victorian State schools, in particular current
staff/student ratios and availability of specialist
teachers;

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
We, the undersigned citizens of the State of Victoria,
are appalled at the reduction in preschool funding
being proposed for the financial year (1993-94).
Preschools have long been a valued and integral lead-in
to our education system for decades, and the school
curriculum has now been designed to cater for the
transition from preschool to primary school and as
such forms a legitimate part of the overall education
system.
Therefore, the reduced funding proposed is most
inequitable, harsh, unrealistic and impracticable. We,
the undersigned, urgently and respectfully request that
the responsible Minister, the Honourable Michael John,
immediately take the appropriate steps to ensure that
this funding is not reduced.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Turner (511 signatures)
recognise that the people of rural Victoria are deeply
·concerned that threats to their schools also threaten
whole communities and townships, which have
already been adversely affected by the recession;

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

aclcnowledge that a community's greatest resource is its
people, who flourish when given respect for individual
needs, through choice and flexibility in the provision of
basic services such as education;

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of
Victoria sheweth that we are most concerned regarding
the effects of the proposals foreshadowed for
implementation in 1994 in the government's strategic
directions for children's and family services
announcement released on 10 June 1993.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
Your petitioners therefore pray that:

By Mr Turner (931 signatures)

1.

There be no reduction in the level of funding subsidy
currently provided for the operation of Victorian
preschool centres.

2.

The central payment system be maintained broadly in
its existing form.

3.

The concept of the one-stop shop be revi!;ed to ensure
that preschools do not lose their educational value
by being transformed into brc;>ad childminding
centres.

Mitiamo Primary School
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
State of Victoria respectfully shows their great concern
for the imminent closure of the Mitiamo Primary
School.
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And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Turner (38 signatures)

Family planning services
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

Institute of Educational Administration
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in the Parliament of Victoria
assembled:
Receive the humble petition of the undersigned citizens
of Victoria which relates to the Institute of Educational
Administration.
Your petitioners request that the House take action to
ensure that the Institute of Educational Administration
continues to provide high quality residential training
programs and other activities to improve the
administrative ability of persons in positions of
leaderships in the field of education, persons aspiring
to such positions and other persons interested in
educational administration, as required by the Institute
of Educational Administration Act 1980.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Turner (10 signatures)

Maternal and child health services

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
State of Victoria sheweth:
That there is an increased need for community-based
family planning services in Victoria.
That the family planning clinics funded through the
Department of Health and Community Services offered
a wide range of advice and assistance, particularly for
young women and women living in isolated rural areas.
That adequate services cannot be provided by relying
solely on general practitioners.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that the House
take all necessary steps to maintain and expand
funding for family planning services throughout the
State.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Roper (411 signatures)

State education system

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of
Victoria respectively sheweth that the Department of
Health and Community Services will provide State
subsidies for maternal and child health for only 10 key
visits/contacts per family over 3 years and 6 months
and those with a specific problem may visit more often.

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
State of Victoria wish to signify our strong opposition
to the massive cuts in funding and staffing for State
schools which will dramatically undermine the quality
of education received by our children.

Your petitioners therefore pray that the Parliament will
remove this limit and restore the availability of this
service to all families as those families consider
necessary for their wellbeing.
We wish to draw to your notice that this service's own
name indicates that it includes mothers and health as a
priority, not only screening for potential problems.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

Your petitioners therefore pray that the House take all
necessary steps to allocate appropriate budget support
for a quality education system.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Phillips (1079 signatures)

T AFE college council service fees
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

By Mrs Garbutt (3b4,6 signatures)
The humble petition of the Victorian TAPE Students
and Apprentices Network Inc., TAPE College Student
Associations and Victorian citizens sheweth that within
Victorian TAPE colleges prior to the development of
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student associations compulsory non-academic service
fees collected from students were used by TAFE
colleges for purposes other than non-academic services,
including college vehicles, staff development, college
administration, staff car parks, academic services
including libraries, student/staff counselling services,
college handbooks, college enrolments, college
landscaping, building costs of teaching facilities and
maintenance costs of empty fish tanks.
Our petitioners therefore pray that in consideration of
any Bill on the use of compulsory non-academic service
fees collected by a TAFE college council it will be
agreed that such fees should only be spent on
non-academic services for students with the approval
of the elected student representative council at the
college and shall not be used for any purposes not
approved by elected students.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
By Mr Hamilton (129 signatures)

T AFE enrolment fees
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the Victorian TAFE Students
and Apprentices Network Inc., TAFE College Student
Associations and Victorian citizens ask that the
proposed increase in the TAFE enrolment fee of 33 per
cent and withdrawal of exemptions be abandoned as it
would:
reduce access to TAFE courses
force current students to reduce or defer studies
erode the government's commitment to provide
education and training to the people of Victoria
impose higher costs on industries seeking to utilise
TAFE services
reduce the skill level within the Victorian community
and slow economic recovery
entrench the disadvantaged position of many members
of the community within the labour market including
I<ooris, women, people from non-English speaking
backgrounds, the disabled, those in isolated and rural
communities and people from low socioeconomic
backgrounds
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provide a disincentive to the employment of
apprentices, and
threaten the State government's access to increased
Federal funding for TAFE.
Your petitioners therefore pray that in consideration of
any Bill on the State/TAFE budget it will be agreed that
increasing TAFE enrolment fees will occur only at the
current rate of consumer price index and that no fee
exemptions will be withdrawn from students.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
By Mr Hamilton (1137 signatures).
Laid on table.
Ordered that petitions presented by honourable
member for Bendigo West praying that the House
review funding cuts to preschools be considered
next day on motion of Mr ROPER (Coburg).

HISTORIC SHIPWRECKS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Returned from Council with message relating to
amendment.
Ordered to be considered later this day.

GRIEVANCES
The SPEAKER - Order! The question is:
That grievances be noted.
Mr SERCOMBE (Acting Leader of the
Opposition) - I am concerned that the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services has forced decisions
on the Victoria Police concerning the fixed-wing
capacity of the Police Air Wing.

Government members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The level of interjection
from the government benches is too high. The
Acting Leader of the Opposition is entitled to
address the House without interference.
An honourable member interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I warn the honourable
member that I will take action against him if he
defies the Chair.
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Mr SERCOMBE - The Minister has forced
decisions on the police against their advice and in
that process has jeopardised important police
operations. In this process the Minister has failed
miserably in obtaining a satisfactory outcome for
Victorian taxpayers. Both he and the Premier have
ignored and continue to ignore better priced options
for fixed-wing operations. The failure of both the
Premier and the Minister to ensure a competitive
tendering process should be examined by the
A udi tor-General.
I refer to a letter from the Minister to the Chief
Commissioner of Police dated 13 May this year,
which states:
In these circumstances, it is my view that the current
wet lease arrangements for the delivery of fixed-wing
air services to the force should be allowed to lapse
when the current contract expires at the end of June
1993. In place of that service, the force should use the
aircraft available under the government light aircraft
charter arrangements which are already in place ...

The decision of the Minister and his interference in
the operational matters of the police runs counter to
what police are saying. I refer to a briefing paper
prepared for the Deputy Commissioner, Mr Brendan
Crimmins, which concluded:
It is my submission that the cost savings achievable to

the disbandment of the existing fixed-wing service and
replacement with the government light aircraft charter
service are insufficient to outweigh the identified
drawbacks and effect on the force's ability to service
policing demands.

That advice came from Superintendent Walshe, who
also said:
It is my submission that there would be some cost
saving, albeit considerably less than identified.

Superintendent Walshe also said there were
sufficient drawbacks in the proposal which the
Minister was forcing on the police, particularly in
relation to the transport of police for rapid
deployment into non-metropolitan areas and the
consequent need for transport of dangerous
offenders on the roads. There were also significant
drawbacks in sensitive police operations,
particularly covert operations of the drug squad,
and Significant downgrading in Victoria's capacity
in the area of search and rescue, particularly in Bass
Strait.
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The view of the Victoria Police is summarised in the
document to which I have already referred, and it is
that the aircraft available from Victorian Airlines Pty
Ltd are not comparable to the force's existing lease
aircraft in terms of passenger capacity, performance,
range and operating cost. There is no doubt where
the police stood on this issue.
The deputy commissioner in charge of operations,
Mr Falconer, in an undated letter, wrote to
Mr Backhouse about the aircraft leasing operation
and stated:
Your letter has been referred to the Minister for police,
emergency services and corrections on the basis that
our shift to utilisation of Victorian Airlines Pty Ltd for
fixed-wing air transport is on his direction.

I emphasise the words "his direction".1t is obvious
that the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
is interfering in police operations. The police have
already told the Minister that the savings are
minimal and that there are significant operational
difficulties because of the decision. Aircraft Leasing
Corporation Pty Ltd, which provided the wet lease
arrangement, has given up on the Minister. It wrote
to the Premier on 8 and 17 June. In the letter of 17
June Mr Backhouse stated:
How can your Deputy Premier, Mr McNamara, who is
also police Minister, publicly make a statement
supporting small business in Victoria, when he ''hands
over" a contract valued at $1 million per annum to a
company that has received a contract by assignment,
because the previous operator failed?
Our company is a small Victorian business which can
provide these services to the government on a more
cost-effective basis, but we shall be forced out of
business because we haven't been given the chance to
discuss or tender on the business. Last year we
provided very competitive "expressions of interest" for
the supply of both fixed and rotary wing services to the
Victoria Police and were advised verbally that our
company had been awarded a fifty-four (54) month
extension of the fixed-wing contract. The Liberal Party
then came to power and things changed.
I have been a Liberal Party supporter, both at a State
and Federal level, all my life, but I ftnd this whole
situation a "bit of a mates deal", when a contract of this
nature should be tendered to the whole general
aviation industry (not one operator) and won on a
pricing and package basis.
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Mr Backhouse has been forced to write to the
Premier because he could not get a response from
the Minister.
The Aircraft Leasing Corporation went further than
objecting to the fact that it had not been given the
opportunity of tendering for the projects. It prepared
some cost figures based on known factors. It knew
the hiring rate for Victorian Airlines which the
Minister has forced the police to use and also knew
the hours it had flown. It applied those two factors
and calculated the cost of utilising Victorian Airlines
at $1.165 million for the same service prOVided by
them, that is, Aircraft Leasing Corporation, the
previous year. In a letter to the Premier, available to
the Minister, the Aircraft Leasing Corporation
indicates that it could do precisely the same work
for $200 000 less.
Mr Baker - How much?
Mr SERCOMBE - Approximately $200 000. It
calculated the service to cost $963 750. Yet the
Minister, as part of a mates deal, has ignored this
cost saving.
Mr McNamara - Whose mates?
Mr SERCOMBE - We will get to that. What
does the Premier say about these cost savings
available to the Victorian taxpayer? He wrote to
Mr Backhouse on 12 July and stated:
I am advised that the government's current charter
service arrangements are already in place under a
competitively tendered contract expiring at the end of
1995. Should the government at a later date require
additional services for which tendering is required,
then that process will be followed.

The Premier is offered a cost saving to Victorian
taxpayers of $200 000, but has rejected it.
Mr McNamara - Rubbish!
Mr SERCOMBE - It is in writing. The Minister
says it is rubbish, but I shall highlight other potential
savings in the leasing of aircraft. The Minister claims
he is making savings, but he has destroyed police
transport operations by forcing police to transport
prisoners by road from places such as Mildura
rather than by air, which means increased use of
police resources. The Minister is undermining police
investigations for covert operations. The Minister
cannot have it both ways. He cannot say he is
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motivated by greater efficiency and savings, while at
the same time protecting police services.
The downgrading and non-deployment of police to
parts of Victoria has caused significant problems for
drug surveillance operations. These potential
savings could have been achieved by competitive
tendering. Unfortunately this is not the end of the
story. Despite the Minister's stubborn refusal to
recognise the importance of surveillance operations
he has told the Victoria Police that officers can utilise
a 182 Cessna plane for small operations, but has
instructed them that they must use his mates at
Victorian Airlines rather than using the competitive
tendering process. Industry sources tell me that the
rate per hour to hire a 182 Cessna from Victorian
Airlines is $160. The company that operated that
service for the Victoria Police last financial year
stated in a letter dated 5 May that it would provide
the same aircraft to the police for $117 an hour.
Yesterday I spoke to another Melbourne-based
company called Australasian Jet which said it would
provide the service, using the same type of aircraft,
at $135 an hour. In both instances the hourly rate for
leasing the aircraft represents a huge saving to
Victorian taxpayers.
Mr Weideman interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Frankston is disorderly and should
cease his interjections.
Mr SERCOMBE - These are offers in writing. If
the Minister had the decency to allow the police to
go to tender and the police leased the aircraft for,
say, 30 hours a month, Victorian taxpayers would
save $1290 a month.
I hope for the sake of Victorian taxpayers and the
operational capacity of Victoria Police that the
Minister does not interfere with the helicopter fleet
as he has done with the fixed-wing aircraft.
One may ask why the Minister seeks to stick his bib
into this matter. One can only assume that it comes
with his enthusiasm for Victorian Airlines and his
desires as a user of the service. Unlike the
white-knuckle flier, the Premier, our Pat has been a
frequent user of the airline service.
The SPEAKER -Order! The honourable
member knows that he may not use those terms to
refer to honourable members; he must use correct
titles.
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Mr SERCOMBE - The Deputy Premier is an
extensive user of Victorian Airlines Pty Ltd. In the
period August 1990 to June 1991 the Minister ran up
bills of approximately $34 000 - always flying from
Mangalore to somewhere in the State. One can only
assume that during that time he developed close
associations with some of the Victorian Airlines
personnel because he is so enthusiastic about
promoting the service. Usually the Minister takes a
number of people with him.
One can only assume that the Deputy Premier's
political association with Edward John Maitland,
who has a bad reputation in the general aviation
industry and who was a Liberal Party pre-selection
candidate at the last election, may be influencing his
judgment in these matters.
Whichever way one looks at it, the Minister has
done either a grave disservice to the operational
capacity of the Police Force or has singularly failed
to take the best offers available in the general
aviation industry for services that should have been
subject to competitive tendering and open scrutiny.
It is a shameful exercise. Significant savings were
available but not taken.
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - I shall correct some of the
factual errors the Acting Leader of the Opposition
presented to the House. The service provided by the
fixed-wing component of the Victoria Police Air
Wing is basically a taxi service. About 95 per cent of
all flights used in the fixed-wing wet-lease
arrangement were for transferring police officers
and others associated with police responsibilities to
different areas of the State. Of the remaining 5 per
cent, 2.5 per cent was taken up on search and rescue
responsibilities and 2.5 per cent on covert
operations. By any judgment it was an expensive
system to operate, and there were more efficient
ways of doing it.

My decision to review the operation of the police Air
Wing was brought about by actions of the previous
government. A wet-lease arrangement for the
aircraft expired in the middle of last year. The
previous government did not renew the three-year
lease arrangement; it renewed it for a six-month
period.
My department advised that the former Minister
was reviewing whether the wet-lease arrangement
could continue.
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When appointed to the department in early October
I was concerned about there being adequate time to
review the situation and not immediately chopping
off the lease arrangement, which was due to expire
in early January. I extended the lease for a further six
months.
At that time a Sydney-based company -not a
Melbourne-based company as we have been led to
believe by the Acting Leader of the Opposition advised my department that it had the aircraft on
the market. The company wanted included in the
six-month extended lease arrangement from January
. to the end of June this year an option to curtail the
lease of the aircraft to the Victoria Police Force and
the government at one month's notice. The
government requested that it have the same option
of one month's notice to curtail the arrangement.
During the review period it became clear that the
wet-lease arrangement involved massive costs.
Irrespective of whether the aircraft were actually
being used the government would still have to pay
75 to 80 per cent of the cost of a full leasing and
servicing arrangement.
It was not an efficient way to operate. There was no
need to scrutinise whether aircraft were being used
appropriately; good economies were not being
achieved. A review was conducted and, with the
exception of one member, the panel recommended
that the government examine a charter-type service.
My initial request of the department was that if the
government were to use a charter service the process
should be open so that interested operators could
tender for the service.

The matter was handed over to the State Tender
Board, which advised my department that there was
no opportunity to tender and that the official
supplier of aircraft services to the government was
Victorian Airlines Pty Ltd, the company that the
Acting Leader of the Opposition has libelled. I invite
him to repeat his outrageous comments about
Victorian Airlines Pty Ltd outside this House to give
the operators the opportunity to test whether the
comments are libellous.
The Acting Leader of the Opposition said that
Victorian Airlines Pty Ltd has some political
affiliation with the Liberal Party. It should be noted
that the company was not selected by this
government as the aircraft charter service for the
government - it was selected by the Kimer
government!
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The State Tender Board advised my department that
a special exemption allowed the Victoria Police to
have a wet-lease arrangement and that if the
government went back on that arrangement there
was only one option - to use the government
charter service. The firm the former government
appointed to provide that service was Victorian
Airlines.
Until that tender expires - I believe it will be in
1995 - all charter services provided to the
government and its agencies have to be provided by
Victorian Airlines Pty Ltd.
Mr Cooper interjected.
Mr McNAMARA - The Acting Leader of the
Opposition did not get much right; he should check
his facts. He spoke about savings. The Police Force
has achieved massive savings since the government
made its decision. The Police Force has not found it
necessary to use a charter service since the transfers
occurred and savings of more than $100 000 a month
have been made.
Those additional funds can be redirected by the
Victoria Police to protect the community. It is
important that the government should put resources
into protecting the community from violence and
other offences and free them up from areas where
perhaps they have been inappropriately spent in the
past.
It is not unusual for other States to have such
arrangements. Many police forces do not have air
wings as extensive as Victoria's. The New South
Wales Police Air Wing does not have fixed-wing
aircraft. It uses the government charter service or
commercial flights when required - precisely what
we are doing in Victoria. The Air Wing has four
government-owned helicopters, which are piloted
by the police but maintained by the private sector.
New South Wales is currently reviewing its air-wing
requirements. At present its staff establishment is 30
personnel. Prior to the change the Victoria Police Air
Wing had 64 personnel.
The Queensland Police Air Wing has four
fixed-wing aircraft but no helicopters. The aircraft
are government owned but are flown by civilian
contract pilots and maintained by civilian contract
engineers. The Queensland Police Air Wing has 8
personnel compared with Victoria's 64.
The South Australian Police Air Wing has no
helicopters. A private sector operator provides a
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fleet of helicopters to the government and agencies,
including police, fire and other emergency services,
and they charter the aircraft on an as-needed basis.
The South Australian Police Air Wing has an
establishment of nine, including seven pilots.
The Western Australian Police Air Wing consists of
three twin-engine and one single-engine fixed-wing
aircraft and one helicopter. The aircraft are piloted
and maintained by sworn police. The Western
Australian Police Air Wing has a total staff of 22,
compared with 64 in Victoria.
When the government saw the comparative figures
it thought it appropriate to review the situation to
obtain greater efficiency in Victoria. One issue the
government considered was whether any public
safety issues would be affected. I was concerned that
95 per cent of everything the Victoria Police did with
the Air Wing related to taxi services. Victorian
Airlines Pty Ltd is approved by Federal aviation
bodies for search and rescue work over mainland
Victoria. A Moorabbin firm is licensed to carry on
search and rescue work over mainland Victoria and
also over offshore waters abutting Victoria.
The police rotary-wing aircraft has the capacity to do
search and rescue work covering both Victoria and
offshore. I have been advised that the Federal
agency will be licensing another fixed-wing agency
to do offshore search and rescue work in addition to
the firm operating out of Moorabbin. We believe,
therefore, that even under the current arrangements
the situation is adequately covered.
The government has been having ongoing
discussions with the Victoria Police about providing
a single-engine surveillance aircraft for covert
operations. Initially it was anticipated that it would
be used for only 50 hours a year. The government,
again through the State Tender Board, is working to
determine the appropriate structure and the best
way to establish the operation.
The changes the government has instituted have in
no way affected the efficiency or operational
effectiveness of the Victoria Police. They have
resulted in a massive saving to the taxpayers of
Victoria -and that is an interesting contrast with
the activities of the former government, to whom
money just did not matter. Whatever it wanted was
always something that could be put on the tick so
that bills would be built up. As honourable members
who entered Parliament in 1982 would know, at that
time Victoria was solvent and was regarded as one
of the most efficient managers of government
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enterprises in Australia. There was a dramatic
decline during the 10-year reign of the Labor
government.
It took Victoria 150 years to accumulate debt to the

level of $11 billion, as it was in 1982. Over the
following 10 years debt in Victoria increased almost
sevenfold, to some $70 billion - and we are left
with that legacy. The government has been forced to
make decisions that might appear tough. It is
making changes in public transport, health,
education and a range of other areas. All Victorians
know why we need to make those changes. They
must be made because of the total mismanagement
of the Cain and I<imer governments during the
1980s and early 1990s.
Mr Sercombe interjected.
Mr McNAMARA - The public of Victoria is not
interested in the whining and whingeing comments
of the Acting Leader of the Opposition. The
government is more interested in ensuring that
Victoria gets back on a solid financial footing so that
it can reassert itself as the premier State and can run
its administration more efficiently.
Mr Sercombe interjected.
Mr McNAMARA - I make no apologies to the
Acting Leader of the Opposition for the use I make
of various charter services. I have a range of
Ministerial responsibilities and a responsibility as
the Leader of a political party that is based
throughout regional Victoria. If I am prepared to
work 80 or 90 hours a week and make myself
available to the people of Victoria, I make no
apology for that. If the former government had
shown a little more interest in regional Victoria,
perhaps it would still have some representation in
the Bendigo electorate.
We should recognise that there are greater issues
than the mickey-mouse ones raised today by the
Acting Leader of the Opposition. We should focus
on real savings and real efficiencies and get Victoria
back to a solid standing.
Mrs GARBUTI (Bundoora) - Today I raise one
of the most cynical political exercises undertaken by
the government It reveals a broken promise, a
promise made many times inside and outside the
House, about child protection and the introduction
of mandatory reporting.
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On 10 March the Minister for Community Services,
in his Ministerial statement, said:
The community has my assurance that child protection
remains the highest priority within my portfolio and
the required resources will be provided.

It is now evident that the required resources are not
being provided. They are being slashed. On 29 April,
in speaking on the Children and Young Persons
(Further Amendment) Bill, which introduced
mandatory reporting, he said:
The government is committed to providing the
financial resources to ensure that mandatory reporting
is successful.

The Minister visited the Warrnambool electorate last
month. The front page of the Warrnambool Standord
of 25 August refers to the Minister talking to
kindergarten parents about budgetary problems and
records him as having said:
There will be increases to child protection, that is top
priority, children at risk.

The Minister has travelled around Victoria offering
phoney compassion to children at risk. He has
talked about giving the child protection system top
priority and about backing it up with resources. Last
Friday the Minister signed for funding cuts to
agencies that provide the services of the child
protection system. It now appears that many of the
funds to those agencies are being slashed. They are
not just minor cuts. In addition to across-the-board 2
per cent cuts to agencies, full-scale services are being
slashed. Funding has been cut to such levels that
agencies will collapse.
Rarely have we seen such a cynical political
manoeuvre. The South Western Community Care
agency and the Brophy Family and Youth Services
agency operate in Warrnambool. Those two agencies
knew of the Minister's promise made on 25 August
that child protection would be a top priority and
that there would be an increase in funding for child
protection. To say those services are astonished
about the funding cuts would be an understatement
They believed the Minister, but they should not have
done so.
The South Western Community Care agency
operates a number of child services funded under
the placement and support program. South Western
Community Care provides three placement and
support programs: a foster-care program, the
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Currawong House residential facility and a family
group home program. It provides crisis care, short
and long-term placement and support for children
and their families. In most cases the children
involved are children at risk. They are the ones the
mandatory reporting provisions are supposed to
protect and they are the children the system is
supposed to protect.
The agency says the demand for its services will
increase, but it has sustained a cut of $120 000 to its
programs. It says the Barwon South West region has
been targeted for cuts to its placement and support
program of $740 000 overall. Almost half of that
funding will be cut from the two agencies based in
Warrnambool that are serving the rural community
in that area. In a press release from South Western
Community Care the Acting Executive Director,
Jennifer Lehmann, says:
We will no longer be able to guarantee that emergency
accommodation will be available for all children who
may require placement and support.

She is talking about children who have been
reported to the Department of Health and
Community Services because they are at risk of
abuse. They are the children the courts have decided
to remove quickly from their families for their own
protection, because for them to stay would mean
they were at risk of further abuse. Those children are
accommodated at places operated by organisations
like the South Western Community Care agency,
and without those accommodation services the
children would remain at risk or have to be moved
many miles from their homes. Ms Lehmann further
says:
The decision to take $330 ()()() from south-west Victoria
appears to be politically motivated and not associated
with useful planning and attention to the needs of rural
communities.

That is a damning statement. She says that the
protective workers from health and community
services perform only protective investigation and
case-planning functions and they rely on the South
West Community Care agency and Brophy Youth
and Family Services to provide a range of short to
long~term residential and placement services as well
as ongoing care and support to children. She
continues:
The department's own workers are unlikely to fill the
gap tlUs funding cut will cause. The cut comes at a time
when the government is introducing mandatory
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reporting and it will limit the agency's ability to
respond. Children and young people may have to be
removed to long distances from their community of
origin and from friends and relatives at a time when
emotional support is paramount.

She outlined the damaging effects these cuts will
have on some of the services provided to children at
risk who are the most vulnerable in our society. I
understand the Minister formalised these measures
last Friday.
Brophy Family and Youth Services provides a
service for older children from 13 to 17 years, who
are still at substantial risk of abuse. That
organisation sustained a 50 per cent reduction in
funding. Moreover, it was not told that this would
happen until three months into the financial year, so
that its capacity to absorb the cuts was vastly
reduced. Mr Bob Myers, the director of the service,
says:
It is my understanding from discussions with the

bureaucracy that the final decision about the level of
funding cuts imposed on each agency was yours -

he is referring to the Minister and that it was a "purely" political decision. It is my
understanding that no arguments along social justice or
resource equity lines would be considered. I find this
difficult to accept or believe but it does raise some
interesting questions.
Given that my understanding of the situation is correct,
does a purely political decision mean that the
Parliamentary members who represent the
south-west -

they would be the honourable members for
Warrnambool and Polwarth of the State are so ineffective that anything can be
imposed on the most vulnerable members of their
communities without much flak?

I will be interested to hear the response of those
honourable members to that comment. The Brophy
Family and Youth Services agency also provides
accommodation for those who are unable to live at
home because they have been severely abused in
some way or have been so badly damaged that there
is little hope of their ever fitting into normal society.
The agency is concerned about the level of support it
will be able to provide for children and young
people in the south-west.
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It is not just the south-west that will be affected. In
the Barwon region the St Augustine's Adolescent
and Family Services agency has had its funding
reduced from $780 000 to $380 000 - $400 000 has
been cut from its service, which provides
accommodation for young people. The agency says:
Such a shift in the appreciation of the agency's work is
an affront to the people of Geelong.

I agree wholeheartedly with that agency. The cuts
also leave the children of Geelong without a vital
service at a time when the demand for those services
will increase.
Last week it was announced that a 40 per cent cut to
the Orana Family Services agency - a cut of
$460 000 -was a devastating blow to that agency,
which provides a service the government has
continually said was a priority - a child protection
service. One must question the government's
commitment to this important area, which it says is
a priority but to which it is cutting funding.
Last week a small organisation called Share Care,
which provides care for children in Collingwood,
had its funding cut so severely that it believes it will
not survive. It will lose 15 per cent of its government
funding. A range of services in a number of areas
across the State have had their funding slashed.
Those agencies provide accommodation for children
at risk. There are many agencies in similar positions.
The Minister should reveal the full extent of the
savings he is seeking and the cuts he is making to
the child protection system. He should reveal the
full extent of the devastation he will wreak on young
people in this State by imposing these cuts despite
the promises he made and his phoney compassion
when he undertook the cynical exercise of
introducing mandatory reporting. He said that the
proper resourcing of these services was a priority,
but Budget cuts have slashed resources so that
agencies cannot adequately meet the demands.
The Minister was backed up in his plea for extra
resources to support mandatory reporting by
Mr Justice Fogarty, who has handed the Minister a
report on the child protection system, which the
Minister has not released. We know from comments
made by Mr Justice Fogarty at a conference
discussing child abuse that he believes agencies that
provide accommodation and counselling are vital in
the child protection system. Mr Justice Fogarty says:
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It must be emphasised that there is little value in the
process of building up child protection services to a
high level if non-government organisations, so critical
to protective services in the true sense in Victoria, are
emasculated by budget cuts.

He must be disappointed to see how the cuts have
emasculated these services. Comments were also
made on the importance of support services to the
child protection system. The Children's Court Senior
Magistrate, Mr Greg Levine, says:
If there are budget cuts to (non-government
organisations providing family support services) then
we are going to find, I suspect, that we will have a
reduced number of options open to us. If that happens
then I think by default the court may well be placed in
the situation where some children who ought to be
returned home ... won't be able to be returned home.

No support services or counsellors will be available
to help those families in crisis. Children who need
protection will have no alternative accommodation
if these services continue to be slashed. The Minister
needs to come clean about the issue and say exactly
what support services are going to be cut, how many
will have their budgets reduced by 15, 30 or even 50
per cent and how many more will be told to close
their residential care facilities in favour of the
cheapest option of foster care.
Foster care does not work for every child. Agencies
say a range of support services and residential
accommodation, from family group homes to foster
care, should be available because children's
situations are not always easily determined and the
necessary support is just not there. This is the most
cynical political exercise the government has ever
pulled.
Mr E. R. SMITH (Glen Waverley) - I grieve
about the activities of certain legal firms involved in
WorkCover issues. My concern stems from the
recent activities of a legal firm using injured workers
to further union campaigns. The firm I speak of is
Ryan Carlisle Thomas, Solicitors, of 80 Collins Street.
A recent edition of the Oakleigh-Springvale Times
carried an article that resulted from a campaign to
denigrate the honourable member for Oakleigh. A
number of players took part in the campaign.
Instead of acting for clients who needed legal advice
about WorkCover, the firm was promoting its own
agenda of helping these unions.
I first heard about it when the honourable member
for Oakleigh rang me to say a contrived
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demonstration had been held outside her office on
26 July. Prior to the demonstration someone had
come into her office to ask where the meeting was
and whether it was to be in some local hotel.
Although the honourable member for Oakleigh was
surprised, she had already been informed that a
number of people were coming to see her although
she had no idea that the meeting had been convened.
When the meeting was over several people came
into her office, led by Debbie Richards of the Trades
Hall Council, as I understand it. The honourable
member for Oakleigh asked, 'Where do these people
live?" There were five people, three from my
electorate and two from Clayton. A demonstration
had been held outside the office of the honourable
member for Oakleigh to generate publicity adverse
to her but it was done in the typically underhanded
way of the Trades Hall Council.
I wrote each of the five people a letter inviting them
to come to my office to talk about their WorkCover
problems and I contacted WorkCover to see whether
I would be able to help. One woman responded. She
came to my office and said she was surprised to
receive my letter. She also said she had been tricked
into going to the meeting. I asked how she had come
to be there and she said, '1 was contacted by the firm
Ryan Carlisle Thomas, Solicitors, and asked to come
to the office of the honourable member for Oakleigh
if I had any complaints".
She said she thought her problems were to be sorted
out but that the meeting was nothing like that; it was
a demonstration to gain publicity in the
Oakleigh-Springvale Times. I am sure it is a reputable
newspaper, so I should think it would be anxious to
correct the story it ran, which was not favourable to
the honourable member for Oakleigh. If the facts
had been presented to the newspaper, it would have
known it was tricked into running the story, which
was very unflattering indeed to the honourable
member for Oakleigh.
The woman to whom I spoke, whose name I choose
not to mention because she is a genuine WorkCover
recipient, was upset about being used as a political
pawn by the Trades Hall Council, which did not use
local people in its staged demonstration. It
employed its usual tactic of gaining publicity to the
detriment of a member of the Liberal Party. The firm
of solicitors is not primarily interested in helping
workers; it is interested only in creating publicity. If
it were genuinely concerned about WorkCover
recipients it would have referred the people to me. I
would have been happy to help them.
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In the past few days I have rung the firm to find out
who it represents. Its letterhead carries the words:
"The Asia Pacific Consumer and Employment
Rights Group Inc.". The switchboard operator said
the firm represented five organisations in
WorkCover matters: the Financial Services Union;
the Australasian Meat Industry Employees Union;
the Australian Flight Attendants Association; the
Australian Services Union (Energy); and the
Australian Timber and Allied Industries Union.
When I rang a second time I was told the firm
represented all unions.

To my way of thinking, it is outrageous for a firm of
solicitors to simply push the agenda of the Trades
Hall Council, and the matter ought to be brought to
the attention of the general community and even
more particularly of the Oakleigh community, which
has been misled into believing the honourable
member for Oakleigh has somehow been involved
in some wrongdOing. I am concerned that unions
and their lawyer mates are exploiting injured
workers and aggravating their injuries for their own
purposes. I suspect the matter is linked to a Labor
campaign to unseat the honourable member for
Oakleigh.
When I mentioned this on the adjournment debate
last week the honourable member for Springvale
made his usual sneering noises, so I challenge him to
tell the House whether he had any hand in
organising the publicity against the honourable
member for Oakleigh. Silence will indicate that he
had something to do with it, and I am curious to
know his role in it. WorkCover recipients have
enough problems to deal with, and resolving them
takes up enough time without the activities of the
Trades Hall Council being aided and abetted by a
firm such as Ryan Carlisle Thomas, Solicitors, who
are causing the recipients extra heartache. The lady
who came to my office said she was happy with the
arrangement she had with her company. She had a
few minor complaints about physiotherapists but
her real problem was finding the time to sort herself
out.
She had a genuine WorkCover injury, and her main
reason for coming to see me was so that we could do
something for her. As it transpires we were able to
assist her and the WorkCover people were
extremely helpful, as I am sure they are with every
honourable member who has had occasion to use
their services on behalf of a constituent. However,
when firms such as Ryan Carlisle Thomas, Solicitors,
choose to go down the path of the ALP, it is time
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that we as members of this place exposed the
activities in which they are involved.
When I spoke to the company concerned it was
anxious that we should understand that it promotes
workers and looks after their needs. I do not think
encouraging workers to go to demonstrations which
have nothing to do with their own injuries in any
way helps those workers; in fact, it does the
opposite. It tends to aggravate the condition and
causes unnecessary anxiety to those recipients.
Overall, this is a typical attempt by the ALP to use
workers for their own purposes; it has no altruistic
motives in mind, it is simply going down the path of
the ALP agenda.
The Minister responsible for WorkCover needs to
institute an inquiry and then, through his
representative in this House, assure honourable
members that the legal firms are acting within the
normal rules of etiquette and looking after workers'
interests and not looking after the interests of the
ALP. The ALP is already involved in enough
activities within the community, and the community
is losing confidence in Victoria because of it. The aim
of these people is not to promote the interests of
workers but, as with the honourable member for
Albert Park, to promote their own interests. It will
be interesting to see how that honourable member
fares with his preselection for the seat of Melbourne
Ports, which I gather is the latest in his list of
ambitious projects. However, in the meantime, we
are witnessing something extraordinarily
unprofeSSional and something which must be
stopped.
I hope the Oakleigh-Springvale Times makes a
correction because its article states:
Oakleigh MLA Denise McGill says she will consider
calling a public meeting to discuss WorkCover changes
after a rally outside her office on Monday morning.

That was published on 29 July. The article continues:
Injured workers and their supporters gathered outside
the Station Street office to protest against the
WorkCover legislation.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr E. R. SMITH - They don't like it when their
pernicious activities are uncovered, and that is why
we are experiencing movements from the other side.
The story continues:
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Protest convenor Jeana Vithoulkas said many injured
workers were asking how they could survive
financially under the WorkCover legislation.
'1njured workers have been thrown off the scheme into
social security, into poverty. How are they going to
support their families?" Ms Vithoulkas said. ''We will
be rallying as many supporters as we can to join with
injured workers, and further developing activity to
expose the government's attacks on people in this
community.
"Mrs McGill, as a member of the coalition government,
has to understand that she is responsible in part if
people in her electorate are suffering," Ms Vithoulkas
said.
However, Mrs McGill said the people who left their
names and addresses with her office were not Oakleigh
constituents.
'1 will still be helping to arrange a meeting to talk to
these people about their concerns but I will contact the
local members first," Mrs McGill said.

This type of story is damaging to a local member,
and I hope the local paper shows responsibility,
which I am sure it will, in publishing the facts of this
matter, which are that the protesters were conned
into participating by the Trades Hall Council. The
few people attending the rally who were injured
workers had been asked to attend by the firm of
Ryan Carlisle Thomas, Solicitors.
We must ensure that these activities of the ALP are
exposed and shown for what they are - a sham and that associated firms are also shown for what
they are. Let us hope we can get back to the type of
professional ethics we expect of legal firms so that
the community is not misled in this way, and
particularly so that newspapers are not conned into
printing stories such as this.
Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - I raise issues
relating to the conduct of the Premier and the
Minister for Small Business. The issue is not the
Premier's wine sales and the fact that he turned his
office into a bottle shop; it is not that he used his
public servants paid for by the taxpayer to raise
funds for his personal election campaign; nor is it
that he sold wine without a licence. The issue I raise
today is the conduct of the Premier and the Minister
towards the Liquor Licensing Commission.
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) - Mr Acting Speaker, I
raise two points of order on which I seek your
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guidance. The first is that the Speaker has been
involved in what I presume is some sort of
complaint from a member, and the second and more
important is the fact that the liquor Licensing
Commission is presently inquiring into what took
place at the commission. Based on those facts, I ask
whether the honourable member for Albert Park is
prejudicing the inquiry by the commissioner.
The ACI1NG SPEAKER (Mr Cooper) - Order!
There is no point of order. However, I direct the
attention of the honourable member for Albert Park
to Standing Order No. 108, and I expect that he will
comply with that Standing Order during any
contribution he makes to the debate.
Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - This is a matter
of major importance because the attitude of the
Premier and the Minister towards the commission
displays a conduct and type of behaviour that
threatens judicial independence and the democratic
system in Victoria. The matters I will raise show that
the Premier and the Minister for Small Business,
who talk about due process, see themselves as being
above the process or able to interfere with it. These
matters show that the government does not believe
in the independence of either the Public Service or
statutory authorities that carry out judicial functions.
These things must be said now because to remain
silent would allow the integrity of the democratic
system in Victoria to be eroded and it would allow
the government to chip away at the checks and
balances which lay at the heart of a proper
democratic system.
If not resisted and if left unchecked and unreported,
it will raise the possibility of Victoria becoming the
next moonlight State.

Under the corrupt Bjelke-Petersen government,
Queensland became known as the moonlight State.
The Fitzgerald inquiry found that government
becomes corrupted when criticism of government is
stifled and when authorities invested with
investigative or judicial duties are interfered with.
The conduct of the Premier in this matter and in
others shows that he has taken Victoria down that
path.
Anyone who raises any criticism against the
government is attacked, sacked or, in the case of the
media, boycotted. There are ready examples: the
7.30 Report has been banned for an anti-Victorian
attitude; the revised code of conduct for schools is a
gag; teachers have been gagged from making
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comments about the effects of the government's
actions on education; the independence of the
Auditor-General is threatened by his being forced
onto a contract and having his budget slashed; the
Sunday Age has been banned; there is the closing
down of freedom of information with the
government claiming just about any document to be
a Cabinet document; and now there is the
extraordinary behaviour of the government
attacking the Liquor Licensing Commissioner,
Mr Ryan, for carrying out his statutory role. The
Premier has insulted and defamed the commissioner
by claiming that his investigation into the granting
of the liquor licence to the Premier was motivated by
the fact that he is not to be reappointed to his
pOSition.
The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Albert Park is now treading
well over the line of Standing Order No. 108. I direct
that Standing Order to his attention again and, if he
continues to breach it, I shall not hear him. He can
make his contribution but he will do so in
accordance with the Standing Order. I warn him
again that if he again breaches the Standing Order I
shall sit him down.
Mr THWAITES - Thank you, Mr Acting
Speaker. My other concern relates to the statements
made by the Minister for Small Business on Monday
when he attacked Mr Ryan personally. The Age
reported that he said the commissioner would lose
his job and was using the investigation to get back at
the commission. Statements attacking judicial
appointments or statutory tribunals threaten the
independence of the judiciary and statutory
tribunals. Those comments can intimidate tribunals
and their members who are carrying out proper
investiga tions. If they are seen as a danger they can
be scared off from making investigations. It is
especially serious when they are made at a time
when there is a threat to sack not only one
commissioner but perhaps other commissioners, too.
The liquor licensing Commission is like a court it carries out a quaSi-judicial function. The
commission must decide matters according to law
and is bound by the rules of natural justice. People
can be charged with contempt of the commission
and the commission can fire people. If people do not
pay penalties imposed by the commission they can
eventually go to gaol. The commission has a difficult
job, which is made even more difficult by attacks on
its integrity by the Premier and the Minister.
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Not only are those attacks improper, they are
completely without foundation. The first fact is that
Mr Ryan is not a Cain government appointment as
alleged. He has had a distinguished career in the
Victorian Public Service for more than 30 years. He
was appointed to senior positions by the Liberal
government, including that of health commissioner
in 1978. I understand that when he was appointed
the current Minister for Planning was on the
executive council. The second fact is that Mr Ryan,
as commissioner for the Liquor Licensing
Commission, decided on 21 June this year that the
circumstances surrounding the granting of a licence
to the Premier warranted an investigation under
section 9 of the Act. That was before any suggestion
was made that he would be sacked.
What of the conduct of the Minister for Small
Business? Yesterday he said in the House that the
positions of liquor licensing cc.mmissioners were
advertised and applications closed on 3 September.
He said a panel had been appointed and would
make a recommendation in the proper course. An
inconsistent fact is that on 6 August - almost a
month prior to 3 September - a month prior to the
close of applications, the Minister told a meeting of
solicitors at the Law Institute of Victoria that
Mr Ryan's position as commissioner would be
abolished. He said that Mr Ryan could apply but
that he would not be appointed. That is inconsistent
with what was implied to the House yesterday that
the pOSitions closed on 3 September.
The Minister told the meeting of solicitors that
another commissioner, Commissioner Slattery, who
has a fixed term as commissioner until July 1996
would be terminated because, the Minister said, the
government could not work with him. In other
words, the government is saying that a liquor
licensing commissioner, who is supposed to be
independent, must toe the government line. That,
again, reveals an appalling government interference
with the independence of the commission. Once
again these pOSitions are similar to that of judges;
they must fulfil a judicial role. If Commissioner
Slattery is sacked not only will it threaten the
independence of the commission, it will also
constitute a breach of his fixed-term appointment.
The government will have to make a bigger payout
and waste more of the taxpayers' money. It is not
simply a question of conduct or behaviour towards
commissioners, it is also a question of economic
efficiency, which we keep being told by the other
side is so important.
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The whole restructure of the Liquor Licensing
Commission is about removing people whom the
government does not like - people who do not
follow the government line. That action will cost
money which we the taxpayers will have to find. At
the meeting the Minister personally attacked
Commissioner Slattery most unfairly. The Minister
also said at the meeting on 6 August that another
commissioner had an affliction and would probably
be happy to take a part-time position. It is
understood that that statement referred to
Commissioner Bond, who has a fixed-term
appointment until 1997. The statement is insulting
and pOSSibly a breach of the Equal Opportunity Act.
Not only is Commissioner Bond capable of
continuing to carry out her full-time appointment,
she is also widely respected. The Minister should be
made to apologise to her.
At the meeting the Minister told the solicitors they
should hold off taking matters to the commission
because such matters would be more favourably
dealt with by the new commissioners. Once again
that represents an unsatisfactory interference by the
Minister.
Such statements make a mockery of judicial
independence. If commissioners can be sacked by
the government at any time it is impossible for them
to decide matters fairly and impartially, especially if
a government Minister or the Premier is involved, as
is the case with the investigation into the granting of
the Premier's wine licence.
The ACI1NG SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Albert Park is again testing
the Chair in regard to Standing Order No. 108. That
Standing Order is clear and, for the benefit of the
honourable member, I shall read it to him:
No member shall use offensive or unbecoming words
in reference to any member of the House and all
imputations of improper motives and all personal
reflections on members shall be deemed disorderly.

The honourable member should be well aware of
that Standing Order. The fact that he does not
appear to be so aware seems to be interfering with
his contribution to the debate. The honourable
member has 2 minutes left and I suggest that he
restrains himself and contains his remarks to
Standing Order No. 108.
Mr THWAITES - Thank you, Mr Acting
Speaker.
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Mr Micallef interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Springvale will withdraw
the remark he made, which is a reflection on the
Chair; the honourable member for Springvale will
get to his feet and withdraw that remark.
Mr MICALLEF (Springvale) - I withdraw.
Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - The final matter
that needs to be raised, which will have to be raised
further, is the conduct of the Premier in obtaining a
liquor licence. I simply say this, in full awareness of
Standing Order No. 108: that for the Premier to
arrive personally at the Liquor Licensing
Commission and seek a licence on the spot in a way
that is not able to be done by any ordinary citizen
puts those public servants in a very difficult
position - even more so when they have hanging
over their heads the threat of restructure or of being
sacked.
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) - I certainly grieve
about many of the actions of members of the former
government and the behaviour of members of the
Labor Party in policy direction since this
government came to power. I add also that it is
disappointing that the honourable member for
Albert Park has chosen to comment on a legal
decision that has already been handed down
concerning the Premier; the honourable member
does himself no credit in the community, and it is a
pity that he does not want to concentrate on the real
issues of getting this State out of the mess in which it
was put by his party when in government.
I ask: where was the honourable member and where
was his concern about taxpayers' money when his
party was in government and when the Victorian
Economic Development Corporation was going
down the tube, the State Bank was disappearing and
the Pyramid organisation was collapsing? Probably
the honourable member was enjoying himself down
at the Law Institute when all that was happening.
He certainly was not concerned then about
taxpayers' money.
I am amazed at the hypocrisy of some of the
members of the Labor Party who today sit in
opposition and who should know full well why the
Labor Party, the former government, still trails
behind this government in the opinion polls, if one
believes in opinion polls. I can tell those honourable
members why that is so. The community knows that
hard decisions must be made. Perhaps those
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decisions are unpalatable to people, and people do
not like the hard decisions that are being made, but
the people, unlike the position under the former
Cain and Kirner governments, know that this
government is a competent administration and that
it is committed to getting this State heading in the
right direction. The right direction to take is the
opposite direction to that which the former
government was taking.
I have not heard the honourable member for
Williamstown yet stand up in Parliament to
apologise to the people of Victoria for the financial
chaos that she and the former Premier John Cain
created. Where are they and what are they doing
now? Former Premier Kirner is too interested in
participating in rock concerts to look after the needs
of the community. Where were these people when
22 per cent of unemployed young people in the
western suburbs were unable to find employment?
When there were high levels of unemployed youth,
the two former Labor Premiers were featuring in
television campaigns promoting the advent of poker
machines and so on. Premier Kirner sat around the
Cabinet table and washed her hands of everything
that was taking place in this State.
Many traditional Labor voters have been hit hard by
the actions of the former government. Members of
the Labor Party say that they have a social
conscience. A social conscience should also include a
concern that people who want jobs have the
opportunity of getting them. That character in
Canberra - Prime Minister Paul Keating - who
says he is an economic genius, wanders through his
J curve and says that he has his hands on the levers
has directed this country downwards so
dramatically that 2 million people are either out of
work or are unable to work to the capacity they
would like.
What are these Labor Party people doing? I shall
give an example of the giant intellect of the Federal
Parliament member who represents the area
covering my electorate. I refer to the honourable
member for Dunkley, Robert Chynoweth, who is a
member of the factional right of the Prime Minister's
colleagues. On 28 July this year, on the front page of
one of my local papers-Ms Kirner - Your local paper!
Mr LEIGH - The honourable member would not
read her local paper, I suspect. The front page of the
Mordialloc Chelsea News on Wednesday, 28 July
carried an article headed: "Chynoweth: tax cut
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delays 'responsible"', in which the Federal member
described how good old John Dawkins had brought
in a Budget that he had under control - he had his
hands on the lever and was fixing things up. But in
the same newspaper on 8 September in an article
headed "PM criticised on backdown" the member
for Dunkley said that if the Prime Minister had
listened to him we would not be in this mess!
The would-be, could-be Leader of the Opposition,
who is not at present a member of the Chamber or a
member for wherever, Mr John Brumby, said that
the Federal Budget was fair but tough. He described
some Federal backbench members of the Parliament
as being a little weak. I am sure Mr Chynoweth
would describe Mr Brumby as one of the little weak
ones. In the community surrounding the area I
represent live two notable members of the Labor
Party: the honourable member for Carrum, a
member of this House, and the honourable member
representing the Federal seat of Dunkley.
The Victorian Leader of the Opposition was saying
how wonderful the Federal Budget was at a time
when not one single Leader of a political party
anywhere in the country - whether Labor, Liberal
or whatever - was doing so. Mr Brumby was the
only political Leader to come out in support of the
Federal Budget. He supported it before the Budget
became the Mark-4 Budget - or it may be the fifth.
Mr Brumby is the only political party Leader in the
country, Labor or Liberal, to support the Federal
Budget, but I wonder whether the honourable
member for Springvale, for example, supports his
Leader's view that the Federal Budget is "fair but
tough"? The honourable member for Springvale's
silence is deafening. He knows as well as I that the
Federal Budget was a ramshackle affair put together
by a group of individuals who did not expect to win
the Federal election but in fact did so. They had to
cobble a Budget together in a hurry, but it is a
Budget that has done nothing.
It is interesting that the honourable members for

Albert Park and Springvale - members of the Labor
Party - are concerned about so-called silvertails. I
suspect that the honourable member for Albert Park
and Mr Brumby have a little less sympathy with that
concern because they went to public schools and are
Labor silvertails. How does their social conscience
stand up to the Federal Budget? Are they saying to
John Dawkins and Paul Keating, ''You are doing it
wrong"? No, they are too frightened that their
Federal colleagues will use their jackboots on them
and bury them. The honourable member for
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Springvale knows about the jackboot approach of
the Labor Party.
These members know as well as everyone what is
happening in the country. The honourable member
for Carrum is a former police Minister. He was
responsible, with the then Leader of the Opposition,
the former honourable member for Broadmeadows,
for the passage of the Sentencing Bill, which was
geared to letting more prisoners get out of prison,
yet they say that what they were doing was done
with the opposite intention!
The honourable member for Carrum is now the
shadow Minister for Education. He has a very
interesting set of views of which the House should
be aware. The honourable member for Carrum says
he supports schools, particularly those that are being
closed. I quote to the House an article from the local
newspaper of 25 August 1993 which gives the views
of the honourable member for Carrum on how one
should or should not close schools:
If a committee -

he is talking of a school committee recommended a school be retained and the Minister
disagreed, he would be forced to reveal why within
21 days of the committee's decision.

The honourable member for Carrum wants to move
a private member's Bill in Parliament so that when
the government of the day tries to close a school the
question goes back to the school community for
referendum. That is a very interesting position for a
former Minister of the Cain and Kirner governments
to take because between 1986 and 1982 the Labor
governments closed 65 schools.
There was an entirely different set of views on how
the school should be closed. I would be very
interested in the minutes of the Cabinet of the day. I
wonder whether the honourable member for
Carrum stood up in Cabinet and demanded the
right to introduce a private member's Bill. I bet that
he did not; I know he did not.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr LEIGH - Did the honourable member for
Williamstown say, 'We will move a private
member's Bill"? No, she did not. Now that she is in
opposition, along with the rest of the Labor Party,
and after the damage and destruction she has
already done she is trying to play politics at the
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expense of the State. The 40 per cent of unemployed
people in the western suburbs is a wonderful legacy
to her reign as Premier and will go down in history!
The Labor Party does not really care. It says that it
does, but policy direction shows that its actions and
words do not reflect each other.
The honourable member for Carrum, who is so
concerned about his private member's Bill, went on
to attack clusters. For those in the House who do not
know about this, the department is considering
closing a couple of schools from a group of five
schools because the number of students have
declined. It will bring together a principal, a school
council representative and a teacher representative
from each school so that they can try to come to a
conclusion. In some areas that has been done in the
interests of the children. Unfortunately, the shadow
Minister for Education said:
the government wanted to close "certainly one and
preferably two" of the five schools ...

He continued to attack:
They are trying to get schools to commit harakiri
themselves. But if the schools don't commit suicide by
themselves the (education) department will do it for
them.

I have news for some members; I take them back to
February 1992 to a fascinating little document. I
would be delighted to give the honourable member
for Williamstown - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The ACI1NG SPEAKER - Order! I am sure
that the conversation going on between the
honourable member for Ripon and the honourable
member for Williamstown is exciting and
interesting, but if they wish to continue they should
do so outside.
Mr LEIGH - I did some homework. The
interesting thing about the cluster is that it was the
government of the honourable member for
Williamstown which thought of the idea. This
government has simply adopted the idea. The
government thinks community consultation is a
good idea. Presumably because the honourable
member is no longer in the shadow Cabinet - -

Honourable members interjecting.
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The ACIlNG SPEAKER - Order! I must
interrupt the honourable member. This is turning
into a mad hatter's party. I ask all members to be
quiet and allow the honourable member for
Mordialloc to continue his contribution.
Mr LEIGH -Obviously there is a
communication breakdown between the honourable
members for Williamstown and Carrum. The
honourable member for Williamstown does not
attend shadow Cabinet and is obviously too busy
with rock concerts and whatever to get together
with the honourable member for Carrum to talk
about the fact that clusters were her idea.
The community expects the government and the
opposition to try to fix· problems that arise. There are
times when people play Politics - that is politics but when we were in opposition John Cain went to
the socialist left and said, ''Those dreadful Uberals,
they are blocking our legislation". At the end of the
day he went to the community - the real people
instead of the tutti-frutti brigades of the socialist left
with their views that coincide with those of the
former Union of Soviet Socialist Republics - and
said: '1sn't this wonderful. I have given you
wonderful legislation". He got the credit for it.
Perhaps part of the reason why it took us longer to
get in government was that we acted responsibly.
Despite the fact that the Labor Party has no shame
about Pyramid, State Bank Victoria or the Victorian
Economic Development Corporation and has never
apologised, one would think its members would
have a scintilla of understanding that the State has a
problem and that we should try to work together.
The opposition does not want to do that. The Labor
Party hopes that by taking this approach it will be
led back into the glories of government. The
electorate is a lot smarter than that. The number of
rock concerts it gives or whatever else will not make
a difference.
The community wants to see governments doing
something and getting on with fixing the problems. I
suspect that it will not be Mr Brumby who turns the
Labor Party around. I think he will find that when
he gets in this Chamber it will be more interesting
from the point of view of the Labor Party.
I have come to the conclusion that the opposition's
bad behaviour in the Chamber, particularly during
question time, is designed to make the opposition
look better when Mr Brumby comes into this place. I
am not sure whether the opposition has the intellect
to come to that sort of conclusion, but I hope so
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because a good opposition makes a government
better. I would like the opposition to be better at its
job. I am looking forward to the honourable member
for Albert Park occupying the front bench when he
can join a faction, but the opposition is not interested
in the truth.
The Labor Party is playing games with the State
education system and the Federal Budget at the
expense of the Australian and Victorian community.
Perhaps it is time the Labor Party realised that it is
responsible for the mess. The coalition did not create
it; it is trying to fix it.
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - I wish to raise the
concern of country Victorians that the government is
determined to close country hospitals, destroy
health services in many country towns and country
areas and wreck the economies of those towns by
cutting jobs in a most reckless and disastrous fashion.
According to the figures that have been sent out to
country hospitals, no less than five hospitals have
suffered funding cuts of more than 30 per cent.
Koroit, MortIake, Warracknabeal, Clunes, Omeo and
many more have suffered cuts of more than 12 per
cent over the next two years. Those hospitals are at
risk of closing and those communities are at risk of
losing vital services that they have had for a long
time.
In the health and hospital area the government is

breaking every promise and undertaking it gave to
country Victoria prior to the last election. Members
of this place should be reminded of a special policy
on rural health released in September 1992 by the
Minister for Health when she was the shadow
Minister which states specifically:
Small rural hospitals have been continually under
threat over the last 10 years. The Liberal coalition
recognises them as an integral part of a small rural
community. In many instances if the hospital closes, the
town itseU is under threat. We will ensure that small
rural hospitals are retained providing services that are
appropriate for their size.

That was the undertaking the coalition gave to the
people of rural Victoria when it was in opposition
last September - a year ago. In answer to a question
I asked in this House on 8 April this year the
Minister for Health stated:
I give an unequivocal assurance that neither I, as
Minister, nor my department has any plans to shut any
hospitals in Victoria.
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That can be found at page 816 of Hansard of 8 April
1993. As I said, that unequivocal assurance was
given by the Minister for Health in April of this year.
The evidence increasingly coming from rural
Victoria is that the promise was hollow and that the
unequivocal undertaking was a lie and a misleading
exercise.
I direct the attention of the House to a number of
hospitals where it is already evident that the
government intends to close them so that they cease
providing either acute or nursing home care. I was
asked by the board of the Beeac and District
Hospital near Colac to visit the hospital and discuss
what it could do to preserve its future in that small
rural community, particularly for the elderly people
who depend on that service, and I did so.
I point out that on an unchanged policy basis the
hospital's budget would have been $782 000 in this
financial year. Although the hospital was initially
told its budget would be reduced to $733 000, a
Significant reduction, when it received the figures its
budget had been cut to $700 000 without any reason
being given, presenting the hospital's board of solid
citizens of that area with a difficult task in coping in
the next financial year.
More serious is the fact that the cuts pale into
insignificance compared with the government's
intention next year to change the basis for funding
arrangements for that hospital, which will mean a
further cut of more than $200 000 - a cut over two
years of 40 per cent.
Although the board does not contest the need for
efficiencies, it and the Beeac community know the
community cannot afford to lose the hospital and its
nursing home beds. The community has been raising
funds so that, in conjunction with the State and
Federal governments, it can contribute
approximately $200 000 to the completion of more
than $500 000 worth of work on upgrading the
hospital and improving its efficiency.
Through the Department of Health and Community
Services the government has told that hospital,
which its policy has said it will not dose, that it does
not have a future and that additional redundancy
packages that are needed if the hospital is to meet its
budget requirements will be made available only if
it closes its beds and becomes a community resource
centre. The threat was that unless the board agrees
to the role conversion it will have to fund the
redundancies itself using funds raised by the
community for the nursing home development.
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I am concerned that what has been done to the
hospital amounts to blackmail of a hard-working
voluntary organisation. Although the government
has not yet proceeded with that blackmail, its
intention nonetheless is to have the hospital turned
into a community resource centre without nursing
home beds. As I saw when I inspected the hospital,
those beds are needed in the community for the
provision of quality services for elderly people in
Beeac and the surrounding communities, including
Winchelsea.
Mr Finn interjected.
Mr ROPER - The honourable member says he
does not know where it is! I have visited the
hospital, as I visited all but four of the State's
hospitals. The decision that appears to have been
made by the government to close the nursing home
beds and, therefore, the hospital will be seen by the
community as a direct attack on the values of rural
people who wish to care for the elderly in their
communities in the environment in which they have
spent all their lives.
The decision will also have a severe economic
impact on the town, which will lose between 30 and
40 full-time and part-time jobs; through government
action it will lose its principal payroll.
Although the Beeac situation is the first example of
how the Minister has misled the people of rural
Victoria, there are a number of others. An article
about the Macarthur and District Memorial Hospital
published in the Hamilton Spectator of 31 August
1993 sta tes:
"Hospital board president, Simon de Garis, said early
yesterday afternoon (Friday) the hospital board was
still negotiating with the Health Department about a
change of role and still hoped to secure some type of
acute care role ...
Mr de Garis said the hospital would continue in its
present role until next June, but savage budget cuts
would force a change, so it was better to look at a
changed role now ...
"The regional office is currently offering Macarthur a
community outreach service, district nursing service,
GP service, respite care, transport services, allied health
services and community health nursing".

Those are the kinds of services that hospitals like the
Beeac and Macarthur hospitals largely provide in
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that area, except that they provide beds and better
services as well.
The same thing is occurring at Mortlake. The
government, through regional health staff, has
indicated its preference for health services in
Mortlake to operate through a community health
centre open from 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m .. A statement by
the Mortlake District Hospital board's preSident,
Mr }im McRae, encapsulates what the government is
trying to do, and is in fact dOing, to small rural
communities. In an article published in a local
newspaper he is quoted as saying that the
government did not close hospitals these days, "they
just fund you out of it". That is what the government
is doing at Mortlake.
The government is acting against the people of
Murtoa in a similar way. Murtoa comes under
Dunmunkle Health Services. I remember in 1984-85
visiting with the honourable member for Lowan, the
current Minister for Agriculture, all the hospitals in
his electorate. As a result of that visit and with his
cooperation and the cooperation of the hospitals, we
were able to improve significantly the overall health
service arrangements in the area. Through its
funding cuts the government is now placing those
services at risk, particularly the services provided at
Murtoa. Similar kinds of funding cuts are occurring
throughout the State.
At Warracknabeal there has been a 45 per cent cut in
funding for acute care. To make the situation worse,
many of the hospitals I have mentioned are also
experiencing further cuts in nursing home funding.
Over the next year the current budget of $4.5 million
for the Warracknabeal area will be cut by $2 million
to just over $2.5 million. That loss of $2 million from
the town's economy will have a devastating effect
on health services in Warracknabeal and on the
town itself. That is happening time and again.
The head of the Department of Health and
Community Services says that there will be winners
and losers. As a result of the government's actions
small country towns throughout Victoria are the
losers. Let us examine how what the government is
doing compares with what it said it would do when
it was in opposition. A press release issued on 26
November 1985 by the Honourable Mark Birrell, the
Minister for Conservation and Environment in
another place and the then shadow Minister for
Health, states:
"The Cain government is poised to close at least nine
public hospitals and turn 20 other hospitals into
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nursing homes or clinics. It also plans to savagely cut
hospital facilities in a number of country towns," the
shadow Minister of Health, Mark Birrell said today.

Further on in the document a list of hospitals to be
closed significantly includes Beeac, Mortlake and
Murtoa. The only thing wrong with the press release
is that it refers to the wrong government and the
wrong time - the threat and the cuts are coming
from a Uberal-National Party government in
1993-94! It is significant that an identical statement
was also issued by the current Minister for Finance,
the member for Polwarth, in which he condemned
any suggestion that hospitals in his electorate similar
to the Beeac hospital should have their funds cut or
be closed.
The sheer hypocrisy of the statements made in 1985
and 1992 and of the undertaking given to Parliament
last April is demonstrated by what is now
happening. Hospitals are being told that unless they
become so-called community support centres, they
will not receive government funds. That action will
not lead to further services being available to their
communities.
The hospitals are being told that they will not
receive any necessary redundancy funding. Decent
and hard working committees of management in
those country centres are being held to ransom by
the government, which has said, "Either you quietly
close down your acute nursing home service or we .
will demolish you, the health service, and the
employment facility you provide in country
Victoria".
I have asked the Minister for Health to meet a
deputation from the Beeac committee. The Minister
should understand the consequences of her action.
Representatives of each hospital I have mentioned
today, as well as from all hospitals under threat,
should be able to meet the Minister for Health and
make it clear what effect she and her budget will
have on their communities and how elderly and
other residents throughout Victoria will no longer be
able to experience the excellent country health
services that Victoria has traditionally prOVided. The
actions of the government are disgraceful; it has
betrayed its promises to country Victoria.
Mrs ELLIOTI (Mooroolbark) - The matter
about which I grieve concerns education, and most
specifically the Montrose Primary School. The
residents of Montrose are doing it hard during the
current recession. Montrose has incredibly beautiful
surroundings with the Dandenong Ranges as a
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backdrop, but during the former government's
reign, the Montrose Primary School suffered badly
from neglect.
That school has not had a significant upgrade for
14 years despite constant representations to former
education Ministers Cathie, Pull en, Pope and Kirner,
the honourable member for Williamstown and
former Premier. Montrose Primary School has
received no funding for upgrading or for Significant
capital works.
This morning I spoke to the school principal. I have
in constant touch with staff at the school; they
are puzzled and hurt because of the present
circumstances. This government is committed to
upgrading education. I was delighted that the State
Budget allocates funds to buy a site at Lilydale for
the establishment of a university. For years the
outer-eastern suburbs have suffered from the neglect
of previous Labor governments which directed their
efforts towards improvements in the western
suburbs but disregarded the needs of the
constituents of Melbourne's east.

b~en

Montrose Primary School was built in the era when
timber was used for the construction of schools. The
weatherboards on the school building are now
falling off. The ceilings are deteriorating, and I
shudder to think about the conditions today because
the rain is probably pouring onto the heads of the
students. There has been a problem with asbestos in
some shelter sheds at the school. The outdoor
recreation areas for children are inadequate,
particularly during wet weather.
The library is housed in an inadequate facility and
dampness is causing the books to deteriorate. The
school has no area in which to conduct
parent-teacher interviews, which are vital in an area
with many Single-parent families who can be
involved in parent-teacher interviews only at times
outside the normal scheduled times.
The government believes children deserve a quality
education in quality schools. Montrose Primary
School is a quality school with excellent programs
for its children. It has been the school of choice for
most families in the area, but today the school
principal told me that for several years he has been
concerned that many parents who inspect the school
tend to ignore the excellent programs available
because of the poor physical appearance of the
school and prefer to send their children to other
schools.
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For many years during the reign of the Labor
government a number of surrounding schools
received minimal upgrades. Some received funds for
capital works but Montrose Primary School was
always ignored. The local community house is active
and its staff provide programs for single mothers
and for intellectually-handicapped adults. The
community house works closely with Montrose
Primary School.
I have visited all the schools in my electorate and
have developed a personal relationship with many
staff and, in some cases, students. In fact, this week I
have a student on work experience in my office. For
the past 12 months I have been increasingly
concerned about the situation at Montrose Primary
School. I take this opportunity of grieving about the
fact that despite the concerns of the opposition about
the government's policy on education, when in
government the Labor Party did little to help schools.
Montrose Primary School has asked me for help. I
am appalled that the children in an area where the
fundraising capacity of parents is not good are
expected to be educated in such poor physical
surroundings. I am delighted that the Minister for
Education has recognised that it will take
$600 million to upgrade the schools in the
government system throughout Victoria to even the
minimum standard required. That necessity was not
recognised by the former Labor government.
I intend to work closely not only with the staff at
Montrose Primary School but also with other schools
in my electorate - for example, the Wonga Park
Primary School which is also in desperate need of an
upgrade - to ensure that schools are brought up to
the minimum standards expected and required by
parents and children.
Mr Mildenhall -If it stays open.
Mrs ELLIOTT - I am sure it will stay open. I
shall continue to maintain close contact with
Montrose Primary School and I am sure that, so far
as is pOSSible, that school will receive the upgrade it
so desperately deserves.
Mr BATCHELOR (Thomas town) - I grieve
about a matter of public importance - namely, the
public transport system, particularly the train
service to Mildura. The House will be aware of the
anger throughout rural Victoria at the government's
proposal to close a number of country train lines.
Some weeks ago that anger boiled over at Bairnsdale
when the local community took action. Rather than
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see it leave the Baimsdale station for the last time,
the community decided to rescue the train, and it
was held at the station for a number of days.
That novel action by the community was widely
supported by many communities including farmers
and townspeople, the retired, the elderly and the
young. It was also supported by people across the
political spectrum; it was supported by members of
the Labor and National parties, and, although I
understand that East Gippsland has few Liberal
Party members, some members of that organisation
supported the community action. That initiative by
the community captured the imagination of the
constituents not only of East Gippsland and
Baimsdale but also other rural communities
throughout Victoria.
The Public Transport Corporation was aware of the
anger expressed at Baimsdale because of the
cessation of the Gippsland train service, and it is also
aware of community anger throughout Victoria at
the loss of the Melbourne to Mildura train service.
People living in the township of Mildura and the
wider Sunraysia district had been angered by the
government's previously announced attempts to get
rid of their much-loved Vinelander. As a
consequence, the Minister, through his department,
took deliberative, provocative and pre-emptive
action to prevent the train from running during its
last scheduled week of service.
Last weekend we witnessed a disgraceful incident
when the Vinelander was cancelled in a pre-emptive
fashion and passengers who either had booked to
travel on the last Sunday service from Melbourne to
Mildura or were booked for journeys between
Melbourne and Mildura later in the week were
denied the opportunity of enjoying the last few
scheduled trips of that much-loved service. If that
were the extent of the Minister's belligerent actions,
one would simply say that he and the coalition
would have to suffer the slings and arrows of the
opposition and the criticism of the communities
affected, that the decision would be the cause of
lasting community bitterness and that it would
stand as yet another example of this government's
broken promises.
Mr Acting Speaker, you will be well aware that
before the last election the Leader of the Liberal
Party and the honourable member for Mildura made
unambiguous and specific promises to not only
maintain but upgrade the Vinelander service. They
did not intend to keep their promises - which they
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have demonstrated since the State election.
Unfortunately, the Vinelander has now gone - and it
may have gone forever.

example, the train controller's concern about the
very dangerous situation in which he and others
were placed.

The circumstances surrounding the cancellation of
the Vinelander are serious. Yesterday I called for a
full and public inquiry, independent of the
Deparbnent of Transport and independent of the
Public Transport Corporation, to examine, report
and make recommendations about the very serious
incident that occurred on Sunday night. I refer to a
scheme concocted by senior PIe management to use
a false report of a landslide on the track just north of
Ballarat to justify the cancellation of not only that
night's Vinelander but also the remainder of that
week's services.

He was confronted with having to decide whether to
allow the Vinelander to depart while being uncertain
about whether there had been a landslide. Even after
the Vinelander service had been cancelled, the
situation remained unclear and, indeed, life
threatening: already a freight train was approaching
the area where the landslide was alleged to hAve
occurred. The train controller was undecided about
whether to intervene or whether, by not doing so, he
was sending the freight train around the next bend
into a landslide, with all the potential loss of life and
spectacular damage to freight that that entailed.

Their plan came unstuck because of the diligence of
a number of PIC employees. The events unfolded as
follows. The Vinelander was parked at Spencer Street
Station while the crew got ready to take the train on
its scheduled journey. The scheduled departure time
was 9.50 p.m. At 8.45 p.m., approximately 1 hour
before the Vinelander was due to leave, the driver of
the train heard a rumour that there had been a
landslide. Because he was concerned for the safety of
the passengers, crew and equipment, he contacted
the train controller to find out what was happening.

Today we have heard that the Minister for Public
Transport has asked the PTC to examine the
incident. It is clear that the commibnent the Minister
gave yesterday to undertake a full inquiry is nothing
of the sort. It will be a mirror inquiry - some
information will be obtained, they will look into it,
and that will be the last anyone ever hears of it. That
is not good enough! The opposition wants a full,
independent and external inquiry because of the
seriousness of the incident, because lives were put at
risk and because the documentation obtained by the
opposition shows a very clear link between the
Minister's office, the decision to cancel the Vinelander
and the situation that subsequently unfolded.

The rumour of the landslide had spread among the
staff. The driver contacted the train controller, who
works at Transport House, the same building in
which the Minister works, telling him about the
news of the landslide. The train controller attempted
to find out what had happened. He rang Spencer
Street on a number of occasions and was assured
that people would ring him back with confirmation
of the landslide. He also contacted other points in
the safety procedures network of the PIC, including
the Ballarat control centre. He was unable to confirm
that the landslide had occurred - but still the
rumour persisted. At one stage the train driver was
told to ring a particular person, who, he was told,
would explain everything.
The scheduled departure time for the Vinelander
came and went. Buses arrived, and PIC personnel
boarded the train and asked the passengers to alight,
telling them that there had been a landslide and that
the train could not proceed. The passengers were
then herded onto buses and sent on their long
journey to Mildura. So concerned was the train
controller by what he subsequently discovered that
he reported the incident to the Public Transport
Corporation. Documents I obtained yesterday reveal
the full extent of the events. They document, for

I obtained two documents. Firstly, I refer to a
document entitled "Train Monitoring System
Display Item Details", a summary that refers to item
No. 82905. The report is succinct and shows that
there was a problem with the Vinelander passenger
service; it shows the date, the time and the fact that
the train was cancelled and replaced by coach.
The form in which the information is presented
highlights that the prime cause for the cancellation
was a "directive from MiniStry". The PTC
documents that are provided to management show
that the directive to cancel the service came from the
Ministry! A more detailed explanation of the
incident is contained in a document entitled "Train
Monitoring System Display Item Text", which also
refers to the same item No. 82905. It is more detailed
than the document I previously referred to, entitled
"rrain MOnitoring System Display Item Details".
The item text display number document clearly
shows that the PIC officer said in his report that
advice of the landslide had come from senior
management. The internal PTC report and the
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relationship between these two documents dearly
show that there is a very real possibility that people
in the Ministry as well as people in the PTC knew of
the fault report and attempted to cover it up.
I am concerned that the Minister, in response to my
request yesterday, will call on the PTC to investigate
itself. I would bet that when the PTC produces its
report it will try to finger an individual in the PTC
rather than an individual from senior management.
At this very moment the PTC is conducting a
witch-hunt to find a scapegoat so that it can absolve
senior management and the Ministry from any
involvement in the fault report that endangered
lives.
I call on the Minister to put aside this phoney
investigation, this attempt to cover up and find a
sacrificial lamb; to come dean and put all the facts
before an independent inquiry so that the people of
Victoria know what is going on and they can have
genuine confidence in the system. That will mean
workers in the public transport system will regain
respect and confidence in the management of the
Victorian public transport system. Anything less will
be a sham and will be unacceptable to the
opposition.
Mr HYAMS (Dromana) - I want to draw
attention to the appalling decision by the Federal
government to increase the wholesale sales tax on
Australian wine. Sales tax will increase from 20 per
cent to 31 per cent, which amounts to a total increase
of 55 per cent. As a result the domestic price of
Australian wine is expected to increase by around
10 per cent and that will put pressure on domestic
sales. In turn this will serve to undermine the
Australian wine industry's increasing export
success, which is built heavily on the prosperity of
the domestic industry.
In a nutshell, according to the Wine makers
Federation of Australia, this increase in wine tax will
produce the following results: the retail price will
increase by 9 per cent to 15 per cent; domestic
wholesale sales will be cut by $100 million; the sales
tax will increase from $200 million to $279 million;
there will be a loss of export income of $126 million
per annum; investment lost in vineyards will be
$250 million; investment lost in inventory will be
$160 million; and investment lost in equipment will
be $35 million. That is a total investment loss of
$445 million and a Federal government gain of
$79 million. There is no doubt that this decision
must be changed.
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Two reports on these increases have been produced
for the South Australia government, which opposes
the increases. The Victorian government also
strenuously opposes this penalty on the wine
industry and people in New South Wales and
Queensland strongly reject it.
The South Australian Centre for Economic Studies
report completed in August 1993 in conclusion
states that the tax will, first, exacerbate the economic
depression among various wine making regions of
Australia; second, Significantly reduce the
international competitiveness of Australian wine on
the export market because of the increased costs of
production and the other flow-on effects of the
decision; third, reduce the profitability of the
industry and therefore discourage investment in
new vineyards; fourth, result in a loss of
employment; and fifth, reduce future expansion
plans for wineries.
It must be understood that future increases in wine
production are dependent on decisions made now
for vineyard plantings. There are considerable lags
in grape production between the decision to invest
in a vineyard today and the development or
redevelopment of a vineyard and the production of
grapes, which takes at least four years.

Another report produced by Mr Byron Sharp of the
Elton Mayo School of Management at the University
of South Australia entitled The Adverse Effect of

Increased Wholesale Sales Tax on the Competitive
Advantage of the Australian Wine Industry states:
The tax increase is effectively a tax on wine exports and
it will harm exports.

There should be no mistaking that this will impact
on exports in the industry. The press release on the
Sharp report states:
There is "little doubt that reduced profitability and
potential for profitability will result in scaled-down
investment in new vineyards and winery upgrades"
and in "reducing market budgets affecting, primarily,
advertising and sales support".

The Sharp report also says:
Any change in the tax system which reduces the ability
of Australian wine exporters to invest in the building of
market-based assets has the potential to substantially
downgrade the industry's international competitive
advantage ... The Australian wine industry's
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competitive advantage is neither as secure or as strong
as some would wish.

This increased tax should not be looked at in
isolation, but in the broader context. It should not
have escaped the notice of the Federal Treasurer or
of Victorians that Australia has total debt of
approximately $200 billion. It has an annual current
account deficit of more than $12 billion and an
average monthly deficit of well over $1 billion. What
is the Federal Labor government doing about this
massive problem? In addition to denying its own
responsibility for this predicament and making
excuses such as that Australia's economic difficulties
are due to the weakening international economies, it
is doing very little.
The solution is not so hard to understand nor
difficult to implement. Australians have to work
harder and more cleverly. It is essential for Australia
to attract investment and for that investment to be
worked more efficiently, so that Australian industry
is competitive with the very best in the international
markets. The worst thing a Federal or Sta te
government can do is to act as a disincentive for
investment or to hamper those who want to invest in
this country and run their businesses efficiently and
competitively.
It is difficult to imagine a Federal government
imposing a tax that would have such a deleterious
effect on an industry as this increase in tax will have
on the wine industry. The success of the industry
clearly depends on medium and long-term capital
investment by the private sector. It does not rely on
government handouts or the range of government
subsidies so common to many other Australian
industries. In fact, the wine industry has established
a fresh, new export business that is increaSing its
independence, is energetic and, for the moment,
prosperous. Aside from those benefits, it produces
jobs, not just in the vineyard and with the
winemaker but through the flow-on effect in
industries that supply winemakers and vineyards
and with the distributors who distribute and sell the
end product. The interface with the industry is
massive and the flow-on and multiplier effects are
tremendous.

The industry benefits the Australian economy in a
range of ways. It has grown from a low base and is
now supplying the domestic market, which is a most
satisfactory method of import substitution. It
competes against spirits, beer and other alcoholic
beverages, which in some instances are not only
more harmful to consumers but the producers are
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often foreign-owned or partly foreign-owned. The
majority of Australian winemakers are
Australian-owned and managed.
In addition to supplying the domestic demand,
however, the industry has developed an export
market. Between 1988-89 and 1992-93 the volume of
exports increased from 40.4 million litres to
103.2 million litres, a 155 per cent increase. It is a
tremendous success story and reflects the
recognition Australia's quality wines have gained in
the international marketplace, particularly in Europe
where wines are commonly drunk and well
understood. The industry has considerable potential
for future growth.
Further I want to emphasise the tremendous growth
of grapegrowing and winemaking in Victoria in
recent years. Nowhere is that better illustrated than
on the MOrnington Peninsula, where more than 80
vineyards are producing grapes that are not only
converted into fine wine on the peninsula itself but
are also transported to other areas for blending with
other grapes to produce quality wine.
The Mornington Peninsula, which is an hour's drive
from Melbourne, has a unique, cool climate for
grapegrowing and has already achieved a
reputation for high quality fruit and superior wine
production. I wholeheartedly recommend the area to
all honourable members. Those who travel to the
Mornington peninsula will see how the wine
industry is assisting it to develop in a magnificent
but fragile environment. People living on the
peninsula do not want industry that is belching
black smoke from chimneys or releasing chemicals
into the environment. The wine industry is a clean
industry that blends with the environment. It is
attractive and interfaces with the tourist trade as
well as providing jobs. Honourable members should
visit and see for themselves the tremendous strides
being made and the great product being produced
by an industry and business people who should be
encouraged, not hampered, by all governments.
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - Despite the
attraction of the flavour of the honourable member
for Dromana's address, his grievance would be more
credible if he were not part of a government that has
developed the raising of indirect taxes to an art
form. Government members have not complained
about the Federal government increasing petrol
excise duties because the State government created
the precedent. At least the Federal government has a
clear policy objective; we are still waiting for an
announcement that the Western and Southern
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bypasses will proceed. I know it was just an election
platform.
The Deputy Premier is quoted in an article in the
Herald Sun of 9 September under the heading "Sport
to help cut crime":
The rise in juvenile crime was directly related to a drop
in the number of young people playing sport.
He said, '1 am convinced that there is an important role
for sport in opening up opportunities that attract young
people away from getting involved in crime".

The Deputy Premier was praising a government
grant that helped the Fitzroy Football Club to
provide players for school programs.
That is yet another graphic example of the hypocrisy
of the government: it argues in favour of sport for
young people but then sets about a chain of resource
decisions that destroys opportunities for sport for
young people, particularly in schools.
I first raised this matter in a grievance debate in
April this year following the 80 per cent reduction in
staffing resources to secondary school sport and the
axing of emergency teachers that saw participation
by schools in sport reduced to 44 per cent of the rate
that existed some 12 months earlier.
The government's response was typical: it blamed
the teacher unions. It alleged they had captured the
system. On closer examination that argument fell
down when it was realised that the participation
rates were similar across the State, that there was no
organisation behind the cutting of participation in
sport and that it was an automatic result of the
reduction in resources.
The government was then faced with the reality that
it had a crisis on its hands and the reduced
participation in school sport was a direct impact of
the reduction of the emergency teacher budget. It
fiddled with the Budget, added a marginal level and
delegated the responsibility for making some
emergency teacher resource decisions to the school
level. Its other main response was to announce an
inquiry.
What has happened since? The situation has
deteriorated. Some time after I first raised the
matter, Kevin Sheehan, General Manager of the
Victorian Football Development Foundation, was
reported in the Herald Sun of 5 June 1993, as having
said:
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Staffing levels had a disastrous effect on football.
Detailed figures on intermediate sides show that 424
fewer teams totalling 9500 players have not been
getting a game this year.

Football is one of the activities that we hold dear in
Victoria. At this time of the year our attention is
distracted by events at the Melbourne Cricket
Ground and AFL Park. As has been said many times
in this Chamber recently activities undertaken by
young people in their formative years are an
investment in their future participation and personal
development.
Helen Armitage, the widely respected former chief
executive of VicSport, said:
Team sport in Victorian public schools is decimated ...
there is so little of it I think it is at crisis point.

In its 9 June editorial the Herald Sun said its report

had been supported by school principals, who had
contacted the newspaper and said the decline in
school sport "must be deplored by parents".
Participation in winter sports reflects this trend.
Despite a slight increase in affiliation rates where
schools obviously want to affiliate some of their
better performers so that they can participate in
interstate teams and other Statewide activities, the
Secondary Schools Sports Association participation
rate fell to a lower level than summer sports - 38
per cent compared with 44 per cent. In some zones
fewer than one in five schools is involved in any
interschool sport.
The western and southern zones are particularly
affected. In the western zone, which goes to the
South Australian border, the participation rate for
any winter sport is 14 per cent of secondary schools.
Teachers, principals and sports officials tell me that
the savagery of the other cuts to the system has
meant that school sport cannot feature in priorities
at the school level. My personal experience
vindicates that. On two occasions this winter my
seven-year-old daughter has come home after
spending the day in a year 6 class and said, '1 have
just spent the day with the year 6 class; our teacher
did not turn up and there was no emergency
teacher. The class was divided and we were sent
around the school".
Clearly the government's reluctance to redress the
resource issues and - as evidenced in the Budget its continual tearing of resources from the education
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system means that sport in schools will not improve
for some time.
Many of the other support structures available to
sport outside the education system have been
treated similarly. They include budget cuts of 20 per
cent to staffing and 7 per cent to sport and recreation
programs.
The savage cuts to the Victorian Health Promotion
Foundation have seen expenditure on sport in the
past financial year reduced by more than $3 million.
Allocations to the Victorian Football Development
Foundation halved from $500 000 to $250 000, and
teenage holiday programs - or youth health
activity programs - have disappeared altogether.
That program had 160 organisations, 40 per cent of
which were local government bodies providing
sport and recreation for young people during
holidays. Some 90 000 young people participated in
the past year.
The diversion of funds intended for sporting clubs
from the Community Support Fund for sports
facilities, which has been referred to by the
honourable member for Coburg, will deprive sport
of finance meant as a substitute for fundraising
income diverted to gaming machines. Sports
facilities should be funded by government but this
has been a sleight of hand to take funds that were
not intended for that purpose. Thank goodness the
important Aussie Sports program has not been cut .
by the government. It has not been cut because it is a
Federally funded program and the government
cannot get its hands on it.
Since April the government has announced,
conducted, published and agreed to the
recommendations in its Physical and Sport Education
for Victorian Schools report. I was pleasantly
surprised by the direction and recommendations of
the report with its commitments to resources,
priorities, training, coordination and curriculum
development. I did not think its ideas would be so
complementary to mine. On further investigation,
the report revealed that the origins and directions of
the report owe little to this government's initiative; it
closely resembled and picked up the themes of the
Senate Standing Committee report completed in
December last year. That report called for a
Victorian report that has many similar themes and
recommendations. The Victorian report is a logical
extension of the outcomes of the Senate report.
Again the resource issues will expose the
government's real level of commitment to those
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programs. There is considerable scepticism and
doubt in the field about whether the government has
the desire or sense of priority to implement the
report's recommendations, particularly those
requiring Budget allocations this financial year. It
will be interesting, because the report specifies
allocations the government will be considering this
financial year. The opposition will closely monitor
the government's actions to ascertain whether it is
prepared to put its hand in its pocket to meet the
commitments it was happy to make at a public
ceremony at the Melbourne Cricket Ground, when a
couple of joggers who looked as slow as me ran
around the boundary in front of the Great Southern
Stand.
Given the range of destructive actions the
government has taken against schools and sport and
its maniacal attitude to resource issues, there is little
confidence that the government has anything to
offer other than the Deputy Premier's empty rhetoric.
The opposition's Bill committee, of which I am
secretary, will closely monitor the progress of the
report. On the past record the opposition does not
have much confidence that anything will be
achieved. However, the monitoring will go on. The
opposition calls on the government to put its money
where its mouth is and undo some of the damage it
has inflicted on schools and sport in Victoria.
Mr TREASURE (Gippsland East) - Today I wish
to grieve about matters affecting, firstly, the
Gippsland East electorate, secondly, the State of
Victoria and, thirdly, the nation. It is well
documented that the world is becoming smaller in
tenns of communication and the travel time
required to do business. In that context I express
concern about the direction the nation has been
taking over the past decade, particularly about
where Australia's manufacturing industries are
heading, and as Victoria is the manufacturing capital
of the nation it is probably the State most affected.

If one stands on the side of a highway today and
looks at the cars travelling past, one realises that
many of the vehicles are not manufactured in
Australia. A few years ago most of the cars on our
roads were Australian made, but today the
percentage is much lower.
I express concern about the exporting of jobs
overseas and the importing of debt, of which the
recession is a result. Although there is little doubt
that the world is in recession and that there is a
general economic downturn, the downturn
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experienced by Australia has been far deeper and
swifter than that experienced elsewhere because of
the policies Australia has been pursuing for the past
decade, including those of the former Victorian
government and the Keating regime.
Paul Keating, first as Federal Treasurer and later as
Prime Minister, has had his hands on the nation's
purse strings for many years. Over the past two or
three years the effects of that have been felt as the
economy has dipped away. One has only to consider
the international debt that has been accrued in
recent times, which is now 10 times what it was a
few years ago.
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particularly as a result of flooding or other unusual
events, municipalities could seek additional funds
and the applications were judged on their merits.
Unfortunately, today no money is available. Victoria
is in difficult financial circumstances as a result of
the mess the government inherited from the Labor
Party.

Other States are offering tax concessions and other
incentives to encourage business. I believe the
incentives offered by Victoria such as lower taxes
and fewer imposts will lead to a turnaround but it
will take a long time and we will have to pay the
price in the interim.

The Shire of Omeo is in the happy pOSition, in one
way, of being a tiny municipality that is
experiencing what might be described as a
mini-boom because of the opening of a mine, which
has created some 40 to 50 jobs in the area. The
municipality has been placed under some pressure
because of the additional traffic on the roads and the
number of people moving into the township of
Omeo. The problems are further exacerbated by the
need for good sewerage and water systems, and
there has been an increased demand for housing.
The Shire of Omeo requires funds to be able to
provide those services over the next few years.

I turn now to Victoria's capital works programs. It is
an important part of any government's function to
provide for adequate expenditure in this area. Over
the past few years roadworks expenditure has
declined to a point where our roads are literally
falling to pieces much more quickly than they are
being repaired - we have not had enough resealing
programs. Bridges and various other parts of our
road system have deteriorated, and it appears from
the Directorate of School Education documentation
that we are behind some $600 million in the
expenditure needed to bring our schools back to a
reasonable standard of maintenance.

It is of great importance to the State as a whole
because the Shire of Omeo is situated at the
headwaters of one of our main river systems.
Although Omeo is considered by most to be in
Gippsland, it is actually north of the Divide and on
the Murray watershed. Livingstone Creek and
various other streams that flow north from Omeo
eventually run into the Murray, which is the main
water source for all of northern Victoria, much of
southern New South Wales and part of South
Australia. It is important that the government
examine this issue. It must give it priority in the next
few years.

The government is left with the unhappy situation
of having to decide what is available to fund these
sorts of projects and whether it should raise taxes or
cut expenditure to try to find the necessary moneys.

Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - The grievance I
raise concerns the voluntary departure packages
(VDPs) provided by the Directorate of School
Education (DSE) and the way they were applied at
the end of last year. I direct some of the problems to
the attention of the Minister for Education in the
hope that they will not be repeated in the next round
of offers to be made later this year.

In my electorate in particular there are many
isolated areas and within the electorate's seven
municipalities there are many old wooden bridges.
Some carry heavy timber traffic, some carry mine
traffic, and the municipalities have expressed
concern about how and where they will find the
funds to carry out maintenance and repairs and the
replacements that will be necessary over the next
few years.
As a person experienced in local government,
Mr Speaker, you will recall that some years ago
Victoria had a bridge replacement fund and a
municipal assistance fund, so that if there were
problems with certain bridges and roads,

No-one can doubt that the VDP process was badly
bungled by the DSE. Teachers were given little
information and it was poorly conveyed to them.
The information that was provided often arrived
late, and in some instances, to which I will refer
later, arrived after the closing date for the
expressions of interest. In other cases the directorate
made incorrect calculations of teachers' periods of
service, which affected the amounts they understood
they were entitled to receive. Teachers were forced
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out by the department, and in many cases they were
treated shabbily.
Teachers who in some way worked outside areas
that were considered to be the norm were not
satisfactorily provided for in the application of
VDPs. In many cases the amounts they were to
receive were thousands of dollars lower than the
amounts they had calculated based on the advice
supplied by the directorate prior to their acceptance
of the offers. As a result teachers were left feeling
used, abused and unwanted by the DSE.
Honourable members should be aware that the
so-called offers made to teachers were not in fact
offers but invitations to calculate their own
assessments of what they would receive if they
applied for packages, but acceptance of the
invitation was tantamount to acceptance of the offer.
Incorrect calculations of some teachers' base salary
entitlements were made. In every case brought to
my attention it appears that the incorrect
calculations were always in favour of the DSE and
never in favour of the individual teachers. That is a
matter of concern.
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is an allowance that attaches to the position
occupied by the person. The School Information
Manual - Personnel under the heading ''Higher
Duties Allowances" states:
Members who serve in a position for which the
remuneration is higher than that for the member's
current position are entitled to receive a higher duties
allowance.

That clearly defines a higher duties allowance. A
relieving allowance is not paid for serving in a
higher position. It relates to the nature of the job. It
attaches to the job; it is not a higher duties
allowance. It might be equated in some ways with
the electorate allowance that members of Parliament
receive, which is not an allowance for doing another
person's job but for doing one's own job.
However, the teachers' base salary entitlements
were reduced by those amounts. Step 1 in the work
sheet for estimating a teacher's separation package
sent out to teachers to enable them to determine
their entitlements advises teachers:
Write your current annual salary in box 1. Remember
to include any allowances you have been receiving
constantly in excess of 12 months.

I shall run through three case studies from my area.
These people came to see me expressing concern
about what had happened to them and their belief
that they were denied thousands of dollars due to
them. They each claimed they were given incorrect
information and were treated poorly when they
sought advice. They now feel bitter towards the
Directorate of School Education because of the
treatment they received. Two of the teachers were
employed in the category known as relieving
teachers - one a district relieving teacher and the
other a Statewide relieving teacher.

The DSE advised teachers they should include any
allowances and the teachers went through that
process of making calculations, but after the offers
closed the directorate advised them that their
entitlements would be reduced because the
allowance was classed as a higher duties allowance.
If teachers had known that that would be done it
may have affected their decision to accept the
invitation.

Their VDP entitlements were calculated on a base
salary rate that was reduced by an amount
equivalent to the relieving teacher allowance they
received. In both cases they received considerably
less than they had estimated on the advice provided
to them by the directorate. I understand the
Statewide relieving teacher received apprOximately
$6000 a year allowance and the district relieving
teacher received $4000 a year allowance. Their base
salary entitlements were reduced by that amount.
The DSE claimed the reductions were made on the
basis that higher duties allowances were not
included in the cal~ulations.

The DSE claimed that an amendment had been sent
out clarifying that pOSition. I researched that claim
and found that an amendment notice referring to
cleaners was sent out - it referred to SIPS and
SOAPS payments relating to cleaners - but it did
not refer to other matters of this nature. I was
advised by the schools in the Geelong area that the
amendment was received in Geelong on 27
November but the offers closed on 2S November. I
do not know when schools in other areas received
the amendment. The information could not have
been used by teachers when making their
calcula tions.

The first matter I bring to the attention of the
Minister is that the relieving teacher allowance can
in no way be defined as a higher duties allowance. It

Although the DSE did not allow the allowance to be
included in the base salary for the calculation of
entitlements, long service leave and superannuation
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calculations included the relieving teacher
allowance. The payout for long service leave
included amounts that the directorate would not
include in the base salary.
Incorrect advice was given to teachers about their
long service leave entitlements. One teacher said
that he was incorrectly advised what his long service
leave entitlement was.
Sitting suspended 1 p.m. until 2.5 p.m.
The SPEAKER - Order! The question is:
That grievances be noted.

Question agreed to.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
SCHOOL CLOSURES
Mr SANDON (Carrum) - Why has the Minister
for School Education responded to a letter from a
prep student concerned about the possible closure of
her school with a directive to the school's head
teacher that he re-educate the six-year-old about the
aims of and reasons behind quality provision?
Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - The
quality provision process is about communities
making their own decisions about the future of
schools in their areas. It is a healthy process of
consultation and, despite the best efforts of the
unions and the honourable member for Carrum,
who has increasingly become an extension of the
union propaganda machine, it will succeed.

PRIVATE HEALTH INSURANCE
Mr SPRY (Bellarine) - I ask the Minister for
Health to advise the House of the government's
response to Senator Richardson's announcement
over the weekend that he is considering the
imposition of an increased Medicare levy on high
income earners without private health insurance.
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - 1 thank the
honourable member for his question.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Minister must
relate her answer to how the matter applies in
Victoria.
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Mrs TEHAN - 1 am concerned only with solving
Victoria's problems. When we get them right we
might examine the broader agenda.
Honourable members will recall that Victoria has
the highest number of private hospitals and private
hospital beds in Australia and that until 1984 it had
the highest number of people with private health
insurance. Senator Richardson's proposal is to be
welcomed and is certainly of interest. His suggestion
is in marked contrast to the attitude he showed
when he came to Melbourne in July. There was
considerable pUblicity in Victoria about private
health insurance and the need to recognise the
continuing decline in the number of people with
private insurance from both the public hospital
perspective and the private hospital perspective.
At that time Senator Richardson accused me of
tactics not unlike those of Yasser Arafat in hijacking
the insurance debate. It is interesting that Yasser
Arafat is now visiting the White House and that he
has been part of a major - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! 1 ask the Minister to
resume her seat. The House will come to order and
the Minister will be heard in silence.
Mr Baker interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! 1 warn the honourable
member for Sunshine. The House was brought to
order but he interjected deliberately. 1 will not say it
again. 1 will take action against him.
An honourable member interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! That also applies to
honourable members on my right!
Mrs TEHAN - Just as there have been dramatic
changes which have resulted in Yasser Arafat's
presence in the White House, it is to be hoped there
will be dramatic changes in Senator Richardson's
handling of private health insurance. The proposals
he has put forward go some way towards
addressing the problem but he should consider tax
incentives for people who wish to take out private
health insurance. By focusing on the wealthy he will
address some of the problems but he will
discriminate against the many middle and
low-income earners and pensioners who want
private health insurance and remove the right of
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choice for those who do not want to be part of a
totally public system.
I hope Senator Richardson will make progress with
the proposal he announced on the weekend when he
meets with State health Ministers in November. I
hope also that he will be able to persuade his party
that tax incentives for every Australian are not
inequitable and will address the problem of waiting
lists in the public system and unused beds in the
private system.
We can have a system that is fair and equitable and
gives choice to all Victorians. Private health
insurance will be better if Senator Richardson can
address it in this way. At least he has acknowledged
that he has a problem with gap insurance in the
proposal he is considering. He has promised to come
back in November with some resolutions, and we
are looking forward to that. However, he should not
close the door on tax incentives for all Victorians.

JOBS GROWTH FORECAST
Mr BAKER (Sunshine) - Does the Treasurer
accept that his Budget forecasts for labour force
growth predict a further decline in Victoria's share
of national employment through the next four
financial years? Given that admission and the latest
unemployment figures of 13 per cent - the highest
on record -will he move immediately to
significantly boost capital works spending to get
Victorians back to work?
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - One can only
wonder where the shadow Treasurer has been for
the past couple of weeks. The government has
devoted a considerable degree of energy with a great
deal of success over the current year to redressing
the disastrous position it inherited from the Labor
Party in relation to capital works.
The government inherited a Budget which provided
virtually no funds from State sources for new capital
works because the Labor Party had created a
position in which every year the Budget demanded
virtually the entire additional borrowing capacity to
be diverted to fund operating costs with the result
that at the end of each year Victorians were left with
a bigger debt and a bigger interest bill.
I

We have tackled that problem on two fronts. Firstly,
we have moved to halt the dramatic diversion of
funds to operating costs, reduce the current account
deficit, which was growing disastrously under the
Labor Party--
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The level of
interjections from the opposition is far too high. I ask
the House to come to order. I do not want to have to
take action against people, but I will.
Mr STOCKDALE - One of the consequences is
that this year thousands of Victorians will have jobs
on capital works which simply would not have been
taking place had the Labor Party continued in office.
The government has made it clear that it is an
unfortunate consequence of 10 years of neglect and
mismanagement by Labor at both the Federal and
State levels that this State along with much of the
rest of Australia faces a period of unacceptably high
unemployment.
We are not content with the current levels of
unemployment and we are doing what a State
government can do to redress that imbalance. The
Victorians who want jobs and who cannot get them
at the moment know who they have to blame, and
that is the people who brought this State to its knees
and created the need for a long-term reconstruction
process. We have made no secret, either before the
election or since, of the fact that the economy cannot
be turned around in the short term. We require a
long-term rebuilding strategy, and that is what the
government of Victoria is delivering.

AGRICULTURAL REPRESENTATION
AT ROYAL MELBOURNE SHOW
Mr BILDSTIEN (Mildura) - My question is
directed to - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I do not know for how
long the opposition will continue to disregard the
directions from the Chair, but I must say that the
Chair has had enough. I have given three or four
mild warnings. I will take action over the next
outbreak of interjections.
Mr BILDSTIEN - Has the Minister for
Agriculture investigated expensive and wasteful
printing of agricultural posters by the former .
government for distribution at the Royal Melbourne
Show, and will he outline the Significant savings the
Department of Agriculture is making in staging its
exhibit at this year's show?
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - It is important that the Department
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of Agriculture gives a commitment to an exhibit at
the Royal Melbourne Show because the two are
synonymous with each other. In 1989 the then
Minister commissioned an exhibit at the show at a
cost of $420 000. Part of the exhibition was to revolve
around 10 different posters that somehow related to
agriculture. It was to cost approximately $60 000 for
130 000 posters featuring 10 different designs. They
were "all about agriculture", and this is one of them!
The SPEAKER - Order! The Minister may not
hold up exhibits.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - I accept your ruling,
Mr Speaker, but that just gives you the idea! Ten of
those different posters were developed at a cost of
$60 000 and 130 000 were printed. The exhibit got up
and running at the Royal Melbourne Show and
20 000 of them were distributed. Part of the program
was to take the exhibit around Victoria to all the
country shows, and it was to be supported by a
schools program. The Minister for Education at the
time was the former Premier, the honourable
member for Williamstown. Unfortunately, the
exhibit visited only four country locations, and the
schools program that was associated with it never
even eventuated. There was a commitment from
education to agriculture, but nothing transpired; it
was totally empty!

This government will be providing an exhibit at the
Royal Melbourne Show this year at a cost of $80 000,
which will be sufficient to provide the
interrelationship between the show and the
Department of Agriculture.
I now have a problem on my hands of how to
diSpose of 110 000 posters which are absolutely
useless and an enormous waste of money, and I
thank the honourable member for Knox for being an
effective local member and bringing it to my
attention. These issues must be addressed, and this
example once again emphasises the lack of
commitment by the former government to
agriculture. All it wanted to do was run promotions
and produce glossy posters, with no chance of
agriculture and education coming together. The
former government's campaign was a total failure,
and that is one of the reasons why we have
problems in agriculture today.

RESTRUcruRE OF LIQUOR
LICENSING COMMISSION
Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - My question is
directed to the Minister for Small Business. Given
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that the Fitzgerald inquiry into corruption in
Queensland under the Bjelke-Petersen government
found that politicisation of statutory appointments
leads to incorrect decisions and misconduct, will the
Minister explain why he told a meeting of solicitors
on or about 11 August this year that Commissioner
Ryan of the Liquor Licensing Commission would
not be reappointed and that, despite his fixed term
not expiring until 1996, the employment of Deputy
Commissioner Slattery would be terminated because
the government allegedly could"not work with him?
Mr HEFFERNAN (Minister for Small
Business) -On 11 August I attended a luncheon
briefing with the property law section and liquor
law committee of the Law Institute of Victoria. I was
questioned on the Price Waterhouse
recommendations and the inquiry of the Liquor
Licensing Commission.
I re-affirm to the House that I informed the
committee that the commissioner positions would
be advertised in the Age, which they have been, and
that applications would close on 3 September in
accordance with past practices. A panel was
appointed to recommend successful applicants in
exactly the same way as the previous government
did. I say to the honourable member for Albert Park,
who is a failed member of the bar and is
feather-bedding his lifestyle here - The SPEAKER - Order! Reflections on members
are disorderly.
Mr HEFFERNAN - I say to him that the process
is independent. It is independent of the Premier,
independent of the Minister and I assure the
honourable member for Albert Park it will be
independent of him, too.

MILDURA TRAIN SERVICE
Mrs McGILL (Oakleigh) - Will the Minister for
Public Transport advise the House of the result of
the Public Transport Corporation inquiry into media
reports of rumours of a mud slide on the Mildura
train line last Sunday evening?
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) - I
first heard of this issue yesterday and I considered it
to be of the utmost seriousness. As a result I ordered
an investigation into the allegations. I have been
advised in the following terms by the Chief!
Executive Officer of the Public Transport
Corporation:
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I am writing to advise you that following media reports
that safety was compromised by senior PTC
management on Sunday evening in connection with the
cancellation of the above service, I have carried out an
investigation into the circumstances.
MYfindings are that a senior manager in train
operations, acting on his own initiative, used the excuse
of a suspected landslip on the down side of Ballarat as
a "smokescreen" to justify not preparing the train for
departure.
I have interviewed the manager concerned. He has
admitted that his actions were both naive and
insensitive. They were also carried out on his own
initiative and did not represent the PTC's position on
the withdrawal of the service that evening.
The manager has apologised to me for the incident and
regrets the action taken. Until this point he has had an
exemplary record.
In view of all the circumstances I have decided that a

severe reprimand of the individual concerned is the
appropriate action.
Also I am satisfied that the safety of the line was not
compromised at any point.

That report was received in writing from the PTc. I
make it clear to the House that the action taken by
the officer was stupid and wrong. In no way do I or
the government defend it. I am advised that the
officer's actions were out of character and until this
event his conduct has been exemplary. I am advised
that the officer has more than 30 years experience
with the Victorian railways. I am further advised
that he has shown great remorse about the incident.
After considering all the facts and taking into
account the recommendation of the chief executive
officer who carried out this investigation and the
clear remorse that the gentleman has shown I accept
the recommendation of the chief executive officer of
the PTC that a severe reprimand is appropriate in
the circumstances.

QUALITY PROVISION TASK FORCES
Mr SANDON (Carrum) - I refer the Minister for
Education to comrpents he made on 29 July that
quality provision is not driven by money but by
educational opportunities. I also refer him to
comments by the Director of School Education,
Mr Spring, on 5 August that lithe quality provision
task force must be carried out in a way which is

consistent with the need to save money". I ask the
Minister which of the statements is correct? Which
of these instructions is the quality provision task
force carrying out?
Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - As I
have said on many occasions and I say again: the
quality provision process is about local communities
making decisions about the best way to arrange
education in their local areas. The $145 million
savings required of school education will essentially
be achieved through reductions in staffing of the
bureaucracy and reductions in teacher numbers.
Those savings are not dependent upon the quality
provision process. Any savings that come out of the
quality provision process in accordance with the
commitment from the government will go back into
improving facilities in schools.

CAPITAL WORKS PROGRAM IN
BENDIGO
Mr TURNER (Bendigo West) - Will the Minister
for Agriculture inform the House of details of a
major capital works program to be undertaken by
his department at Bendigo to improve service to the
local farming community?
MrW. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - About 10 minutes ago the
honourable member for Sunshine asked a
hypocritical question about what the government
was doing with capital works. When he was
Minister for Agriculture he could never deliver on a
capital works program for his department.
The SPEAKER -Order! The Minister must
relate his answer to the question. I judge his
comments to be not relevant.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - With the help of the
Premier and the Treasurer for the first time in 10
years we will now have a decent capital works
program for the Department of Agriculture. One of
the first cabs off the rank will be additional
accommodation at the Epsom campus of the
department at a cost of $1.9 million. I thank the
honourable member for Bendigo West for his
support and the way he handled the sensitive
situation when the sensible administrative decision
was made to consolidate regional and veterinary
laboratory staff into one central accommodation site
at Epsom on the outskirts of Bendigo. The
$1.9 million funding will go a long way towards
ensuring an efficient department both from an
administrative point of view and from the point of
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view of the north-west region. It is interesting to
note that the vet lab in Bendigo has developed a
good pig vaccine. TIlat has been taken on board - Mr Roper interjected.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - We might give you a
shot that might just clean you up a little bit!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! Unless the honourable
member for Dandenong sits back in his seat and
keeps quiet something might happen to him.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - The vaccine is marketed
by a commercial company in Bendigo, Ausvac Pty
Ltd. It is a success story for the pig industry, our
veterinary laboratory and a commercial
pharmaceutical company.
The capital works program goes a little further than
that. We have also allocated $8 million for the
horticultural development institute at Knoxfield,
$5 million for Tatura, $2 million for dairy research at
Kyabram and $4.2 million to relocate the State
chemical laboratory, which could prove volatile,
from Macarthur Place to the Werribee precinct will
be a much better site for it and will allow it to be
more efficient.
The capital works program is focusing on research
and extension through the Department of
Agriculture. I have always said that the department
is not about people sitting in offices, it is about
scientists and researchers working in laboratories
and institutions and field officers and extension
officers getting out and working with the farming
community. TIlat is how to bring about more
productivity in agriculture that will ultimately not
only be for the benefit of the fanning community but
also for the whole of Victoria. We are moving
forward with agriculture rather than leaving it
behind by paying the lip service that it was paid
during the past 10 years.

CHILD PROTECTION
Mrs GARBUlT (Bundoora) - In the light of the
promise by the Minister for Community Services in
the WllrrnamboolStandard of 25 August that there
will be increases to child protection with top priority
being given to children at risk, will the Minister
explain why funding has been cut to
accommodation services for children at risk of abuse
including cuts to the South Western Community
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Care in Warmambool and Orana Family Services in
Broadmeadows?
Mr JOHN (Minister for Community Services) - I
am amazed at the honourable member's question. I
note her new-found interest in children at risk. I
heard her comments this morning during the
grievance debate and I have never heard so much
rubbish in all my life. I am amazed because ever
since she has been in this House her main priority
has been the Eltham copper butterfly.
I am amazed also, because in the 10 years the Labor
Party was in government on every welfare indicator
it failed dismally. It had record unemployment,
record youth homelessness, record public housing
waiting lists - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have to caution the
honourable member for Altona; she must curb her
exuberance.
Mr JOHN - I think this is amazing. The
honourable member for Bundoora stands
condemned for raising her head in this House after
the damage members of the Labor Party - now the
opposition - did to the people of Victoria and to the
children of Victoria during the 10 years the Labor
government was in office. To boot, the Labor Party
left Victoria with a debt that is the highest in the
history of Victoria. The honourable member for
Bundoora was telling an enormous lie this morning
when she said that the coalition government had
cut-The SPEAKER - Order! The Minister has made
imputations against a member and used an
unparliamentary expression, and I ask him to
withdraw.
Mr JOHN - I am happy to withdraw. I was
saying to the House that this morning during the
grievance debate the honourable member for
Bundoora said the government had cut funds to the
child protection services. That is not true. The
government is spending an additional $1.7 million in
child protection services in the current State Budget.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr JOHN - Your statement was not ~
admit it! You are too incompetent: even if you could
do better to get the figures right - -
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The SPEAKER - Order! The Minister will
address the Chair.
Mr JOHN - This government intends to have
the best child protection system in the country. The
government has made major improvements to the
child protection system, and will continue to do so.

URBAN LAND AUTHORITY ESTATES
Mr WELLS (Wantirna) - Will the Minister for
Planning inform the House of the recent proposals
and developments of the Urban Land Authority?
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) Before I address the question - clearly, I would
rather have a Big Mac than a Soft Serve - the
thickest of thick shakes would, of course, be on the
opposition benches, along with a small serve of fries!
As honourable members will be aware, the Urban
Land Authority is a very successful government
utility that is providing affordable home sites in an
effort to stimulate the building industry and to
supply quality housing for those who choose private
housing options rather than waiting on public
housing waiting lists. As the honourable member for
Wantirna would know, the authority has been very
successful in the honourable member's electorate in
releasing land at affordable prices to enable home
ownership to be a real choice.
There are other honourable members in the House
also who have been highly supportive of the
programs of the Urban Land Authority. Indeed, on
one estate in the electorate of the honourable
member for Berwick sales are progressing at the rate
of one sale on one estate per day, and the builders
are at their damedest to try to keep up with the
building of houses at that rate. The sales of blocks of
land are proceeding apace and, if anything, there is a
revival of domestic housing construction on those
estates.
Last week I approved the sale of another 54 lots on
the Roxburgh Park estate, north of Melbourne. They
will be a mixture of nine lots to be sold at auction;
four blocks are to be smart blocks, which are the
smaller blocks and a sector of the market in which
the Urban Land Authority has been highly
successful in meetiqg; and 14 lots are being allocated
to the Master Builders Association of Victoria
Homexpo. So there is an extension of housing
opportunities and styles that enables people to make
choices in the Roxburgh Park estate.
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In addition to that there is to be a release of $3.9
million worth of land in the area of other estates, in
particular the Williamstown estate known as the
Range, in the electorate of the honourable member
for Williamstown, where 64 additional lots are being
released. I have approved of their sale at the
Valuer-General's figure and, it is hoped, upwards of
that; nevertheless, the Valuer-General's figure is $3.9
million.
The government will try as far as possible through
the Urban Land Authority to maintain a regular and
steady flow of affordable house blocks on the market
to attempt to stimulate the building industry and to
ensure jobs are created for Victorians as quickly as
possible. The government needs, as the honourable
member who is interjecting knows, the cooperation
of municipalities in not delaying the approval of
these housing releases and, in reply to the
interjections of honourable members The SPEAKER - Order! The Minister should
ignore interjections.
Mr MACLELLAN -It is difficult to ignore these
interjections; they confirm that the opposition has
more than one idiot. I can understand the bitterness
of the honourable member for Thomastown because
he is a bitter person, and I presume he would
rather-The SPEAKER - Order! The Minister must stick
to the question.
Mr MACLELLAN - I presume the honourable
member would rather that an unoccupied school site
be vandalised and destroyed in his community than
developed and the money recovered. I have to say,
since it relates to the Urban Land Authority, it was
with some pride that the authority handed over a
cheque for some $16 million to the Minister for
Education so that the Minister for Education can
build the additional schools that are needed in outer
and growing areas. The honourable member for
Thomastown would have no appreciation of the
issues to which I refer.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER -Order! I caution the
honourable member for Thomastown that I will take
action against him if he continues. Has the Minister
concluded his answer?
Mr MACLELLAN - No. Why should opposition
members, with your protection, be able to make
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comments like that and then walk away? They
should be replied to, and they will be replied to.
Some opposition members have commended the
Urban Land Authority on the way it has developed
former school sites for urban housing. Indeed, when
I went to the Jennings exposition in Broadmeadows
last week I was accompanied by a member of the
opposition who commended that group on the job it
had done, but we would not expect from the
miserable twisted minds opposite - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The time for questions
without notice has expired.

TATTERSALL CONSULTATIONS
(FURTHER AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) introduced a Bill to
amend the Tattersall Consultations Act 1958 and
for other purposes.
Read first time.

SUNDAY ENTERTAINMENT (REPEAL)
BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr PESCOTI (Minister for Industry Services)
introduced a Bill to repeal the Sunday
Entertainment Act 1961 and for other purposes.
Read first time.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND
SAFETY (MISCELLANEOUS
AMENDMENTS) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr PESCOTT (Minister for Industry Services)
introduced a Bill to amend the Occupation Health
and Safety Act 1985 and for other purposes.
Read first time.

STANDING ORDERS COMMITTEE
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
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That the Standing Orders Committee have power to
inquire into and report upon the opportunity for
private members business and opposition business by
31 December 1993.

Mr ROPER (Coburg) - For the record I point out
to honourable members that this issue has been of
concern to the Parliamentary Labor Party for some
time, not just since the last election. As Leader of the
House before the last election I referred this matter
to the Standing Orders Committee last year. It
resulted from discussions I had had with the
opposition parties at the time about the need for
modernising our arrangements for adjournment
motions, private member's Bills and the like.
As the debate yesterday demonstrated, the
opposition is concerned that the government is
dealing with its requirements and leaving the issue
of private members business and opposition
business off to the side. However, the opposition
supports the reference and believes it should be part
of an overall reform. The government should be
committed to taking action on this matter this
session rather than la ter.
Having finally been given the reference, I urge the
Standing Orders Committee to report speedily on
the matter so that it can be determined this session.
Certainly from an opposition perspective there
should be the capacity, as there is in other
Parliaments, for matters of public importance to be
put forward by the opposition.
The opposition also believes there should be a
capacity for private member's Bills to be adequately
debated in Parliament. Under present arrangements,
basically they cannot be debated. I can recall that
many years ago a private member's Bill I introduced
was taken up by the government and became law.
From time to time there have been private member's
Bills from both sides of the House that have been
worthy of support. Under the present Standing
Orders and because of the way the Notice Paper
works, it is almost impossible for private member's
Bills to be read a second time and absolutely
impossible in the normal course of events for there
to be a second-reading debate.
The opposition wants to see this matter resolved to
ensure that there is a greater balance in Parliament.
It would prefer the matter to be resolved this session.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) (By leave) - In commenting on the
remarks of the honourable member for Coburg, the
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government supports the proposition that this
matter should be resolved as expeditiously as
possible. If I recall correctly, that is what I said
yesterday. Nothing has changed since that time, nor
should it change in the future.
Motion agreed to.
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Sessional Orders
Debate resumed from 14 September; motion of
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment>:
That the Sessional Orders be amended by inserting the
following paragraph after paragraph 5:
"6. (1) Standing Orders shall be suspended to allow for
the programming of Government Business
and the following procedures.
(2) Before the House meets for business in any
week, the Leader of the House and the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition (or their nominees)
may meet as a Government Business
Programming Committee with a view to
reaching agreement on the manner in which
the House is to deal with Government
Business of the week.
(3) On the first day of the sitting week the Leader
of the House or his nominee before the calling
on of Government Business may move
without leave a motion setting a date and time
by which consideration of specified Bills or
items of business has to be completed in that
sitting week. Debate thereon shall not exceed
30 minutes and, in speaking thereon no
member shall exceed 5 minutes.
(4) At a change of business and without leave, the
Leader of the House or his nominee may
move a motion to amend the resolution under
subparagraph (3). Debate thereon shall not
exceed 30 minutes and, in speaking thereon
no member shall exceed 5 minutes. Any
change to the program cannot come into
operation until 1 hour after the motion is
agreed to.
(5) Amendments to be proposed in Committee of
the Whole to a specified Bill may be circulated
in the House during the debate on the
question "That this Bill be now read a second
time" after an announcement and request of a
Minister or a member (without leave but not
when another member is speaking)
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foreshadowing such amendments: provided
that these amendments are circulated 1 hour
before the expiration of the completion time
set under subparagraph (3). Such
announcement and request shall not be
debated.
(6) On the expiration of the completion time set
under subparagraph (3) the Chair shall put
forthwith the question on any amendment or
motion already proposed from the Chair for
the purpose of bringing to a conclusion any
proceedings on a motion or a Bill and (a) in the case of the consideration of any Bill
in Committee of the Whole or on any of
the remaining stages at that time, the
Chair shall put any clauses and schedules
and any amendment and new clauses and
schedules desired by the government copies of which have been circulated in
the House pursuant to subparagraph
(5) - and any other question required to
dispose of the Bill (as the case may be)
before the Committee of the Whole or the
House. (No other amendments, new
clauses or schedules shall be proposed);
and
(b) in the case of each remaining specified Bill

or item of Government Business,
Mr Speaker shall(i) in the case of a Bill, put in a combined
question, as required, the questions
necessary for the passage of the Bill
through the House and transmission to
the Legislative Council, the Committee
stage being dispensed with; and
(ll) in the case of a Bill that requires the
second reading and third reading to be
passed with an absolute majority of the
whole number of the members of the
Legislative Assembly, the questions
necessary for the passage of the Bill
through the House and transmission to
the Legislative Council, shall be put
separately, the Committee stage being
dispensed with; and
(ill) in the case of a remaining item of
business other than a Bill put a combined
question (if required) which brings to a
conclusion the proceedings.
(7) Standing and/ or Sessional Orders relating to

closure of debate or guillotine shall not apply
to any proceedings in respect of a specified
Bill or item of business."
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and Mr ROPER's amendment:
That all the words after "That" be omitted with the
view of inserting in place thereof the words "the
proposed new Sessional Order together with the issue
of matters of public importance and private members
business be referred to the Standing Orders Committee
for inquiry and report by 31 October 1993".

Mrs PEULICH (Bentleigh) - Before the House
rose last night I was speaking in support of the
amendment to the Sessional Orders. I was praising
the initiative that has been taken to reform the
manner in which the Business of the House is
conducted.
One of the most important reasons for the change is
that it will eliminate or reduce the abuse of the
Parliamentary process seen in the spring session of
the 52nd Parliament. I am specifically referring to
the enormous number of divisions that were
called - more than 150, each lasting between 8
to 10 minutes - to obstruct the process of
Parliament. All members would have observed that
speakers were lined up ad infinitum waiting to
speak on numerous Bills, even those which had
bipartisan support. Members would have also
observed the same briefing notes being circulated
among opposition members as a basis for their
contributions to the debate. The contributions were
often monotonous, repetitive and with no
substantial, genuine contribution to the debate on
the legislation then under consideration.
As a new member, a female and a mother, I focussed
largely on the human toll that gruelling sittings take
on members and staff and their families and
children. I have referred to the difficulty of
organising child care, and I refer to a personal
experience during an all night sitting. At 5 o'clock in
the morning I was panic stricken and had to
confront the situation of my 8-year-old child being
left unsupervised at 6.30 in the morning. That
situation is appalling and should be avoided. Even
though the Leader of the House had given me
permission to go home to ensure that I did not put
my child at risk, I do not believe any Parliament
should allow that sort of practice to occur.
I also refer to the risk of driving home at 3 o'clock,
4 o'clock, 5 o'clock or 6 o'clock in the morning and
the dangers in which we are placing not only
ourselves but also other members of the community
on the road. I am concerned about the effect of
sleepless nights on the quality of the
decision-making process, especially at the
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Committee level, and the inevitable result that
somehow those processes will be comprOmised.
I was also concerned that unnecessary additional
expenditure associated with the payment of staff
would have to be borne by Victorian taxpayers.
Everyone knows that the public considers the
practice of late-night sittings to be indulgent
nonsense -certainly it is nonsense that must stop!
Yesterday the honourable members for Clayton and
Springvale, with respect to you, Mc Acting Speaker,
had the gall to label the government's efforts to
solve these problems as the use of jackboot tactics. In
discussions with other female members on both
sides of the House, I have discerned a commonality
of view that what occurred during the first three
weeks of that first spring sitting was appalling and
essentially a symptom of a macho culture. That was
humorously evidenced on a few occasions during
those all-night sittings when, from the vantage point
of my office window, I observed several spouses, in
most instances wives, bringing very neatly pressed
changes of clothing on hangers for members of
Parliament who were forced to endure a gruelling
night sitting. Many honourable members do not
have spouses, or wives who are capable of doing
that!
All-night sittings put members of Parliament in a
bad light, not only from the point of view of those
who work in Parliament but also from the point of
view of people who observe the antics from outside
Parliament. If we are to genuinely encourage more
women to participate in the various decision-making
processes at all levels of government, and we know
that although 52 per cent of voters are women only
apprOximately 14 per cent of members of Parliament
are women, we must be serious and fair dinkum
about not discouraging them from entering
Parliament or, worse still, not blocking them out,
which is the result of that sort of practice. There is a
definite need for a cultural change in many of our
institutions.
I commend the government on its initiative and for
its genuine and practical attempts to achieve better
management of the business of the House. The
changes will result in a more efficient and effective
Parliamentary program. Perhaps in future, rather
than being labelled as jackboot tactics these changes
will be seen as a little like a high heel-definite and
to the point.
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I look forward to more orderly and rewarding
programming of the business of the House in future.
I commend the motion to the House.
Mr THOMSON (Pascoe Vale) - No issue could
be more important to the future of this Parliament
than the Sessional Orders that govern its conduct It
is appalling that these changes are being introduced
without first being referred to the Standing Orders
Committee or without the government seeking a
bipartisan basis of agreement on them so that the
changes receive the support of all honourable
members. Honourable members should make no
mistake, these changes are designed to strengthen
the government and weaken the opposition.
I direct the attention of honourable members to the
statement on the floor of the vestibule at the
entrance to Parliament, which states, 'Where no
counsel is the people fall but in the multitude of
counsellors there is safety". The changes are being
made without consultation or an appropriate
process to secure the agreement of the opposition. It
is unfortunate that for the second time since the
election of the government changes to Sessional
Orders are being introduced without bipartisan
support or the support of Parliament as a whole.
The honourable member for Bentleigh informed the
House that she proposed to support these changes
because they would cut costs. U anything suggests
the priority and values of the government it is that
singularly revealing remark! The government
wishes to cut the cost of education, the cost of
kindergartens and, now, the cost of democracy. The
honourable member for Bentleigh has said that
people from certain ethnic backgrounds value
democracy. She has spoken about how precious and
fragile it is. It is disgraceful for her now to say that
democracy has a price and that we ought to cut its
cost.
The honourable member for Bentleigh also referred
to gruelling late-night sittings. I, like most
honourable members, think that late-night sittings
are appalling and outrageous and do not derive any
macho or other pleasure from such sittings, but they
purely reflect the government's poor management of
business. The honourable member for Bentleigh was
not in the previous Parliament and may not know
that there have been more late-night sittings since
the current government came to power.
The management of Parliament has been atrocious
under the current government, with sittings going
through until 6 a.m. or beyond. On some occasions
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one can arrive home to be asked by one's small son
whether you are just getting home from work!
Alternatively, as occurred last Thursday, the
government may say it does not require Parliament
to sit at all and that we can go home because there is
no business for us to deal with.
Mr Gude interjected.
Mr THOMSON - No government members
wanted to get up and speak on the
adjournment - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The ACI1NG SPEAKER (Dr Vaughan) Order! The honourable member for Pascoe Vale has
the call.
Mr THOMSON - The absence of government
members from the debate on the motion for the
adjournment of the sitting suggests that government
members wish to speak on the adjournment only to
take up time - Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, the honourable member implied that there
were no government members in the Chamber.
The ACI1NG SPEAKER - Order! There is no
point of order.
Mr Gude - And the opposition was absent.
Mr THOMSON (pascoe Vale) - No government
members wished to speak in the adjournment
debate last night.
Mr Leigh interjected.
The ACI1NG SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Mordialloc is trying the
Chair. 1 ask him to return to his place and behave in
an orderly manner.
Mr THOMSON - The government has
displayed appalling standards of management of the
business of Parliament. On one hand we sit all night
with the adverse consequences outlined by the
honourable member for Bentleigh; on the other hand
whole sitting days are cancelled for want of
business. The government prides itself on its private
sector and businesslike approach to the world. 1
suggest that if this were a private sector workplace
none of these practices would be in place, with a
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work force turning up for 26 hours on some
occasions and on other occasions being sent home
because there was no work for them to do. The
private sector work model is not being applied here!
What is required is a set of Sessional Orders that will
not only enable government business to be
transacted expeditiously and appropriately but will
also allow all members of Parliament to make
contributions. I do not agree with the suggestion
that some members should not speak on a Bill on
which there is, for example, bipartisan support;
many members wish to contribute on Bills about
which they feel strongly. Occasionally a situation
arises in which, although there is bipartisan support
in Parliament, there is concern in the community
generally. There can be a real point in allowing
debate on Bills that subsequently may not be the
subject of a division.
I record my concern that the changes are being
pushed through without the bipartisan support and
consultation that is appropriate for something as
important as this type of change to the Sessional
Orders. I direct the attention of honourable members
to remarks made by His Excellency the Governor
concerning the conduct of Parliament. At the
opening of this Parliament on 27 October 1992, His
Excellency stated:
Turning to Parliament itself, the operation of
Parliament, the conventions of the Parliamentary
system in Victoria and the sense of independence and
broad representation of Parliament have each been
devalued in recent years.
My government believes Parliament, as the central
institution in our democracy, must be truly reinstated
as a forum of the people.
Parliament should be seen to observe the highest
standards.
My government is determined to restore public
confidence in the institution of Parliament itself and to
ensure the standards of truthfulness, honesty and
proper behaviour - standards we would apply in
other areas of our lives - are rigorously observed.

His Excellency further stated:
Question time will become a genuine opportunity to
obtain information from the government and not
simply a forum for political point-scoring.
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Well, well, well! Not one of those notable sentiments
has been put into practice in the conduct of this
Parliament. The government is afraid of debate, as
evidenced by its refusal to appear on the 7.30 Report,
its banning of the Sunday Age, and its attitude
towards the liquor licensing Commissioner and
Mr Justice Nicholson. The policy of the government
is to intimidate, harass and refuse to debate any
alternative community views.
Parliament is the last great forum for Victorians to
debate the policies of this government, yet now we
are experiencing breathtaking cynicism and
hypocrisy about the way the government runs
Parliament. The proposed Sessional Order seeks to
suck the life out of Parliament.
I particularly refer to subparagraphs (3) and (4) of

the Sessional Order proposed by the Leader of the
House. Paragraph 6(3) states in part:
On the first day of the sitting week the Leader of the
House or his nominee before the calling on of
Government Business may move without leave a
motion setting a date and time by which consideration
of specified Bills or items of business have to be
completed.

That puts in place a mechanism to guillotine a
number of Bills. Even more outrageous is the
proposal in paragraph 6(4), which states in part:
At a change of business and without leave, the Leader
of the House or his nominee may move a motion to
amend the resolution under subparagraph (3).

Paragraph 6(4) gives the Leader of the House
powers that no Leader of the House has ever
enjoyed. His powers would be unacceptably broad
in their scope and would be introduced without
regard to the rights of the opposition and without
regard to issues such as the time allowed for private
members business, opposition business, grievance
debates and so on.
The Leader of the House has signalled that there
should be some discussion by the Standing Orders
Committee of those issues but at the same time he is
saying, "Give me what I want now and we will talk
about what you want in due course". That is not the
stuff of a genuine bipartisan approach to these
issues. All issues should be dealt with
simultaneously.
It is unacceptable for the opposition to allow the
Leader of the House to have that unprecedented
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power afforded to him as a result of the proposed
changes to Sessional Orders.
The government has been running away from
debate. Parliament did not sit last Thursday - the
day on which the 13 per cent unemployment figure
for Victoria was announced. Obviously the Victorian
government has given up on the problem of
unemployment. The House was unable to deal with
that issue in a timely way during question time. That
action is typical of the lack of dialogue between the
government and community.
This proposal follows the introduction of new
Sessional Orders on 28 October 1992, as a result of
which the grievance debate became a gift from the
government rather than a right. The time allowed
for each honourable member to contribute to the
grievance debate was reduced. The government
decided upon a 10 a.m. start for Parliament, which
has had an adverse effect on the sitting times for
Parliamentary committees. The time allowed for the
adjournment debate was reduced.
Mr Gude interjected.
Mr THOMSON - That may not be a bad thing,
but it occurred without considering the right of any
honourable member to be protected from abuse,
such as spurious points of order being taken to
reduce further the time allowed for each honourable
member - and I have been the subject of that tactic!
Mr Gude interjected.
Mr THOMSON - The Sessional Orders should
be amended to cope with that situation. I am not a
member of the Standing Orders Committee, but that
practice should be addressed.
When in opposition the coalition made many
statements about how the rights, standards and
procedures of Parliament were being eroded. In 1991
the present Leader of the House, then a shadow
Minister, issued press releases saying that the
government was attacking the Parliamentary
process. He said that Parliament should be the
central pillar of any democracy and that it should
provide the ultimate check on executive
government. At the time he said that Parliament
could not play its proper and intended role because
of continual abuse. He complained about the
number of questions being asked and about the
dorothy dixers.
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The then opposition produced a survey from 1989
indicating that virtually every question asked by a
government backbencher was a dorothy dixer. The
opposition was mightily offended and complained
that Ministers felt free to refuse to answer or to
deflect questions from the opposition and that
question time had become a joke. That report was
compiled by Greg Craven, then a lecturer at the
University of Melbourne; the report should be
devalued in content accordingly!
Nevertheless, the coalition government has not
altered that situation at all now that it is in
. government. Every question asked by a government
backbencher is a dorothy dixer. Ministers feel
absolutely free to avoid or deflect opposition
questions. As a result of the changes to Sessional
Orders introduced in October 1992 the rights of the
opposition have been reduced. These proposed
changes to Sessional Orders will lead to a further
erosion of the rights of the opposition and of its right
to express views on questions of public importance
and legislation.
Honourable members in favour of changes to the
Sessional Orders have said that they will make the
operation of Parliament more efficient; the sort of
expression used was, 'We will not waste time". That
expression is extraordinary. When the former
government introduced legislation the then
opposition delayed legislation for as long as it liked
because it had control of the Upper House. It felt
free to delay legislation for three months, six
months, a year or whatever it thought appropriate.
Now that the coalition is in government and because
it controls both Houses, legislation as important as
that dealing with the 3-cent-a-litre petrol levy or the
State deficit levy has been passed in little more than
1 hour. The government has the cheek to say, 'We
think 1 hour is too long for debate on Bills, the
opposition is abusing its rights". That is absolutely
extraordinary!
Mr Gude interjected.
Mr THOMSON - I do not have a problem with
the time taken to debate the legislation dealing with
WorkCover and occupational health and safety.
Mr Gude - There was none.
Mr THOMSON - It is appropriate that they
were debated at length in this place!
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During the autumn sessional period of 10 weeks,
debates on 45 Bills were guillotined, and on
10 occasions sittings of this place lasted until well
after midnight. The consequence of dealing with
legislation way is poor legislation that later requires
amendment.

as Premier. The honourable member for Murray
Valley said that Parliament should be the ultimate
forum. I agree with him: Parliament should be the
ultimate forum because it is where the people send
their representatives to make decisions about the
laws of the land.

Examples of poor legislation already evident include
the application of the State deficit levy to properties
that are of virtually no value. The government was
forced to amend the Act to redress the injustice
imposed upon people who owned essentially
worthless properties, yet who were expected to pay
the $100 levy. The government belatedly admitted
that the issue had not been considered earlier.

Unfortunately, I believe the proposed changes to the
Sessional and Standing Orders will not enhance
Parliament's role as the ultimate forum of the
people. I believe the events of the past few years,
under governments both Labor and Liberal, have
not enhanced the standing of Parliament. Over the
past decade, whether in the Victorian Parliament or
in other Parliaments, the executive has been anxious
to increase its power at the expense of Parliament,
which has increased the tension between those two
. arms of government.

A similar situation applied to the diesel fuel levy.
Revenue for Victoria was lost because trucks were
filling up interstate rather than in Victoria because of
the changes in excise duty introduced by the
Victorian government. The fact that the government
has yet to rectify the problem may mean that it has
not yet acknowledged the error. It is certainly
acknowledged in the wider community, which is
why I expect that in due course the government will
amend the legislation.
If honourable members are serious about ensuring
the proper scrutiny of legislation, adequate time
must be made available for debate. I am not
convinced that the changes proposed to the
Sessional and Standing Orders will guarantee that
sufficient time is made available for the scrutiny of
legislation. The government has demonstrated an
extraordinary lack of ability to manage Parliament,
which is why it is attempting to bulldoze through
the proposed changes to the Sessional Orders.
Because Sessional and Standing Orders are so
important, any changes to them must have
bipartisan support, rather than being designed to
strengthen the government and weaken the
opposition - which is what the proposal will do.

At some stages of the Labor Party's term in office
Parliament was able to insist on its proper authority,
whether as a result of, for example, the Honourable
Robert Fordham's cooperative management of the
business of this House or through the then
opposition's control of the Upper House, which
enforced a process of proper review. Now that the
coalition has the numbers in both Houses, it is not
possible to ensure a process of proper review.
I compliment the government on the establishment
of the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee. I
am not sure whether, given another chance, it would
make the same decision; nevertheless, the
es~b1ishment of the committee represents an
advance for Parliament. Although I congratulate the
Minister on taking some steps towards the reform of
Parliament, I believe the process is wrong.

There is more to protecting the dignity of Parliament
than reintroducing the wearing of wigs and buckles.
We do not need facades; we need the substance of
Sessional and Standing Orders which have the
support of both sides of the House and which give
all honourable members the opportunity to put their
views and to have them adequately considered. For
those reasons I support the amendment moved by
the honourable member for Coburg.

When I was Premier I, along with the former
honourable member for Oakleigh and you,
Mr Speaker, supported the review of Parliament,
setting up a committee to examine and enhance the
role of this place. Once I became Premier I was
anxious to change the way Parliament operated.
Despite my transgression and your reaction the
other day, Mr Speaker, by and large I do not like the
gladiatorial style of this or any other Parliament, and
the majority of people I speak to do not like it either.
It is unfortunate that, too often, hardness, insults
and clever and harsh one liners that grab the
attention of the media are mistaken for constructive
debate.

Ms KIRNER (Williamstown) - I have mixed
feelings about speaking on the motion, having taken
part in a similar debate towards the end of my term

Often when I have walked out of the Chamber at the
completion of question time I have been
embarrassed to overhear students saying, '1f we
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behaved like that at school, we would get into real
trouble". Our behaviour in this House often fails to
set a good example to either young people or
anybody else. A consideration of the reports of the
Parliament of Victoria Committee and Standing
Orders Committee, which are there for us to act on if
we are prepared to, would have been the best way to
proceed.
The Leader of the House should have sat down with
opposition members and other representatives of the
broader community to consider changes that would
work not in the best interests of the government but
in the best interests of Parliament and the people it
represents. In March 1992 I introduced a reform
package that proposed establishing a Parliament of
Victoria Committee to create the independent
management of Parliament; allowing more regular
grievance debates and the extension of question time
if the Speaker believed that too few questions had
been able to be asked; providing private individuals
who had been named in Parliament a right of
response before the Privileges Committee, as
happens in the Senate; setting fixed times for the
debating of Bills; allowing interested members of the
public to follow debates more easily; and instituting
a new education program to inform both members
and the public about the conventions and role of
Parliament.
I was disappointed by the reaction of the then
Leader of the Opposition to my package of reforms.
He said they were too little, too late, that when the
coalition was elected to government he would
reform the Parliament by making hay with a big
stick. Reform the Parliament was right! During the
first few months of his government's first term he
launched one of the most disgraceful attacks on
proper processes that an Australian Parliament has
ever experienced. That was as much a problem for
you, Mr Speaker, as it was for many others both
inside and outside this place. When the Leader of
the Government sets that sort of example, it is only
to be expected that this side of the House reacts in a
similar fashion, and vice versa.
In that first sessional period the House was brought
into disrepute. On at least two occasions, one of
which was the consideration of the Employee
Relations Bill, which was important because of the
fundamental changes it would make to the way the
State worked, debate was guillotined and
procedures rather than the content of the Bill became
the focus of discussion.
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I understand why the Leader of the House wants to
do something about the processes followed and the
behaviour often evident in the House since the
election of the government. But those problems will
be compounded by the limited nature of the
proposed changes. The Leader of the House will not
get agreement on the changes because they are too
limited and have the potential to be used to
steamroll the opposition and prevent proper
discussion. What should happen, and what should
have happened before, is that the report of the
Standing Orders Committee should be discussed,
after which I am sure we would come up with
proposals for the proper reform of Parliament.
It is possible to reform the Parliament. As the
honourable member for Frankston said yesterday,
the Parliament of Toronto has sensible hours and sits
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., although after having been a
Minister I am not sure I would like Parliament to sit
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. every weekday. Nevertheless,
the Toronto Parliament does have sensible hours
because it allows members who are mums and dads
with young children to feel as though they are
fulfilling their duties at home as well as at work. So
we know it can work: the Parliament can operate
with more civilised hours, and that would possibly
result in more respect for the way Parliament
operates. However, this motion misses the great
opportunity to achieve that.

If these Standing Orders are passed - and
obviously the government has the numbers to put
them through - there will be acrimonious debate
after acrimonious debate and it will get to a point
where the business of the House is simply
steamrolled through.

The Premier asked the Governor to say in his
opening speech to Parliament that one of his major
reforms would be to restore respect for this House.
Has he done that? Have we done that? The answer
must be no. I have already referred to the arrogant
disregard shown to this Parliament in the spring
session and the games played by honourable
members on both sides. But it is the government that
loses out if this House does not have a proper
review or discussion process which includes the
views of all the community and all the people whom
opposition and government members represent. If
that process is not in place, mistakes are likely to be
made in legislation. As the honourable member for
Pascoe Vale said, the State deficit levy legislation
would have been greatly benefited by proper
discussion in this House; perhaps fewer mistakes
would have been made. But the government, or at
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least certain members of it, is not prepared to open
up the legislative program to proper democratic
processes. Sure, it will take the legislation through
the House, but it will take it through in the time that
it sets rather than in the time that people require.
The government does not seem to understand that
the democratic process of government is as
important as the decisions it makes, and that it is
important to get in touch with the public. The
government is losing touch with the public. It is
losing touch with schools, kindergartens and child
and infant welfare centres. The government is in
trouble not simply because it cuts services - in
infant welfare the amount of money being cut is not
huge - but because it refuses to include legitimate
stakeholders in the process. It refuses to include
parents, teachers - who are constantly referred to
as unionists and who are accused of not being
interested in the welfare of children - infant
welfare carers, kindergarten teachers and
kindergarten assistants in the consultation process.
All honourable members, if they are honest, know
that those people have been excluded from the
consultation process, and now the government
wants to exclude the opposition and all
backbenchers by the introduction of the new
Sessional Orders.
The proposed Sessional Orders could potentially and I say potentially because they could be used
occasionally in a magnanimous way by the Leader
of the House - exclude expressions of interest from
the people whom honourable members represent in
this House. The government wants to exclude not
only the community and the consultative quality
provision task forces, but also all opposition and
backbench members from debate.
Yesterday's Australian contained an interesting
editorial headed "Kennett hostile to his critics". The
Australian is not known for its backing of my side of
politics, but I hope that Mr Kennett, his advisers and
his colleagues in the Cabinet read that editorial
carefully because it sounded some warning bells.
The Age has suggested that the Premier is
thin-skinned - I have never known anyone less
thin-skinned than the Premier in my life - but the
Australian editorial suggested that he has begun to
classify people into pro-Victorian and anti-Victorian
categories according to whether they support him or
not. Any aspiring great leader must understand that
classification according to his or her personal
preference is not a useful classification. One of the
sad things about these proposed Standing Orders is
that they are fashioned in the image of a Premier
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who wants to classify support for his point of view
. as pro-Victorian and opposition to his point of view
as anti-Victorian.
I am a little surprised that the Leader of the House
has brought only these proposals forward. I do not
know whether he had a lot of trouble getting a more
democratic process through or whether he
suggested a more democratic process; all I know is
that these proposals do not sufficiently underpin the
democra tic process.
It is unfortunate that the government is fast
developing a reputation for its failure to debate
issues of importance, for pushing through matters of
importance and for imposing a blanket ban on the
Sunday Age and the 7.30 Report. I do not think a
Premier or a Minister should jump at the behest of
the 7.30 Report or the Sunday Age - I had enough of
that when I was in government - but imposing a
blanket ban suggests that the government is not
accountable to the people who matter most in
Victoria. It suggests that paying homage to the
Premier is important, and if a person does not pay
homage to the Premier, he or she is out.

That is not the way to conduct proper debate or
arrive at proper decisions, and if it is maintained it
skews the decision-making process to such an extent
that bad decision-making processes result. I am not
saying that has happened yet; it takes a while. It
took over 15 years in Queensland, but it did happen
when the former Queensland Premier began to
believe that he was the Almighty and that his
backbenchers should pay homage to him. It got to
the stage that he believed the Cabinet, the people
and the media should pay homage to him also.
Eventually his ability to determine what was the
truth and to be accountable slipped out the door and
he became a dictatorial leader in a State that could
not govern itself democratically.
I welcome the interest of the Leader of the House
and the government in reforming the Sessional
Orders. I welcome the provision, which will allow
for proper consultation between the Leader of the
House and a representative of the opposition.
However, I worry about the proposal that says "may
consult" rather than "shall consult" and the lack of a
balanced approach to ensure that the opposition has
its say, just as the majority is assured of having its
way.
In a proper Parliamentary process the balance of
government having its way and the opposition
having its say is an important part of democracy. I
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sa y to the Leader of the House: well done for
introducing a reform proposal, but you have not
gone far enough.
I have had the good fortune of being a member of
the Upper House, which enabled me to observe the
Parliamentary process in that Chamber. One of the
good things about that House was that I served with
the Honourable Evan Walker and the Honourable
Alan Hunt, now former members, but respected
Leaders of the two parties. The procedures of the
House were agreed so that it rarely sat beyond
11 o'clock at night. It had proper agreements on
protocol and exchange of information. Indeed, the
Minister for Health worked with me when she was
the shadow Minister for Conservation and
Environment in the other place and I was the
Minister for Conservation and Environment to pass
an East Gippsland Bill on national parks. We
worked on regressive parts of our own parties so
that the House could pass an important Bill by
adopting a proper process. Why can that not happen
in this House? Why is it not possible to have the
same process? I believe it is, but I do not believe the
proposed Sessional Orders will achieve it. They will
inevitably lead to conflict and one-upmanship, and I
say that advisedly, because that is what it usually is.
The Sessional Orders do not require agreement.
They do not ensure the rights of the opposition and
they allow what could be a counterproductive
steamrolling of the government's intentions through
the House and inadequate ability for the opposition
to have its say. Good government requires the
support of the people. It is not sufficient simply to
have a vote in which a government obtains a
mandate; it also requires the continuing involvement
of the community. The government, having taken
some firm decisions, some of which were necessary,
is now confusing firmness with toughness. It is
confusing doing things for the people rather than
doing things with the people, and with the people is
a much stronger method of government than doing
things for people. If one does things for people one
decides for them, but if one does things with people
one decides with them and they are part of the
decision.
If honourable members do not believe me they

should view some of the news programs that have
appeared on television over the past few months. I
have been away for a period and it was instructive
to read the newspapers with an attempt at non-bias
and watch tares of television programs, something
that a government rarely does. This place has
regularly had demonstrations of some kind or other
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from ordinary people on the steps of Parliament
over the past few months. I am not talking of what
you might dismiss as expected trade union
opposition - I am not criticising that - but I am
talking about resistance from people who believe the
actions of the government are not in their best
interests or have been taken despite consultation or
without consultation. If the government keeps going
down that road we will have a division not only in
this place but in the community, which will impede
economic progress.
The government will eventually regret its current
mode of operation. I do not believe all members of
the government behave in this way, but at lunchtime
today I saw the Premier in action as I came up the
stairs. A member of his party was waiting to see him
and he thumped him on the chest with a piece of
paper and said, "Come in here, you; I want to see
you". That is what he is saying to the public and
they do not want to see him in that mode. They want
to see him as a strong Leader, but they want to be
respected for their contribution. The proposed
Sessional Orders do not allow the opposition to be
respected for its contribution.
I also saw the Premier at a reception for a leading
member of the Israeli government, and in his usual
expansive way he said in his welcoming speech, '1
said to our visitor when he arrived in Parliament,
'Welcome to my little House'." The woman standing
next to me - I will not say who she was - said to
me, "That is a funny statement. I thought the House
belonged to the people". It does.
The proposed Sessional Orders insufficiently
recognise that the House belongs to the people and
that the people, through the opposition, the
backbench of the government and the Ministers of
the Crown, are entitled to proper participation in its
proceedings.
I have some regard for the ability of the Leader of
the House to get an agreed reform. I have a
suspicion that he does not share the Premier's
crash-through or crash approach. I urge him to do
the right thing by Parliament and to go back to his
colleagues and say, 'We ought to put this to the
Standing Orders Committee. We ought to get an
agreement." I know many members on our side of
the House - the honourable member for Werribee
being one, myself and others - would be prepared
to commit ourselves to working hard on this issue.
Some members would still have the view that the
opposition should go for broke and make it as
uncomfortable for the government as possible. The
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same is true of the government. That is not useful for
Parliament or for you, Mr Speaker, in maintaining
the dignity and respect of Parliament.
Not only do the proposed Sessional Orders not go
far enough in respecting the dignity and proper
power of the House, but they will undermine its
effectiveness.

I know the Leader of the House has introduced these
reforms to improve the effectiveness of Parliament.
Yet, unfortunately, I do not believe it will be.
I shall conclude with the remarks of a former Prime
Minister, Ben Chifley, as a reminder to all of us:
Honourable members should not forget that in the life
of a democracy it is important that the public should
respect, not necessarily a party, but the Parliament.
Everything we do to destroy that respect deals a blow
to democracy itself.

Any change to Standing Orders should enhance
democracy, not deal a blow to it. I ask the Minister
to refer his first attempt at drafting a Sessional Order
to the Standing Orders Committee to allow us to
take pride in the Parliamentary process.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I thank honourable members who
have contributed to the debate. Some 14 honourable
members over almost 7 hours have made a
contribution to the motion to change Sessional
Orders. It would be indulgent of me to go through
all of the contributions; they have all been genuine
and well made from the respective positions of the
two parties.
However, the comments of the honourable member
for Williamstown invite me to make a contribution.
The government has introduced a Sessional Order
that is designed from the perspective of the House to
provide a sensible process where governments can
be judged, the opposition can have its say and good
sense can prevail in the process. For many years the
honourable member for Coburg and I as the
respective Leaders of the House have taken part in
the usual Tuesday morning meetings to discuss
Government Business that might be undertaken for
the remainder of the week.
Clearly the proper functioning of the House can be
achieved if the parties are prepared to work at it.
Over a long period there have been too many
instances where we have seen - and I put this
across party political boundaries - the process
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aborted for one reason or another. In saying that I do
not apportion blame.
The honourable member for Williamstown accepts
the bona fides of the way in which I have proposed
that the Standing Orders should operate. I did so
after having had the privilege of examining the
operations of other Parliaments overseas, but I was
particularly interested in how they might apply in
Australia. I decided that a combination of the South
Australian and Federal Parliamentary processes
offered the best opportunity.

It was suggested that there has been no consultation.
I accept that some people may feel there should have
been more consultation, but I advised the Acting
Leader of the Opposition the general direction in
which the government was intending to go. He
thanked me for that and said that he was going to
South Australia and would avail himself of the
information offered and undertook to keep in
contact, which he has.
The motion provides an opportunity to meet on a
Monday with the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
or his nominee - I presume it will probably be his
nominee but I express concern about who it will
be - rather than meet on a Tuesday to try to reach a
level of agreement on the legislation to be passed to
enable Parliament to sit sensible hours and not sit
through the night, as has been the case when both
parties have been in government at different times.
That is my clear intention.
I have a preference that the sittings of Parliament
should be extended rather than continuing late into
the night to achieve the end of session goals. I
believe that puts an added onus on the government
of the day to introduce legislation as quickly as
possible. Notwithstanding the best intentions of
governments, that is not always easy and both
parties in government have experienced those
difficulties. They are not always within the purview
or control of the particular Minister or government
of the day; several external influences impact on
those delays.
Later there will be a separate debate dealing with
Standing Orders, but I shall not indulge myself in
that debate until it is introduced in this place.
The government has picked up about 95 per cent of
the recommendations of the Standing Orders
Committee of a previous Parliament when the Labor
Party was in government. Rather than waste a lot of
time giving consideration to these areas where
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change should be made, the government will pursue
that debate in this place. After an appropriate level
of contribution from honourable members it is the
intention of the government that the debate should
be adjourned to enable the two parties to confer to
ascertain whether an added level of agreement can
be achieved.
The honourable member for Coburg has advised the
House that the matter has already been to the
Standing Orders Committee, and has also been the
subject of consideration at different times. I believe
the people of Victoria want decisions to be made
and action to be taken, and that is why this measure
has been introduced.
The third part of the Parliamentary process that has
not been adequately covered - I am indebted to the
honourable member for Coburg for reminding me,
and I hope he is prepared to acknowledge that to his
surprise I acted almost faster than the speed of
light - is to refer to the Standing Orders Committee
private members' and opposition business. Those
matters should be properly considered by the
Standing Orders Committee and I shall be pleased if
the committee undertakes that reference.
In the past there have been occasions when the
Standing Orders Committee, without any reference
from the Parliament, has covered matters that relate
to Parliamentary procedures. In those
circumstances, the Standing Orders Committee is
competent to consider any matters now before it or
likely to be before it and, therefore, does not require
a reference from me on behalf of the government.
I conclude by observing that today the House is
considering a Sessional Order, not a change to the
Standing Orders. As honourable members would be
aware, a Sessional Order is temporary and transient
in nature. If the Sessional Order is as successful as I
hope it will be, given the appropriate test, and if
good sense and sanity prevail, honourable members
may consider that it should ultimately become a
Standing Order of the Parliament, albeit in some
amended form.
Although honourable members are aware of the
Sessional Order as set out on the Notice Paper, I
have foreshadowed that the government will move
an amendment that will also apply to the Standing
Orders, which I presume will be amended.
Honourable members will also be aware that debate
on a Sessional Order that relates to a revised
Standing Order is of a temporary nature, as is clear
from the motion of which notice has been given.
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I understand both parties agree that the revised
Standing Orders will be in place for 12 months in the
form of a Sessional Order. At the end of that period
the provisions will either be revised or, if they are
acceptable in practice, formally adopted as the
Standing Orders.
It seems to me that over the next 12 months the
Standing Orders Committee should give proper
consideration to the performance of the temporary
Standing Orders. It would be reasonable to expect
that the Standing Orders Committee will want to
examine those matters some time from the
beginning of the second half of next year so that it
can provide sensible advice to Parliament.

Instead of the government creating some
heavy-fisted "we are going to do it our way or else"
situation, the opposite is the case. The government is
concerned with good sense and sanity. It is keen to
provide the opportunity for Parliament to take a
proper businesslike approach to legislation that will
give honourable members and others interested in
the proceedings of Parliament some idea of the
business to be transacted during Parliamentary
sittings and enable people with interest in specific
measures to come to the House knowing which
measures will be debated at that time. The people
who report on the performance of Parliament - the
media -will also know when legislation will be
considered.
I sincerely thank members from both sides of the
House, all 14 of them, who have contributed for
almost 7 hours to the debate on this matter, which is
important to the future of Parliament. I commend
the motion to the House.

House divided on omission (Members in favour
vote No):

Ayes, 55
Ashley,Mr
BiIdstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark,Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Dean,Mr
Doyle,Mr
Elder,Mr
EIliott, Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffeman, Mr

Mac1ellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich, Mrs (Teller)
Plowman, Mr S.}.
Reynolds, Mr
Rowe, Mr (Teller)
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
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Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper,Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John,Mr
Kennett,Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton,Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGiU,Mrs
McGrath, Mr W.D.
McLellan, Mr

Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry, Mr
Steggall,Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner,Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Turner,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes, 25
Andrianopoul08, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill,Dr
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr
Kirner,Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney,Mr
Marple,Ms

Micallef,Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr (Teller)
Roper,Mr
Sandon,Mr
Seitz,Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr (Teller)
Vaughan, Dr
Wilson,Mrs

Amendment negatived.
The SPEAKER - Order! With the concurrence of
both sides of the House I have decided that we will
treat the matter as a Bill is treated during the
Committee stage. However, because the Sessional
Orders concern the whole House it is not
appropriate to go into a Committee of the Whole. I
ask the Clerk to call each subparagraph to which an
amendment will be moved.
Paragraph 6(1) agreed to.
Paragraph 6(2)
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - I move:
2.

That in proposed Sessional Order 6(2), omit the
words ''Deputy Leader of the Opposition" insert
the words "and two opposition members
nominated by the Leader of the Opposition".

The opposition believes the committee should be
more broadly based. The traditional arrangements
provide for only one opposition representative, but
when the Labor Party was in government, the
Liberal and National parties - the opposition
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parties - each had a representative. Since the
coalition government took power I have attended
discussions where both the Leader of the House and
the Deputy Leader of the National Party were in
attendance.
I relate my remarks also to amendment No. 3
circulated in my name. The opposition proposes that
the Government Business Programming Committee
be formalised so that two representatives from the
government and two representatives from the
opposition attend the meeting. The opposition
believes it should have two representatives on the
committee because it is to meet frequently and it
may often be the case that one member may not be
able to attend. A second representative will allow
greater continuity for both sides of the House.
Currently when the Leader of the House is not
available the Deputy Leader of the National Party
fulfils that role. It has been a voluntary procedure, so
it did not matter in what terms the meeting was
prescribed.
I moved the amendment because if the government
has its way this procedure will be anything but
voluntary, and therefore the committee should be
established in an organised way. I commend the
proposition set out in amendments Nos 2 and 3,
which will ensure that there are four members of the
committee, two from the government and two from
the opposition. If there were only one nominee from
each side of the House a formal nomination by the
Leader of the Opposition would have to be made
whenever another nominee was required. I
commend the amendments to the House.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - The government has considered
this proposition. Over a long period the government
of the day has had its representatives and each
single party has had its representatives. The
honourable member for Coburg made reference to
when the opposition was made up of the Liberal
Party and the National Party and they were not
operating in coalition. The government believes
there should be a single representative from both
parties until circumstances change. We cannot
foresee other parties being elected to Parliament, but
the matter can be examined at such a time.
The government takes the view that the original
subparagraph is acceptable. I will have no difficulty
should the honourable member - if he is the
nominee of his party for these discussions - wish to
bring another member with him, but that person
will not be a contributing party to the discussions
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unless he or she is nominated by the opposition. In
fact, I can see an advantage in the Whips being
involved in the process so that they can give effect to
the considerations that come out of such meetings.
Amendment negatived; paragraph 6(2) agreed to.
Paragraph 6(3)
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - I move:
3.

That in proposed Sessional Order 6(3) after the word
"nominee" insert the words "after a meeting held
in accordance with subparagraph (2), where
agreement has been reached".

The opposition is seeking an interim arrangement by
agreement. As I said during the earlier debate and as
other members on this side of the Chamber have
said, there is no obligation in the proposed Sessional
Order, or parts of it, for agreement to be reached. A
situation may occur where tempers are frayed and
the government says, ''This is what we are going to
do this week". It may not care that its decision may
not be appropriate or may not conform with what
the opposition believes is reasonable. It is important
that the rights of minorities are also protected.
Agreement should be reached; but as I understand it
the government does not intend to support the
agreement. That is regrettable because as the end of
the session approaches the Sessional Order will have
been tried and found wanting so far as protecting
the minority in Parliament is concerned. It will be
seen as a weakness of this Parliament as an adequate
debating and law-making forum that the
government was not forced to obtain agreement.
Mr SERCOMBE (Acting Leader of the
Opposition) - Some time ago the Leader of the
House had the courtesy to speak to me about what
he described as the South Australian model of
considering business in this place. Following that
brief conversation discussions were held with
Parliamentary officers. On behalf of the opposition I
informed both the Leader of the House and the
Parliamentary officers that the opposition sees the
need - it has been saying so for some time - for a
serious examination of a number of Standing Orders
and that the opposition is at pains to emphasise that
if the Standing Orders are to be beneficial in the long
run they need to be triaIled and their operation
agreed upon.
The opposition is willing to try to reach a sensible
agreement with the government on this matter, but
the operative word is "agreement". The Leader of
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the House and the Parliamentary officers have said
that the South Australiar. model or variations of it
simply do not work unless there is agreement, that
without agreement they break down and the
practices of the Parliament become even more
farcical.
I urge the Leader of the House to debate the issue
and to agree to a trial that takes into account the
amendment moved by the honourable member for
Coburg. It would reflect the spirit of the discussion
to date and it would auger well for the sensible
conduct of the business of the House.
Dr COGHILL (Werribee) - The amendment
tests the commitment of the Leader of the House to
the good intentions he expressed when he explained
the way he expects the Sessional Order to operate. It
is important for us to understand the implications of
the amendment moved by the honourable member
for Coburg. If the intentions of the Leader of the
House were followed and the Government Business
Programming Committee were used as a forum in
which agreement would be sought, they would be
compatible with the intentions of the honourable
member for Coburg. In other words, there would be
consensus between the representatives of the
opposing parties on the business to be dealt with in
the succeeding period - the period the subject of
the motion.
However, if it were not possible to reach agreement
on some or all of the matters, the situation would
remain unchanged. As it stands the subparagraph
would enable the government to railroad through
whatever it wanted to, irrespective of the views of
the minority in the House and the strength of the
arguments put by that minority.
It is important that the opposition take note of a
point made by, of all people, the honourable
member for Momington, who suggested that the
opposition acknowledge that it had not only rights
but also responsibilities. That is certainly true, but
among those responsibilities is that of properly and
thoroughly scrutinising questions on which we as
members of the House are asked to cast our votes on
behalf of not only our constituents but also the
people of Victoria, who will be affected by whatever
matter is before the Chair.
In that context it seems the amendment moved by
the honourable member for Coburg is entirely
reasonable. If a meeting leads to a resolution being
put to the House by the Leader of the House, it
should be on the basis of the agreement reached at
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that meeting. If agreement is not reached on the
matters discussed at the meeting, those matters
should be treated as they are at present rather than
being included in a timetable imposed on all
honourable members by the Leader of the House
using the power granted to him by the
subparagraph.
Taking him at his word - that he is sincere about
how he wants the Sessional Order to operate - I
suggest that the Leader of the House accept the
amendment moved by the honourable member for
Coburg, because it is entirely consistent with the
intentions he has expressed.
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) - I see two difficulties
with subparagraph (3). The first problem has been
outlined by previous opposition speakers and is
dealt with in the amendment moved by the
honourable member for Coburg: there is no
mechanism in the proposed changes to Sessional
Orders to promote agreement. With that knowledge
a government representative could take a hard line
with the Government Business Programming
Committee, and there would be no onus on him or
her to reach any form of agreement. Indeed, the
government representative could say to the
committee, "Sorry, we are not in a position to reach
agreement because we do not know what Bills will
be ready for debate during the week". Apart from
any suggestion that the government representative
might take a hard line, the government could go
through the motions and say it had not finally made
up its mind. There would be no onus on the
government to reach agreement.
The second difficulty I foresee is that even if
agreement were reached, there would still be no
onus on the government to put the agreement before
the House when deciding the proposed order of
business. Agreement could be reached with the
Government Business Programming Committee, but
without the amendment moved by the honourable
member for Coburg there would be no onus on the
government to ensure that the program it presented
to the House reflected that agreement. The
opposition recognises that at the end of the day the
government has the numbers and will be able to
order the business of the House in whatever way it
chooses. But I believe the amendment moved by the
honourable member for Coburg is worthy of
consideration because it is an attempt to promote
agreement and to ensure that any agreement that is
reached is reflected in the motion ultimately moved
by the Leader of the House at the start of a sitting
week.
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Unless such a mechanism is inserted the problem
will exist as it does at the moment in that there is a
gap between subparagraphs (2) and (3).
The two occur in isolation from each other. In fact
very different discussions could occur in the
business committee from those that occur in this
place; therefore, whether it is a matter of picking up
the amendment of the honourable member for
Coburg or some other mechanism, there needs to be
a mechanism linking subparagraphs (2) and (3).
Dr VAUGHAN (Clayton) - I also support the
amendment moved by the honourable member for
Coburg, which amends subparagraph (3) of the
proposed Sessional Order.
The debate on the amendment has been conducted
with what I could describe as sweetness and light to
this point, but one needs to look back over the way
the opposition has been treated in this 52nd
Parliament.
I have not been convinced to the contrary: that this is
not just the latest abuse of the rights of the minority
in this House. I am deeply concerned about the
implications of the proposed Sessional Orders,
particularly this part of them.
The rights of the minority in this House have been
abused too often since 3 October, and so far as I am
concerned there is no trust and no goodwill left; I
have seen too much.
I cannot see how this Government Business
Programming Committee can function properly
unless it achieves consensus before coming into the
House. If the amendment moved by the honourable
member for Coburg is not successful we have the
potential for the greatest abuse of this House in
living memory.
I do not say those words lightly; they need to be
addressed. The government ought to accept the
amendment even if it is only for a trial period.
Let us see how it works. We need to rebuild some
goodwill in this Chamber. The goodwill exhibited
on the day you were elected Speaker of this
Chamber, Sir, no longer exists around the Chamber,
and that impacts on the good functioning of this
House in all sorts of ways.
Let us start to rebuild that sense of cooperation that
is necessary for the House to function properly. The

first step back on that path is for the government to
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support the amendment moved by the honourable
member for Coburg.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I thank the honourable member for
Coburg, the Acting Leader of the Opposition and the
honourable members for Werribee, Preston and
Clayton. However, the government cannot accept
the amendment I observe that the honourable
members for Preston and Clayton, if they had been
living in biblical times, doubtless would be known
as doubting Thomases.
It is quite clear that in the event of a disagreement

over a daily and weekly program produced in the
form of a blue paper, under the same Sessional
Order that they are proposing to amend there is a
capacity for that disagreement to be aired in
Parliament. Therefore it will not be swept under the
carpet and handled lightly by me, I can assure
honourable members. We would then have a
3O-minute debate, and the last thing I want, unless it
is part of a discipline on the government, is for
similar debates to be taking place every week
because a sensible agreement cannot be reached.

Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Dean, Mr (Teller)
Doyle, Mr (Teller)
Elder, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper,Mr
Jenkins,Mr
John, Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton,Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGiII,Mrs
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLellan,Mr
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Paterson, Mr
Perrin,Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich,Mrs
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry, Mr
Steggall,Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner,Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Turner,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Amendment negatived; paragraph 6(3) agreed to.
I have indicated that some of what I perceive as
hysteria in terms of the potential outcomes will not
eventuate and should not eventuate, but it is a
double-edged sword and does put onus and
responsibility on both parties. In those
circumstances we are not able to accept the
amendment.
House divided on amendment:

Ayes, 25
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker,Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill, Or
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haermeyer, Mr (Ttller)
Hamilton,Mr
Kirner,Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr
Marple, Ms (Teller)

Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Roper, Mr
Sandon,Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan,Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan, Or
Wilson,Mrs

Noes, 56
Ashley,Mr
Bildstien,Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark,Mr

Madellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or

Paragraph 6(4)
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That in proposed Sessional Order 6(4) after the word
"business" there be inserted the expression ", following
a special meeting of the Government Business
Programming Committee convened in accordance with
the aims of subparagraph (2),".

When introducing the Sessional Order the
opposition said that should the unusual
circumstance arise where such a special meeting or
such a change of business might occur it would be
reasonable that the programming committee be
consulted in the process. I agree with that
proposition, and this amendment is proposed
accordingly.
Amendment agreed to.
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - This is the most serious
and offensive part of the new Sessional Order
because, even with the inclusion of the amendment
which the House has just agreed to, it effectively
means that, even after the Government Business
Programming Committee has proposed the business
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of the House for the week, whether it is agreed to or
not the government can totally change that.

way written into the Sessional Orders, but the
Leader of the House said it had to proceed as it is.

I am well aware that a Bill can be moved up and
down the Notice Paper or debate deferred until the
following week for all kinds of reasons. By and large
this is done by agreement and it occurs chiefly
because the Minister may have something else on
his or her plate; certain groups still wish to discuss
the matter with the government; the government has
forgotten to brief the opposition or someone else
about the legislation despite undertaking that it
would; or the government still has to prepare
amendments to the legislation. I am sure there are
more reasons than those four why the government
may wish to alter the program from time to time,
but this subparagraph does not allow that to happen
when the business of the House is being
programmed. Whether the government intended it
or not, this subparagraph gives the government the
power to change the Notice Paper without being
subject to a meeting of the committee. The reality is
that this gives the government the power to, say, on
Tuesday present to this Parliament a particular
program, but when it finds itself under pressure for
some reason it can add items to that program.

I have expressed the Significant fears I have about
the effect of subparagraph (4). The opposition will
oppose it and believes that it more than anything
else is the reason the motion should be sent to the
Standing Orders Committee to consider how to
make the changes that have traditionally been done
in a generally cooperative way rather than the
government simply using its numbers. That is what
occurs under subparagraph (4) of this motion.

If the government decides that 20 Bills are not
sufficient for the week and wants 30 the time can be
changed from Thursday midnight to Wednesday
midnight and, subject to other matters that the
House may determine through separate resolutions,
that would effectively remove a day of sitting. It is
all very well for the Leader of the House to say that
is not his intention and in the second-reading debate
on this, if one can classify it as a second-reading
debate, that is what the Leader of the House said. He
also said that to me in our discussions about this but
the fact is that this subparagraph gives that power
and the only thing that can then be done by the
opposition is to debate the matter for 30 minutes and
then the question is put. That is a significant change
to the program.

As I said earlier, subparagraph (4) will allow the
government absolute dictatorial control of the way
this House will operate. It in no way protects the
rights of the minority. It does not ensure adequate
consultation and it does nothing other than enable
the government to do what it wishes with
comparatively little notice and without hindrance,
because it has the numbers in Parliament. We
suggested to the government that this clause
required reworking so that the traditional systems of
changing business in this House could be in some

Or COG HILL (Werribee) - I support the
comments made by the honourable member for
Coburg for much the same reasons, but I shall not be
tediously repetitive in dC?ing so. The government
may wish to have the program for the week changed
in a number of ways and it is worth recalling the
nature of the program. It is a motion setting a
singular time and date by which consideration of
specified Bills or items of business have to be
completed in that Sitting week. In other words it is
defining a list of business items which the House
must complete by a particular time and which
presumably will generally be late on Thursday
afternoon or on Thursday evening. Perhaps later in
the session it may even be on a Friday.
It is not proposing that the motion, as distinct from
the blue paper, will actually define the periods of
debate for individual items of business, the times at
which those individual debates may commence or
the times at which those individual debates may
conclude. It has been suggested by the Leader of the
House that that matter will be dealt with by a new
type of notice paper, which will be a blue notice
paper analogous to that used by the Commonwealth
House of Representatives.

There are three possible forms of change. One would
be to delete particular items from the motion. In
other words if the government found that it did not
wish to proceed or to complete the consideration of
debate on a particular item, for whatever reason and the honourable member for Coburg has
mentioned some possible reasons - it might seek a
change to delete that item from the effect of the
motion. That, of course, would be acceptable and it
is unlikely that it would be disputed by any member
of the House much less anyone of the parties
represented in the House.
The second possibility might be to adjust the time or
the dates specified in the motion and, if that
adjustment brought the time and date forward to an
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earlier date, obviously that would be of concern to
the House because it would, by implication and
direct effect, reduce the time available for debate on
the several items listed in the program for that week.
That is an issue that should be subjected to serious
considera tion.
The third possibility is to add items to the program
and the latter two options could occur in
combination so it may be a matter of bringing
forward the time and adding items to the program
as suggested by the honourable member for Coburg.
In both of those latter two cases significant changes
would affect not only the rights of the minority but
the responsibility of the minority and, for that
matter, the responsibility of backbench members of
Parliament to properly consider and scrutinise
matters coming before the House. Therefore that is
an issue that must be taken seriously.
I understand and accept at face value the professed
good intentions of the Leader of the House. I have
no doubt those are genuinely held. However, I need
only remind members who were present in the
Chamber when the Leader of the House was absent
that there can be occasions when members have a fit
of piqu~ and decide to take some action that is not in
the interests of the institution or the debate under
way and certainly not in the interests of preserving
the tradition of respect for the rights of the minority.
We have had recent experience when, in the absence
of the Leader of the House, that sort of action was
taken. The procedures of the House are not always
conducted according to logic and reason.
OccaSionally people's emotions get in the way and
things happen that are contrary to the stated
intentions of the Leader of the House in respect of
this subparagraph.
I hope the Leader of the House will accept the point
that is being made by the opposition and I invite
him to give an undertaking to the House that he will
give reasonable notice to his opposite number on the
committee before actually holding a meeting of the
committee and that in normal circumstances he will
try to hold it at a time when he can reasonably
expect his opposite number to be available and he
will give reasonable notice of it. If for example he
wanted to hold a meeting at a time when the
honourable member for Coburg was busy with some
other important commitment - he might be getting
a briefing from a senior official - he would need to
allow time for the honourable member for Coburg to
finish the business in which he was engaged and
attend such a meeting. That would be a reasonable
request and I hope it would be the intention of the
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Leader of the House that that is the way in which it
would operate. It will be enormously helpful to the
goodwill of the debate and the operation of this
procedure if the Leader of the House provides that
undertaking.
In closing I share the concerns and reservations of
the honourable member for Coburg about the way
in which subparagraph (4) could be used. We really
are testing the limits of goodwill to expect that it will
operate in all circumstances according to the
intentions expressed by the Leader of the House.
. Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) - I object strongly to
paragraph 6(4). I believe, like other members of the
opposition, that this is one of the most objectionable
provisions in the proposed changes to the Sessional
Orders.
During debate on a previous subparagraph the
Leader of the House said I was a doubting Thomas.
He is understating the issue. This proviSion is akin
to what occurred in Bjelke-Petersen's Queensland.
This is precisely the provision that allows a
government to shut down Parliament and govern
without scrutiny, debate or the opportunity for the
community to have an input into the legislative
process.
I said earlier that there was no onus on the
government to reach agreement with the opposition
and, if it did, to put that agreement to the House so
that the House could agree to it. Further to that, at
the commencement of a sitting week the Leader of
the House may move a motion representing an
agreement that has been reached with the
opposition, but the government has no obligation to
stick to that agreement. It need give only 30 minutes
notice that it will tear up the agreement. One must
ask whether any agreement reached with the
government will be a genuine attempt to manage the
business of the week or merely a process of going
through the motions so that the agreement will be
torn up at a later stage.
For instance, the government may give the
appearance of being committed to a substantial
debate on certain Bills and allow three sitting days
for that week, but after the Tuesday sitting, once the
press has gone the government could reconvene the
Government Business Programming Committee,
change the rules and decide not to debate important,
controversial legislation. It may even decide not to
sit on the Wednesday and Thursday of that week.
The subparagraph gives the government the
opportunity of shutting down Parliament. During
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the substantive debate yesterday the honourable
member for Frankston and other members said that
having an agreed order of business adopted by the
House on the first day of the sitting week gave
members of this place, individuals and
representatives of community groups an idea when
certain Bills would be debated during the week so
that they could make their arrangements
accordingly. The honourable member for Frankston
pointed out that the president of the Collingwood
Football Club sat in this place for 90 hours waiting
for the legislation in which he was interested to be
debated. One of the few arguments of any merit
advanced by members of the government has no
meaning because the government need give only 30
minutes notice to change the agenda that was agreed
upon early in the week.
In pursuing this subparagraph the government is
defeating the rationale for setting out an order of
business for the week.
Or VAUGHAN (Clayton) - The most damning
evidence against proposed paragraph 6(4) is that it is
unnecessary for the good working of Parliament,
even as envisaged by the Leader of the House. For
good and proper reasons leave would be given
when it is necessary to amend a motion moved by
the Leader of the House on the first day of the sitting
week. Leave is frequently given in this place for
good and proper reasons so that the government can
amend matters before the House. That is a common
practice, Mr Speaker, as you well know.
Because there is no good reason for the insertion of
the subparagraph, one must come to the conclusion
that the government has a sinister motive. There is
considerable circumstantial evidence from the 52nd
Parliament to suspect a sinister motive. Time will
tell, but I warn the Leader of the House, picking up a
point made by the honourable member for Preston,
that the government is on a slippery slope. It has
failed to learn the lesson so carefully documented in
the reports of the Royal Commissions into WA Inc.
and the Fitzgerald inquiry into public
administration in Queensland. The government is
setting in place a chain of events that will destroy
the very essence of democratic, honest government.
I again warn the Leader of the House that the
government is on a slippery slope in introducing
this sinister subparagraph.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) (By leave) - There appears to be a lack
of understanding of what is proposed. It having
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been agreed at the commencement of the week that
the government will pursue certain legislation a
document will be published, similar to the blue
paper distributed in the House of Representatives in
the Federal Parliament, which is a guide to the time
when legislation may come on for debate. It will be
an honest attempt by both parties to split up the
available time to enable honourable members and
others to have an idea when Bills will come on for
debate. The goodwill that exists when the House
goes from one Bill to another would continue to
apply and a special meeting of the Government
Business Programming Committee would not be
needed.
In one sitting week more Bills may be listed for
debate than in another sitting week because of the
nature of the legislation. When the order of Bills is
changed or a day is added to or deleted from the
session - in other words, significant changes take
place to the proposals put on the Tuesday consideration will be given to members of the House.
I do not share the concerns of honourable members
about how it may work, but I make it clear, and
honourable members will not be surprised to hear
me say this, that legislation and Sessional Orders are
living things that can change, and if the fears
expressed by honourable members come to pass I
will not be found wanting in revisiting the issue to
see that it is corrected as soon as possible.
I do not share the fears of honourable members, but
I hear the message. The government will work with
the opposition to ensure that the House functions
properly so there is the maximum cooperation from
both sides.

House divided on paragraph 6(4):

Ayes, 57
Ashley,Mr
Bildstieo, Mr
Browo,Mr
Clark, Mr
Colemao,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Dean,Mr
Doyle,Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott, Mrs (Teller)
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffernan, Mr
Henderson, Mrs

McNamara, Mr
Maughao,Mr
Napthioe, Or
Patersoo, Mr
Perrio,Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich,Mrs
Phillips,Mr
Plowman, Mr A.P.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
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Honeywood, Mr
Hyams, Mr (Teller)
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John,Mr
Kennett,Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton,Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGilI,Mrs
McGrath, Mr W.D.
McLellan,Mr
Maclellan, Mr
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Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry, Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Tumer,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes, 25
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker,Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill,Dr
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr
Kimer,Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr
Marple,Ms

Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr (Teller)
Pandazopoulos, Mr (Teller)
Roper,Mr
Sandon, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan, Or
Wilson,Mrs

Paragraph 6(4) agreed to.
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Parliamentary perspective that is absolute nonsense.
How can Parliament consider amendments if they
are not moved in Committee?
It is difficult enough already with the 2-hour time
limit, and ongoing problems have arisen, but now
there will be no Committee debate on many Bills to
which the government proposes amendments. To
make matters worse -it is written into the
proposed Sessional Order - there will be no
opportunity for the honourable member handling
the Bill for the opposition to have any chance of
seeking adVice about the particular amendments; he
or she will have to deal with any amendments while
sitting at the table during the course of the
second-reading debate. There will be no opportunity
for the honourable member to seek the advice of
officers about what the amendments mean and there
will be no opportunity for community groups to see
the amendments, and that is an ongoing weakness of
this place. Amendments that have not been moved
in Committee will become part of a Bill.
In order to clarify to the courts what is meant by
legislation, the courts are provided with information
about what was said in this place so that the
intentions of Parliament can be taken into account.
Frequently remarks made by a Minister in his
second-reading speech or comments he has made
during the Committee stage have been used by the
courts to ensure that they have an adequate
understanding of the intent of Parliament.

Paragraph 6(5)
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - I move:
Omit paragraph 6(5).

The opposition opposes the paragraph and believes
paragraph 6(5) should be omitted. It has, I think,
been recognised by members of this place for some
time that there are difficulties in Committee stages
of Bills when the guillotine or closure motion is
moved. I know that on many occasions in
discussions with the other two parties when I was
Leader of the House the Labor government
provided time in the Committee stage for
amendments and Committee discussion to occur.
When a guillotine motion is moved and the
government has amendments to propose, 2 hours
are set aside for debate in Committee. That has been
the situation until now. The government's proposal
in paragraph 6(5) is that the Minister may distribute
his or her amendments during the second-reading
debate, and that is the end of it. From a

Under the proposed Sessional Order judges will
have only a package of amendments moved and
passed by Parliament. Judges will not be provided
with any explanatory remarks to make clear the
intent of the amendments. That is another reason
why the Standing Orders Committee should
consider this matter. The Sessional Order will make
the Committee stage of debate more farcical than it
already is, and that will be seen more frequently as
this sessional period continues.
For those reasons the opposition opposes paragraph
6(5) and believes the existing arrangements,
inadequate though they are, should continue to
operate. If this Sessional Order is introduced, the
Committee stage of debate will become a thing of
the past.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - The government has listened to
what the opposition has said about this matter, but it
does not support the proposed amendment. I
reiterate what I said about the first matter: if the
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concerns expressed prove to be of a nature that are
excessively difficult, the matter will be revisited. I do
not believe the concerns expressed by the
honourable member for Coburg will inhibit
appropriate debate on the formal passage of
legislation. The government does not accept the
amendment.
Or COG HILL (Werribee) - I thank the Leader of
the House for his comments. I was hoping that they
would have dispelled the concerns expressed by the
honourable member for Coburg, which I share, but
that was not the case. I can see the merit in
amendments being made available during the
second-reading debate rather than members having
to wait until the House goes into Committee.
However, it is the responsibility of every member of
this place - and essential to the Parliamentary
process - to properly scrutinise legislation. We
should have the opportunity to consider not only the
clauses of Bills but also proposed amendments to
Bills. That is a constitutional obligation on all of us.
As the honourable member for Coburg said,
irrespective of the passage of this Sessional Order,
there is already a problem with the way the House
deals with Bills. Parliament has repeatedly been left
in the situation, usually as the result of a motion to
guillotine or gag debate, of not discharging its
constitutional obligation, It is the responsibility of
everyone of us, regardless of whether we are
members of the minority or the majority, to properly
consider and examine each clause and amendment
before casting our votes on behalf of the constituents
we represent.
If the House does not address this in this debate and
if it is not referred to the Standing Orders
Committee for report, members are failing in their
duty to ensure that the House operates in the best
way possible to properly consider the legislative
proposals that come before it.

Agreeing to subparagraph 5 will only compound the
current problem and will be a failure on the part of
members to discharge their individual and collective
responsibilities to properly examine legislative
proposals.
Major pieces of legislation have come before the
52nd and previous Parliaments where debates
during the Committee stage have been important for
the proper interpretation by the courts of the intent.
I put it to the Leader of the House that the effect
implicit in subparagraph 5 is undesirable. The
matter is a general issue that should not be picked
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up in this way by this Sessional Order; it is a general
issue that should be considered by the Standing
Orders Committee to enable the House to arrive at a
better method of dealing with Bills in the Committee
stage.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) (By leave) - Subparagraph (5) relates
to a circumstance where at the end of the week a Bill
is or Bills are left undebated. It would not in any
way prevent the normal processes currently taking
place.
I would have thought that as the week progressed, if
we found ourselves in the unusual situation of
having more amendments than the parties had
believed would be the case, that might be an
example of when the business committee would
agree to drop a Bill off the program for that week in
order that an appropriate opportunity for debate is
afforded to honourable members.
The provision exists for the very reason rightly
identified by the honourable member for
Werribee - the propriety of legislation considered
in the House being passed in an appropriate way,
particularly when it is to be interpreted by the
courts. It means that, should it be necessary,
amendments can be carried in globo at the end of
the session, and the Bill, as amended, will be
available for the other place to consider. The
government believes it is important that that
opportunity exist.
I have no difficulty at all in the Standing Orders
Committee giving further consideration to that
matter - it is its right to consider any matter that is
before the Parliament at any time.
Mr COOPER (Morning ton) - I took careful note
of the words of the honourable members for
Werribee and Coburg. I am encouraged firstly by the
honourable member for Coburg saying of this
provision - and he has probably said this before that he agrees that the present system needs change.
That is something we should all now start to
concentrate on. It comes down to a question of
opinion on whether the clause is reasonable. The
opposition has one view and the government has
another.
The opposition needs to listen carefully to the words
of the Leader of the House. The view of the Leader
of the House is not set in concrete. He has said that
the system will be under constant review and if it
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does not work it will be revisited. That is eminently
reasonable.
All honourable members are probably now headed
in the right direction - that is, the experiences that
members have had in the House since last October
should have led us to believe there is a better way of
doing things. This is an attempt by the government
to provide that better way. Our experience with the
Sessional Orders over the next 12 months will show
whether the government's proposal is right and
proper.
I am encouraged not only by the words of the
honourable member for Coburg but also by the
words of the Leader of the House, who said our
experiences over the next 12 months will show
whether the proposal now before us can be
permanently enshrined or whether it will need
significant change. As I said in my contribution to
the debate yesterday, this proposal should be given
a chance. I hope that is what will occur.
The SPEAKER - Order! The House is
considering amendment No. 4 proposed by the
honourable member for Coburg, which seeks the
omission of subparagraph (5). The question is:
That subparagraph (5) stand part of the motion.

House divided on paragraph 6(5):

Ayes,57
Ashley,Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark,Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Dean,Mr
Doyle,Mr
Elder,Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffernan, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John,Mr
Kennett,Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh,Mr

McNamara, Mr
Maughan, Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips,Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.}.
Reynolds, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan, Mr (Teller)
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry, Mr
Steggall,Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner,Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr

Lupton,Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLellan,Mr
Maclellan, Mr
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Treasure, Mr (Teller)
Turner,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes, 24
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker,Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill,Or
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr
Kirner,Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr (Teller)

Marple,Ms
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Roper,Mr
Sandon,Mr
Seitz,Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan,Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr (Teller)
Vaughan,Dr
Wilson,Mrs

Paragraph 6(5) agreed to.
Paragraph 6(6)
The SPEAKER - Order! I advise the House that
as amendment No. 4 in the name of the honourable
member for Coburg has failed and as his
amendments Nos 5 and 6 are consequential, they
also must fail. The question is that paragraph 6(6)
stand part of the motion.
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) - Although the House
cannot proceed with the amendments proposed by
the honourable member for Coburg, it is important
to point out what will happen if the House agrees to
subparagraph (6). Government backbench members,
who may not have followed the debate on Standing
Orders, should recognise that if subparagraph (6) is
agreed to, when the House is dealing with a Bill that
is subject to subparagraph (3) and the required time
is reached, the House will adopt the one omnibus
motion to pass the Bill through its remaining stages.
Rather than having a series of motions that the Bill
be read a second time, that it be committed, that
progress be reported to the House, that it be read a
third time and that it be transmitted to the
Legislative Council, the government will apply an
omnibus motion to push the Bill through its
remaining stages before it is sent to the other place.
I suspect that in some ways the subparagraph is a
device to protect the government from appearing to
be involved in a farce. On 41 occasions since 3
October 1992 the guillotine has been applied and
debate curtailed on a whole raft of Bills, ranging
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from the Employee Relations Bill to the State Deficit
Levy Bill.
After the guillotine has taken effect and in order to
highlight to the House and the community that no
opportunity had been provided to honourable
members to scrutinise a Bill clause by clause or to
move amendments in Committee, on several
occasions the opposition refused leave for the Bill to
proceed to the third-reading stage. In other words,
the opposition insisted that the House go into
Committee, despite the fact that the Committee
stage might last only 30 seconds because the
Chairman of Committees had said that the time for
the remaining stages had expired and, therefore, he
was unable to entertain any opposition amendments
or allow members to debate the clauses. That
procedure highlighted to the community the farce of
applying the guillotine as the government has done
on 41 occasions this year.
Part of the subparagraph is designed to protect the
government from the appearance of a farce.
However, the ability to take the Bill through the
remaining stages and transmit it to another place
prevents the government from being seen as not
wanting to be under any obligation to the opposition
and the community to debate the clauses in
Committee or to consider amendments.
I point out to government and opposition
backbenchers that if they agree to the subparagraph
it will be an erosion of the principles of the
Westminster system and the traditions of this
House. Members on both sides of the House will see
the rights that they have to debate and properly
consider legislation disappear.
Mr GUOE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I will indulge the honourable
member by suggesting that subparagraph (6) can
apply only if there has been a breakdown in the
understanding that existed during the sitting week.
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those circumstances the concerns about
subparagraph (6) expressed by the honourable
member for Preston will not eventuate.
Or VAUGHAN (Clayton) - Although I clearly
heard the words of the Leader of the House, I am not
convinced that the undertaking has been given on
behalf of all members of the government - and that
is something about which I am seriously concerned.
I have been present in this Chamber on occasions
when the Leader of the House has been absent and
others have not been prepared to stand by the
agreements he has reached with the opposition.
Abuses of process have occurred in that way.
Mr Gude interjected.
Or VAUGHAN - Life is a two-way street; it
certainly works both ways. The government has
embarked on a one-way path that is undermining
the fabric of our democratic process and the rights of
the minority in this House. Undertakings can be
breached by either party at any time. I take the
Leader of the House at his word. However, I am not
convinced that on occasions the Premier will not
walk into this Chamber and do it his way, as he is
inclined to do.
Subparagraph (6) is unnecessary. If the process
breaks down, you do not steamroll your way over
the rights of an opposition; you respect due process
and protect the rights of the minority in this House
by seeking consensus on how the House should treat
the remaining business on the Notice Paper.
Subparagraph (6) has a sinister aspect to it, as do
other provisions that have been discussed this
afternoon. It is a vehicle for the potential abuse of
the rights of the minority in this House - the
opposition - which is also the alternative
government of this State.
Paragraph 6(6) agreed to; paragraph 6(7) agreed to.
New paragraph 6(8)

The honourable member for Werribee earlier raised
the question of the changing of business and the
Government Business Programming Committee
meeting to effect such a change. The honourable
member sought to ensure that reasonable notice
would be given or that the government would make
every endeavour to call the committee together
should it be necessary to alter business during the
course of that week.
I give the assurance that it is my intention that the
maximum amount of notice be given. I hope that in

Mr ROPER (Coburg) - I move:
7.

That after Proposed Sessional Order 6(7) there be
inserted the following paragraph:
"(8) This Sessional Order shall cease to have effect

on 31 December 1993."

I move the amendment for a number of reasons.
Firstly, the Leader of the House talked about the
Sessional Orders being a living document.
Unfortunately their purpose in their recent life has
been to constrain debate in this House.
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The first Sessional Orders were introduced by the
Honourable Lindsay Thompson who was the Leader
of the House in the Legislative Assembly during the
time of the Hamer government. Those Sessional
Orders were readopted by the incoming Cain
government and applied throughout most of the
198Os. No further change was made to the Sessional
Orders until the election of the coalition
government. The government changed the Sessional
Orders in ways that significantly altered the
arrangements that applied to grievance debates and
so on. The proposed amendment to Sessional Orders
will be the second change in less than 12 months and
will also serve to Significantly constrain debate in
this House.

operate. The Premier has a vigorous view about the
role of Parliament: it should do whatever he wants it
to do as quickly as possible!

On a number of occasions the opposition has had to
remind government members, some of whom were
not aware of the fact, that the previous Liberal
government introduced the Sessional Orders under
which Parliament has operated for so long. The two
changes made to Sessional Orders by the current
government are draconian by comparison with the
standards of previous Liberal governments in
Victoria.

Dr COG HILL (Wercibee) - I urge the Leader of
the House to accept the amendment, which is
consistent with the words he used in the course of
the debate. He and other members of the
government, and in particular the honourable
member for Mornington, have properly indicated
that Sessional Orders are a living document and that
the procedures of the House are changed and
adapted from time to time.

The opposition believes the proper course to be
followed in this case would be to refer the proposed
amendment to the Sessional Orders to the Standing
Orders Committee for consideration and subsequent
report to Parliament. It is regrettable that the
Standing Orders Committee has not followed the
advice given to it today by the Leader of the House,
that it can meet and deal with these matters
whenever it wishes to do so.

The Leader of the House has said that if this
Sessional Order does not operate in the way he
intends - according to his own description of its
proposed mode of operation - it would be
appropriate to "revisit" the terms of the provision. In
those circumstances I hope the amendment moved
by the honourable member for Coburg will be
accepted or that some slightly later date for the
sunsetting of the provision will be fixed.

I expect that the Standing Orders Committee will

If the Leader of the House believes that a formal
reference to the Standing Orders Committee is
desirable to monitor the operation of the
provision - I do not believe it is necessary - he
might similarly suggest that the amendment be
amended to provide that the Standing Orders
Committee should monitor the operation of and
report to the House on the provision.

now examine these issues, as well as other issues
concerning the operation of the House. The
amendment to Sessional Orders that the government
is forcing through the House today should be
viewed as a companion to the issues of private
members' business and opposition business, both of
which have now been referred to the Standing
Orders Committee. Given those references, and
following a consideration of the changes to Sessional
Orders, we should be able to formulate Sessional
Orders or amendments to the Standing Orders on
which there is some agreement.
In addition, long before the end of this sessional
period the House will gain relevant experience of
how the changes to the Sessional Orders will work.
As the honourable member for Clayton made clear,
it may be not the Leader of the House but the
Premier who determines how Sessional Orders

The opposition believes there should be a sunset
clause in the Sessional Order; the changes should not
have an ongoing life. The opposition would be
happy to discuss a later date for the sunsetting of the
provision if the government considers that is
desirable. The opposition has suggested that the
Sessional Order cease to operate on 31 December of
this year. The acceptance of the amendment would
encourage the Standing Orders Committee to
produce a document which has the broad support of
both sides of the House.

As I indicated earlier, it appears that the Leader of
the House envisaged that the Sessional Order woald
be subject to review if it does not operate in the way
the government intends. Accordingly I urge the
House to agree to the amendment.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) - Do you want me to
take half an hour?
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The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Preston is being provocative.
Mr LEIGHTON - Briefly, there are three good
reasons why the House should support the sunset
provision, which will require a review by the
Standing Orders Committee. Firstly, a large part of
the rationale for the adoption of the Sessional Order
last October has disappeared. At the start of the new
Parliament the government claimed that it had a
mandate for a legislative program to implement its
policies and to do that it needed Sessional Orders
that would expedite its business.
Yesterday I canvassed the development of Standing
Orders under the Westminster system. The
government's rationale for adopting these Sessional
Orders no longer exists. Secondly, without a review
and a further resolution by the House I believe the
Sessional Order should have a sunset provision. A
number of measures contained in the Sessional
Order will require the House to opera te in a
different way and different machinery will be
needed. After we have had some experience of the
Sessional Order there ought to be an opportunity to
review it.
On a number of occasions the Leader of the House
has asked the opposition to take him on trust and to
accept his goodwill and commitment to making the
Sessional Order work by giving the opposition
sufficient time for debate. There should be an
opportunity for the opposition to test whether that
has eventuated, and only if some sort of review is
built into the Sessional Order will we be able to test
whether the commitment of the Leader of the House
has been met.
Thirdly, the House should agree to the sunset
provision to enable a review so that things do not
get messy. The House has agreed to refer several
matters to the Standing Orders Committee. When
we come to debate the government's proposed new
Standing Orders, notice has been given by the
government that it will be implementing Sessional
Orders for the whole of next year. If I understand the
government correctly, it is prepared to consider the
amendments proposed by the opposition. I suggest
at the end of the day we should look at the Standing
Orders and the various Sessional Orders as a
package rather than in a piecemeal fashion, and the
best mechanism for doing that is to review the
whole lot through the Standing Orders Committee.
At the moment there is not the capacity to do that,
and that is why I urge the government to accept the
amendment.
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Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I am not prepared to accept the
amendment that adds a sunset provision on 31
December. In that regard what the Standing Orders
Committee does is its business. So far as I am
concerned I am happy to undertake to the
opposition that at the conclusion of this sessional
period I will be pleased to meet the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition, his nominee or whoever the
Labor Party wishes to nominate to consider the
workings of the committee not only in relation to
Sessional Orders but also in relation to the working
of the House in the period between now and
Christmas with a view to considering whether
further action is necessary.
House divided on new paragraph 6(8):
Ayes,24
Andrianopoulos, Mr (Teller)
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Cog hill, Or
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr
Kimer,Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr

Marple, Ms
Mildenhall, Mr (Teller)
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Roper,Mr
Sandon, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites,Mr
Vaughan, Or
Wilson,Mrs

Noes,56
Ashley, Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark, Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper, Mr
Dean, Mr
Ooyle,Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn, Mr (Teller)
Gude, Mr
Hayward, Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr
Kennett,Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Leigh,Mr

Maclellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan, Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr LW.
Spry, Mr
Steggall,Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner,Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
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Treasure, Mr
Tumer,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells, Mr (Teller)
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impossible for Ministers of successive governments
to have their legislation ready at the beginning of the
sessional period during which they desire that
legislation to be passed.
It was problem enough for me when I was

New paragraph 6(8) negatived.
Or COGHILL (Werribee) - I am aware of the
likely outcome of the vote - the House will adopt
the proposed Sessional Order. In that event, I wish
to make a few comments about it.
It will be very important for the government to

consider carefully how it can honour the words used
by the Leader of the House in describing how he
hopes - and I put them more in terms of hopes than
anything else - the proposed Sessional Order will
operate.
I commence by directing attention to today's Notice
Paper, which provides for 14 second readings of
Bills. Had they been the only Bills the government
intended to have passed in the current sitting I
imagine it would have been easy for the
Government Business Programming Committee to
have reached agreement on most, if not all,
occasions. However, already speculation has arisen
in various forums about other pieces of legislation.
One would expect that during the spring sitting the
government would have in mind something closer
to the more normal figure of up to 50 Bills. I do not
ask the Leader of the House to confirm or deny that
estimate.
However, if there were, say, another 20 or 30 Bills to
be considered by the House before it rose for the
summer recess, those Bills would not be introduced
this week. They would be introduced, at the earliest,
in two weeks time, and of course one would expect
that they would be subject to the normal 14 days or,
in effect, 21 days adjournment before the resumption
of the second-reading debate.
That immediately starts to impede the completion of
the legislative program by the start of the summer
recess. As a result of agreements reached by the
Government Business Programming Committee, it
would make it extraordinarily difficult for
honourable members to be afforded reasonable time
in which to speak bn the legislation.
In fairness to the government I must say there seems
to be some cultural problem in the preparation of
legislation in Victoria. It seems to have been almost

Parliamentary Secretary of the Cabinet, and I have
no doubt that it is just as difficult for both the
honourable member for Swan Hill and the
Honourable Rosemary Varty in another place. They
must facilitate the preparation of legislation by
Ministers, its presentation to and approval by
Cabinet, its approval by the coalition room meeting,
and its introduction into Parliament at an early stage
in a sitting period.
I urge the government to try to achieve what it has
failed to do to date and what earlier governments
have failed to do - that is, obtain a more orderly
flow of legislation into the House so that the
proposed Sessional Order can facilitate the proper
consideration of legislation by the House.
If left with the situation we presumably face this
spring sitting of debating a huge volume of
legislation in the final 3, 4 or 5 weeks of the
scheduled sitting, the government will be forced into
using the proposed Sessional Order to ram
legislation through the House, quite contrary to
what I am sure are the sincere intentions of the
Leader of the House. He told the House that it is the
government's intention that the Sessional Order
should enhance the rights of honourable members
and facilitate the orderly processing of legislation by
this House.

I urge the Leader of the House to address the
problem of the flow of legislation into the House,
and I urge the government to make more use than it
has to date of the practice of allOWing legislation to
lie over from an earlier sessional period. The only
important legislation lying over from the autumn
session is the Crimes (Amendment) Bill; but it has
been useful to allow the Bill to lie over because, as
has been indicated, major changes are to be made to
it as a result of various inputs during the winter
recess. It is a good example of the benefits to the
government, the legislative process and the
community of allowing an extensive period for the
consideration of legislation instead of delaying its
introduction during a sessional period and expecting
its passage to be completed during the same
sessional period.
In all sincerity I ask the government to seriously
consider the procedural problems and the way
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legislation is developed by the government and
processed by Parliament in order for the Sessional
Order to operate in the way the Leader of the House
has indicated is his wish.
Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - I have listened
intently to the debate and it seems to me that as the
House moves towards the inevitable adoption of the
new Sessional Order the Leader of the House is
obliged to make sure that the manner in which it
operates accords with the terms in which the
Sessional Order is couched and with the references
to goodwill, re(lsonableness and responsibility. I
hope he accepts the responsibility he has referred to
in his contribution.
During the debate the opposition has stated its
concerns, but the government has seen fit not to
address them by supporting the amendment to the
Sessional Order. On several occasions the
government has said the Sessional Order will
operate in a spirit of reasonableness and that any
area in which problems have occurred will be
revisited. The obligation of ensuring that those
things come to pass and that reasonableness is the
guideline for the way the Sessional Order is adopted
underlies the principle of the way it is to be used.
That obligation falls heavily on the shoulders of the
Leader of the House, and I hope the Sessional Order
will be used as he has said it will be.
It is important that those points are made in the
conclusion to the debate, and rather than simple
assurances I hope we receive from the Leader of the
House an ironclad guarantee that the business of the
House will be conducted as he said it will be
conducted.

Mr STEGGALL (Swan Hill) - The honourable
member for Geelong North came to this Chamber
only 11 months ago and it is time a few things were
made clear. The way this place has operated over the
years does not hinge on what is written or on
Standing Orders or Sessional Orders; it hinges on the
intent of honourable members. The honourable
member spoke about the strong obligation of the
Leader of the House to make the Sessional Order
work, but the obligation is on us as members of this
place. If we want to use the Sessional Orders to
process debates as they arise, we must use them
properly. If anyone member, whether he is the
Leader of the House or the lead speaker for the
opposition, chooses to make a mockery and a mess
of the operations and functions of the House, he or
she can do so.
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One cannot force those things to happen. The
responsibility for the functioning of Parliament is
ours. That is where goodwill and reasonableness lie.
It is not for the Leader of the House or the
opposition to decide the approach that is taken to
various types of legislation. As a Parliament we try
to provide ourselves with an orderly structure and a
proper time in which to complete matters.
Honourable members should actually try to make
that structure work and forget about the clock. One
day this place may have members who will argue
their points on whatever legislation is before the
House without watching the clock and thinking,
"Another 28 minutes to go". If we want the
Parliament to function properly, it is up to us all, not
the Leader of the House, the lead speakers of the
opposition or members of the Government Business
Programming Committee, who sit down each
Monday in an attempt to reach agreement.
There has been much argument about the ability to
change the Sessional Orders. Most of the arguments
honourable members have put over the past two
days have been about the rights of the minority. The
rights of the majority happen to be very important,
too. Government operates on the rights of the
majority, but its responsibility to ensure that the
contrary view is heard, debated and even argued is
also paramount to our system. The Sessional Order
is an attempt to put in place a set of guidelines so
that at the start of each week we can try to achieve
orderly debate on the various pieces of legislation
that will be brought into the House. That, I believe,
is what the Sessional Order will do. I honestly
believe it will be better than what we now have.
Nobody wants a repeat of what we went through
last November!
Whoever is in government has to try to establish a
set of standards and requirements that reasonable
people can meet so that proper debate takes place;
although it must be remembered that in the end the
right of the majority will succeed.
Or VAUGHAN (Clayton) - The honourable
member for Swan Hill has a short memory. He
needs to reflect on what has happened so far in this
52nd Parliament and to consider his most recent
conunents in the light of those events. It does not
sound very good from where I am sitting; it has a
certain hollowness to it.
There is a further dimension that has not really been
aired in the early stage of this debate, or in what we
might describe as the committee stage: Parliament
organises itself into two slabs, an autumn sitting and
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a spring sitting. If we are really serious about the
orderly progress of legislation through the House, at
the beginning of each of those sittings we ought to
have a clear statement from the government of its
legislative intentions. That statement would not
necessarily have to be upheld to the letter, but
Parliament would function better - and it should be
entitled to the clearest possible indication of the
government's intentions.
Mr Gude - This is what you didn't do and you
now want us to do, right?
Dr VAUGHAN - This is certainly what
previous governments in Victoria have never done.
They have all failed to ensure an orderly progress of
legislation through Parliament.
The Standing Orders Committee of the previous
Parliament agonised over how we could achieve
that end and presented reports to Parliament. But it
seems that if we are serious about achieving the goal
of a more orderly consideration of business
Parliament is entitled to a statement of the
government's intentions. They could be given in
somewhat more detail than the Governor's speech at
the opening of a new Parliament, but that is an
example of an analogous statement of intent.
The government should be able to say, ideally on the
first day of the sitting of either House, "It is the
intention of the government to bring forward the
following Bills dealing with the following matters",
and describe them in general terms. That would act
as a diSCipline on the government, which should be
of interest to the Leader of the House. It would also
achieve the goal of the motion, which is ensuring
orderly progress of legislation through Parliament.
That idea deserves serious consideration, and it may
be a matter that the Standing Orders Committee
reflects on when it finally meets.
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Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Hyams,Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr (Teller)
John,Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton,Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGrath, Mr W.D.
McLellan,Mr
Maclellan, Mr

Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry, Mr
Steggall,Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr (Teller)
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Turner,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Wells,Mr

Noes, 24
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Coghill, Or
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Garbutt, Mrs
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr
Kirner,Ms
Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr (Teller)

Marple,Ms
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Roper,Mr
Sandon,Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Sheehan, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan, Or (Teller)
Wilson,Mrs

Motion agreed to.
Sitting suspended 6.32 p.m. until 8.4 p.m.

PUBLIC SECTOR MANAGEMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - On behalf of the Premier, I move:

House divided on motion:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

Ayes, 54
Ashley, Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark, Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Dean,Mr
Doyle,Mr
Elder,Mr
ElIiott, Mrs

McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton,Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich,Mrs
Phillips,Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.

The Public Sector Management Act 1992 has
introduced significant improvements to the
management of the public sector. Through the
creation of 13 departments the government has
rationalised the Public Service and reduced public
sector numbers. The Act has freed up public sector
employment by allowing the department heads to
manage their organisations as if they were
businesses. Increasingly the emphasis is on proper
corporate planning processes and the achievement
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of clear corporate goals through the efficient and
effective delivery of services.
The government means to ensure that these
businesslike practices and methods become the
norm across the public sector; however, more still
needs to be done. Consequently the purpose of this
Bill is to advance the government's reform agenda
by further refining the Public Sector Management
Act.
The Bill will further improve management practices
across the public sector. It will give even greater
operational flexibility to department heads in the
management of their departments. It will outline
processes for the employment of staff in bodies
undergOing reform and clarify certain provisions of
the Act.
A key component of the government's public sector
reform agenda is a major program of reform of
government business enterprises (GBEs) aimed at
increasing accountability and efficiency. The
government is also committed to making sure the
public sector delivers appropriate services well and
does not deliver those services which are more
properly and efficiently delivered by the private
sector.
The Bill will support this initiative by outlining the
mechanisms by which public sector staff are
employed by GBEs to enable these bodies to
immediately commence operation on a commercial
footing.
The Bill provides for offers of employment on
comparable terms to be offered to public sector staff
required by the new entities. Where such an
employment offer is not accepted, subject to any
opportunity for redeployment, the staff member's
public sector employment will be terminated, but
staff will get access to whatever award provisions
apply, including superannuation benefits. It is also
intended to amend relevant superannuation
legislation to provide that in relation to
superannuation there shall be no cash payment of
the employer's contribution to a staff member who
has refused an employment offer, but entitlements
will become a deferred benefit awarded on reaching
retirement age.
The government is also committed to devolving real
management responsibility down to department
heads within a clear accountability framework of
strategic direction, policy planning and resource
allocation.
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To support this approach the Bill will give
department heads greater flexibility in the area of
personnel management. The Bill provides for two
new classes of employees, casual and fixed term, to
ensure department heads have the capacity to
employ a range of people to meet short-term and
specific staffing needs. The Bill also provides for the
employment of Ministerial officers and
Parliamentary advisers.
The government is determined to continue to
eliminate public sector overspending. The Bill
supports this imperative by ensuring that
temporary, casual and fixed-term employees do not
have access to redundancy payouts. Such employees
are engaged for limited periods to undertake work
specified in their employment agreements and they
will not be entitled to compensation on the cessation
of those agreements.
The government is conscious of the need to ensure
that the principles of merit and equity are
maintained. The Bill supports that by making it very
clear that all staff should be selected on the basis of
skills, knowledge, aptitude and experience. The Bill
has also Simplified the appeals process by ensuring
that all staff have an accessible, easy-ta-administer
appeal process for personal grievances.
Furthermore, to ensure that public sector employees
are treated Similarly to private sector employees,
staff other than executive officers will now have
access to the Employee Relations Commission for
matters relating to unfair dismissal. By further
refining the Public Sector Management Act the Bill is
intended to balance the need to adopt proper
businesslike management practices with clear
protection for merit and equity. The Bill will further
the government's aim of creating a public sector that
is productive, efficient and responsive.
I wish to make a statement under section 85(5) of the
Constitution Act 1975 of the reasons for altering or
varying that section by this Bill. Clause 37 provides
that it is the intention of that clause to alter or vary
section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975. This
provision precludes the Supreme Court from
entertaining actions for compensation where the
Public Sector Management Act as amended by this
Bill provides that no compensation is payable.
The reasons for limiting the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court are as follows. The main purPose of
the Bill is to improve the administration of the
Public Sector Management Act 1992. The Bill
provides in part for the termination of employment
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in the public sector in certain circumstances. It
would reduce the effectiveness of the Act if
compensation were payable or action could be
entertained in relation to these matters.

will also apply to the alienation of strata interests. It
goes without saying that the government's
administrative arrangements of valuation by the
Valuer-General and referral to the Land Monitor will
continue to apply.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr SERCOMBE
(Acting Leader of the Opposition).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 29 September.

LAND (FURTHER AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The main purpose of the Land (Further
Amendment) Bill 1993 is to amend the Land Act
1958 to permit the leasing and sale in strata of
interests in Crown land. The Bill also makes further
provision in relation to licences granted over strata
of Crown land.
The Bill contains provisions intended to reduce the
differences between the treatment of land held by
the State of Victoria - Crown land - and that
which is in private ownership. The current Land Act
provides only for the very basic forms of leasing and
sale. Apart from an ability to issue licences for a
stratum of Crown land, there is no capacity for the
State to convey strata interests. The government has
a determination to ensure that the alienation of the
State's interests in property assets will be on a fully
commercial basis and will provide the maximum
return. To achieve those objectives the treatment of
Crown land must parallel those arrangements that
are available to the private sector. The legislation
will enable government to take the initiative in its
consideration of the sale and leasing of Crown land
and will ensure that it has the capacity to positively
respond to the demand from the private sector to
make available, on a commercial basis, strata
interests over Crown land.
The Act imposes a clear obligation to satisfy a
number of specific requirements that ensure the
granting of strata ir}terests will not have an adverse
impact on the interests of others. Indeed, the
provision for the creation of easement rights
provides a capacity to formally recognise and
protect these interests. Existing provisions within the
Land Act governilitg the alienation of Crown land

Finally, it is necessary for me to make the following
statement under section 85(5) of the Constitution Act
1975 of the reasons why the Bill alters or varies that
section. New sections 134A and 339A proposed to be
inserted into the Land Act 1958 provide that no
compensation is payable by the Crown where
certain land above or below roads is used
inconsistently with a road reservation and where
certain road reservations are revoked, insofar as the
revocations relate to Crown land to be granted in
strata.
The Bill also inserts into the Land Act 1958 proposed
section 412, which section alters or varies section 85
of the Constitution Act 1975 to the extent necessary
to prevent the Supreme Court awarding
compensation where the provisions mentioned
above prohibit it. Specifically, the reason for the
provision is that it would be impossible to achieve
the government's intention of creating more fleXIble
alienation options for Crown land if grants and
leases were delayed or frustrated by compensation
claims.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BAKER
(Sunshine).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 29 September.

PROBATE DUTY (AMENDMENn BILL
Second reading
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill repeals the provision of the Probate Duty
Act which requires the Commissioner of State
Revenue to certify that the appropriate amount of
tax has been paid or that he consents to dealing with
an asset of a deceased person before that asset can be
dealt with.
Probate duty was phased out over a number of years
and no duty is payable in relation to estates of
persons who died on or after 1 January 1984.
However, the estates of persons who died before
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that date are subject to duty. A number of those
estates have not been fully administered and
continue to attract liability to duty.
It is no longer cost effective to administer section 14
because the yearly returns for probate duty are
approximately $100 000 while the administration
costs involved are apprOximately $43 000, some
80 per cent of which is required for the purposes of
administering section 14.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BAKER
(Sunshine).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 29 September.

RURAL FINANCE (VEDC ABOLITION)
BILL
Second reading
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill formalises the arrangements established by
the previous government to transfer the assets and
liabilities of the Victorian Economic Development
Corporation (VEDC) to the Rural Finance
Corporation and abolishes the VEOC. It brings to an
end one further example of inept financial
management under the previous government.
The role given to the VEOC by the previous Labor
government was flawed, both in concept and in
performance. Reports based on the investigations
conducted by Mr Fergus Ryan and the
Auditor-General have documented a sorry history of
incompetence and mismanagement. What is still not
sufficiently recOgnised, however, is the central
failure of policy by the Labor government involved
in the extension of the VEOC's role. Labor
substantially expanded its intervention into the
economy through the VEOC. The inability of
government to pick winners - so amply
demonstrated by the failure of the VEOC - is
widely acknowledged, but Labor also defined for
the VEOC objectives that could never be reconciled.
The contribution of that policy failure to the VEOC
scandal is the critical issue of political accountability.
Under Labor, the VEOC was to fill a perceived gap
in capital markets, to lend to businesses which the
government chose as winners but which could not
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command capital other than from government. At
the same time, Labor charged the VEOC with the
responsibility of lending on commercial criteria and
of operating in a commercial manner. Thus, the task
of the VEDC was to lend, on commercial criteria, to
those who had demonstrated they could not borrow
on a commercial basis. That contradiction destroyed
the focus of the VEOC, eroded accountability and
opened the operations of the VEOC to government
intervention. Government, initially keen to take the
credit for apparent success, soon turned to cover-up
as the VEOC adventure began to go bad. The
cover-up only aggravated the cost of the failure.
The Labor policy also selected the highest risk
customers as the VEOC's borrowers. Financial
institutions that regarded a loan applicant as too
risky, or even grossly speculative or sheer "blue
sky", could refer the prospective borrower to the
VEOC. The VEOC and its political masters actually
saw the role of the VEOC as being to lend to just
such borrowers. The Labor goal of building a new
constituency among grateful entrepreneurs, funded
by the taxpayer, opened the VEOC to speculators
and even charlatans. As it approached its inevitable
end, the Labor government used the VEOC to pump
good money after bad.
The disastrous policies were abandoned even by
Labor. The "adventure" has long since ended, but
the cost goes on. The Ryan report concluded that, at
30 November 1988, the liabilities of the VEOC
exceeded its assets by $79 million. On current
estimates, the VEOC's net deficiency is still about
$80 million. This amount does not include the legal
and administrative expenses incurred in winding
down the VEOC's portfolio. Nor does it include the
cost of interest on the ongoing State debt.
This Bill will end the VEOC, but it will not end the
cost of the VEOC. Taxpayers will go on indefinitely
having to meet the cost of debt and the ongoing
legal and other costs on loans still to be recovered.
This Bill will also regularise the arrangements made
for the administration of the wind-down.
As a result of the losses incurred by the VEOC in
1987-88, the previous government directed the Rural
Finance Corporation to establish, operate and
administer a scheme, the objective of which was for
the Rural Finance Corporation to take over the
management of the business and affairs of the
VEOC, under provisions in the Rural Finan~e Act
1988. To implement the directions of the previous
government, the Rural Finance Corporation and the
VEOC took the following steps.
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By complementary resolutions of the VEDC and the
Rural Finance Corporation, it was resolved that the
assets of the VEDC should be transferred to the
Rural Finance Corporation and that the Rural
Finance Corporation should assume responsibility
for the liabilities of the VEOC. The actions of the
VEOC in this regard were approved by the then
Treasurer pursuant to section 36 of the Victorian
Economic Development Corporation Act 1981. The
long-term liabilities of the VEDC were either
discharged by the Treasurer or novated to the Rural
Finance Corporation. The Rural Finance Corporation
assumed the management of the business and affairs
of the VEDC and continued the administration of
the loan and equity portfolios in the name of the
VEDC with the aim of winding down the operations
of the VEDC as soon as possible.
The loan portfolio and liabilities of the VEDC have
now been integrated with the Rural Finance
Corporation and the VEDC has no assets or
liabilities on its balance sheet. In these
circumstances, it is appropriate that the transfer of
the assets and liabilities be formalised by legislation
and that the VEDC be abolished.
The Bill provides for the Rural Finance Corporation
to become the successor in law to the VEDC, for the
abolition of the VEDC and for the repeal of the
Victorian Economic Development Corporation Act.
The Bill provides for the validity of anything done
before the succession day under or in relation to the
transfer scheme established on 18 November 1988
for the transfer of property, rights, liabilities, duties
or powers of the VEDC to the Rural Finance
Corporation and for the transfer of the management
and control of the business and affairs of the VEDC
to the Rural Finance Corporation. In particular, the
Bill provides that things done under the scheme
must not be called into question in any proceedings
on the ground that any provision of the Rural
Finance Act or the Victorian Economic Development
Corporation Act had not been complied with. The
Bill also provides that things done or omitted to be
done under the scheme do not release sureties and
are not to be regarded as breaches of legal
obligations, defaults under Acts or agreements, or as
fulfilling any termination provisions in agreements.
The Bill will, how~ver, operate to preserve the
pOSition of parties ta legal actions brought by the
VEDC who have adduced evidence before 15
September 1993, in support of a purported defence
that the VEDC is not entitled to recover loans
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against them, on the grounds the VEDC had
assigned its loans to the Rural Finance Corporation.
The Bill provides for or establishes the machinery for
the substitution of Rural Finance Corporation for
VEDC in instruments, legal proceedings, title
documents, savings provisions to preserve the
effectiveness of the VEDC guarantees and
instruments given in favour of the VEDC. The Bill
also exempts acts or transactions done by reason of
the Act from stamp duty and taxes.
In accordance with section 85(5) of the Constitution
Act, I wish to explain the reasons for altering or
varying that section in this Bill. Clause 18 of the Bill
provides that it is the intention of that clause to alter
or vary section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975 to
prevent the Supreme Court:
entertaining a question of a kind referred or
entertaining a proceeding in respect of the matter
referred to in clause 8; or
admitting evidence of the kind to which clause 9
applies.
The purpose of the Bill is to validate actions taken by
the Rural Finance Corporation and the VEDC under
the transfer scheme established by the previous
government. In order to effectively sanction the
transfer scheme, which was established and is being
sanctioned in the public interest, it is necessary that
the Bill remove certain actions taken by the VEDC
and the Rural Finance Corporation and certain
defences which may be raised by debtors of the
VEDC from the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court.
The government has taken the opportunity of
amending the Rural Finance Act. The major
amendments:
provide for the appointment of a deputy
chairperson;
give the Rural Finance Corporation power to
continue to make loans to former clients of the
VEDC. This power is intended to enable the Rural
Finance Corporation to extend further loans in
circumstances where it is appropriate to do so to
maximise the chances of recovery;
enable the board to hold meetings and make
resolutions by circulation;
provide for the Rural Finance Corporation to
enter into financial arrangements to protect
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against movements in interest rates with the
approval of the Treasurer; and

Appeals Tribunal and members of the previous
board, the Bill provides for a number of changes.

enable the Treasurer to vary the notional
application of the provisions of the Income
Taxation Assessment Act on the Rural Finance
Corporation. The amendment will provide
greater flexibility in the determination of the
corporation's tax liability and ensure that the
corporation will not be required to pay more tax
than it would if it were only paying tax to the
Commonwealth.

At present all appeals to the Harness Racing Board
must be heard by a quorum of the board. The Bill
proposes that the Harness Racing Board should have
the power to delegate one or more members of the
board to hear an appeal. In hearing an appeal, one or
more members of the board shall sit with one
assessor appointed from a panel of assessors
appointed by the Minister after consultation with
the Harness Racing Board. Assessors will be able to
be drawn from a wide variety of backgrounds.
However, it is the member or members of the board
who alone shall make all decisions and orders and
any decision or order shall be taken to be a decision
or order of the Harness Racing Board.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BAKER
(Sunshine).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 29 September.

RACING (FURTHER AMENDMENT)
BILL
Second reading
Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this Bill is to make a number of small
but nevertheless significant provisions in respect of
harness racing, Sunday racing and bookmakers,
together with some minor machinery changes in
respect of payments to members of the Totalizator
Agency Board.
A new Harness Racing Board under the
chairmanship of Mr lan McEwen took office on
12 July 1993 and members have immediately
applied themselves diligently to their tasks. The
Chairman of the Harness Racing Board has
requested that there should be specific provision for
one of the members of the board to be appointed as
deputy chairperson. The government believes this is
a sensible measure and the Bill provides that the
Minister may appoint a member other than the
chairperson to be deputy chairperson of the board.
The deputy chairperson will act as chair in the
absence of the chairperson.
The new board also requested that the government
examine the question of appeals in harness racing.
The matter having been reviewed and input having
been obtained from the new board, members of the
harness racing industry, members of the Racing

In respect of harness racing only, the jurisdiction of
the Racing Appeals Tribunal is to be expanded to
provide:
all drug-related matters must be heard directly by
the Racing Appeals Tribunal. A drug is defined as
being a drug within the rules of harness racing;
penalties involving suspension, disqualification
or warning off for periods of three months or
more will go directly to the Racing Appeals
Tribunal;
fines of $1000 or more will go directly to the
Racing Appeals Tribunal.
With these measures the government believes the
board will be freed from hearing a number of
appeals and its members may devote their energies
to the business of better managing the industry.
Additionally the interests of industry participants
will be fully protected through the independent
Racing Appeals Tribunal.
At present the Racing Act restricts the number of
Sundays on which race meetings may be conducted
to five plus any public holidays that may fall on a
Sunday. The Bill proposes that in line with the recent
amendments to the Sunday Entertainment Act the
restrictions on the number of Sundays on which race
meetings can be conducted should be removed. This
means that race meetings will be able to be held on
any Sunday approved by the Minister on the
recommendation of the relevant industry controlling
body.
The government considers bookmakers an essential
part of the racing industry and the Bill proposes two
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amendments in respect of the bookmaking
profession. It is proposed to enable bookmakers to
offer to pay their clients either the odds given, as is
normally the case, or the totalisator odds where the
totalisator odds for the winner are higher than the
odds given by the bookmakers. Whether individual
bookmakers wish to offer this service will be a
matter for them, but those who do that will be
required to observe conditions that may be imposed
by the Minister after consultation with the relevant
controlling body and the Victorian Bookmakers
Association to ensure that the interests of all
concerned are protected.
The Bill also provides for a minor machinery
matter - that is, the abolition of the requirement for
bookmakers to first obtain club licences before
presenting themselves to be considered for formal
registration by the Bookmakers and Bookmakers
Clerks Registration Committee. The government
considers that the Bookmakers and Bookmakers
Clerks Registration Committee is the proper
authority to determine the matter of registration for
bookmakers.
In the 1992 autumn session of the Parliament the
structure of the board of the TAB was amended to
enable the government to select the most
appropriate people to serve on that important board.
In selecting appropriate people it became apparent
that such highly skilled people should receive an
appropriate remuneration for their services. The Act
provided only that members would receive such
travelling and other allowances in respect of their
attendances at board meetings as are from time to
time preSCribed. It is considered that this narrow
view of payment in respect of attendance at board
meetings is no longer appropriate and the Bill
provides that members of the board will be entitled
to be paid remuneration by the Governor in Council,
together with travelling and other allowances that
may be prescribed by the regulations. I draw to the
attention of honourable members the fact that the
Bill provides that the remuneration payable may be
made effective from 1 June 1993, the date on which
the new board took office.
The government affirms its commitment to the
development of the racing industry and stands
ready to work with the industry to achieve such
development.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr ROPER
(Coburg).
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Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 29 September.

HEALTH (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the Bill is to make a few minor
amendments that will improve the operation and
effectiveness of the Health Act 1958.
Under section 130 of the Health Act, the person in
charge of a laboratory where testing for the HIV
virus is carried out is required to record information
about the number of tests carried out, the number of
people tested for HN who fall into prescribed
categories, the number of people newly diagnosed
as being infected with HN and the age, sex and
prescribed category of each person who has been
newly diagnosed as being infected.
This information is required to be provided to the
Secretary to the Department of Health and
Community Services to enable the department to
monitor the incidence of HIV in the community and
identify emerging trends in the transmission of the
virus. I wish to stress that only non-identifying
information is required to be provided to the
secretary under section 130.
In order to facilitate epidemiological surveillance of
the HIV virus on a national basis, the department
wishes to provide coded non-identifying
information obtained under section 130 to the
National Centre for Epidemiology and Clinical
Research. However, doubt has been expressed as to
whether there is sufficient power in the Health Act
to enable the secretary to provide information
obtained under section 130 to any other organisation.
This Bill will make it clear that coded
non-identifying information can be provided to the
National Centre for Epidemiology and Clinical
Research and other prescribed organisations
engaged in research, thus facilitating the carrying
out of research in this vital area.
Legislation to improve and simplify the provisions
of the Act dealing with licences for radiation
apparatus and radioactive substances was passed
earlier this year. This Bill will correct an inadvertent
omission which would otherwise result in the
removal of licences for unsealed radioactive sources
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that was not intended. The Bill also contains four
statute law revisi6n amendments.

concerned would have to undertake the AECOP
examination and apply for re-registration.

I commend the Bill to the House.

The purpose of this Bill is to resolve the obvious
anomaly which now exists in the law. This will be
achieved by omitting from section 14(3) of the Act
the requirement that the person must be "otherwise
entitled to be registered" in order to have his or her
name restored to the register, and vesting in the
board a capacity to refuse an application for
restoration if the person is not of good character.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr ROPER
(Coburg).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 29 September.

PHYSIOTHERAPISTS (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Second reading
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - I move:

The proposed amendments will remove the
disadvantage imposed unintentionally on some
physiotherapists who graduated overseas in
countries other than the United Kingdom and Hong
Kong.

That this Bill be now read a second time.

I commend the Bill to the House.
One of the conditions of practice as a
physiotherapist in this State is that the person
concerned be registered with the Physiotherapists
Registration Board of Victoria.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr ROPER
(Coburg).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 29 September.

Registration confers upon the holder the right to use
the title of physiotherapist and similar titles, and to
use those appliances and methods listed in the
schedule to the Physiotherapists Act 1978.
Registration under the Act operates for a calendar
year and is renewable on payment of the renewal
fee. However, if a physiotherapist fails to pay the
renewal fee by 1 February, section 14(2) of the Act
requires the board to remove his or her name from
the Register of Physiotherapists. A person whose
name has been so removed is entitled to apply
within five years to have his or her name restored,
and section 14(3) requires the board to re-register
that person "if he is otherwise entitled to be
registered".
As a result of changes made last year to the
physiotherapists regulations, the only overseas
qualifications now recognised in Victoria are
specified British and Hong Kong qualifications.
Other overseas applicants are required to qualify
under the Australian Examining Council for
Overseas Physiotherapists (AECOP) procedure.
An unintended consequence is that a
physiotherapist with a qualification from, say, New
Zealand, who allowed his or her registration to lapse
would not be entitled to have his or her name
restored to the register because he or she would no
longer be "otherwise entitled to be registered" as
required by the Act. Instead, the physiotherapist

TOBACCO (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The primary purpose of this small but important Bill
is to raise the age for the legal sale of tobacco
products in Victoria from 16 to 18 years. The Bill is
part of the government's broad health enhancement
strategy.
I took great pleasure in launching the cancer and
heart offensive at the Royal Women's Hospital on
27 August this year. The cancer and heart offensive
is a major initiative of this government and is
designed to combat cancer and diseases of the
circulatory system which are, by far, the leading
causes of death in this State.
In order to combat cancer and heart disease, a major
and increasing focus must be placed on prevention
of the avoidable factors that can lead to unnecessary
deaths. Preventive efforts addressing specific
behavioural and lifestyle issues potentially offer an
extremely effective and efficient means to reduce the
huge cost of certain types of cancer and heart
disease. Maintaining and enhancing our efforts to
reduce the level of smoking in the community,
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especially among young people, is an important
preventive measure that will pay substantial
dividends in the long term.

development in offshore waters. Victoria will
continue to ensure that amendments will be made to
maintain the relationship.

It is well known that smoking habits commence at a
young age and quickly become entrenched.
Adolescents are particularly vulnerable to peer
pressure to start smoking. The anti-smoking
message is being communicated to young people
through a variety of means. However, it is
considered that making access to tobacco products
more difficult will assist in deterring greater
numbers of young people from taking up smoking.

Not all the amendments made to the
Commonwealth Act can be translated to the
Victorian Act. Some matters dealing with an overlap
in some prosecution provisions may require
amendments to other Victorian Acts. That is under
investigation and may be the subject of other
amendments in future.

The opportunity of this Bill is also being taken to
clarify the regulation-making powers of the Tobacco
Act. The Bill is an important public health initiative
which will enhance the government's efforts to deter
young people from smoking.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr ROPER
(Coburg).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 29 September.

PETROLEUM (SUBMERGED LANDS)
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr S. J. PLOWMAN (Minister for Energy and
Minerals) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill proposes amendments to the Petroleum
(Submerged Lands) Act 1982 which will mirror
amendments made by the Commonwealth in June
1991.

The arrangement that exists between the
Commonwealth and State governments, known as
the Offshore Constitutional Settlement, was first
negotiated in 1967 and renegotiated in 1979. Its
purpose was to settle constitutional legal issues
concerning jurisdiction over the seas adjacent to
each State. To give effect to the agreement in relation
to exploration for oil and gas, mirror legislation was
introduced into the State and Commonwealth
Parliaments.
The Bill aims to continue the legislative relationship
that exists between Victoria and the Commonwealth
for the administration of petroleum exploration and

The Bill will replace the requirement for holders of
offshore petroleum titles to lodge securities with a
mandatory requirement for titleholders to take out
insurance against potential liabilities arising from
their operations. Currently, the requirements for
insurance, although usually attached as a condition
of grant or renewal of a title, are not mandatory.
The amendments will reduce the administrative
costs borne by industry while ensuring that the
community is well protected against any liabilities
arising out of offshore petroleum operations.
Although there has never been a major spill from
petroleum exploration operations in this country,
this action will ensure that, in the unlikely case that
an oil spill does occur, environmental clean-up costs
will be fully met by the operators and their insurers.
The Bill will provide an additional incentive for
seismic surveying operations by giving the Minister
the discretion to extend the confidentiality period for
the basic information collected in such operations to
up to five years prior to providing public access to
the information.
Seismic surveying undertaken with approval by
contractors on a speculative basis over offshore areas
not held under a petroleum title is a valuable means
of encouraging exploration. It encourages
exploration companies to express interest in and to
bid for exploration permits over these vacant areas.
Such action can only enhance the offshore search for
petroleum in Australia.
The Bill also provides that unauthorised petroleum
exploration operations are an offence. None of the
amendments has any significant financial impact.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr THOMSON
(Pascoe Vale).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 29 September.
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HISTORIC SHIPWRECKS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Message from Council relating to amendment
considered.
CouncU's amendment:
Clause 22, Page 15, lines 15 to 17, omit all words and
expressions on these lines and insert -

"a historic shipwreclc or historic relic -

<a) in or near a protected zone or historic
shipwreck; or
(b) in or on a vessel or vehicle on or in
proximity to Victorian waters; or
(c) on a jetty, dock, wharf, beach, landing or
similar place or in an area next to such
places-

without a permit under".

Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - I
move:

That the amendment be agreed to.
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - The opposition is pleased
that the Legislative Council, on the motion of my
colleague the Honourable Darry Pullen, a member
for Melbourne Province, has sent this amendment to
the Legislative Assembly.
As some honourable members would be aware,
when this matter was last before the House on
21 July I moved an amendment in the terms of the
amendment now before the House to increase not
only the certainty of detection but also the
effectiveness of deterrence of people who may
pillage historic shipwrecks. As I said at that time, the
opposition believes the legislation would be
improved by broadening clause 22. The opposition
is pleased the government has accepted its
amendment
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) (By
ItllW) - I suppose acceptance of the opposition's

amendment signals Parliament is doing its work
correctly. I am pleased to advise honourable
members that the matter was examined carefully
while the Bill was between here and another place,
as I undertook to do in the House, and with the
concurrence and support of the Attorney-General it
was decided by the government that it was
appropriate to accept the amendment.
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The change will increase the protection afforded to
historic shipwrecks. Although it could be argued
that it reverses the onus of proof, in the course of
any disposition of a prosecution the onus ebbs and
flows.
Mr Roper interjected.
Mr MACLELLAN - I suppose it is an
appropriate analogy, yes. It appears to the
government, as it obviously does to the opposition,
that the person who is the subject of interest a
matter should have available to him or her all the
information necessary to explain how he or she
came to be in the possession of the items that are the
subject of a prosecution or interest.

m

Since the information has been available to them, it
seems appropriate that they are able to offer the
court or the prosecutor some explanation about the
matter and for the case to be disposed of by
providing a satisfactory explanation.
It does not seem appropriate that the submerged
heritage of the State can be removed by people who
are able to move away from the immediate point of
access to a shipwreck to avoid prosecution despite
the fact they are well loaded with items that have
clearly been removed from the submerged wreck.
That has been the problem in the past. This
provision will add to the security that we all wish
for the State's submerged heritage.
This matter is also the subject of Commonwealth
legislation, and it is appropriate that the State's
legislation mirror and support the objective of
Commonwealth legislation on shipwrecks. The
government believes it is an appropriate response
and that it was worthwhile delaying the Bill
between here and another place to enable careful
consideration of the matter. I have been advised in
this matter by shipwreck advisory groups who
support the amendment and by the
Attorney-General, who was kind enough to
encourage me to accept the amendment.

Motion agreed to.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That the House do now adjourn.
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Flooding in Maribyrnong
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - In the absence
of the Minister for Community Services, I direct to
the attention of the Minister for Planning the
flooding in the Maribymong area. During the
suspension of the sitting for dinner I inspected the
Maribymong township which is experiencing a
severe flood that is engulfing that area of my
electorate as well as the municipality of Sunshine.
The flood is the most severe since 1974.
The SPEAKER - Order! Which Minister is the
honourable member raising the matter with?
Mr MILDENHALL - I am seeking emergency
relief from the Minister for Community Services.
Honourable members may recall the famous scene
during the 1974 floods when houses in Flemington
were inundated with water. Similar scenes are
expected as a result of this flood, but the extent of
the problem will probably be lessened because of the
experiences gained by emergency services during
the 1974 floods. It appears that at least 15 houses will
be flooded and 150 properties will be inundated to
some extent. When I was in the vicinity at 7 p.m.
evacuations were about to begin.
Services ranging from the State Emergency Service,
the local council, the Salvation Army, the police and
health and community services appear to be
effectively coordinating their operations in the
Maribymong area. After the severity of the situation
was reviewed with the mayor of Sunshine,
Cr George Pamis, requests for emergency services
and aid were initiated by the municipality. The
mayor asked that I seek the earliest possible
assistance from the Minister.
The flood is expected to peak at 10 p.m. but it will
remain at a high level for the next 24 hours. A full
range of assistance will be required not only to
manage the emergency but also to assist the victims
to recover in the quickest possible time.

Youth counselling in Rowville
Mr WELLS (Wantima) - I direct to the attention
of the Minister responsible for Youth Affairs youth
counselling facilities in Rowville, which is in the
southern part of my electorate. Rowville is a
fast-developing area with a population of about
30 000. It contains a number of vacant housing
blocks which are sure to be developed in only a few
years. The local secondary college expects to have
about 1600 students enrolled by 1996. The

honourable member for Knox and I are having
discussions with the Minister for Education to try to
have another school built in the area. Although
Rowville has a number of schools, the Rowville
Primary School already has an enrolment of
800 students.
I have given that description of Rowville to show
that a number of young people live in the area and
that any existing youth problems will only worsen.
During the 10 years of Labor administration the
provision of infrastructure for youth services and
youth counselling did not keep pace with the
demand. Rowville was neglected because the Labor
government's attitude was, "Invest in the west and
forget the rest". Consequently infrastructure services
in Rowville have fallen behind.
A minister of the Rowville Uniting Church, Rev.
Kim Cain, has spoken to me about his concerns for
the youth in the area. He wishes to build a
community care and counselling centre adjacent to
his church. The City of Knox has recOgnised the
importance of such a facility and has allocated
$50 000 for the purpose. Although the church will
raise funds, the government will need to make some
financial contribution to get the project off the
ground.
I am concerned about the shortage of youth workers
in Rowville. The more established areas in my
electorate are generally well catered for in that
respect, but developing areas like Rowville are
suffering from a shortage of youth workers. Some
youths from the area are moving into the city,
adding to Melbourne's homeless youth problem.
Will the Minister advise me how we can best solve
the problems facing youth in the Rowville area?

Traffic congestion at AFL Park
Mrs WILSON (Dandenong North) - I direct to
the attention of the Minister for Public Transport the
ongoing traffic problems around AFL Park,
Waverley, particular during the football season,
when large crowds attend matches at that venue.
The Minister will be aware that the use of AFL Park
has increased considerably because the St Kilda and
Hawthorn football dubs now share that ground to
host their home matches. He will also be aware that
many complaints are made about the traffic,
particularly after finals matches. Many radio
talkback programs have been inundated by calls
from people complaining about being unable to
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either leave or, in many cases, gain entry to the
precincts of the ground with relative ease. Most
telephone callers blame inadequate public transport
in the area as well as the poor capacity of roads
around the venue to cater for heavy traffic.
This problem is not new. I have raised it on a
number of occasions with the former Minister for
Transport in an attempt to persuade him that
something should be done. A study should be
carried out to ascertain how government authorities
can cope with the traffic problems and lack of public
transport in the area.
A number of people have suggested to me that a
light rail service could be the answer. That service
could operate from the Huntingdale railway station
along North Road to Wellington Road; and it could
also service Monash University. Anyone who has
attempted to travel on public transport to Monash
University knows that the local bus services are not
totally reliable.
After considering this matter long and hard the City
of Waverley would like to put a number of
proposals to the Minister. Representatives from the
council have requested an appointment but so far
the Minister has not been able to accommodate
them. I ask him to make arrangements to discuss the
matter with the City of Waverley and with the
Australian Football League to see whether some
solution can be found.

Proposed Gladstone Park tramIine
Mr FINN (Tullamarine) - I raise for the attention
of the Minister for Public Transport the matter of a
rumour doing the rounds of my electorate that I was
involved in the supposed Gladstone Park tramline
that never was. The Minister will be aware that prior
to the last election the Airport West tramline was
extended to the Airport West shopping centre in an
attempt to save the political skin of the now Deputy
Leader of the OppOSition. Obviously it succeeded.
However, it seems that the skin of another chap was
not saved. He has been spreading the malicious
story that I was in some way involved in putting a
stop to the Gladstone Park tramline.
I describe it as the tramline that never was because it
was never more than a vague notion and there were
never any plans or funds for it from either the
Federal or the State government. The former
Minister for Transport, Mr Spyker, will agree with
me on that. The man spreading the rumour is a
former member of this House, which is
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disappointing. It is the former member for
Coburg - the man who opens other people's letters.
This came to my attention when a constituent told
me that she was told about it by a gentleman known
as the Grub. I did not know whom she was talking
about until she told me that the overwhelming
majority of my constituents know this gentleman as
the Grub. It came as a shock to me, but I am
concerned that a number of my constituents were
misled by this rumour. As honourable members
know, I live in Westmeadows. I have told people in
my electorate that it would be better if the money
that was to be spent on the tramline was spent on
buses and that the Minister for Public Transport is
committed to providing a better public transport
system than has ever been in place before.
I ask the Minister for Public Transport to clear up
this matter once and for all and to tell my
constituents the truth as distinct from what the Grub
has been telling them for what seems to have been
months. I welcome the Minister's cooperation in
providing the people of Westmeadows and
Gladstone Park with a first-class public transport
system.

Maternal and child health services
funding
Mrs GARBUTI (Bundoora) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister responsible for Women's
Affairs the concerns a large number of women have
about the changes to the maternal and child health
service. Yesterday outside Parliament House a rally
was held by hundreds of women with their children
to protest against those changes, and petitions
signed by more than 12 500 women have been
presented to the Parliament. The petitions outline a
number of concerns about the changes to the service.
I have received a letter which they wish me to take
to the Premier outlining these issues. They focus in
particular on the change from a total family support
system which the current maternal and child health
service offers to one that concentrates on a small part
of the service: child health screening. There will be
only 10 visits in the child's first six years of life.
Ms Kirner - It's a shame!
Mrs GARBUTI -It is a shame, and the number
of women who have signed the petitions and
demonstrated and written letters indicates the high
level of anxiety about this matter in the community.
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They also say there is no guarantee that the very best
parts of the current service, which will no longer be
funded by the State government under the proposed
changes, will be funded by anybody else.
The Minister is relying on local government to fund
the parts that offer flexibility to mothers to allow
them to decide when to take their babies to the
Maternal and Child Health Service. But in fact the
Municipal Association of Victoria has been offering
local government the option of either not funding
any part of the service or accepting government
funding only for child health surveillance.
The association has a number of suggestions it
would like to take up with the Premier, including
the total abandonment of the Healthy Futures
program, the retention of the existing service and, if
the government wishes to continue with changes, a
review of the existing service.
I ask the Minister responsible for Women's Affairs to
take up this matter. She says she will examine all
government decisions from the point of view of
women, and 1 suggest that she refer this one to the
Victorian Women's Council for proper examination.

My concern is that we have been attempting to build
the fire station for two and a half years. The situation
is becoming urgent. Delays have occurred because
of the previous government and the attacks of the
honourable member on the former brigade captain
and me.
1 understand the matter has been referred to the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal and 1 would like to
know whether a decision has been made. Some
30 000 people reside in the Rowville area and it is
imperative that a fire station be built to service them
rather than their having to rely on the attendance of
vehicles from more distant stations. I would
. appreciate the Minister advising when work on the
station will commence and when it is expected to be
completed.

Paravics Sports Club
MrTHOMSON (Pascoe Vale) - I refer the
Attorney-General to a matter for investigation under
the Fundraising Appeals Act. It involves the
misappropriation of funds raised by Paravics Sports
Club. Among other things, it operates the Northcote
Bingo Centre and trades as Wheelchair Sports
Victoria.

Rowville fire station
Mr LUPTON (Knox) - I again refer the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services to the problem of
the Rowville Fire Station. Some time ago 1 asked a
question about this fire station, which is situated in a
dead-end street. This means it cannot service the
area of Rowville.
Over the previous two and a half years an attempt
has been made by the Country Fire Authority to
build a new fire station at Taylors Lane. So that
nobody could answer her criticisms, on the last day
the Labor government sat in this place the former
honourable member for Wantirna, Mrs Hirsh, took
great delight in attempting to stop this development.
She proceeded to bucket both a former captain of the
fire brigade and me.
That lady has a lot to answer for because the concern
she stirred up in the municipality was unfounded.
After discussion, the matter was referred to the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal. The people of
Wantirna and Knox were aware of her tactics and
voted her out with an overwhelming majority. In
fact, she was not fit to hold a position in the previous
Parliament.

It is supposedly a non-profit charitable organisation
established to raise money for disabled athletes, but
a constituent of mine has advised me that from an
average annual operating turnover of approximately
$3.5 million, less than $50 000 reaches the
organisations it was set up to aid.

The current manager of the Northcote Bingo Centre,
Ms Pam Doughty, receives a very attractive salary
package and substantial payments to her private
superannuation fund. In January this year Paravics
Sports Club purchased a BMW sedan for her sole
use.
But not content with that, for eight months she has
been authorising a payment of $2000 a fortnight to a
fictitious company called NBC Security. These
cheques are cashed over the counter at the Northcote
ANZ Bank and the money is given as cash in hand
to Ms Doughty's de facto, David Roberts.
Other major beneficiaries of Paravics Sports Club
income have been previous chief executive officers,
Messrs Bryan Tudor and Keith Martin, who have
received substantial payouts on leaving the
organisation, including gifts of motor cars. In
addition, funds raised by this charity were used to
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purchase a personal computer for Mr Martin, which
he took with him when he left.

proposed that outside people will run the sessions
for three-year-olds on a commercial basis.

I also ask the Attorney-General to investigate
whether volWlteers for bingo sessions are paid
Wldeclared cash amoWlts of $50 to $60 a session and
to investigate whether Northcote Bingo Centre has
been keeping two sets of accoWlting books on
money raised from the lucky number machines one set of books showing a higher percentage paid
out than the true amoWlt. In addition, club
accoWlting procedures are unorthodox and are
designed to make non-compliance with government
regulations difficult to detect. Further, Wheelchair
Sports Victoria tin collections have been taken to the
office and are always counted by only one person.

The kindergarten sought permission from the
Frankston City COWlcil, which owns the buildings,
to use the facilities in this way. However, the
kindergarten has now been told that a valuer will
seek to value the property and set the rental. That
kindergarten will have the special session for
three-year-olds on Fridays, the day on which they
do not run other sessions.

I believe that Paravics Sports Club lied to the Office
of Fair Trading about its financial affairs after the
Office of Fair Trading served section 20 notices on
the centre in March this year seeking financial
reports on its fundraising activities over the past two
years. I believe moneys raised from extensive raffle
fundraising by the club have been omitted.
Paravics is virtually a bogus charity and, despite the
police, the taxation commissioner and the Office of
Fair Trading being informed of these matters, so far
no adequate action has been taken against its
operators. Will the Attorney-General consider her
powers under the Fundraising Appeals Act or even
consider setting up an inquiry into bogus charities to
prevent people setting up such organisations for
personal gain.

Frankston kindergartens
Mr WEIDEMAN (Franks ton) - I raise with the
Minister for Community Services the fact that 8 of
the 23 kindergartens in my electorate will possibly
close because not enough four-year-olds will attend
Frankston kindergartens next year. Although
Frankston does not have zonal or regional
restrictions and children who live in other areas can
attend kindergartens in Frankston, I understand that
only approximately 930 four-year-olds will attend
Frankston kindergartens in 1994, which will mean
that only 15 kindergartens will remain.
A number of the kindergartens are looking at ways
of raising funds to supplement their incomes so that
parents will have to pay only $80 or less a term. One
of the kindergartens has reported to me that it wants
to provide kindergarten services for three-year-olds,
which will require the payment of fees, so that those
fees will add to the income of the kindergarten. It is

I ask the Minister to ask the people in his
department dealing with regional matters to
negotiate with the City of Frankston so that the
kindergarten can generate the extra funds and the
parents will have to pay only $80 a term for their
children to attend kindergarten.

Speech pathology at Box Hill Hospital
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - I refer to the Minister for
Health a concern that is small in one way but which
is made large because of the effects of her severe
budget cuts throughout the hospital system. The
Minister has cut almost $6 million from the
allocation to the Box Hill Hospital with the result
that that hospital is having enormous difficulty in
providing adequate services to the substantial areas
for which it is responsible.
One of the difficulties faced by a hospital such as
Box Hill is that services that are crucial for small
groups in the community can easily be cut, and it
appears that at Box Hill one of the services that has
been placed under threat is the speech pathology
service. It has a waiting list of more than 100, but it
now faces the situation where its staffing allocation
of 1.4 positions will be cut and replaced by a less
than half-time position at the Box Hill Community
Health Service.
I have been contacted by parents of children with
speech difficulties who require therapists and they
have been told that they should find either a private
practitioner, which in many instances will cost them
$50 an hour, or a community provider. The trouble
is that there is no community provider in the area.
One of the parents who contacted me has two
preschool children receiving assistance from the
speech pathology service and she, like many others
in the area, now faces the situation of services not
being available.
One of the heartless results of the government's
Budget cuts is a service that people have come to
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expect from their local hospital simply being
removed. 1 ask the Minister for Health to re-examine
the effects of funding cuts to the hospital to ensure
that children and other people in the Box Hill area
who need speech pathology services can have access
to them.

Langi Kal Kal fire station
Mr JENKINS (Ballarat West) - 1 direct to the
attention of the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services the Langi Kal Kal rural fire brigade. The fire
station has been located in what was formerly the
Langi Kal Kal Youth Training Centre and the
vehicles have been housed in that location for a
number of years. A good working relationship has
been established. However, since the training centre
has closed and the area has become the Langi Kal
Kal Prison, problems have arisen because the fire
station is now inside the prison and the fire truck is
unable to get outside the prison bounds at night
when it is locked up.
A local brigade member has offered a block of land
as a site for a new fire station and the brigade is keen
to have the station built so that the fire truck can be
housed outside the prison bounds. The request is for
the Minister to strike some agreement with the
Country Fire Authority. 1 am informed by brigade
members that if the CFA supplied a garage kit, the
prison officials, workers, foremen and everybody
else connected with the prison would be prepared to
erect the new shed on the land being donated. It is a
brilliant idea and it will allow the brigade to carry
out its duties outside the prison. With cooperation
from the Country Fire Authority another fire truck
may be located inside the prison. Quick action is
needed because at this stage the truck is being
housed in a farmer's hayshed, which is not the best
environment for a CFA tanker.
I ask the Minister to attend to this matter so that the
brigade can carry out its normal duties during the
summer season which is fast approaching.
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My constituent complains that the graph is a
misrepresentation, if not a deliberate
misrepresentation, of the facts and is dishonest
advertising. The graph shows the ratio of teachers to
students declining over the past 12 years from 15.5
students per teacher in 1980 to 13.3 students per
teacher in 1992. The figures are misleading because
they do not include the reduction in teacher
numbers that occurred at the end of last year or the
proposed reduction in teacher numbers that is
occurring this year.
My constituent complains that it was bad
advertising and policy by the Department of
Education, which should tell the truth when
presenting facts. My constituent is upset, as 1believe
are a number of her students, and 1 ask the Minister
to respond and take the appropriate action.

Responses
Mr JOHN (Minister for Community Services) - 1
thank the honourable member for Footscray for
raising the important issue of flood damage in his
electorate. 1 assure him that the Department of
Health and Community Services is monitoring the
situation closely. When the honourable member
raised the issue 20 minutes ago 1 contacted officers
of my department and 1 was informed that up to 150
houses in the Maribymong and Footscray areas have
been flooded and that major flooding has occurred
in the Latrobe Valley as well as in other areas of the
State.
1 assure the House that the situation is being
monitored carefully and that 1 have been in personal
contact with officers of my department during the
past hour. Further damage will occur as the rain
continues. 1 am informed that people in the
Footscray I Maribymong area have been evacuated
to the Maribymong Community Centre or to
relatives of the affected families. Staff from my
department are currently on site and 1 assure the
House that the most expert attention will be given to
ensure that the needs of the people are met.

Department of Education advertising
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - 1 direct to the
attention of the Minister for Education a complaint
of a constituent about a full-page advertisement that
appeared in the Latrobe Valley Express of
10 September and in other daily papers in Victoria.
In the advertisement, which featured the Minister's
smiling face, the Director of School Education
explained by the use of a graph the need to reduce
teacher numbers.

1 am proud to say that in the recent Wonthaggi
storm departmental officers greatly assisted people
in that area and that they visited damaged houses to
see what people's requirements were.
Mr Hamilton - Hear, hear!
Mr JOHN - I thank the honourable member for
his comment and support. This issue is not political
and concerns all honourable members. My
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department is continuing to monitor the needs of the
people in Footscray, Maribymong, the Latrobe
Valley and other areas of the State. Grants will be
available from the department where appropriate to
meet the needs of families who have suffered losses
as a result of the storm damage.
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result with the parties working together in the same
way as we worked together with the City of Knox.
Mr HEFFERN AN (Minister for Small
Business) - The honourable member for - -

Honourable members interjecting.
I thank the honourable member for Footscray for
raising the matter because it is of great concern to
the government. Everything will be done to assist
families who have suffered losses as a result of this
flooding.
The honourable member for Frankston raised a
matter regarding kindergarten difficulties in his
area. The government is committed to providing one
year of kindergarten to eligible children in Victoria.
The government is working through a number of
reforms of which honourable members would be
aware. There must be flexibility in the system, and a
number of options have been made available to
kindergarten committees and municipalities,
including extra sessions, numbers, user-pays
child-care services and so on.
Yesterday I received news from the City of Knox, the
largest municipality in Victoria, with 38
kindergartens, that as a result of the reforms some
kindergarten closures are expected. The
municipality is confident there will be no fee
increases and that with rationalisation the 38
kindergartens will probably be reduced to 33. If
there is a need for a fee increase it would be of the
order of $1.50 to $1.52 a week.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
members for Wantirna, Bundoora and Dandenong
North should not be interjecting.
Mr JOHN - The City of Knox is a success story
of cooperation with the government. A fortnight ago
I had lunch with members of the council and we
worked through the reforms, which they believe will
be a success.
Concern has been expressed in the media and by
members of Parliament about the effect of the
reforms put in place by the government. I assure the
honourable member for Frankston that my
department and I will be pleased to work with him
on this important issue. He is a fearless fighter for
his electorate, and I am confident we can work
through these reforms and obtain a satisfactory

Mr Wells interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have already warned
the honourable member for Wantirna that I will take
action against him. I will not tolerate chitchat across
the Chamber.
Mr HEFFERNAN - The honourable member for
Wantirna directed to my attention the likely future
growth in the new development area of Rowville
and the lack of infrastructure and general services
for youth. The honourable member has been of great
help since becoming a member of Parliament with
his contribution in the youth area and with the new
structure the government is putting into place to
supply youth services.
Rowville is one of the five regions that is introducing
a pilot scheme. It is important that the pilot scheme
be part of the general policy direction I intend to
take. It will look at the services that are available in
that region. When my department receives the
report I can assess the situation and help with that
infrastructure to overcome the shortage that exists.
I also compliment the honourable member for
Wantirna on not waiting for something to happen.
He has done a little homework, looked around his
electorate and found out what the future directions
are and where the problems will be. He knows
which direction he wants to take.
I would like him to convey my thanks to the
minister who, together with the honourable
member, has done a lot of work for the youth of the
area. I have said all along that governments ought
not be the only organisations that take the initiative
in trying to overcome problems such as those. I
compliment the church on not only supplying the
land but also being willing to participate and supply
funds for infrastructure.
I look forward to the future development of that
region and to the chairman's bringing forward his
report in conjunction with the honourable member
for Wantirna. The honourable member has my
utmost support for his efforts to achieve a
satisfactory result.
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Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) The Minister for Small Business is always a hard act
to follow, but his approach is very even handed. My
colleague the honourable member for Tullamarine
raised with me the possible extension of tram
services to Gladstone Park.
Although it may be true that, during his time as a
member of a government that was in power for
10 years, the former honourable member for Coburg
said the tram service would be extended and money
would be provided, that statement was a barefaced
lie. I have checked with the Public Transport
Corporation and no undertaking to extend the tram
service was ever given. The PTC never gave such an
undertaking, and certainly no money was allocated
for the project. The claim by the former honourable
member for Coburg that the current honourable
member for Tullamarine has lost the service is
likewise a barefaced lie. There has never been a
decision by a government, past or present, to
provide funds to extend the tramline as far out as
Gladstone Park.
In September 1982 the then Minister for Transport,
Jim Kennan, released MetPlan, a well-researched
document that was designed to serve as the Labor
government's blueprint for the next 15 years. The
suggestion put forward by the former honourable
member for Coburg that the Labor government
would extend the tramline to Gladstone Park is
exposed as a barefaced lie because it was not
mentioned in Labor's own blueprint. MetPlan said
that the tram route would be extended from
Essendon to Airport West. One of my early duties as
Minister for Public Transport was to perform that
official opening. But the 1988 MetPlan document did
not say that the line would ever be extended as far
as Gladstone Park.
Peter Gavin is well known as a person who has
misled his local community; and this House is well
aware of some of his exploits. He is certainly not a
man to be trusted, as has been shown in debates in
the past. His latest claim is that the honourable
member for Tullamarine has lost the extension of the
tramline. That is a grubby attack on a member who
has acted to secure proper public transport for that
part of his electorate and who has given his electors
better representati::m than the many Labor hacks
who held seats in that area for decades.
Is it any wonder the honourable member lost his
seat at the last State election? The only way we will
see an extension of the tram service to Gladstone
Park in the foreseeable future will be if the Federal
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government is able to provide money to assist with
such an extension, as it did in the case of the
extension to Airport West. The likelihood of that
happening seems remote.
The Federal government recently announced that it
had scrapped its urban transport program. Even the
former State Labor government, which until last
year had been in power for the previous 10 years,
did not have the extension to Gladstone Park as one
of its transport priorities as set out in MetPlan.
In addition, any extension would have to run down
Melrose Drive, which has recently been upgraded. I
do not think that even the Keilor council would
support the digging up of that street at this time. I
am happy to take an interjection if one is
forthcoming.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Minister may not
canvass interjections.
Mr BROWN - It is a pity; they are silent, which
is a real change. The honourable member for
Tullamarine is the strongest advocate for public
transport his part of Melbourne has seen in some
decades. He was instrumental in convincing the
current government, and me in particular, that we
should introduce NightRider buses.
MrTHOMSON (Pascoe Vale) -On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, I query whether the Minister has
a conflict of interest when commenting on the
contribution of the honourable member for
Tullamarine given that the honourable member has
indicated in public forums that he would support
the Minister in a future leadership ballot.
Mr FINN (Tullamarine) - On the point of order,
Mr Speaker, wherever the honourable member for
Pascoe Vale's head is, it is not down here. I do not
know where it has been; I would hate to speculate
on that by the look of it.
The SPEAKER -Order! The Chair regards that
as a frivolous point of order. There is no point of
order.
Mr FINN - Mr Speaker - The SPEAKER - Order! Does the honourable
member wish to raise a further point of order?
Mr FINN - Yes.
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The SPEAKER - Order! I will hear the
honourable member.
Mr FINN - I ask the honourable member for
Pascoe Vale to withdraw his last statement because
it is blatantly untrue.
The SPEAKER - Order! I do not believe the
remarks made by the honourable member for Pascoe
Vale were unparliamentary.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I am not here to judge
the truth or otherwise of matters. I believe the words
were not offensive and as such I cannot ask the
honourable member to withdraw.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - On a further point of order,
Mr Speaker, the honourable member for
Tullamarine clearly finds the matter offensive. Let
me assure the Chair and the House that I also find it
offensive. In raising a spurious point of order the
honourable member for Pascoe Vale was seeking to
denigrate a member in this place. I find that
offensive, and I ask the honourable member to
withdraw the untrue remark.
The SPEAKER - Order! Will the honourable
member for Pascoe Vale withdraw? All he has to do
is get to his feet and say, '1 withdraw".
Mr THOMSON (pascoe Vale) - Mr Speaker, I
do not understand what the - -
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! If the House does not
come to order I will take appropriate action.
Mr ROPER - When the matter was first raised
by the honourable member for Tullamarine you,
Mr Speaker, clearly pointed out the way Parliament
operates on these matters. If a member claims to
have been misrepresented he has an opportunity,
after he has examined the matter, to request a
withdrawal, but a member should not request that
every remark be withdrawn. Mr Speaker, you
rightly ruled that the Minister for Public Transport
should continue his remarks, which many may
believe that he should not continue, but that was
your ruling. I suggest that we get ourselves into
some difficulty if every time a member feels he has
been misrepresented he asks for a withdrawal of the
remarks to remedy the matter. The provisions that
you administer are clear. I believe when you first
ruled on the matter that was your intention, and that
should have been what occurred. If an honourable
member wishes to make a statement about a
misrepresentation he could come to see you at an
appropriate time.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Coburg has twisted the words of the
Chair. Initially I ruled on a frivolous point of order.
A further point of order was raised because the
words were found to be offensive and the
honourable member for Pascoe Vale was asked to
withdraw. I insist that he withdraw.
Mr THOMSON (Pascoe Vale) - I withdraw.

The SPEAKER - Order! Some honourable
members in this House found your words offensive
and you have been asked to withdraw. All you have
to say is, '1 withdraw".
Mr THOMSON - Even if they do not relate - The SPEAKER - Order!
Mr ROPER (Coburg) - Mr Speaker - The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Coburg will remain in his seat. I have
asked the honourable member for Pascoe Vale to
withdraw. He has only to get to his feet and utter the
words, '1 withdraw". I call on the honourable
member for Pascoe Vale.
Mr ROPER - On a point of order, when the
matter was first raised - -

Mr Micallef interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I warn the honourable
member for Springvale against interjecting and
causing dissension in the House.
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) As I was saying before I was wrongly and rudely
interrupted by an opposition member, the
honourable member for Tullamarine has done more
towards improving the provision of public transport
in his area over the past 10 months than any former
Labor member did over several decades. That
categorical statement is evidenced by the NightRider
bus service, which is a spectacular success of the
current government. Admittedly we have not yet
been in government for a year, but we cannot do
everything in 12 months. The survey of the local
community undertaken by the honourable member
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was a spectacular success. He was able to get the
new service extended to his community, which is a
credit to him.
I know the Labor Party whinges, harps and cringes
when it sees that a coalition member has been
successful in its former heartland, which is now a
Liberal stronghold. The way in which the
honourable member has been accepted by the
community is an example for all members of
Parliament to follow. The honourable member for
Tullamarine, wilike the former member for Coburg,
who misled and lied to his community, said that his
community wants better public transport and that in
the immediate future a bus system is the way to go.
The government understands his point of view. The
Labor Party was in government for 10 years but it
did nothing for the area. We have been in
government for 10 months and already I have
opened an extension of the tram service and we
have provided the community with the new
NightRider bus service, which provides public
transport from midnight to dawn. The community
did not have that service in the past, and it will have
more services in the future.
I am able to respond to the honourable member and
say that not only did the honourable member for
Tullamarine not lose an extension of the tram
network for that community but he is working hard
to improve public transport in the area.
The honourable member for Dandenong North
raised with me the possibility of an extension of
public transport services to AFL Park, Waverley. She
did so in a constructive way and it is a pity more of
her colleagues do not follow her example.
Nevertheless, I must make the point that the
government of which she was a member was in
power for 10 years but did nothing about the
problem. To her credit she acknowledged that she
had raised this matter on, I think she said, numerous
occasions with former Ministers of transport in the
government of which she was part. I share her view
that it is desirable to have public transport extended
to that region and to a number of other regions of
Melbourne.
I know that to provide light rail to the area would
cost tens of millions of dollars and it would cost
more than $70 million to provide a fixed rail facility.
Such capital expenditure is not possible in the
foreseeable future because of the gross waste and
mismanagement of the former Labor government.
This government is struggling, as it will be for some
time, to pay back the borrowings of the Labor
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governmenti that horrendous debt burden must be
overcome.
However, when the savings flow through and we
are able to balance our books in a way the Labor
Party was never able to, we will work on extending
public transport in a number of areas, including
Waverley. In the foreseeable future such an
extension would involve the provision of bus
services.
The honourable member asked whether I would be
prepared to meet a deputation from the City of
Waverley. I am prepared to do that, and I ask her to
liaise with my office to arrange a time suitable to all
parties so that we may explore in a cooperative way
better public transport for that area of Melbourne,
which clearly should have had a better deal from the
previous Labor government.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - The honourable member for
Bundoora raised a matter for the attention of the
Minister responsible for Women's Affairs. She is
concerned about changes to the maternal child
health allowance and the funding of those services.
She said local communities were concerned about
the prospect of funding provided at council level
being reduced. The honourable member did not say
whether the local councils were prepared to play
their part in this process. No doubt she will pass on
that information to the Minister. I shall raise the
matter with the Minister, who I am sure will be
pleased to examine it.
The honourable member for Knox expressed
concern about the Rowville fire station and the vital
role the Country Fire AuthOrity has played in that
area for many years. Honourable members will be
aware of the tremendous community involvement
and close association of the honourable member
with the CFA for many years. That role is not
something he has suddenly adopted as a
consequence of his involvement in this place. His is
a long-standing concern. He quite fairly raised on
behalf of his constituency his concerns about the
negative role his predecessor, Mrs Hirsh, played to
the disadvantage of the community.
I am pleased to say that the planning appeal has
been successfully transmitted through the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal and the building
of the fire station will commence in about
November. Construction is due for completion by
the middle of 1994.
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The community owes no small debt of gratitude to
the honourable member for Knox for the
tremendous job he did in steering through the
appeal process and gaining access to scarce
resources.
The honourable member for Pascoe Vale raised a
matter of significant concern to me and, I am sure, to
the House. It is not the first time he has played
sleuth on such a matter. I do not know what
documented evidence he has, but he certainly rattled
off a litany of criticisms and concerns about Paravics
Sports Club. I will not recite his complaints and
assertions; however, I hope for his sake they are
true. I wonder whether he would be prepared to
repeat them outside the House.
In any event, I am sure he raised the issue out of
genuine concern about the misappropriation of
funds that should have gone to disabled people. I
will direct the matter to the attention of the
Attorney-General. The honourable member
suggested she may care to exercise her authority
under the Fundraising Appeals Act. I do not know
whether that is the appropriate vehicle or whether a
formal independent inquiry will be necessary.
The honourable member for Coburg referred to
funding cuts that may have affected speech therapy .
services at the Box Hill Hospital. I shall take up the
matter with the Minister for Health. However, the
honourable member's raising of the matter is a bit
like the pot calling the kettle black. At one time the
honourable member for Coburg was the Treasurer
of Victoria. He was a member of a government that
caused Victoria's debts and liabilities to rise from
$9000 million in 1982 when his party came to office
to about $64 billion, a figure that was revealed six or
seven months ago when the State audit was
completed.
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responsibly and to make the hard decisions,
although they are not always the decisions one
wants to make. I shall raise the honourable
member's concerns with the Minister for Health.
The honourable member for Ballarat West referred
to what must be regarded as the most secure fire
service in captivity: the one inside the Langi Kal
prison complex. His concern is to ensure that there is
an adequate structure outside the walls, and I
suppose it is useful to know where one is going after
the lights go out.
He said it was a useful solution to the provision of a
combined rehabilitation fire service and, like other
honourable members who raised issues this evening,
he offered a possible solution: the use of prisoner
labour to help with the erection of an appropriate
portable shed that the local Country Fire Authority
could use. I shall direct the matter to the attention of
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services who,
in his responsibility for both fire services and
prisons, will be able to find a suitable solution to the
problem.
In his 2-minute contribution the honourable member
for Morwell referred the Minister for Education to
an advertisement in the LAtrobe Valley Express. He
said that a constituent asserted the figures used in
the advertisement may reveal some impropriety. I
have not seen the advertisement. I take it that the
honourable member is not making the assertion but
is simply raising the matter. I know he would not
want to denigrate anyone in any way. I will direct
the matter to the attention of the Minister fm"
Education who, I am sure, will be able to solve the
problem adequately.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 10.S p.m.

Having destroyed the fabric of society and the funds
of the State, the opposition with its new-found
compassion has not said from where the money is to
come. The Treasurer and the Minister for Health,
who is playing her part in the process, have
undertaken the minimum cuts they can responsibly
make to bring the Budget back into focus. It is
important to observe that for the first time in 10
years the Budget is coming into order. That is
testimony to the government's commitment to act
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create an elitist system with many children unable to
attend preschool and suffering educational
disadvantage.

The SPEAKER (Hon. J. E. Delzoppo) took the chair
at 10.4 a.m. and read the prayer.

Your petitioners therefore pray that the government
restore adequate funding to preschools and restore the
central payment scheme for salaries.

ABSENCE OF MINISTER

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The SPEAKER -Order! I advise the House that
the Minister for Planning will be absent from the
House today. The Minister for Natural Resources
will handle any matters on his behalf.

PETITIONS
The Clerk - I have received the following
petitions for presentation to Parliament:

Preschool funding
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
State of Victoria respectfully showeth that:
The York Street Kindergarten in St Kilda continue to
operate as an extended hours (8.30 a.m. - 4.30 p.m., 5
days a week) integrated kindergarten and child-care
centre.
Such an integrated facility is in line with State
government policy and is in the best interests of both
the children and working parents.
Provision of such a facility should not entail any costs
to parents above the current level. We are therefore
opposed to the proposed funding cuts for the
kindergartens and the recommended structural
changes.
And your petitioners therefore humbly pray that these
wishes and rights will be recognised and protected.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Thwaites (202 signatures)
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
State of Victoria showeth that the savage funding cuts
to preschools will lead to enormous increases in fees
and fundraising, which parents cannot afford. This will

By Mr Thwaites (97 signatures) and
Mr Honeywood (69 signatures)
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
State of Victoria showeth that we are most concerned
regarding the likely effects of several of the proposals
foreshadowed (for implementation in 1994) in the
government's Strategic Directions released on 10 June
1993.

Your petitioners therefore pray that:
1.

There be no reduction in the level of funding
currently provided to Victorian preschool centres.

2.

The central payment system be maintained broadly
in its existing form.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Finn (66 signatures)

Altona Hospital
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
State of Victoria showeth:
That the Altona Hospital is a service needed for the
people of Altona.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that the House
take all necessary steps to maintain and indeed
improve funding to keep the Altona Hospital open.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Ms Marple (764 signatures)

Winter concessions for gas and electricity
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
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The petition of certain members of the Ballarat Catholic
communities draws to the attention of the House our
extreme concern at the debilitating impact that the
recent increases of costs and charges for essentials are
making on the lives of many members of our wider
community, such people as: fixed income pensioners,
victims of broken families, single-parent families,
unemployed etc.
The charges we refer to include the doubling of the SEC
service charge, the increase in gas charges, the $100
State house tax, the 3-cent petrol levy etc. To consider
the cancellation of the winter concession for pensioners
etc. for SEC and gas would be the ultimate humiliation.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the House move to
retain the winter concessions for gas and SEC to allow
time to adjust to the shock of the many recent increases.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
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Macleod Primary School
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
State of Victoria sheweth that Macleod Primary School
has been placed in a Quality Provision Task Force with
Yallambie PS, Watsonia South PS, Watsonia Heights
PS, Watsonia PS and Greensborough PS. Macleod PS
could be placed in the position where they are told to
close or merge with one of the schools mentioned
above. At no time since the first task force meeting have
the school community been consulted to ascertain their
thoughts or concerns.
We therefore request that Macleod PS pull out of the
task force and explore other options which will best
serve the needs of the children of Macleod. Your
petitioners therefore humbly pray that these wishes
and rights will be recognised and protected.

By Mr Jenkins (1277 signatures)
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

State education system
By Mrs Garbutt (137 signatures)
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

Broken Creek Primary School

We the undersigned call on the Minister for Education,
Mr Hayward, and the government of Victoria to:

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

halt the current attack on small schools in Victoria;

Please accept the humble petition of the undersigned
citizens of the State of Victoria.

protect and extend the quality of education already
provided in Victorian schools, which is currently
threatened by the reorganisation of the department of
schools education, and cuts to the education budget;
maintain and improve existing resources and facilities
at Victorian State schools, in particular current
staff/student ratios and availability of specialist
teachers;
recognise that the people of rural Victoria are deeply
concerned that threats to their schools also threaten
whole communities and townships, which have
already been adversely affected by the recession;

Your petitioners pray that:
Broken Creek Primary School remain open on the
grounds that:
1.

the school provides a strong curriculum in respect of
the quality provision framework;

2.

the school is responsive to the specific needs of the
local children and community; and

3.

Broken Creek and district children have the
right to attend school within close proximity of
their homes.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
acknowledge that a community's greatest resource is its
people, who flourish when given respect for individual
needs, through choice and flexibility in the provision of
basic services, such as education.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Turner (4 signatures)

By Mr Sand on (695 signatures)

Community rural schools
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
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The humble petition of Seaspray Primary School
Council, Friends of Rural Education and undersigned
citizens of the State of Victoria object strongly to the
possible impending closures or mergers of rural
schools.
Your petitioners therefore pray that community rural
schools be allowed to continue to deliver a
comprehensive educational curriculum and programs.
We must therefore be fully supported by this
government to continue our work. This support would
involve full funding and staffing as is the case now.
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Maternal and child health centres
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the persons undersigned living
in the State of Victoria wish to register their protest
against the reduction in services provided by maternal
and child health centres announced by the Honourable
Michael John on 10 June 1993 in launching the Strategic
Directions document. Your petitioners therefore pray
that you will reconsider this course of action and leave
the maternal and child health centre service as is.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
By Mr Ryan (548 signatures)
By Mr Finn (26 signatures)

Schools on Mount Dandenong Ridge
Preschool funding
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of
Victoria sheweth that as parents of Mount Dandenong
Ridge schools they request that full consideration be
given to issues of child and staff safety in this area of
extreme fire hazard.
Your petitioners therefore pray that you do not take up
the options of closure or merger of schools on the
Mount Dandenong Ridge.

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
State of Victoria sheweth our concern over the
proposed 1994 funding criteria for Victorian preschools.
We believe the proposed changes will place undue
financial pressures on Victorian families, and reduce
what should be a right to a privilege.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
By Mr Honeywood (535 signatures)
By Mr McArthur (1201 signatures)
Laid on table.

Preschool funding
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the persons undersigned living
in the State of Victoria wish to register their protest
against the reduction in funding to kindergartens
announced by the Honourable Michael John on 10 June
1993 in launching the Strategic Directions document.
Your petitioners therefore pray that you will reconsider
this course of action and maintain the kindergarten
funding at current levels.

Ordered that petitions presented by honourable
members for Tullamarine and Warrandyte praying
that the government (a) restore full funding to
preschools and (b) restore the central payment
scheme for salaries, by honourable member for
Tullamarine praying that the current level of
funding for kindergartens be maintained, and by
honourable member for Warrandyte praying that
the government review the proposed 1994 funding
criteria for Victorian preschools be considered next
day on motion of Mr ROPER (Coburg).

PAPERS
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
Laid on table by Clerk:
By Mr Finn (25 signatures)
Loddon-Campaspe College of TAFE - Report for the
year 1992, with a communication from the Minister for
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Tertiary Education and Training of the reasons for
delay in tabling
Statutory Rule under the following Act Port of Melbourne Authority Act 1958 - SR
No. 155 (in lieu of statutory rule previously
circulated ).

ADJOURNMENT
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That the House, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday,
28 September 1993.
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the net profit arising from Tattersall operations in
these places. The above jurisdictions have opted to
become part of the Victorian lottery pool because
their populations are too small to sustain a separate
independent lottery,
Tattersalls, in a joint venture with Rothschilds, the
British bankers, now proposes to tender for the right
to conduct lotteries in the United Kingdom. It may
in the future enter into similar businesses in other
countries. With a population of about 60 million it is
obvious that Great Britain can sustain its own lottery
and has no need to join the Victorian lottery pool.
Accordingly, these lotteries will operate outside the
framework of the Tattersall Consultations Act and
the Tattersalllicence.

Motion agreed to.

TATIERS ALL CONSULTATIONS
(FURTHER AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr STOCK DALE (Treasurer) - I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the Bill is to amend the Tattersall
Consultations Act 1958 to exempt profits deriving
from Tattersall operations in jurisdictions which do
not form part of the Victorian lottery pool from the
profit-sharing provisions of section 6(1A) of the Act,
and to provide that only instant lottery tickets with
three identical numbers, symbols or amounts, not
three pairs of matching numbers, symbols or
amounts, are entitled to a prize.
TATTERSALL OPERATIONS IN FOREIGN
COUNTRIES
In addition to the lotteries that it runs in Victoria,
Tattersalls currently also conducts lotteries in
Tasmania, the Australian Capital Territory, the
Northern Territory, Norfolk Island, Christmas Island
and the Cook Islands and will shortly commence
operations in the North Mariana Islands.
SubSCriptions to consultations in the above
jurisdictions form part of the Victorian lottery pool
and the consultations are conducted within the
framework of the Tattersall Consultations Act and
the Tattersalllicence.
As a consequence, Tattersalls is liable for the
payment of duty on the sale of subscriptions in these
jurisdictions, most of which is returned to the
relevant jurisdiction, as well as for a proportion of

However, because of an inconsistency in the
wording of the Tattersall Consultations Act, a
United Kingdom lottery run by Tattersalls could be
construed as being subject to the profit-sharing
provisions of section 6(1A) of the Act. The
inconsistency arises from the fact that whereas
section 6(1)(A) of the Act provides that duty shall be
paid only in respect of "consultations conducted
under the licence", section 6(1A), which requires
Tattersalls to pay a proportion of its net profit to the
government, refers to consultations in general
without restricting the profit payment to those
consultations which are conducted under the licence.
Since the sale of Tattersall products in the United
Kingdom would represent the sale of consultations,
this could lead to a situation where Tattersalls could
be liable for the payment of a proportion of its net
profit relating to its United Kingdom operations.
The purpose of the amendment, which will restrict
the definition of a consultation in section 3 of the Act
to a consultation conducted in Victoria, is to remove
this uncertainty.
INSTANT LOTTERY
It is generally understood amongst the playing
public that to win a prize in instant lottery it is
necessary to uncover three identical numbers,
symbols or amounts on an instant lottery ticket. The
New South Wales Court of Appeal recently found in
favour of a player who purchased an instant lottery
ticket that contained three pairs of matching
numbers rather than three identical numbers. The
judgment of the New South Wales Court of Appeal
was based on the argument that on a strict
construction of the words the player had satisfied
the conditions stated on the ticket for winning a
prize: namely, that he had matched three numbers.

SUNDA Y ENTERTAINMENT (REPEAL) BILL
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As the Premier in his capacity as Acting Treasurer
foreshadowed in a media release on 16 June 1993,
the Act is being amended to make it unambiguously
clear that three identical numbers, symbols or
amounts must be uncovered to win a prize and that
this is the only basis for winning a prize.

The reason for preventing the Supreme Court from
entertaining such claims is that the interpretation
given by section 4 confirms the common
understanding of the rules of instant lottery games
by those who had played them.
I commend the Bill to the House.

Tattersalls has already changed the instructions on
instant lottery tickets to make this clear. The purpose
of the amendment is to ensure that Tattersalls will
not be required to pay prizes to players who bought
tickets in the past which have three pairs of
matching numbers, symbols or amounts and which
players might now present to Tattersalls on the basis
of the New South Wales judgment.
It is acknowledged that the legislation will be
retrospective in its effect. While retrospective
legislation is undesirable as a matter of principle, the
government believes that it is appropriate in this
instance, given that the legislation will simply
confirm what has always been understood by the
playing public to be the rules of the game: namely,
that three identical numbers, symbols or amounts
are required to constitute a win. It will avoid
situations where players may make windfall gains in
situations where it was never intended that they
should win a prize, and it will ensure that Tattersalls
will not have to become involved in expensive
litigation. Importantly, the retrospective legislation
will not impose a burden or liability on any person
nor confer a benefit or create an offence where no
such burden, liability, benefit or offence previously
existed. It should also be noted that other
jurisdictions in Australia are in the process of
enacting similar legislation for the same reason as
Victoria.

Honourable members will note that clause 5 of the
Bill is intended to alter or vary section 85 of the
Constitution Act 1975 to the extent necessary to
ensure that the courts, including the Supreme Court,
apply the provisions of clause 4 to claims whenever
made and in respect of existing proceedings.
Clause 4(1) of the Bill provides that certain
expressions appearing on tickets in instant lotteries
are deemed always to have had a particular
meaning. Clause 4(2) limits the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court by providing that the interpretation
given by clause 4(1) applies to a claim that such an
expression had a different meaning, whether the
claim was made before or after the commencement
of section 4, and whether or not proceedings have
been brought in respect of that claim.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr ROPER
(Coburg).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 30 September.

SUNDAY ENTERTAINMENT (REPEAL)
BILL
Second reading
Mr PESCOTI (Minister for Industry Services) I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the Bill is to repeal the Sunday
Entertainment Act 1967. The Sunday Entertainment
Act regulates the holding or conducting of public
entertainments on Sundays. A public entertainment
includes virtually all entertainments where an
admission is charged. The Act regulates these
entertainments by prohibiting them from being held
or conducted on a Sunday without the written
permission of the Minister.
It is the view of the government that the Act has
become irrelevant because it no longer reflects
community attitudes to entertainments held on
Sundays and does not now serve the community as
was originally intended. The government also
believes that it imposes unnecessary and restrictive
controls on business, industry and the public by •
requiring a permit to hold or conduct
entertainments on Sundays.

The repeal of the Act will also remove duplication of
regulatory controls over Sunday entertainments and
will complement current community views to
entertainments being held on Sundays.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr MICALLEF
(Springvale).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 30 September.

